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INTRODUCTION: TAX PAYERS
AND TAX EATERS

n countries with openly tyrannical governments, we expect
lies. From government newspapers, government officials,
and every other aspect of the state propaganda apparatus, we
assume deception.
What we do not expect is that the U. S. government does
not operate much differently, even if the means are subtler.
Ludwig von Mises always distinguished between the two
methods of acquiring wealth: the voluntary way of the free
market and the coercive means of the state.
With an interventionist state like ours, dedicated to ex~
tracting our money for itself and favored interest groups,
whose officials revel in dominating others, no one will admit
openly what he is about. The talk will be of the public inter~
est, the common good, the national security. But the real
issues will always be cash and control.

I
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Even in the early 19th century, John C. Calhoun described
the United States as divided between the "tax payers and tax
eaters." And today, we can use that same analysis. Ludwig
von Mises called the battle between these two artificially
created groups a "caste conflict," in contradistinction to Karl
Marx's class conflict.
There can be no natural class conflict in society, since the
free market harmonizes all economic interests. But in an in,
terventionist system, there must be a struggle between the
caste that lives off the government and the rest of us.
To keep us from struggling too much, the governmentfrom our earliest days-trains us to be good little citizens: to
salute and say "Yes, sir!" when ordered to pay redistribution,
ist taxes, instructed how to run our businesses, told how to
lead our personal lives, or drafted for foreign wars.
And part of the training is the painstakingly inculcated
acceptance of the government as "we."
"Are we spending too much on the space shuttle?" some,
one asked me recently. But "we" are not spending anything.
The U.S. government is.
The government is separate from us, and almost always
opposed to our interests. We do not have a government of
the people, by the people, and for the people. We have a gov,
ernment to the people. And one important tool in keeping it
going is the lie.
For example, almost every economic statement from the
Reagan administration has been a lie. We-and I do mean wegot the most protectionist eight years since Herbert Hoover,
and they called it free trade. We got five tax increases, includ,
ing the single largest in human history, and they called it
lower taxes. We got the biggest deficits ever, and they called it
fiscal conservatism. We got a doubled federal budget, and
they called it cutting back. We got a vast increase in the
power and scope of federal control and snooping, and they
called it freedom.
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In analyzing any government action, we should always
ask: who's getting the money and the power?
During the Carter administration, conservatives told us
how terrible the Occupational Safety and Health Administra'
tion (OSHA) was. It oppressed businesspeople, imposed crazy
regulations, and violated civil liberties. And it was all true. But
why is there silence on Reagan's OSHA? Because it is really a
big,business agency, set up by the Nixon administration.
OSHA exists not to protect workers' health and safety,
but to defend established corporations from competition. It's
not an anti,business agency, it's an anti,small,business agency.
Exxon, with its thousands of lawyers, has no trouble dealing
with OSHA. But the small company can be put out of busi,
ness by OSHA's fines and harassment. And it is-not by co'
incidence-the small businesses that OSHA concentrates on.
Recently, OSHA imposed its largest fine ever for alleged
safety violations on a small meat,packing house. The agency
had acted at the behest of the largest meat,packing firm in
the area. This is why unscrupulous big businesses love
OSHA. It's anti,competitive.
We used to hear about the awful Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) during the Carter administration. It oppressed
businesspeople, imposed crazy regulations, etc. But again,
this is a big,business agency established under the Nixon ad,
ministration to hobble competition and subsidize favored
local politicians and special interests-especially construction
firms. It does not exist to improve the environment.
Like OSHA, EPA regulations are much less of a relative
burden on large firms than small ones. And most of the EPA
budget is spent on gigantic building contracts for supposed
pollution,control facilities. But since friends of the adminis,
tration are getting the contracts now, all conservative
criticism has disappeared.
The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) was
another product of the Nixon administration specifically set
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up to hurt small business and to help big business, this time
under cover of consumer safety.
During the Carter years, we heard about how appalling
this agency was. But there's silence now. Yet CPSC is still in,
tervening, and still setting guidelines at the behest of estab,
lished businesses designed to foil competition.
The Federal Trade Commission-emblematic of the older
Progressive and New Deal agencies-is no different. Denounced
during the Carter years as a crazed regulator-which it wasit is now praised as a bastion of free enterprise. Yet special in,
terest groups founded the agency specifically to restrict com,
petition and therefore free enterprise. The FTC now brags,
for example, about eight years of increased enforcement of
the anti,trust laws, statutes designed to allow politically con,
nected businessmen to suppress their non,politically con,
nected rivals.
One of the glories of America, and of the American free
market, has always been our entrepreneurs. But especially
since the days of the big railroads, there have always been
some established businesses scheming to use government to
reward themselves and punish their competitors. These trai,
tors to free enterprise have been a major force in the growth
of government, which is the horror story of our century.
To be able to fight for the ideals of the Founding Fathers,
to be able to work for free markets and individual freedom,
we have to be able to see through the government,generated
smoke.
If we do not understand, and help others understand,
what the government and its associated special interests are
trying to do to us, there's no way we can fight them.
One rule of thumb is to assume that the government is
lying until proven truthful, and to look carefully to see who's
benefiting from any government action. It's not enough to
make economic arguments against government control, as
important as that is.
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To mobilize the tax,eaten to make necessary changes-as
the Jeffersonians and Jacksonians knew-we have to tell peo,
pIe the truth. And that means showing them the injustice, as
well as the inefficiency, of government intervention.
Only correct economics, combined with a clear,eyed
caste,analysis of who's doing what to whom, can help us
make the changes we need to make. And that has been one
of the roles of the Ludwig von Mises Institute.
The first publication, indeed the first activity, of the new
Institute, was the Free Market. More than six years later, this
publication has become an influential advocate of the un,
compromising laissez,faire, anti,tax eater position. It is widely
reprinted and cited, and increasingly useful to members of
the general public, the media, the academy, and the policy
community.
But newsletters are necessarily ephemeral. And so much
of lasting significance has been published in the Free Market
that I thought a more permanent collection was justified. It
also makes a good, if not comprehensive, primer on free,
market theory and policy from an Austrian perspective.
On monetary and fiscal policy, trade, regulation, social,
ism, privatization, and a host of other areas, these articles of,
fer a perspective-and a tone-that once permeated the
American Right, but which almost disappeared.
The fact that it is now flourishing, even if as a minority
voice, is due in part to the Free Market and the Mises Institute.
This has been due to many people, but I would especially
like to thank Perry Alford, to whom this volume is gratefully
dedicated. His commitment to the vision of the Founding
Fathers, to individual liberty and the free market, and his
fighting spirit, have been lasting inspirations to all of us asso,
ciated with the Institute.
Special thanks are also due to the indispensable Jeffrey A.
Tucker. Norma A. Marchman did essential work in prepar,
ing the manuscript for typesetting and the production proc,
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ess, and Lianne M. Araki and Judy Thommesen did their
usual excellent work as well.
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
The Ludwig von Mises Institute
October 1988

1
FUNDAMENTALS

Ten Great Economic Myths
Murray N. Rothbard
ur country is beset by a large number of economic myths
that distort public thinking on important problems and
lead us to accept unsound and dangerous government poli,
cies. Here are ten of the most dangerous of these myths and
an analysis of what is wrong with them.

O

Myth #1: Deficits are the cause of inflation; deficits have
nothing to do with inflation.
In recent decades we always have had federal deficits. The
invariable response of the party out of power, whichever it
may be, is to denounce those deficits as being the cause of our
chronic inflation. And the invariable response of whatever
19
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party is in power has been to claim that deficits have nothing
to do with inflation. Both opposing statements are myths.
Deficits mean that the federal government is spending
more than it is taking in in taxes. Those deficits can be fi,
nanced in two ways. If they are financed by selling Treasury
bonds to the public, then the deficits are not inflationary. No
new money is created; people and institutions simply draw
down their bank deposits to pay for the bonds, and the
Treasury spends that money. Money has simply been trans,
ferred from the public to the Treasury, and then the money is
spent on other members of the public.
On the other hand, the deficit may be financed by selling
bonds to the banking system. If that occurs, the banks create
new money by creating new bank deposits and using them to
buy the bonds. The new money, in the form of bank
deposits, is then spent by the Treasury, and thereby enters
permanently into the spending stream of the economy, rais,
ing prices and causing inflation. By a complex process, the
Federal Reserve enables the banks to create the new money
by generating bank reserves of one,tenth that amount. Thus,
if banks are to buy 100 billion of new bonds to finance the
deficit, the Fed buys approximately $10 billion on old Treas,
ury bonds. This purchase increases bank reserves by $10 bit,
lion, allowing the banks to pyramid the creation of new bank
deposits or money by ten times that amount. In short, the
government and the banking system it controls in effect
"print" new money to pay for the federal deficit.
Thus, deficits are inflationary to the extent that they are
financed by the banking system; they are not inflationary to
the extent they are underwritten by the public.
Some policymakers point to the 1982,83 period, when de,
ficits were accelerating and inflation was abating, as a statisti,
cal "proof" that deficits and inflation have no relation to
each other. This is no proof at all. General price changes are
determined by two factors: the supply of, and the demand
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for, money. During 1982,83 the Fed created new money at a
very high rate, approximately at 15% per annum. Much of
this went to finance the expanding deficit. But on the other
hand, the severe depression of those two years increased the
demand for money (Le. lowered the desire to spend money
on goods), in response to the severe business losses. This tem,
porarily compensating increase in the demand for money
does not make deficits any the less inflationary. In fact, as
recovery proceeds, spending will pick up and the demand for
money will fall, and the spending of the new money will ac,
celerate inflation.

Myth #2: Deficits do not have a crowding,out effect on pri,
vate investment.
In recent years there has been an understandable worry
over the low rate of saving and investment in the United
States. One worry is that the enormous federal deficits will
divert savings to unproductive government spending and
thereby crowd out productive investment, generating ever,
greater long,run problems in advancing or even maintaining
the living standards of the public.
Some policymakers have once again attempted to rebut
this charge by statistics. In 1982,83, they declare deficits were
high and increasing while interest rates fell, thereby in,
dicating that deficits have no crowding,out effect.
This argument once again shows the fallacy of trying to
refute logic with statistics. Interest rates fell because of the
drop of business borrowing in a recession. "Real" interest rates
(interest rates minus the inflation rate) stayed unprecedentedly
high, however-partly because most of us expect renewed
heavy inflation, partly because of the crowding,out effect. In
any case, statistics cannot refute logic; and logic tells us that
if savings go into government bonds, there will necessarily be
less savings available for productive investment than there
would have been, and interest rates will be higher than they

22
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would have been without the deficits. If deficits are financed
by the public, then this diversion of savings into government
projects is direct and palpable. If the deficits are financed by
bank inflation, then the diversion is indirect, the crowding,
out now taking place by the new money "printed" by the
government competing for resources with old money saved
by the public.
Milton Friedman tries to rebut the crowding,out effect of
deficits by claiming that all government spending, not just
deficits, equally crowds out private savings and investment.
It is true that money siphoned off by taxes could also have
gone into private savings and investment. But deficits have a
far greater crowding,out effect than overall spending, since
deficits financed by the public obviously tap savings and sav,
ings alone, whereas taxes reduce the public's consumption as
well as savings.
Thus, deficits, whichever way you look at them, cause
grave economic problems. If they are financed by the bank,
ing system, they are inflationary. But even if they are
financed by the public, they will still cause severe crowding'
out effects, diverting much,needed savings from productive
private investment to wasteful government projects. And,
furthermore, the greater the deficits the greater the perma,
nent income tax burden on the American people to pay for
the mounting interest payments, a problem aggravated by
the high interest rates brought about by inflationary deficits.

Myth #3: Tax increases are a cure for deficits.
Those people who are properly worried about the deficit
unfortunately offer an unacceptable solution: increasing
taxes. Curing deficits by raising taxes is equivalent to curing
someone's bronchitis by shooting him. The "cure" is far
worse than the disease.
For one reason, as many critics have pointed out, raising
taxes simply gives the government more money, and so the
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politicians and bureaucrats are likely to react by raising ex,
penditures still further. Parkinson said it all in his famous
"Law:
"'IExpen d"Itures rIse to meet .
" If t h e govern,
Income.
ment is willing to have, say, a 20% deficit, it will handle high
revenues by raising spending still more to maintain the same
proportion of deficit.
But even apart from this shrewd judgment in political psy'
chology, why should anyone believe that a tax is better than
a higher price? It is true that inflation is a form of taxation, in
which the government and other early receivers of new money
are able to expropriate the members of the public whose in,
come rises later in the process of inflation. But, at least with
inflation, people are still reaping some of the benefits of ex,
change. If bread rises to $10 a loaf, this is unfortunate, but at
least you can still eat the bread. But if taxes go up, your
money is expropriated for the benefit of politicians and bu,
reaucrats, and you are left with no service or benefit. The
only result is that the producers' money is confiscated for the
benefit of a bureaucracy that adds insult to injury by using
part of that confiscated money to push the public around.
No, the only sound cure for deficits is a simple but virtu'
ally unmentioned one: cut the federal budget. How and
where? Anywhere and everywhere.

Myth #4: Every time the fed tightens the money supply, in,
terest rates rise (or fall); every time the fed expands the
money supply, interest rates rise (or fall).
The financial press now knows enough economics to watch
weekly money supply figures like hawks; but they inevitably
interpret these figures in a chaotic fashion. If the money sup'
ply rises, this is interpreted as lowering interest rates and in,
flationary; it is also interpreted, often in the very same article,
as raising interest rates. And vice versa. If the Fed tightens
the growth of money, it is interpreted as both raising interest
rates and lowering them. Sometimes it seems that all Fed ac,
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tions, no matter how contradictory, must result in raising in,
terest rates. Clearly something is very wrong here.
The problem here is that, as in the case of price levels,
there are several causal factors operating on interest rates
and in different directions. If the Fed expands the money
supply, it does so by generating more bank reserves and
thereby expanding the supply of bank credit and bank
deposits. The expansion of credit necessarily means an in,
creased supply in the credit market and hence a lowering of
the price of credit, or the rate of interest. On the other hand,
if the Fed restricts the supply of credit and the growth of the
money supply, this means that the supply in the credit mar,
ket declines, and this should mean a rise in interest rates.
And this is precisely what happens in the first decade or
two of chronic inflation. Fed expansion lowers interest rates;
Fed tightening raises them. But after this period, the public
and the market begin to catch on to what is happening. They
begin to realize that inflation is chronic because of the sys,
temic expansion of the money supply. When they realize this
fact of life, they will also realize that inflation wipes out the
creditor for the benefit of the debtor. Thus, if someone grants
a loan at five percent for one year, and there is seven percent
inflation for that year, the creditor loses, not gains. He loses
two percent, since he gets paid back in dollars that are now
worth seven percent less in purchasing power. Correspond,
ingly, the debtor gains by inflation. As creditors begin to
catch on, they place an inflation premium on the interest
rate, and debtors will be willing to pay. Hence, in the long,
run anything which fuels the expectations of inflation will
raise inflation premiums on interest rates; and anything
which dampens those expectations will lower those prem,
iums. Therefore, a Fed tightening will now tend to dampen
inflationary expectations and lower interest rates; a Fed ex,
pansion will whip up those expectations again and raise
them. There are two, opposite causal chains at work. And so
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Fed expansion or contraction can either raise or lower inter,
est rates, depending on which causal chain is stronger.
Which will be stronger? There is no way to know for sure.
In the early decades of inflation, there is no inflation prem,
ium; in the later decades, such as we are now in, there is. The
relative strength and reaction times depend on the subjective
expectations of the public, and these cannot be forecast with
certainty. And this is one reason why economic forecasts can
never be made with certainty.

Myth #5: Economists, using charts or high speed computer
models, can accurately forecast the future.
The problem of forecasting interest rates illustrates the
pitfalls of forecasting in general. People are contrary cusses
whose behavior, thank goodness, cannot be forecast precisely
in advance. Their values, ideas, expectations, and knowledge
change all the time, and change in an unpredictable manner.
What economist, for example, could have forecast (or did
forecast) the Cabbage Patch Kid craze of the Christmas
season of 1983? Every economic quantity, every price, pur,
chase, or inCOlne figure is the embodiment of thousands,
even millions, of unpredictable choices by individuals.
Many studies, formal and informal, have been made of
the record of forecasting by economists, and it has been con,
sistently abysmal. Forecasters often complain that they can
do well enough as long as current trends continue; what they
have difficulty in doing is catching changes in trend. But of
course there is no trick in extrapolating current trends into
the near future. You don't need sophisticated computer
models for that; you can do it better and far more cheaply by
using a ruler. The real trick is precisely to forecast when and
how trends will change, and forecasters have been notor,
iously bad at that. No economist forecast the depth of the
1981,82 depression, and none predicted the strength of the
1983 boom.
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The next time you are swayed by the jargon or seeming
expertise of the economic forecaster, ask yourself this ques,
tion: If he can really predict the future so well, why is he wast,
ing his time putting out newsletters or doing consulting when
he himself could be making trillions of dollars in the stock
and commodity markets?

Myth #6: There is a tradeoff between unemployment and
inflation.
Every time someone calls for the government to abandon
its inflationary policies, Establishment economists and politi,
cians warn that the result can only be severe unemployment.
We are trapped, therefore, into playing off inflation against
high unemployment, and become persuaded that we must
therefore accept some of both.
This doctrine is the fallback position for Keynesians.
Originally, the Keynesians promised us that by manipulating
and fine..tuning deficits and government spending, they could
and would bring us permanent prosperity and full employment
without inflation. Then, when inflation became chronic and
ever"greater, they changed their tune to warn of the alleged
tradeoff, so as to weaken any possible pressure upon the gov..
ernment to stop its inflationary creation of new money.
The tradeoff doctrine is based on the alleged "Phillips
curve," a curve invented many years ago by the British econ..
omist A. W. Phillips. Phillips correlated wage rate increases
with unemployment, and claimed that the two move inversely:
the higher the increases in wage rates, the lower the unemploy,
ment. On its face, this is a peculiar doctrine, since it flies in
the face of logical, commonsense theory. Theory tells us that
the higher the wage rates, the greater the unemployment, and
vice versa. If everyone went to their employer tomorrow and
insisted on double or triple the wage rate, many of us would
be promptly out of a job. Yet this bizarre finding was ac..
cepted as gospel by the Keynesian economic establishment.
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By now, it should be clear that this statistical finding vio,
lates the facts as well as logical theory. For during the 1950s,
inflation was only about one to two percent per year, and un,
employment hovered around three or four percent, whereas
nowadays unemployment ranges between eight and 110/0,
and inflation between five and 13%. In the last two or three
decades, in short, both inflation and unemployment have in'
creased sharply and severely. If anything, we have had a reverse
Phillips curve. There has been anything but an inflation,
unemployment tradeoff.
But ideologues seldom give way to the facts, even as they
continually claim to "test" their theories by acts. To save the
concept, they have simply concluded that the Phillips curve
still remains as an inflation,unemployment tradeoff, except
that the curve has unaccountably "shifted" to a new set of
alleged tradeoffs. On this sort of mind,set, of course, no one
could ever refute any theory.
In fact, inflation now, even if it reduces unemployment in
the short,run by inducing prices to spurt ahead of wage rates
(thereby reducing real wage rates), will only create more unem,
ployment in the long run. Eventually, wage rates catch up
with inflation, and inflation brings recession and unemploy,
ment inevitably in its wake. After more than two decades of
inflation, we are all now living in that "long run."

Myth #7: Deflation-falling prices-is unthinkable, and would
cause a catastrophic depression.
The public memory is short. We forget that, from the be'
ginning of the Industrial Revolution in the mid, 18th century
until the beginning of World War II, prices generally went
down, year after year. That's because continually increasing
productivity and output of goods generated by free markets
caused prices to fall. There was no depression, however, be'
cause costs fell along with selling prices. Usually, wage rates
remained constant while the cost of living fell, so that "real"
wages, or everyone's standard of living, rose steadily.
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Virtually the only time when prices rose over those two
centuries were periods of war (War of 1812, Civil War, World
War 1), when the warring governments inflated the money
supply so heavily to pay for the war as to more than offset
continuing gains in productivity.
We can see how free~market capitalism, unburdened by
governmental or central bank inflation, works if we look at
what has happened in the last few years to the prices of com~
puters. A computer used to have to be enormous, costing
millions of dollars. Now, in a remarkable surge of productiv~
ity brought about by the microchip revolution, computers
are falling in price even as Iwrite. Computer firms are success~
ful despite the falling prices because their costs have been fall~
ing, and productivity rising. In fact, these falling costs and
prices have enabled them to tap a mass market characteristic
of the dynamic growth of free~market capitalism. "Deflation"
has brought no disaster to this industry.
The same is true of other high~growth industries, such a
electronic calculators, plastics, TV sets, and VCRs. Defla~
tion, far from bringing catastrophe, is the hallmark of sound
and dynamic economic growth.

Myth #8: The best tax is a "flat" income tax, proportionate to
income across the board, with no exemptions or deductions.
It is usually added by flat~tax proponents, that eliminating
such exemptions would enable the federal government to cut
the current tax rate substantially.
But this view assumes, for one thing, that present deduc~
tions from the income tax are immoral subsidies or "loop~
holes" that should be closed for the benefit of all. A deduc~
tion of exemption is only a "loophole" if you assume that the
government owns 100% of everyone's income and that allow~
ing some of that income to remain untaxed constitutes an ir~
ritating "loophole." Allowing someone to keep some of his
own income is neither a loophole nor a subsidy. Lowering the
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overall tax by abolishing deductions for medical care, for in,
terest payments, or for uninsured losses, is simply lowering
the taxes of one set of people (those that have little interest to
pay, or medical expenses, or uninsured losses) at the expense
of raising them for those who have incurred such expenses.
There is furthermore neither any guarantee nor even like'
lihood that, once the exemptions and deductions are safely
out of the way, the government would keep its tax rate at the
lower level. Looking at the record of governments, past and
present, there is every reason to assume that more of our
money would be taken by the government as it raised the tax
rate back up (at least) to the old level, with a consequently
greater overall drain from the producers to the bureaucracy.
It is supposed that the tax system should be roughly that
of pricing or incomes on the market. But market pricing is not
proportional to incomes. It would be a peculiar world, for ex,
ample, if Rockefeller were forced to pay $1,000 for a loaf of
bread-that is, a payment proportionate to his income rela,
tive to the average man. That would mean a world in which
equality of incomes was enforced in a particularly bizarre and
inefficientmanner. If a tax were levied like a market price, it
would be equal to every "customer," not proportionate to
each customer's income.

Myth #9: An income tax cut helps everyone because not
only the taxpayer but also the government will benefit, since
tax revenues will rise when the rate is cut.
This is the so,called "Laffer curve," set forth by California
economist Arthur Laffer. It was advanced as a means of
allowing politicians to square the circle; to come out for tax
cuts, keeping spending at the current level, and balance the
budget all at the same time. In that way, the public would en,
joy their tax cuts, be happy at the balanced budget, and still
receive the same level of subsidies from the government.
It is true that if tax rates are 99%, and they are cut to
95%, tax revenue will go up. But there is no reason to assume
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such simple connections at any other time. In fact, this rela,
tionship works much better for a local excise tax than for a
national income tax. A few years ago, the government of the
District of Columbia decided to procure some revenue by
sharply raising the District's gasoline tax. But, then, drivers
could simply nip over the border to Virginia or Maryland
and fill up at a much cheaper price. D.C. gasoline tax reve,
nues fell, and much to their chagrin and confusion, they had
to repeal the tax.
But this is not likely to happen with the income tax. People
are not gong to stop working or leave the country because of a
relatively small tax hike, or do the reverse because of a tax cut.
There are some problems with the Laffer curve. The
amount of time it is supposed to take for the Laffer effect to
work is never specified. But still more important: Laffer
assumes that what all of us want is to maximize tax revenue
to the government. If-a big if-we are really at the upper
half of the Laffer Curve, we should then all want to set tax
rates at that "optimum" point. But why? Why should it be
the objective of everyone of us to maximize government rev,
enue? To push to the maximum, in short, the share of private
product that gets siphoned off to the activities of govern,
ment? I should think we would be more interested in minimiz,
ing government revenue by pushing tax rates far, far below
whatever the Laffer Optimum might happen to be.

Myth #10: Imports from countries where labor is cheap cause
unemployment in the United States.
One of the many problems with this doctrine is that it ig,
nores the question: why are wages low in a foreign country
and high in the United States? It starts with these wage rates
as ultimate givens, and doesn't pursue the question why they
are what they are. Basically, they are high in the United
States because labor productivity is high-because workers
here are aided by large amounts of technologically advanced
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capital equipment. Wage rates are low in many foreign coun,
tries because capital equipment is small and technologically
primitive. Unaided by much capital, worker productivity is
far lower than in the United States. Wage rates in every
country are determined by the productivity of the workers in
that country. Hence, high wages in the United States are not
a standing threat to American prosperity; they are the result
of that prosperity.
But what of certain industries in the U.S. that complain
loudly and chronically about the "unfair" competition of
products from low,wage countries? Here, we must realize that
wages in each country are interconnected from one industry
and occupation and region to another. All workers compete
with each other, and if wages in industry A are far lower than
in other industries, workers-spearheaded by young workers
starting their careers- would leave or refuse to enter indus,
try A and move to other firms or industries where the wage
rate is higher.
Wages in the complaining industries, then, are high be,
cause they have been bid high by all industries in the United
States. If the steel or textile industries in the United States
find it difficult to compete with their counterparts abroad, it
is not because foreign firms are playing low wages, but be,
cause other American industries have bid up American wage
rates to such a high level that steel and textile cannot afford
to pay. In short, what's really happening is that steel, textile,
and other such firms are using labor inefficiently as corn,
pared to other American industries. Tariffs or import quotas
to keep inefficient firms or industries in operation hurt every,
one, in every country, who is not in that industry. They in,
jure all American consumers by keeping up prices, keeping
down quality and competition, and distorting production.
Tariff or an import quota is equivalent to chopping up a rail,
road or destroying an airline-for its point is to make inter,
national transportation artificially expensive.
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Tariffs and import quotas also injure other, efficient
American industries by tying up resources that would other,
wise move to more efficient uses. And, in the long run, the
tariffs and quotas, like any sort of monopoly privilege conferred
by government, are no bonanza even for the firms being pro,
tected and subsidized. For, as we have seen in the cases of
railroads and airlines, industries enjoying government mon,
opoly (whether through tariffs or regulation) eventually be,
come so inefficient that they lose money anyway, and can
only call for more and more bailouts, for ever more of a privi,
leged shelter from free competition.

Creative Economic Semantics
Murray N. Rothbard
f the federal government's economists have been good for
nothing else in recent years, they have made great strides
in what might be called "creative economic semantics." First
they redefined the seemingly simple term "budget cut." In the
old days, a "budget cut" was a reduction of next year's
budget below this year's. In that old,fashioned sense, Dwight
Eisenhower's first two years in office actually cut the budget
substantially, though not dramatically, below the previous
year. Now we have "budget cuts" which are not cuts, but
rather substantial increases over the previous year's expen,
ditures. "Cut" became subtly but crucially redefined as re,
ducing something else. What the something else might be
didn't seem to matter, so long as the focus was taken off ac,
tual dollar expenditures. Sometimes it was a cut "in the rate
of increase," other times it was a cut in "real" spending, at
still others it was a percentage of GNP, and at yet other times
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it was a cut in the sense of being below past projections for
that year. The result of a series of such "cuts" has been to
raise spending sharply and dramatically not only in old,
fashioned terms, but even in all other categories. Govern,
ment spending has gone up considerably any way you slice it.
As a result, even the idea of a creatively semantic budget cut
has now gone the way of the nickel fare and the Constitution
of the United States.
Another example of creative semantics was the "tax cut"
of 1981,1982, a tax cut so allegedly fearsome that it had to be
offset by outright tax increases late in 1982, in 1983, in 1984,
and undoubtedly on and on into the future. Again in the old
days, a cut in income taxes meant that the average person
would find less of a slice taken out of his paycheck. But while
the 1981,82 tax changes did that for some people, the average
person found that the piddling cuts were more than offset by
the continuing rise in the Social Security tax, and by "bracket
creep"-a colorful term for the process by which inflation
(generated by the federal government's expansion of the
money supply) wafts everyone into higher money income
(even though a price rise might leave them no better off) and
therefore into a higher tax bracket. So that even though the
official schedule of tax rates might remain the same, the aver,
age man is paying a higher chunk of his income.
The much,vaulted and much,denounced "tax cut" turns
out, on old,fashioned semantics, to be no cut at all but rather
a substantial increase. In return for the dubious pleasure of
this non,cut, the American public will have to suffer by pay'
ing through the nose for years to come in the form of "offset,
ting," though unfortunately all,too,genuine, tax increases.
Of course, government economists have been doing their
part as well to try to sugar,coat the pill of tax increases. They
never refer to these changes as "increases." They have not
been increases at all; they were "revenue enhancement" and
"closing loopholes." The best comment on the concept of
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"loopholes" was that of Ludwig von Mises. Mises remarked
that the very concept of "loopholes" implies that the govern,
ment rightly owns all of the money you earn, and that it be,
comes necessary to correct the slipup of the government's not
having gotten its hands on that money long since.
Despite promises of a balanced budget by 1984, we find
that several years of semantically massaged "budget cuts"
and "tax cuts" as well as "enhancements" have resulted in an
enormous, seemingly permanent, and unprecedented deficit
somewhere around $200 billion. Once again, creative semantics
have come to the rescue. One route is to use time,honored
methods to redefine the deficit out of existence. The Keynes,
ians used to redefine it by claiming that in something called a
"full employment budget" there was no deficit, that is, that if
one subtracts the spending necessary to achieve full employ,
ment, there would be no deficit, perhaps even a surplus. But
while such a sleight,of,hand might work with a deficit of $20
billion, it is a puny way to wish away a gap of $200 billion.
Still, the government's economists are trying. They have aI,
ready redefined the "deficits" as a "real increase" in debt,
that is, a deficit discounted by inflation. The more inflation
generated by the government, then, the more it looks as if the
deficit is washed away. On the very same semantic magic, the
apologists for the disastrous runaway German inflation of
1923 claimed that there was no inflation at all, since in terms
of gold, German prices were actually falling! And similarly, they
claimed, that since in real terms the supply of German marks
was falling, that the real trouble in Germany was that there
was too little money being printed rather than too much.
There is no general acceptance for the idea that, based on
some legerdemain, the deficit doesn't really exist. But there is
acceptance of the view that a tax increase constitutes a "down
payment" on the deficit. Again, in the old days, a "down
payment" on a debt meant that part of the debt was being
paid off. Washington's creative economists have managed to
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redefine the term to mean a hoped,for reduction of next
year's increase in the debt-a very different story indeed.

Competition at Work: Xerox at 25
Murray N. Rothbard
little over 25 years ago a revolutionary event occurred
in the world of business and in American society gen,
erally. It was a revolution accomplished without bloodshed
and without anyone being executed. The Xerox 914, the
world's first fully,automated plain,paper copier, was ex,
hibited to the press in New York City.
Before then copiers existed, but they were clumsy and
complex, they took a long time, and the final product was a
fuzzy mess imprinted on special, unattractive pink paper. The
advent of Xerox ushered in the photocopying age, and was
successful to such an extent that within a decade the word
"xerox" was in danger of slipping out of trademark and be'
coming a generic term in the public domain.
Many people, and even some economists, believe that
large, highly capitalized firms can always outcompete small
ones. Nothing could be further from the truth. In the pre'
Xerox age, the photography industry was dominated, at least
in the United States, by one giant, Eastman Kodak. And yet
it was not Kodak or any other giant business or massive
research facility that invented or even developed the Xerox
process. It was invented, instead, by one man, Chester
Carlson, a New York City patent attorney, who did the ini,
tial experiments in the kitchen of his apartment home in
1938. Carlson then looked around for a firm that would de'
velop a commercial product from his invention. He first
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thought of Eastman Kodak, but Kodak told him it would
never work, that it was too complex, would be too costly to
develop, and, most remarkably of all, would have only a
small potential market! The same answer was given to Carl,
son by 21 other large firms such as IBM. They were the "ex'
perts"; how could they all be wrong?
Finally, one small firm in Rochester took a gamble on the
Xerox project. Haloid Co., a photographic paper manufac,
turer with annual sales of less than $7 million, bought the
rights to the process from Carlson in 1947, and spent $20 mil,
lion and 12 years before the mighty Xerox 914 came on the
market in the fateful fall of 1959. Horace Becker, who was
chief engineer on the Xerox 914, explains that "technically, it
did not look like a winner.... That which we did, a big com,
pany could not have afforded to do. We really shot the dice,
because it didn't make any difference." Small business can
outcompete, and outinnovate, the giants.
Haloid Co., then Haloid Xerox Co., and finally Xerox,
became one of the great business and stock,market success
stories of the 1960s. By the early 1970s, it had captured aI,
most all of the new, huge photocopier market, and its 1983
revenues totaled $8.5 billion. But by the mid 1970s, Xerox,
too, was getting big, bureaucratic, and sluggish, and Japan in,
vaded the photocopy market with the successful Savin
copier. As competition by new originally small firms ac,
celerated, Xerox's share of the market fell to 75% in 1975,
47% in 1980, and less than 40 percent in 1982. As one invest,
ment analyst commented, "They had an aging product line.
They were caught off guard."
In the world of business, no firm, even the giants, can
stand still for long. In trouble, Xerox fought back with its
new and improved 10 Series of "Marathon" copiers, and in
1983 the company increased its share of the photocopy mar,
ket for the first time since 1970; and its record considerably
improved in 1984.
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So, Happy Birthday Xerox! The Xerox success story is a
monument to what a brilliant and determined lone inventor
can accomplish. It is a living testimony of how a small firm
can innovate and outcompete giant firms, and of how a small
firm, become a giant, can rethink and retool in order to keep
up with a host of new competitors. But above all, the Xerox
story is a tribute to what free competition and free enterprise
can accomplish, in short, what people can do if they are
allowed to think and work and invest and employ their ener,
gies in freedom. Human progress and human freedom go
hand in hand.

Looking Beneath the Surface
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
learned two lessons from my years on Capitol Hill as Con,
gressman Ron Paul's chief aide: 1) Every act of government
deliberately benefits an interest group coalition at the ex,
pense of the rest of us; and 2) The government and the inter'
ests always lie about it.
During the gasoline crisis, for example, Congress passed
the "windfall profits" tax on oil. The politicians and their
lapdogs in the media trumpeted this as a deserved comeup'
pance to Big Oil.
Seen from the inside, it was just the opposite. The large,
multi,national oil companies, in cahoots with Jimmy Carter's
Department of Energy, designed the tax and actively lobbied
Congress for it. Why? Because it was to their comparative ad,
vantage. More money for energy programs flowed to the
Establishment companies through such corporate welfare as
the synfuels program, and the tax harmed only small domes'
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tic producers. The windfall profits tax is collected in Texas,
not in Saudi Arabia.
So the imposition of this vicious tax served two interest
groups: the government and the multinational oil compan,
ies, against U.S. oil producers and consumers.
Virtually every single act of government can be analyzed
in this way. Since the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 cartelized
the banking industry and allowed the banks to inflate
together with the government, at the expense of the rest of
us, we can assume-using interest,group analysis-that the
industry promoted the bill. And in fact, Rockefeller and
Morgan,connected commercial and investment banking in,
terests wrote the act, lobbied for it, and staffed the resulting
agency. Even today, Paul Volcker is a former vice president of
Chase Manhattan Bank.
Teddy Kennedy is pushing for an increase in the mini,
mum wage "to help the poor." In fact, the very existence of a
minimum wage harms the poor, since it means that anyone
whose production is worth less than that figure, plus Social
Security and other business taxes, will remain unemployed.
And in fact that is its purpose. It makes it harder for new,
small businesses to start up, and-by outlawing low,wage
competition-enables labor unions to continue to get higher,
than,market wages through federal coercion. That is why
labor unions love the minimum wage, and why their bought,
and,paid,for Congressmen and Senators work to raise it.
The Reagan administration has spent more on foreign aid
than all previous administrations from Eisenhower to Carter
combined. But not to help the poor in foreign lands. Foreign
aid is a massive subsidy to U. S. bankers with loans to foreign
governments, and to U.s. exporters whose products are pur,
chased with the funds. And-no surprise-it is big banks
and exporters that push for foreign aid. As to the poor in for,
eign lands, they are made worse off as corrupt, dictatorial
governments are cemented in power; the American taxpayer
is impoverished by unconstitutional spending.
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When looking or listening to the government, assume the
reverse of what it claims, and look to see who is getting the
cash. Only this way of looking beneath the surface, which
Mises called "caste,conflict" analysis, helps explain govern,
ment actions so clearly, or-when exposed-helps rally the
people against further injustices.

The Fraud of GNP
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
he Gross National Product grew at an annual rate of
4.4% for the first quarter of 1987," the Commerce Depart,
ment recently said. But corporate profits and people's earning
dropped. We're all supposed to be better off when the GNP
grows. Why aren't we? The reason, as shown by Professor
Murray N. Rothbard, is that the GNP is a phony statistic.
The GNP records the dollar amount of goods and services
produced in the economy during a period. But it equates gov,
ernment spending with private spending. And it ignores the
wealth and potential growth destroyed by taxation.
Imagine that the economy consisted of two small, prod,
uctive towns. The government decides to destroy one of
them-a hotbed of tax resistance-by aerial bombardment,
and to tax the other to pay for the cIean,up. After a year, the
destroyed town is restored. Calculating the net effect of this
process, the Commerce Department would say that the GNP
of the two,town economy grew by 50%.
GNP records the money spent on goods and services, not
the wealth destroyed by bombs, taxation, regulation, or
other government activities. So GNP would act as if a third
town had been added to the economy, when in fact one had
been deducted.
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As Professor Rothbard has pointed out, subtracting govern,
ment spending from GNP, and then adjusting for taxation,
gives us a much better idea of the real economy. His "Private
Product Remaining (to Producers)" or PPR does exactly that.
Working from Professor Rothbard's thesis, Professor
Robert Batemarco of Manhattan College computed the PPR
from 1960 to 1985 for an article in the first issue of the Insti,
tute's Review of Austrian Economics.
The gap shown on the chart between GNP and PPR rep'
resents the horrendous growth of government. And the gap
is huge and growing, despite promises to get Washington off
our backs.
The growth in GNP is almost all attributable to increased
government spending, which represents capital consump'
tion, not progress. As shown by the PPR the economy has
barely moved, thanks to the government's incredible taxa,
tion, deficits, welfare, borrowing, subsidies, and controls.
Real growth in the U.S. registered a mere 1.3% last year.
On the average, the GNP figure is about 52% higher than
real growth. And the more government grows, the higher
that percentage.
Always be wary of government statistics. They are usually
designed to mislead, and GNP is part of that game.

Racial Discrimination vs. the Free Market
Mark D. Hughes
ot long ago I saw a poster at George Mason University
advertising a talk on "The Development of Racism
Under Capitalism." Sponsored by SCAR (the Student Coali,
tion Against Racism), the implied position was wrong; it is
capitalism that hinders racism.
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"The term 'discrimination' has acquired an unambiguously
negative meaning," writes Dr. Walter Block. "It conjures up
the image of racial and sexual prejudice. Strictly speaking,
however, the term is neutral."
As human beings, we face an unavoidable scarcity of time
and resources: that is, we cannot have everything we want or
need whenever we want or need it. To cope with this scarcity,
we ration our time, skill, knowledge, and wealth.
This process must involve discrimination. For example, if
I choose to read Mises's Human Action rather than the col,
leeted poetry of Keats, I am discriminating against Keats.
And my choosing to read at all means I am discriminating
against every other use of my time.
Different ways of rationing resources have emerged over
the centuries. The barbarism of ancient times involved grab,
bing what you could, when you could, and however you
could. In the barbarism of modern times, these same activi,
ties are carried out by governments.
But the best and only peaceful method for rationing
scarce resources is the price system. Respecting private prop'
erty and individual rights, the price system puts the power of
choice into the hands of the person whose scarce resources
are to be rationed.
If the owner of a resource wishes to exchange it with others,
and he sets the price at zero, then people who discriminate in
favor of it, by choosing to consume it, will want more of it
than the owner wishes to exchange. The owner will therefore
ration his resource by giving it a positive price. As the price
of the resource rises, more and more people will choose to
discriminate against it in favor of a less costly resource.
Their desire for the resource has not changed, but the
cost of discriminating in favor of it has increased. For exam,
pIe, I will have the same desire for a European sports car re,
gardless of its price, but its price makes discriminating in its
favor too costly for me.
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The more scarce and desirable a resource, the higher its
price. But at some point, the owner will arrive at a price
where the total discrimination in favor of it is just equal to
the quantity he is willing to exchange.
Prices and the right of ownership give individuals the abil,
ity to increase or decrease the level of discrimination against
their resources. This is the mechanism that makes free mar,
ket competition work. And only this competition gives indi,
viduals control over their own scarce resources.
A consumer who refuses to purchase resources from a per,
son (Le. discriminates against that person) solely because of
the color of that person's skin is discriminating. The act of
discrimination itself is neither good nor bad, but the underly,
ing values can be considered unethical.
Does the person who suffers because of racism have any
recourse? He could try to use government power to force an
exchange by coercion. But there is a better way: he can use
the price system.
If I feel someone is discriminating against me for unethical
reasons, then I can make his choice costly by lowering the price
I charge. His discrimination then becomes more costly. A
person discriminating against me can only continue to do so if
he is willing to pay a higher relative price for his choice. I can't
change his values, but I can make them more costly to hold.
This very process occurs every day. When a member of a
minority group opens a new grocery store in an unfriendly
neighborhood, say a Korean in a black area of Washington,
D.C., he is likely to be discriminated against. Instead of de,
manding that the government force shoppers to buy from his
store, he chooses the peaceful method: he reduces his prices.
This increases the cost to consumers of discriminating
against him, because they are now paying a premium to shop
somewhere else. As a result, they begin to patronize his store.
Racists may still be racists, but they no longer discriminate
unethically.
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But if the government had set the grocer's prices at the
same level as other stores not owned by minorities, there would
be no cost to consumers for racially discriminating against
him. They would simply continue shopping at Safeway.
Henry Hazlitt wrote in his unforgettable book Economics
in

One Lesson:
A wage is, in fact, a price. It is unfortunate for clarity of
economic thinking that the price of labor's services (labor's
scarce resource) should have received an entirely different
name from other prices. This has prevented most people
from recognizing that the same principles govern both.

Like the consumer of any resource, an employer will pay a
wage no higher than the production the worker can gener,
ate. If the worker accepts a job paying less than his produc,
tion, other employers will recognize they can profit by offer,
ing a higher wage. Eventually the worker receives a wage
equal to the value he contributes.
If the government imposes a minimum wage, anyone who
cannot add more than the minimum to the employer's busi,
ness will not be hired. No employer can payout more than
his business produces for very long. The government's mini,
mum wage law discriminates against the less productive
members of society.
According to Professor Walter E. Williams of George Mason
University, author of The State Against Blacks:
As late as 1948, black youth labor market participation
was higher than that of white youths and their unemploy'
ment rate was less. But with each and every increase in the
level and coverage of the minimum wage law, that picture
was changed. Now the very opposite is the case.

When the state imposes minimum wage laws, it reduces
the cost for employers to discriminate racially. It also takes
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away a minority person's best weapon: the right to lower
prices and make racially based discrimination costly.
Suppose there are two young women, one white and one
black, both equally qualified. They are the only two people
who have applied for a hostess's job in a restaurant owned by
a white racist. The employer is willing to pay up to $5.00 per
hour. The white woman has been offered a job she likes bet~
ter at another business at $4.50 an hour, and will accept the
restaurant job only if she can get $5.00 per hour.
The black woman knows the boss is a racist. She realizes
that her only hope of getting the job is to ask for less than
$5.00 per hour. And the less she asks for, the greater her
chances of getting the job. If she lowers her price to $4.50,
the employer must now pay 50 cents per hour to discriminate
racially against her. And at some wage it will be too costly for
him to continue his racial discrimination, and he will hire
the black woman.
The story is different when the state imposes a minimum
wage of $5.00 per hour. Far from aiding the black woman, it
forbids her from competing with her white rival. The govern~
ment has in effect made it illegal for the black woman to
work at that restaurant.
This brings us back to "The Development of Racism
Under Capitalism." SCAR and groups like it demand that
the government intervene in the free market to eliminate
racial discrimination. But the free market tends to reduce un~
ethical discrimination; it is the state through its fettering of
free enterprise that promotes racism.
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Mises Contra Marx
David Gordon
f asked to name the foremost critic of Marxism, most econ~
omists sympathetic to the free market would name Eugen
von B6hm~Bawerk, who in his treatise Capital and Interest
and his separate brochure Karl Marx and the Close of his
System demolished the labor theory of value, the linchpin of
Marxist economics.
But the labor theory is but one part of Marxism: what about
the remainder of the system? Here one must turn to the work
of B6hm~Bawerk's greatest student, Ludwig von Mises, whose
devastating analysis of Marxism is of surpassing excellence.
His contribution to the critique of Marxism is principally to
be found in two of his books: Socialism and Theory and History.
(Both are available from the Mises Institute.)
The Communist Manifesto (1848) famously states: "The his~
tory of all hitherto existing society is the history of class strug~
gles." Each social system, in the Marxist view, is characterized
by a different variety of class conflict. In the capitalist system, of
course, the protracted conflict finds capitalists opposed to pro~
letarians. In the course of the social struggle between the classes,
members or friends of each class elaborate theories of various
sorts to advance the interests of that class. These theories,
whatever they may claim, do not stem from the search for ob~
jective truth. Like all "ideological" thought, economic, social,
and political theories reflect class interest.
Mises, more forcefully than any other critic of Marx, at once
penetrates to the essence of this fallacious view. If all thought
about social and economic matters is determined by class posi~
tion, what about the Marxist system itself? If, as Marx proudly
proclaimed, he aimed at providing a science for the working
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class, why should any of his views be accepted as true? Mises
rightly notes that Marx's view is self,refuting: if all social
thought is ideological, then this proposition is itself ideologi,
cal and the grounds for believing it have been undercut. In
his Theories of Surplus Value, Marx cannot contain his sneer,
ing at the "apologetics" of various bourgeois economists. He
did not realize that in his constant jibes at the class bias of his
fellow economists, he was but digging the grave of his own
giant work of propaganda on behalf of the proletariat.
Mises never tired of emphasizing a theme he expresses
tersely in Liberalism: "Man has only one tool with which to
fight error: reason." By "reason," he meant a logical proce,
dure claiming universal validity. To deny the power of reason
is in effect to refute oneself. If reason must be subordinated to
some other faculty, whether class interest, hermeneutic un,
derstanding, or whatever nonrational intellectual fad one
pleases, the result can be nothing other than stultifying.
Without logic, what reason can be given for the acceptance of
the postulated account?
Mises did not confine his assault on Marxism to the essen,
tial, yet arcane, area of epistemology. He also analyzed in
detail the principal themes of Marx's interpretation of his,
tory. According to Marx, the key to history lies in the forces
of production. (Very roughly, the forces of production of a
society consist of the society's technology.) These forces,
throughout history, have a constant tendency to develop. As
they do so, they compel changes in the relations of produc,
tion, Le., the economic and social system existing in a partic,
ular society. At one time, e.g., feudalism was best adapted to
develop the forces of production. When it ceased to be the
most efficient system, capitalism replaced it, breaking what
Marx called the "fetters" on production imposed by the
manorial economy of feudalism. In turn, at the dictate of the
forces of production, capitalism will be replaced by socialism,
a system Marx anticipated would be enormously more prod,
uctive than its predecessor.
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Mises in Theory and History posed a simple query that proved
lethal to the alleged "science of historical materialism." As
just explained, growth of the forces of production is supposed
to explain all else of importance. But what determines this
very growth? As Mises often reminds us, only individuals act:
classes, "forces of production," "relations of production,"
etc., are in themselves but abstractions. Apart from the ac,
tion of human beings, they are void and powerless. Like
Hegel's Geist (Spirit), Marx's forces of production are a self,
developing phenomenon governing human will. Marx never
bothers to explain how such forces, in themselves the effects
of human action, can exclusively determine all important
human action.
Once one has grasped the point that it is individuals, not
the forces of production, who act, the entire Marxist scheme
of historical evolution falls by the wayside. If human· beings
create by their acts the forces of production, rather than the
forces determining these acts, then nothing is inevitable about
the transition from one economic system to another. Such
changes will take place as persons act to create them, no more
and no less. If one objects that there are laws determining
human action, perhaps the objector would be good enough
to produce them for inspection. That the results of what per,
sons create may not be to their liking is another matter.
Marxism, as the Stalinist "philosopher" M. B. Mitin liked
to declare portentously, is "a guide to action." And the action
the Marxists have in mind is of course the replacement of
capitalism by socialism. In a famous passage in Volume III of
Capital, Marx foresees a rosy day ahead under the blessings
of socialism in which people will be able to devote most of
their time to leisure. Work for mere survival will become a
thing of past.
Such is the Marxist promise: the reality, Mises demon,
strated, was quite another matter. In his argument, Mises did
not principally rely on the results of attempting to turn social,
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ism from idea to reality in Soviet Russia. Instead, as those ac,
quainted with his praxeological method will have antici,
pated, Mises offered proof that socialism was of its nature
impossible.
He presented his argument in a famous article appearing
in 1920 that, with much elaboration, was incorporated into
his great work Socialism (1922). Characteristic of Mises, his
point is in essence a simple one: the great Austrian economist
had an unerring instinct for the heart of any issue of theory he
considered. Given a list of goods to produce, whether those
desired by the members of society in their roles as consumers
or those on an agenda concocted by a dictator, any developed
economy must have a way to decide how to employ its re,
sources in the best possible way to produce the desired goods.
Under capitalism, this challenge receives a response fully
adequate to the difficulty it poses. Resources, whether land,
labor, or capital, exist subject to ownership by individuals.
These persons, in a fashion elaborated in minute detail in
Mises's Human Action and Murray N. Rothbard's Man,
Economy, and State, will trade in markets. Doing so will enable
them to price production goods according to their most effi,
cient use in securing the desired consumption goals.
The details of the process cannot be here elaborated, and
in any event, no one seriously denies that the free market can
perform the task of economic calculation I have briefly de,
scribed. The gravamen of Mises's indictment of socialism,
and the controversial aspect of his argument, is his conten,
tion that only capitalism can solve the calculation problem.
Socialism in particular cannot.
Again without descending into detail, the main point of
Mises's reasoning can be quickly comprehended. Socialism
by definition consists of the centralized direction of the econ,
omy, its main means of production being under "public," Le.
government, ownership. How can a centralized system, in
the absence of markets, decide whether a use of resources to
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produce a good is more efficient than a rival use? Any "prices"
the director of the economy imposes will be arbitrary and of
no value for genuine calculation. (One technicality ought to
be mentioned, lest the argument be misunderstood: it is pro,
duction goods, not first,order or consumption goods, that Mises
maintains a socialist system lacks the means to calculate.)
We can at once see how Mises's argument administers the
coup de grace to Marxism. That system claims that socialism
will arrive because the development of the forces of produc,
tion will demand its institution. Even if one were to neglect
Mises's point, that the growth of the forces of production is
not inevitable, one can see that Marx's view is laughably
inept. It is capitalism that is not only the most efficient eco,
nomic system, but the only economic system that is efficient.
If the forces of production did, per impossible inevitably grow
of their own accord, it is not socialism but capitalism that
they would establish.
Continuing his assault on Marxism, Mises explored
Marx's reasons for not considering the problem of efficiency.
Here Mises's answer admits of no dispute. Marx said nothing
about the calculation problem because he devoted virtually
no attention whatever to the economic institutions of social,
ism. To do so, he thought, would be to establish "blueprints"
for the future, in the style of the Utopian socialists he was
quick to scorn. With complete intellectual irresponsibility, he
preached the overthrow of the intricate economy of capital,
ism he himself acknowledged as the most productive in his,
tory in order to establish a scheme whose institutions he had
not bothered to analyze.
When one considers the responses of Mises's socialist
critics, however, perhaps Marx's policy of averting his eyes
from the problems of socialism was wiser than he knew. Mises
had little difficulty in refuting all the attempted socialist solu'
tions of his calculation problem. Some looked to mathematics:
a system of simultaneous equations would enable the neces,
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sary prices to be discovered. How, in a regime of constant
change, these equations were to operate, the proponents of
this approach left unsaid. The most popular response to
Mises, though, lay elsewhere. The Polish economist Oskar
Lange, long resident in the United States until, following the
Second World War, the blandishments of Communist Poland
proved too much for him to resist, claimed that a socialist
economy need not abandon the market. Though to some
"market socialism" has little more sense the a "square circle,"
Lange was of course not among them. But his proposal,
though original, fared no better than the others. Mises sub..
jected it to withering attack, the details of which I leave the
interested reader to explore in Mises's work. In particular, his
illuminating discussion of his critics in Human Action should
be consulted.
Mises exposed several irremediable and crucial errors in
Marxism. A reader of his criticism cannot help but apply to
Marxism the well..known line from "Ozymandias": "Round
the decay of that colossal wreck, ... /The lone and level
sands stretch far away."

Keynesian Myths
Murray N. Rothbard
Inflation and Idle Capacity
he Keynesians have been caught short again. In the early
and the late 1970s, the wind was taken out of their sails
by the arrival of inflationary recession, a phenomenon which
they not only failed to predict, but whose very existence vio..
lates the fundamental tenets of the Keynesian system. Since
then, the Keynesians have lost their old invincible arro..
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gance, though they still constitute a large part of the econom,
ics profession.
In the last few years, the Keynesians have been assuring
us with more than a touch of their old hauteur, that inflation
would not and could not arrive soon, despite the fact that
"tight,money" hero Paul VoIcker had been consistently pour,
ing in money at double,digit rates. Chiding hard,money ad,
vocates, the Keynesians declared that, despite the monetary
inflation, American industry still suffered from "excess" or
"idle" capacity, functioning at an overall rate of something
like 80%. Thus, they pointed out, expanded monetary de'
mand could not result in inflation.
As we all know, despite Keynesian assurances that infla,
tion could not reignite, it did despite the idle capacity, leaving
them with something else to puzzle over. Inflation has risen
this year from approximately 1% in 1986 to 6% now, interest
rates are rising again, the fall of the dollar has raised import
prices, and gold prices are rising again. Once again, the hard,
money economists and investment advisors have proved far
sounder than the Establishment,blessed Keynesians.
The best way to explain where the Keynesians went
wrong is to turn against them their own common reply to
their critics: that anti,Keynesians, who worry about the
waste of inflation or government programs, are "assuming
full employment" of resources. Eliminate this assumption,
they say, and Keynesianism becomes correct in the through,
the,looking,glass world of unemployment and idle resources.
But the charge should be turned around, and the Keynesians
should be asked: why should there be unemployment (of
labor or of machinery), at all? Unemployment is not a given
that descends from heaven. Of course, it often exists, but
what can account for it?
The Keynesians themselves create the problem by leaving
out the price system. The hallmark of crackpot economics is
an analysis that somehow leaves out prices, and talks only
about such aggregates as income, spending, and employment.
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We know from "microeconomic" analysis that if there is a
"surplus" of something on the market, if something cannot
be sold, then the only reason is that its price is somehow
being kept too high. The way to cure surplus or unemploy~
ment of anything, is to lower the asking price, whether it be
wage rates for labor, prices of machinery or plant, or of the
inventory of a retailer
In short, as Professor William H. Hutt pointed out bril~
liantly in the 1930s, when his message was lost amid the fer~
vor of the Keynesian Revolution: idleness or unemployment
of a resource can only occur because the owner of that re~
source is deliberately withholding it from the market and
refusing to sell it at the offered price. In a profound sense,
therefore, all unemployment and idleness is voluntary.
Why should a resource owner deliberately withhold it
from the market? Usually, because he is holding out for a
higher price, or wage rate. In a free and unhampered market
economy, the owners will find out their error soon enough,
and when they get tired of making no returns from their
labor or machinery or products, they will lower their asking
price sufficiently to sell them. In the case of machinery and
other capital goods, of course, the owners might have made a
severe malinvestment, often due to artificial booms created
by bank credit and central banks. In that case, the lower
market~c1earing price for the machinery or plant might be so
low as to not be worth the laborer's giving up his leisurebut then the unemployment is purely voluntary and the
worker holds out permanently for a higher wage.
A worse problem is that, since the 1930s, government and
its privileged unions have intervened massively in the labor
market to keep wage rates above the market~c1earing wage,
thereby insuring ever higher unemployment among workers
with the lowest skills and productivity. Government interfer~
ence, in the form of minimum wage laws and compulsory
unionism, creates compulsory unemployment, while welfare
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payments and unemployment "insurance" subsidize unem,
ployment and make sure that it will be permanently high. We
can have as much unemployment as we pay for.
It follows from this analysis that monetary inflation and
greater spending will not necessarily reduce unemployment
or idle capacity. It will only do so if workers or machine own,
ers are induced to think that they are getting a higher return
and at least some of their holdout demands are being met.
And this can only be accomplished if the price paid for the
resource (the wage rate or the price of machinery) goes up. In
other words, greater supply or use of capacity will only be
called forth by wage and price increases, Le. by price inflation.
As usual, the Keynesians have the entire causal process
bollixed up. And so, as the facts now poignantly demonstrate,
we can and do have inflation along with idle resources.

The New International Money Scheme
Ever since the Western world abandoned the gold coin
standard in 1914, the international monetary system has
been rocketing from one bad system to another, from the fry,
ing pan to the fire and back again, fleeing the problems of
one alternative only to find itself deeply unhappy in the
other. Basically, only two alternative systems have been con,
sidered: (1) fiat money standards, each national fiat currency
being governed by its own central bank, with relative values
fluctuating in accordance with supply and demand; and (2)
some sort of fixed exchange rate system, governed by interna,
tional coordination of economic policies.
Our current System 1 came about willy nilly in 1973, out
of the collapse of Bretton Woods System 2 that had been im,
posed on the world by the United States and Britain in 1944.
System 1, the monetarist or Friedmanite ideal, at best breaks
up the world monetary system into national fiat enclaves,
adds great uncertainties and distortions to the monetary sys,
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tem, and removes the check of external discipline from the
inflationary propensities of every central bank. At worst,
System 1 offers irresistible temptations to every government
to intervene heavily in exchange rates, precipitating the
world into currency blocs, protectionist blocs, and "beggarthy-neighbor" policies of competing currency devaluations
such as the economic warfare of the 1930s that helped generate World War II.
The problem is that shifting to System 2 is truly a leap
from the frying pan into the fire. The national fiat blocs of
the 1930s emerged out of the System 2 pound sterling standard in which other countries pyramided an inflation of their
currencies on top of inflating pounds sterling, while Britain
retained a nominal but phony gold standard. The 1930s system was itself replaced by Bretton Woods, a world dollar
standard, in which other countries were able to inflate their
own currencies on top of inflating dollars, while the United
States maintained a nominal but phony gold standard at $35
per gold ounce.
Now the problems of the Friedmanite System 1 are inducing plans for some sort of return to a fixed exchange rate system. Unfortunately, System 2 is even worse than System 1,
for any successful coordination permits a concerted worldwide inflation, a far worse problem than particular national
inflations. Exchange rates among fiat moneys have to fluctuate, since fixed exchange rates inevitably create Gresham's
Law situations, in which undervalued currencies disappear
from circulation. In the Bretton Woods system, American inflation permitted world-wide inflation, until gold became so
undervalued at $35 an ounce that demands to redeem dollars
in gold became irresistible, and the system collapsed.
If System 1 is the Friedmanite ideal, then the Keynesian
gold is the most pernicious variant of System 2. For what
Keynesians have long sought, notably in the Bernstein and
Triffin Plans of old, and in the abortive attempt to make
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SDRs (special drawing rights) a new currency unit, is a World
Reserve Bank issuing a new world paper..money unit, replac..
ing gold altogether. Keynes called his suggested new unit the
"bancor," and Harry Dexter White of the U. S. Treasury
called his the "unita." Whatever the new unit may be called,
such system would be an unmitigated disaster, for it would
allow the bankers and politicians running the World Reserve
Bank to issue paper "bancors" without limit, thereby engin..
eering a coordinated world..wide inflation. No longer would
countries have to lose gold to each other, and they could fix
their exchange rates without worrying about Gresham's Law.
The upshot would be an eventual world..wide runaway infla..
tion, with horrendous consequences for the entire world.
Fortunately, a lack of market confidence, and inability to
coordinate dozens of governments, have so far spared us this
Keynesian ideal. But now, a cloud no bigger than a man's
hand, an ominous trial balloon toward a World Reserve
Bank has just been floated. In a meeting in Hamburg, West
Germany, in late June of two hundred leading world bankers
in an International Monetary Conference, bankers urged the
elimination of the current volatile exchange rate system, and
a move towards fixed exchange rates.
The theme of the Conference was set by its chairman,
Willard C. Butcher, chairman and chief executive of Rocke..
feller's Chase Manhattan Bank. Butcher attacked the cur..
rent system, and warned that it could not correct itself, and
that a search for a better world currency system "must be in..
tensified" (New York Times, June 23, 1987).
It was not long before Toyo Gyoten, Japan's vice..minister
of finance for international affairs, spelled out some of the
concrete implications of this accelerated search. Gyoten
proposed a huge multinational financial institution, pos..
sessing "at least several hundred billion dollars," that would
be empowered to intervene in world financial markets to re..
duce volatility.
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And what is this if not the beginnings of a World Reserve
Bank? Are Keynesian dreams at least beginning to come true?

Liberty and Property
Ludwig von Mises
he pre~capitalistic system of production was [based on]
military conquest. The victorious kings had given the
land to their paladins. These aristocrats were lords in the lit~
eral sense of the word, as they did not depend on the patron~
age of consumers buying or abstaining from buying on the
market. On the other hand, they themselves were the main
customers of the processing industries which under the guild
system were organized on a cooperative basis.
This scheme was opposed to innovation. It forbade devia~
tion from the traditional methods of production. The num~
ber of people for whom there were jobs even in agriculture or
in the arts and crafts was strictly limited. Under these condi~
tions, many a man, to use the words of Malthus, had to dis~
cover that at "nature's mighty feast there is no vacant cover
for him," and that "she tells him to be gone." But some of
these outcasts nevertheless managed to survive, begot chil~
dren, and made the number of the destitute grow hopelessly
more and more.
But then came capitalism.
It is customary to see the radical innovations that capital~
ism brought about as substitution of the mechanical factory
for the more primitive and less efficient methods of artists
and shops. This is a rather superficial view. The characteristic
feature of capitalism, that distinguishes it from pre~capitalistic
methods of production, was its new principle of marketing.
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Capitalism is not simply mass production, but mass pro,
duction to satisfy the needs of the masses. The arts and crafts
of the good old days had catered almost exclusively to the
wants of the well..to..do. But the factories produced cheap
goods for the many. All that the early factories turned out
was designed to serve the masses, the same strata that worked
in the factories. They served them either by supplying them
directly, or indirectly by exporting, and providing for them
foreign food and foreign raw materials.
This principle of marketing was the signature of early cap"
italism as it is of present day capitalism. These employees
themselves are the customers consuming the much greater
part of all goods produced. They are the sovereign customers
who are always right. Their buying or abstention from buy,
ing determines what has to be produced, in what quantity,
and of what quality. In buying what suits best they made
some enterprises profit and expand and made other enterprises
lose money and shrink. Thereby they are continually shifting
control of the factors of production into the hands of those
businessmen who are most successful in filling their wants.
Under capitalism, private property of the factors of pro,
duction is a social function. The entrepreneurs, capitalists,
and land owners are mandatories, as it were, of the consum,
ers, and their mandate is revocable. In order to be rich it is
not sufficient to have once saved and accumulated capital. It
is necessary to invest it again and again in those lines in
which it best fills the wants of the consumers. The market
process is a daily repeated plebiscite, and it ejects inevitably
from the ranks of profitable people, those who do not employ
their property according to the orders given by the public.
Big business, the target of fanatical hatred on the part of
all contemporary governments and self,styled intellectuals,
acquires and preserves bigness only because it works for the
masses. The plans that cater to the luxuries of the few, never
attain big size.
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The shortcoming of 19th,century historians and politi,
cians was that they failed to realize that the workers were the
main consumers of the products of industry. In their view, the
wage earner was a man toiling for the sole benefit of a para,
sitic leisure class. They labored under the delusion that the
factories had impaired the lot of the manual workers. If they
had paid any attention to statistics, they would have easily
discovered the fallaciousness of their opinion. Infant mortal,
ity dropped. The average length of life was prolonged. The
population multiplied, and the average common man en,
joyed amenities of which even the well,to,do of earlier ages
did not dream.
However this unprecedented enrichment of the masses
was merely a by,product of the industrial revolution. Its main
achievement was the transfer of economic supremacy from
the owners of land to the totality of the population. The
common man was no longer a drudge, who had to be satis,
fied with the crumbs that fell from the tables of the rich. The
three pariah castes which were characteristic of the precapi,
talistic ages-the slaves, the serfs, and those people whom
patristic and scholastic orders, as well as British legislation
from the 16th through the 19th century, referred to as the
poor-disappeared. Their scions became, in this new setting
of business, not only free workers, but also customers. This
radical change was reflected in the emphasis laid by business
on markets. What business needs first of all, they repeated
again and again, is markets and again markets. This was the
watchword of capitalistic enterprise.
Markets mean patrons, buyers, consumers. There is
under capitalism one way to wealth: to serve the consumers
better and cheaper than other people do. But in the shop and
factory, the owner-or in the corporations, the representative
of the shareholders, the president-is the boss. The master'
ship is merely apparent and conditional. He is subject to the
supremacy of the consumer. The consumer is king-the real
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boss-and the manufacturer is done for if he does not out,
strip his competitors in best serving the consumers. It was
this great economic transformation that changed the face of
the world....
What vitiates entirely the socialist economic critique of
capitalism is its failure to grasp the sovereignty of the con,
sumers in the market economy. They see only hierarchical
organization of various enterprises and plans, and are at a
loss to realize that the profit system forces business to serve
the consumers.
In their dealings with their employers, the unions proceed
as if malice and greed prevent what they call management
from paying higher wage rates. Their shortsightedness does
not see anything beyond the doors of the factory. They and
their henchmen talk about the concentration of economic
power, and do not realize that economic power is ultimately
vested in the hands of the buying public, of which the em,
ployees themselves form the immense majority. Their inabil,
ity to comprehend things as they are, is reflected in such
inappropriate metaphors as industrial kingdoms and duke,
doms. They are too dull to see the difference between a sover,
eign king or duke who could be dispossessed only by a more
powerful conqueror, and the chocolate king who forfeits his
kingdom as soon as the customers prefer to patronize
another supplier.
This distortion is at the bottom of all socialist plans. If any
of the socialist chiefs had tried to earn his living by selling
hot dogs, he would have learned something about the sover,
eignty of the consumers....
Socialism substitutes the sovereignty of the dictator, or
committee of dictators, for the sovereignty of the consumers.
. . . Freedom is indivisible. He who has not the faculty to
choose among various brands of canned food or soap, is also
deprived of the power to choose between various political
parties and programs and to elect the office,holders. He is no
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longer a man; he becomes a form in the hands of the supreme
social engineer. . . .
The socialists have engineered a semantic revolution in
converting the meaning of terms into their opposite....
Freedom implies the right to choose between assent and dis,
sent. But in Newspeak it means the duty to assent uncondi,
tionally, and the strict interdiction of dissent. This reversal of
the traditional connotation of all words of the political ter,
minology, is not merely a peculiarity of the language of the
Russian communists, and their fascist and Nazi disciples. The
social order that in abolishing private property deprives the
consumers of their autonomy and independence, and there,
by subjects every man to the arbitrary discretion of the cen,
tral planning board, could not win the support of the masses
if it were not to camouflage its main character.
The socialists would have never duped the voters if they
had openly told them that their ultimate end is to cast them
into bondage. For exoteric use, they were forced to pay lip,
service to the traditional appreciation of liberty. It was differ,
ent in the esoteric discussions among the inner circles of the
great conspiracy. There the initiated did not dissemble their
intentions concerning liberty....
Freedom is to be found only in the sphere in which govern,
ment does not interfere. Liberty is always freedom from the
government.... In a free country nobody is prevented from
acquiring riches by serving the consumers better than they are
served already. What he needs is only brains and hard work.
. . . Economic power, in the market economy, is in the hands
of the consumers.... But the politicians and other would,be
reformers see only the structure of industry as it exists today.
They think that they are clever enough to snatch from busi,
ness control of the plans as they are today, and to manage
them by sticking to already established routine. But the ambi,
tious newcomer, who will be the tycoon of tomorrow, is
already preparing plans for things unheard of before. All they
have in mind is to conduct affairs along tracks already beaten.
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There's no record of an industrial innovation contrived
and put into practice by bureaucrats. If one does not want to
plunge into stagnation, a free hand must be left to those, the
unknown men, who have the ingenuity to lead mankind for,
ward on the way to more and more satisfactory conditions.
. . . Private property of the material factors of production is
not a restriction of the freedom of all other people to choose
what suits them best. It is, on the contrary, the means that
assigns to the common man, in his capacity as a buyer,
supremacy in all economic affairs. It is the means to stimulate
a nation's most enterprising men to exert themselves to the
best of their abilities in the service of all of the people....
It is a gratuitous pastime to belittle the material achieve,
ments of capitalism by observing that there are things that
are more essential for mankind than bigger and speedier motor,
cars, and homes equipped with central heating, air condi,
tioning, refrigerators, washing machines, and television sets.
. . . It is not the fault of capitalism that the masses prefer a
boxing match to a performance of Sophocles's Antigone, jazz
music to Beethoven symphonies, and comics to poetry. But it
is certain that by precapitalistic conditions, as they still prevail
in the much greater part of the world, makes these goods things
accessible only to a small minority of people. Capitalism gives
to the many a favorable chance of striving after them....
We are inaugurating tonight the ninth meeting of the
Mont Pelerin Society. It is fitting to remember on this occa,
sion that meetings of this kind in which opinions opposed to
those of the majority of our contemporaries and to those of
their governments are advanced, are possible only in the
climate of liberty and freedom that is the most precious mark
of Western civilization. Let us hope that this right to dissent
will never disappear. *

*The Institute thanks Margit von Mises for her gracious permission to print excerpts from this 1957 talk. ed.
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The Interest Rate Question
Murray N. Rothbard
he Marxists call it "impressionism": taking social or eco,
nomic trends of the last few weeks or months and
assuming that they will last forever. The problem is not realiz,
ing that there are underlying economic laws at work. Impres,
sionism has always been rampant; and never more so than in
public discussion of interest rates. For most of 1987, interest
rates were inexorably high; for a short while after Black
Monday, interest rates fell, and financial opinion turned
around 180 degrees, and started talking as if interest rates
were on a permanent downward trend.
No group is more prone to this day,to,day blowin' with
the wind than the financial press. This syndrome comes from
lack of understanding of economics and hence being reduced
to reacting blindly to rapidly changing events. Sometimes
this basic confusion is reflected within the same article. Thus,
in the not,so,long ago days of double,digit inflation, the same
article would predict that interest rates would fall because the
Fed was buying securities in the open market, and also say
that rates would be going up because the market would be ex,
pecting increased inflation. Nowadays, too, we read that
fixed exchange rates are bad because interest rates will have
to rise to keep foreign capital in the U.S., but also that falling
exchange rates are bad because interest rates will have to rise
for the same reason. If financial writers are mired in hopeless
confusion, how can we expect the public to make any sense
of what is going on?
In truth, interest rates, like any important price, are com,
plex phenomena that are determined by several factors, each
of which can change in varying, or even contradictory, ways.
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As in the case of other prices, interest rates move inversely
with the supply, but directly with the demand, for credit. If
the Fed enters the open market to buy securities, it thereby
increases the supply of credit, which will tend to lower inter'
est rates; and since this same act will increase bank reserves
by the same extent, the banks will now inflate money and
credit out of thin air by a multiple of the initial jolt, nowa,
days about ten to one. So if the Fed buys one billion dollars
of securities, bank reserves will rise by the same amount, and
bank loans and the money supply will then increase by 10 bit,
lion dollars. The supply of credit has thereby increased fur,
ther, and interest rates will fall some more.
But it would be folly to conclude, impressionistically, that
interest rates are destined to fall indefinitely. In the first
place, the supply and demand for credit are themselves deter,
mined by deeper economic forces, in particular the amount
of their income that people in the economy wish to save and
invest, as opposed to the amount they decide to consume.
The more they save, the lower the interest rate; the more
they consume, the higher. Increased bank loans may mimic
an increase in genuine savings, yet they are very far from the
same thing. Inflationary bank credit is artificial, created out
of thin air; it does not reflect the underlying saving or con,
sumption preferences of the public. Some earlier economists
referred to this phenomenon as "forced" savings; more im,
portantly, they are only temporary. As the increased money
supply works its way through the system, prices and all val,
ues in money terms rise, and interest rates will then bounce
back to something like their original level. Only a repeated in,
jection of inflationary bank credit by the Fed will keep inter,
est rates artificially low, and thereby keep the artificial and
unsound economic boom going; and this is precisely the hall,
mark of the boom phase of the boom,bust business cycle.
But something else happens, too. As prices rise, and as
people begin to anticipate further price increases, an inflation
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premium is placed on interest rates. Creditors tack an infla~
tion premium onto rates because they don't propose to con~
tinue being wiped out by a fall in the value of the dollar; and
debtors will be willing to pay the premium because they too
realize that they have been enjoying a windfall. And this is
why, when the public comes to expect further inflation, Fed
increases in reserves will raise, rather than lower, the rate of
interest. And when the acceleration of inflationary credit fi~
nally stops, the higher interest rate puts a sharp end to the
boom in the capital markets (stocks and bonds), and an in~
evitable recession liquidates the unsound investments of the
inflationary boom.
An extra twist to the interest rate problem is the interna~
tional aspect. As a long~run tendency, capital moves from
low~return investment (whether profit rates or interest rates)
toward high~return investments until rates of return are
equal. This is true within every country and also throughout
the world. Internationally, capital will tend to flow from low~
interest to high~interest rate countries, raising interest rates
in the former and lowering them in the latter.
In the days of the international gold standard, the process
was simple. Nowadays, under fiat money, the process con~
tinues, but results in a series of alleged crises. When govern~
ments try to fix exchange rates (as they did from the Louvre
agreement of February 1987 until Black Monday), then inter~
est rates cannot fall in the United States without losing capi~
tal or savings to foreign countries.
In the current era of a huge balance of trade deficit in the
U.S., the U.S. cannot maintain a fixed dollar if foreign capital
flows outward; the pressure for the dollar to fall would then
be enormous. Hence, after Black Monday, the Fed decided to
allow the dollar to resume its market tendency to fall, so that
the Fed could then inflate credit and lower interest rates.
But it should be clear that that interest rate fall could only
be ephemeral and strictly temporary, and indeed interest
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rates have already resumed their inexorable upward march.
Price inflation is the consequence of the enormous monetary
inflation pumped in by the Federal Reserve for several years
before the spring of 1987, and interest rates are therefore
bound to rise as well. Moreover, the Fed, as in many other
matters, is caught in a trap of its own making; for the long,
run trend to equalize interest rates throughout the world is a
drive to equalize not simply money, or nominal, returns, but
real returns corrected for inflation. But if foreign creditors
and investors begin to receive dollars worth less and less in
value, they will require higher money interest rates to com,
pensate-and we will be back again, very shortly, with are,
doubled reason for interest rates to rise.
In trying to explain the complexities of interest rates, in,
flation, money and banking, exchange rates and business
cycles to my students, I leave them with this comforting
thought: Don't blame me for all this, blame the government.
Without the interference of government, the entire topic
would be duck soup.

How the Market Creates Jobs and
How the Government Destroys Them
Walter Block
The Creation of Jobs
f the media tell us that "the opening of XYZ mill has created
1,000 new jobs," we give a cheer. When the ABC company
closes and 500 jobs are lost, we're sad. The politician who can
provide a subsidy to save ABC is almost assured of wide,
spread public support for his work in preserving jobs.
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But jobs in and of themselves do not guarantee well,
being. Suppose that the employment is to dig huge holes and
fill them up again? What if the workers manufacture goods
and services that no one wants to purchase? In the Soviet
Union, which boasts of giving every worker a job, many jobs
are just this unproductive. Production is everything, and jobs
are nothing but a means toward that end.
Imagine the Swiss Family Robinson marooned on a
deserted South Sea island. Do they need jobs? No, they need
food, clothing, shelter, and protection from wild animals.
Every job created is a deduction from the limited, precious
labor available. Work must be rationed, not created, so that
the market can create the most product possible out of the
limited supply of labor, capital goods, and natural resources.
The same is true for our society. The supply of labor is lim,
ited. We must not allow government to create jobs or we lose
the goods and services which otherwise would have come
into being. We must reserve precious labor for the important
tasks still left undone.
Alternatively, imagine a world where radios, pizzas, jog,
ging shoes, and everything else we might want continuously
rained down like manna from heaven. Would we want jobs
in such a utopia? No, we could devote ourselves to other
tasks-studying, basking in the sun, etc.-that we would
undertake for their intrinsic pleasure.
Instead of praising jobs for their own sake, we should ask
why employment is so important. The answer is, because we
exist amidst economic scarcity and must work to live and
prosper. That's why we should be of good cheer only when we
learn that this employment will produce things people actu'
ally value, Le., are willing to buy with their own hard,earned
money. And this is something that can only be done in the
free market, not by bureaucrats and politicians.
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The Destruction of Jobs
But what about unemployment? What if people want to
work, but can't get a job? In almost every case, government
programs are the cause of joblessness.
Minimum Wage. The minimum wage mandates that
wages be set at a government,determined level. To explain
why this is harmful, we can use an analogy from biology:
there are certain animals that are weak compared to others.
For example, the porcupine is defenseless except for its quills,
the deer vulnerable except for its speed.
In economics there are also people who are relatively weak.
The disabled, the young, minorities, the untrained-all are
weak economic actors. But like the weak animals in biology,
they have a compensating advantage: the ability to work for
lower wages. When the government takes this ability away
from them by forcing up pay scales, it is as if the porcupine
were shorn of its quills. The result is unemployment, which
creates desperate loneliness, isolation, and dependency.
Consider a young, uneducated, unskilled person, whose
productivity is $2.50 an hour in the marketplace. What if the
legislature passes a law requiring that he be paid $5 per hour?
The employer hiring him would lose $2.50 an hour.
Consider a man and a woman each with a productivity of
$10 per hour, and suppose, because of discrimination or
whatever, that the man is paid $10 per hour and the woman
is paid $8 per hour. It is as if the woman had a little sign on
her forehead saying, "Hire me and earn an extra $2 an hour."
This makes her a desirable employee even for a sexist boss.
But when an equal,pay law stipulates that she must be paid
the same as the man, the employer can indulge his discrimina,
tory tendencies and not hire her at all, at no cost to himself.
Comparable Worth. What if government gets the bright
idea that nurses and truck drivers ought to be paid the same
wage because their occupations are of "intrinsically" equal
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value? It orders that nurses' wages be raised to the same level,
which creates unemployment for women.
Working Conditions. Laws which force employers to pro,
vide certain types of working conditions also create unem,
ployment. For example, migrant fruit and vegetables pickers
must have hot and cold running water and modern toilets in
the temporary cabins provided for them. This is economic,
ally equivalent to wage laws because, from the point of view
of the employer, working conditions are almost indistinguish,
able from money wages. And if the government forces him to
pay more, he will have to hire fewer people.
Unions. When the government forces businesses to hire only
union workers, it discriminates against non,union workers,
causing them to be at a severe disadvantage or permanently
unemployed. Unions exist primarily to keep out competition.
They are a state,protected cartel like any other.
Employment Protection. Employment protection laws, which
mandate that no one can be fired without due process, are
supposed to protect employees. However, if the government
tells the employer that he must keep the employee no matter
what, he will tend not to hire him in the first place. This law,
which appears to help workers, instead keeps them from em,
ployment. And so do employment taxes and payroll taxes,
which increase costs to businesses and discourage them from
hiring more workers.
Payroll Taxes. Payroll taxes like Social Security impose
heavy monetary and administrative costs on businesses, dras,
tically increasing the marginal cost of hiring new employees.
Unemployment Insurance. Government unemployment in,
surance and welfare cause unemployment by subsidizing idle'
ness. When a certain behavior is subsidized-in this case not
working-we get more of it.
Licensing. Regulations and licensing also cause unemploy,
ment. Most people know that doctors and lawyers must have
licenses. But few know that ferret breeders, falconers, and
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strawberry growers must also have them. In fact, government
regulates over 1,000 occupations in all 50 states. A woman in
Florida who ran a soup kitchen for the poor out of her home
was recently shut down as an unlicensed restaurant, and
many poor people now go hungry as a result.
When the government passes a law saying certain jobs
cannot be undertaken without a license, it erects a legal bar,
rier to entry. Why should it be illegal for anyone to try their
hand at haircutting? The market will supply all the informa,
tion consumers need.
When the government bestows legal status on a profes,
sion and passes a law against competitors, it creates unem,
ployment. For example, who lobbies for the laws which pre,
vent just anyone from giving a haircut? The haircutting
industry-not to protect the consumer from bad haircuts,
but to protect themselves against competition.
Peddling. Laws against street peddlers prevent people from
selling food and products to people who want them. In cities
like New York and Washington, D.C., the most vociferous
supporters of anti,peddling laws are established restaurants
and department stores.
Child Labor. There are many jobs that require little train,
ing-such as mowing lawns-which are perfect for young
people who want to earn some money. In addition to the
earnings, working also teaches young people what a job is,
how to handle money, and how to save and maybe even in,
vest. But in most places, the government discriminates
against teenagers and prevents them from participating in
the free enterprise system. Kids can't even have a street,
corner lemonade stand.
The Federal Reserve. By bringing about the business cycle,
Federal Reserve money creation causes unemployment. Infla,
tion not only raises prices, it also misallocates labor. During
the boom phase of the trade cycle, businesses hire new work,
ers, many of whom are pulled from other lines of work by the
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higher wages. The Fed subsidy to these capital industries lasts
only until the bust. Workers are then laid off and displaced.
The Free Market. The free market, of course, does not
mean utopia. We live in a world of differing intelligence and
skills, of changing market preferences, and of imperfect infor~
mation, which can lead to temporary, market~generated
unemployment, which Mises called "catallactic." And some
people choose unemployment by holding out for a higher
paying job. But as a society, we can insure that everyone who
wants to work has a chance to do so by repealing minimum
wage law, comparable worth rules, working condition laws,
compulsory union membership, employment protection, em~
ployment taxes, payroll taxes, government unemployment
insurance, welfare, regulations, licensing, anti~peddling laws,
child~labor laws, and government money creation. The path
to jobs that matter is the free market.

The National Bureau
and Business Cycles
Murray N. Rothbard
ot only is there confusion about whether or not a reces~
sion is imminent, but some economists think that we're
already in one. Thus, Richard W. Rahn, chief economist for
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, recently declared: "The
economic slowdown is not coming: it's here, and soon it will
be gone." Not knowing whether or not we're in a recession is
not as silly as it sounds. It takes a while for data to come in,
and then to figure out if a decline is a mere glitch or if it con~
stitutes a new trend. But the natural confusion is compounded
by the thrall in which virtually all economists, statisticians,
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and financial writers have been held by the National Bureau
of Economic Research.
Everyone waits for the National Bureau to speak; when
the oracle finally makes its pronouncement, it is accepted
without question. Thus, in 1966, the economy slowed down
and receded to such an extent that I, for one, concluded that
we were in a recession. But no, GNP had not declined quite
long enough to meet the Bureau's definition of a recession,
and that, unfortunately, was that. And since we were not in
what the Bureau called a "recession," we by definition con~
tinued to be in a "boom." The reason is that, by the Bureau's
peculiar and arbitrary standards and methods, the economy
cannot be just sort of lolling along, in neither a boom nor a
recession. It has to be in one or the other.
To say that the Bureau is fallible should go without say~
ing; but instead, its pronouncements are taken as divine writ.
Why is that? Precisely because the Bureau was cleverly de~
signed, and so proclaimed, to be an allegedly value~free, purely
"scientific" institution.
The Bureau is a private institution, supported by a large
group of associations and institutions, business and union
groups, banks, foundations, and scholarly associations,
which confer upon it an almost painful respectability. Its nu~
merous books and monographs are very long on statistics,
short on text or interpretation. Its proclaimed methodology
is Baconian: that is, it trumpets the claim that it has no theor~
ies, that it collects myriads of facts and statistics, and that its
cautiously worded conclusions arise solely, Phoenix~like, out
of the data themselves. Hence, its conclusions are accepted as
unquestioned holy "scientific" writ.
And yet, despite its proclamations, the National Bureau's
procedures themselves necessarily manipulate the data to ar~
rive at conclusions. And these procedures are not free of
theory, indeed they rest on faulty and questionable theoretical
assumptions. Hence, the conclusions, far from being strictly
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"scientific," are skewed and misshaped to the extent that
they are determined by the procedures themselves.
Specifically, the Bureau selects "reference cycles," of the
general economy, and then examines "specific cycles" of par,
ticular prices, production, etc. and compares these with the
reference cycles. Unfortunately, all depends on the Bureau's
dating theory, that is, it picks out only the trough and peak
months, first for the general cycles, and then for each specific
cycle. But suppose, as in many cases, the curve is flat, or
there are several peaks or troughs close to each other.
In these cases, the Bureau, purely arbitrarily, takes the last
month of the plateau, or the multi,peak or trough period, and
calls that the peak or trough month. There is no earthly eco,
nomic reason for this; why not take the whole period as a
peak or trough period, or average the data, or whatever? In,
stead, the Bureau takes only the last month and calls that the
peak or trough, and then compounds that error by arbitrarily
squeezing the distance between the designated "peak month"
and "trough month" into three equal parts, and assuming
that everything in between peak and trough is a straight line
of expansion or contraction, boom or bust.
In other words, in the real world, any given time series,
say copper prices, or housing starts in California, might have
dawdled near the trough, gone quickly upward, and stayed at
a plateau or multi,peak for many months. But on the Pro,
crustean rack of National Bureau doctrine, the activity is
squeezed into a single, one,month trough; a straight line
expansion, divided into three parts by time; reaching a
single,month peak; and then going down in a similar linear,
jagged,line contraction. In short, National Bureau methods
inevitably force the economy to look falsely like a series of
jagged, sawtoothed, straight lines upward and downward.
The triumphant conclusion that "life is a series of sawtooth
lines" is imposed by the way the Bureau massages the data in
the first place.
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That massaging is bad enough. But then the Bureau com,
pounds the error by averaging all the specific cycles, its leads
and lags, etc. over numerous specific cycles, as far as the data
will go back, say from the 1860s to the 1980s. It is from that
averaging that the Bureau has developed its indices of "lead,
ing," "coincident," and "lagging" indicators, the first of which
are supposed to (but not very successfully) forecast the future.
The problem with this averaging of cycle data over the
decades is that it assumes a "homogeneous population," that
is, it assumes that all these cycles, say for copper prices or
housing starts in California, are the same thing, and operate
in the same context over all these decades. But that is a
whopping assumption; history means change, and it is ab,
surd to assume that the underlying population of all this data
remains constant and unchanging, and therefore can be
averaged meaningfully.
When the National Bureau set forth this methodology in
Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell, Measuring Business
Cycles (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1946), it was
correctly criticized by a distinguished econometrician for
being "Measurement without Theory" in the Journal of
Political Economy, but still it quickly swept the board to
achieve oracular status.
Particularly irritating were the claims of the Bureau that
those of us who held definite business cycle theories were par,
tial and arbitrary, whereas the Bureau spoke only from the
facts of hard, empirical reality. Yet the Bureau has had far less
respect for empirical reality than have allegedly "anti,
empirical" Austrians. Austrians realize that empirical reality
is unique, particularly raw statistical data. Let that data be
massaged, averaged, seasonals taken out, etc. and then the
data necessarily falsify reality. Their Baconian methodology
has not saved the Bureau from this trap; it has only suc,
ceeded in blinding them to the ways that they have been rna,
nipulating data arbitrarily.

2
FIAT MONEY AND
THE GOLD STANDARD

Confidence and Money
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
n Ohio and Maryland, state,run savings and loan insurance
schemes failed when depositors asked for their money. The
crises came to an end, at least on the surface, with coverage
from the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.
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The FSLIC was seen as a cure, not because of its assetsthey cover less than .8% of deposits-but because of the Fed,
eral Reserve's implicit promise to print enough dollars to
cover any FSLIC (or Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)
crisis. To stop just the Continental Illinois bank run, the Fed
created $3.5 billion to avoid draining the FDIC, which has
assets covering less than .8% of deposits.
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The S&L industry is shakier than ever before, thanks in
part to real,estate and junk,bond speculation. The city of
Washington, D.C., for example, has seven federally insured
S&Ls. Only two meet the FSLIC's minimal requirement of a
net worth equal to 3% of liabilities-and this is calculated using
very liberal accounting standards. When you apply slightly
stricter ones, two of the seven have a negative net worth.
This is true despite FSLIC gimmicks-such as "net,worth
certificates"-designed to paper over S&L problems. Sub,
tract these, and rate old mortgages at the market rather than
the face value, and virtually the entire industry would be
technically bankrupt.
"Technically" is the key word, however, because so long as
the Fed stands ready to make cheap loans through the dis,
count window-a subsidy S&Ls now share with banks-and
to bail out the FSLIC, the industry will be kept afloat. (The
value of the dollar will be another matter, however.)
In Ohio and Maryland, loss of confidence was blamed for the
runs on the S&Ls. That is, depositors-after reading about fraud
involving one state,insured institution-worried that their
money might be at risk in all of them, and sought to withdraw it.
It's hard to imagine a similar problem in any other busi,
ness. The computer industry, for example, couldn't go out of
existence overnight because of fraud at one company causing
a "loss of confidence." Of course, IBM doesn't pledge to have
customers' property available on demand, while at the same
time loaning it to others.
The dollar itself, thanks to the Fed, also depends on confi,
dence, and as with the S&Ls, this can be lost overnight
when the monetary and fiscal chickens come home to roost.
Justifiable confidence in the dollar, the S&Ls, and the
banks will only come with a gold standard, and with savings
and lending institutions built upon it: ones that would notin the absence of federal subsidies-go belly up upon being
asked to keep their word.
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Bank Runs and Water Shortages
Murray N. Rothbard
t was a scene familiar to any nostalgia buff: all~night lines
waiting for the banks (first in Ohio, then in Maryland) to
open; pompous but mendacious assurances by the bankers
that all is well and that the people should go home; a stub~
born insistence by depositors to get their money out; and the
consequent closing of the banks by government, while at the
same time the banks were permitted to stay in existence and
collect the debts due them by their borrowers.
In other words, instead of government protecting private
property and enforcing voluntary contracts, it deliberately
violated the property of the depositors by barring them from
retrieving their own money from the banks.
All this was, of course, a replay of the early 1930s: the last
era of massive runs on the banks. On the surface the weak~
ness was the fact that the failed banks were insured by pri~
vate or state deposit insurance agencies, whereas the banks
that easily withstood the storm were insured by the federal
government (FDIC for commercial banks; FSLIC for savings
and loan banks).
But why? What is the magic elixir possessed by the federal
government that neither private firms nor states can muster?
The defenders of the private insurance agencies noted that
they were technically in better financial shape than FSLIC or
FDIC, since they had greater reserves per deposit dollar in~
sured. How is it that private firms, so far superior to govern~
ment in all other operations, should be so defective in this
one area? Is there something unique about money that re,
quires federal control?
The answer to this puzzle lies in the anguished statements
of the savings and loan banks in Ohio and in Maryland, after
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the first of their number went under because of spectacularly
unsound loans. "What a pity," they in effect complained,
"that the failure of this one unsound bank should drag the
sound banks down with them!"
But in what sense is a bank "sound" when one whisper of
doom, one faltering of public confidence, should quickly
bring the bank down? In what other industry does a mere
rumor or frisson of doubt swiftly bring down a mighty and
seemingly solid firm? What is there about banking that pub,
lic confidence should play such a decisive and overwhelm,
ingly important role?
The answer lies in the nature of our banking system, in
the fact that both commercial banks and thrift banks
(mutual savings and savings,and,loan) have been systematic,
ally engaging in fractional,reserve banking: that is, they have
far less cash on hand than there are demand claims to cash
outstanding. For commercial banks, the reserve fraction is
now about 10%; for the thrifts it is far less.
This means that the depositor who thinks he has $10,000
in a bank is misled; in a proportionate sense, there is only,
say, $1,000 or less there. And yet, both the checking depositor
and the savings depositor thinks that he can withdraw his
money at any time on demand. Obviously, such a system,
which is considered fraud when practiced by other busi,
nesses, rests on a confidence trick: that is, it can only work so
long as the bulk of depositors do not catch on to the scam and
try to get their money out. The confidence is essential, and also
misguided. That is why once the public catches on, and bank
runs begin, they are irresistible and cannot be stopped.
We now see why private enterprise works so badly in the
deposit insurance business. For private enterprise only works
in a business that is legitimate and useful, where needs are
being fulfilled. It is impossible to "insure" a firm, even less so
an industry, that is inherently insolvent. Fractional reserve
banks, being inherently insolvent, are uninsurable.
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What, then, is the magic potion of the federal government? Why does everyone trust the FDIC and FSLIC even
though their reserve ratios are lower than private agencies,
and though they too have only a very small fraction of total
insured deposits in cash to stem any bank run? The answer is
really quite simple: because everyone realizes, and realizes
correctly, that only the federal government-and not the
states or private firms-can print legal tender dollars. Everyone knows that, in case of a bank run, the U. S. Treasury
would simply order the Fed to print enough cash to bail out
any depositors who want it. The Fed has the unlimited
power to print dollars, and it is this unlimited power to inflate that stands behind the current fractional-reserve banking system.
Yes, the FDIC and FSLIC "work," but only because the
unlimited monopoly power to print money can "work" to
bail out any firm or person on earth. For it was precisely
bank runs, as severe as they were that, before 1933, kept the
banking system under check, and prevented any substantial
amount of inflation.
But now bank runs-at least for the overwhelming majority of banks under federal deposits insurance-are over, and
we have been paying and will continue to pay the horrendous
price of saving the banks: chronic and unlimited inflation.
Putting an end to inflation requires not only the abolition
of the Fed but also the abolition of the FDIC and FSLIC. At
long last, banks would be treated like any firm in any other
industry. In short, if they can't meet their contractual obligations they will be required to go under and liquidate. It
would be instructive to see how many banks would survive if
the massive governmental props were finally taken away.
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Water Not Running
Most people agree that government is generally less effi,
cient than private enterprise, but it is little realized that the
difference goes far beyond efficiency. For one thing, there is a
crucial difference in attitude toward the consumer. Private
business firms are constantly courting the consumer, always
eager to increase the sales of their products. So insistent is
that courtship that business advertising is often criticized by
liberal aesthetes and intellectuals as strident and unman,
nerly. But government, unlike private enterprise, is not in the
business of seeking profits or trying to avoid losses. Far from
eager to court the consumer, government officials invariably
regard consumers as an annoying intrusion and as "wasteful"
users of "their" (government's) scarce resources. Govern,
ments are invariably at war with their consumers.
This contempt and hostility toward consumers reaches its
apogee in socialist states, where government's power is at its
maximum. But a similar attitude appears in areas of govern,
ment activity in all countries. Until a few decades ago, for ex,
ample, water supplies to consumers in the United States were
furnished by private companies. These were almost all social,
ized, so that government has come to monopolize water services.
In New York City, which shifted to a monopoly of govern,
ment water several decades ago, there was never, in previous
decades, any wailing about a "water shortage." But, recently,
in a climate that is not conspicuously dry, a water shortage
has reappeared every few years. This July water levels in the
reservoirs supplying New York City were down to an un,
precedented 55 % of capacity, in contrast to the normal 94%.
But surely, nature is not solely to blame, since neighboring
New Jersey's water levels are still at a respectable 80%. It
seems that the New York water bureaucrats must have care,
fully sought out nearby spots that particularly suffer from
chronic drought. It also turns out that the New York pipe,
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lines were constructed too narrowly to increase water flow
from wetter regions.
More important is New York's typical bureaucratic
response to this, as well as to other periodic water crises.
Water, as usual with government, is priced in an economic~
ally irrational manner. Apartment buildings, for example,
pay a fixed water fee per apartment to the government. Since
tenants pay nothing for water, they have no incentive to use
it economically; and since landlords pay a fixed fee, re~
gardless of use, they too couldn't care less.
Whereas private firms try to price their goods or services
to achieve the highest profit-Leo to supply consumer needs
most fully and at least cost-government has no incentive to
price for highest profit or to keep down costs. Quite the con~
trary. Government's incentive is to subsidize favored pressure
groups or voting blocs; for government is pressured by its
basic situation to price politically rather than economically.
Since government services are almost never priced so as to
clear the market, Le. equate supply and demand, it tends to
price far below the market, and therefore bring about an arti~
ficial "shortage." Since the shortage is manifest in people not
being able to find the product, government's natural despotic
bent leads it invariably to treat the shortage by turning to
coercive restraints and rationing.
Morally, government can then have its cake and eat it
too: have the fun of pushing people around, while wrapping
itself in the cloak of solidarity and universal "sacrifice" in the
face of the great new emergency. In short, when the supply of
water drops, governments almost never respond the way a
business firm would: raise the price in order to clear the mar~
keto Instead, the price stays low, and restraints are then placed
on watering one's lawn, washing one's car, and even taking
showers. In this way, everyone is exhorted to sacrifice, except
that priorities of sacrifice are worked out and imposed by the
government, which happily decides how much lawn water~
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ing, or showering, may be permitted on what days in the face
of the great crisis.
Several years ago, California water officials were loudly
complaining about a water shortage and imposing local ration,
ing, when suddenly an embarrassing event occurred: torrential
rains all over the drought areas of the state. After lamely in,
sisting that no one should be misled by the seeming end of
the drought, the authorities finally had to end that line of
attack, and then the title of the Emergency Office of Water
Shortage was hastily changed to the Office of Flood Control.
In New York, this summer, Mayor Edward Koch has
already levied strict controls on water use, including a ban
on washing cars, and imposition of a minimum of 78 degrees
for air conditioners in commercial buildings, plus the turning
off of the conditioners for two hours during each working
day (virtually all of these air conditioners are water,cooled).
78 degrees is tantamount to no air,conditioning at all, and
will wreak great hardship on office workers, as well as
patrons of movies and restaurants.
Air,conditioning has always been a favorite target for
puritanical government officials; during the trumped,up
"energy shortage" of the late 1970s, President Carter's ex,
ecutive order putting a floor of 78 degrees on every commer,
cial air conditioner was enthusiastically enforced, even
though the "energy saving" was negligible. As long as misery
can be imposed on the consumer, why worry about the ra,
tionale? (What is now a time,honored custom in New York of
reluctance to serve water to restaurant patrons originated in
a long,forgotten water "shortage" of decades ago.)
There is no need for any of these totalitarian controls. If
the government wants to conserve water and lessen its use,
all it need do is raise the price. It doesn't have to order an end
to this or that use, set priorities, or decide who should be
allowed to drink more than three glasses a day. All it has to
do is clear the market, and let people conserve each in his
own way and at his own pace.
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In the longer run, what the government should do is pri,
vatize the water supply, and let water be supplied, like oil or
Pepsi,Cola, by private firms trying to make a profit and to
satisfy and court consumers, and not to gain power by mak,
ing them suffer.

The World Currency Crisis
Murray N. Rothbard
I: Keynesians and Fixed
Exchange Rates, 1944..73
he world is in permanent monetary crisis, but once in a
while, the crisis flares up acutely, and we noisily shift
gears from one flawed monetary system to another. We go
back and forth from fixed paper rates to fluctuating rates, to
some inchoate and aborted blend of the two. Each new sys,
tern, each basic change, is hailed extravagantly by econo,
mists, bankers, the financial press, politicians, and central
banks, as the final and permanent solution to our persistent
monetary woes.
Then, after some years, the inevitable breakdown occurs,
and the Establishment trots out another bauble, another
wondrous monetary nostrum for us to admire. Right now, we
are on the edge of another shift.
To stop this shell game, we must first understand it. First, we
must realize that there are three coherent systems of international
money, of which only one is sound and non,inflationary. The
sound money is the genuine gold standard; "genuine" in the
sense that each currency is defined as a certain unit of weight
of gold, and is redeemable at that weight.
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Exchange rates between currencies were "fixed" in the
sense that each was defined as a given weight of gold; for ex~
ample, since the dollar was defined as one~twentieth of a gold
ounce and the pound sterling as .24 of a gold ounce, the ex~
change rate between the two was naturally fixed at their pro~
portionate gold weight, i.e., £1 =$4.87.
The other two systems are the Keynesian ideal, where all
currencies are fixed in terms of an international paper unit,
fluctuating independent fiat~paper moneys. Keynes wanted
to call his new world paper unit the bancor while U.S. Treas~
ury official (and secret Communist) Harry Dexter White
wanted to name it the unita. Bancor or unita, these new paper
tickets would ideally be issued by a World Reserve Bank and
would form the reserves of the various central banks. Then,
the World Reserve Bank could inflate the bancor at will, and
the bancor would provide reserves upon which the Fed, the
Bank of England, etc. could pyramid a multiple expansion of
their respective national fiat currencies.
The whole world would then be able to inflate together,
and therefore not suffer the inconvenience of inflation~
ary countries losing either gold or income to sound~money
countries. All the countries could inflate in a centrally~
coordinated fashion, and we could suffer manipulation and
inflation by a world government~bankingelite without check
or hindrance. At the end of the road would be a horrendous
world~wide hyper~inflation, with no way of escaping into
sounder or less inflated currencies.
Fortunately, national rivalries have prevented the Keynes~
ians from achieving their goal, and so they had to settle for
"second best," the Bretton Woods system that the U.S. and
Britain foisted on the world in 1944, and which lasted until
its collapse in 1971. Instead of the bancor, the dollar served as
the international reserve upon which other currencies could
pyramid their money and credit. The dollar, in turn, was tied
to gold in a mockery of a genuine gold standard, at the pre~
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war par of $35 per ounce. In the first place, dollars were not
redeemable in gold coins, as they had been before, but only
in large and heavy gold bars, which were worth many thou,
sands of dollars. And secondly, only foreign governments
and central banks could redeem their dollars in gold even on
this limited basis.
For two decades, the system seemed to work well, as the
U. S. issued more and more dollars, and they were then used
by foreign central banks as a base for their own inflation. In
short, for years the U. S. was able to "export inflation" to for,
eign countries without suffering the ravages itself. Eventually,
however, the ever,more inflated dollar became depreciated
on the gold market, and the lure of high priced gold they
could obtain from the U.S. at the bargain $35 per ounce led
European central banks to cash in dollars for gold. The
house of cards collapsed when President Nixon, in an ig,
nominious declaration of bankruptcy, slammed shut the gold
window and went off the last remnants of the gold standard
in August 1971.
With Bretton Woods gone, the Western powers now tried
a system that was not only unstable but also incoherent: fix,
ing exchange rates without gold or even any international
paper money with which to make payments. The Western
powers signed the ill,fated Smithsonian Agreement on
December 18, 1971, which was hailed by President Nixon as
"the greatest monetary agreement in the history of the
world." But if currencies are purely fiat, with no interna,
tional money, they become goods in themselves, and fixed
exchange rates are then bound to violate the market rates set
by supply and demand.
At that time the inflated dollar was heavily overvalued in
regard to Western European and Japanese currencies. At the
overvalued dollar rate, there were repeated scrambles to buy
European and Japanese moneys at bargain rates, and to get
rid of dollars. Repeated "shortages" of the harder moneys
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resulted from this maximum price control of their exchange
rates. Finally, panic selling of the dollar broke the Smithso,
nian system apart in March 1973. With the collapse of Bret,
ton Woods and the far more rapid disintegration of the
"greatest monetary agreement" in world history, both the
phony gold standard and the fixed paper exchange rate sys,
terns were widely and correctly seen to be inherent failures.
The world now embarked, almost by accident on a new era:
a world of fluctuating fiat paper moneys. Friedmanite mone,
tarism was to have its day in the sun.

II: Monetarists and Fluctuating
Fiat Monies, 1973.. ?
The Friedmanite monetarists had now come into their
own, replacing the Keynesians as the favorites of the financial
press and of the international monetary establishment. Gov,
ernments and central banks began to hail the soundness and
permanence of fluctuating exchange rates as fervently as they
had once trumpeted the eternal virtues of Bretton Woods.
The monetarists proclaimed the ideal international monetary
system to be freely fluctuating exchange rates between differ,
ent moneys, with no government intervention to try to
stabilize or even moderate the fluctuations. In that way, ex,
change rates would reflect, from day to day, the fluctuations
of supply and demand, just as prices do on the free market.
Of course, the world had suffered mightily from fluc,
tuating fiat money in the not too distant past: the 1930s,
when every country had gone off gold ( a phony gold stan,
dard preserved for foreign central banks by the United
States). The problem is that each nation,state kept fixing its
exchange rates, and the result was currency blocs, aggressive
devaluations attempting to expand exports and restrict im,
ports, and economic warfare culminating in World War II. So
the monetarists were insistent that the fluctuations must be
absolutely free of all government intervention.
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But, in the first place, the Friedmanite plan is politically so
naive as to be almost impossible to put into practice. For
what the monetarists do, in effect, is to make each currency
fiat paper issued by the national government. They give total
power over money to that government and its central bank,
and then they issue stern admonitions to the wielders of ab~
solute power: "Remember, use your power wisely, don't under
any circumstances interfere with exchange rates." But in~
evitably, governments will find many reasons to interfere: to
force exchange rates up or down, or stabilize them, and there
is nothing to stop them from exercising their natural in~
stincts to control and intervene.
And so what we have had since 1973 is an incoherent
blend of "fixed" and fluctuating, unhampered and ham~
pered, foreign currency markets. Even Beryl W. Sprinkel, a
dedicated monetarist who served as Undersecretary of Treas~
ury for Monetary Policy in the first Reagan Administration,
was forced to backtrack on his early achievement of per~
suading the Administration to decontrol exchange rates.
Even he was compelled to intervene in "emergency" situa~
tions, and now the second Reagan Administration is moving
insistently in the direction of refixing exchange rates.
The problem with freely fluctuating rates is not only polit~
ical. One virtue of fixed rates, especially under gold but even
to some extent under paper, is that they keep a check on na~
tional inflation by central banks. The virtue of fluctuating
rates-that they prevent sudden monetary crises due to ar~
bitrarily valued currencies-is a mixed blessing, because at
least those crises provided a much~needed restraint on
domestic inflation. Freely fluctuating rates mean that the
only damper on domestic inflation is that the currency might
depreciate. Yet countries often want their money to depreci~
ate, as we have seen in the recent agitation to soften the dol~
lar and thereby subsidize exports and restrict imports-a
back~door protectionism. The current refixers have one sound
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point: that worldwide inflation only became rampant in the mid
and late 1970s, after the last fixed,rate discipline was removed.
The refixers are on the march. During November 1985, a
major, well,publicized international monetary conference
took place in Washington, organized by Representative Jack
Kemp and Senator Bill Bradley, and including representa,
tives from the Fed, foreign central banks, and Wall Street
banks. this liberal,conservative spectrum agreed on the basic
objective: refixing exchange rates. But refixing is no solution;
it will only bring back the arbitrary valuations, and the
breakdowns of Bretton Woods and the Smithsonian. Pro,
bably what we will get eventually is a world,wide application
of the current "snake," in which Western European curren,
des are tied together so that they can fluctuate but only with,
in a fixed zone. This pointless and inchoate blend of fixed
and fluctuating currencies can only bring us the problems of
both systems.
When will we realize that only a genuine gold standard
can bring us the virtues of both systems and a great deal
more: free markets, absence of inflation, and exchange rates
that are fixed not arbitrarily by government but as units of
weights of a precious market commodity, gold?

Understanding the Austrian
Theory of the Business Cycle
Mark Skousen
ne of the highlights of my professional career occurred
recently when I had the opportunity to talk with Pro'
fessor F. A. Hayek at his vacation home in the Austrian Alps.
It was an unforgettable experience. Since the death of Ludwig
von Mises in 1973, Professor Hayek has been the acknowl,
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edged dean of the "Austrian" school of economics, which
teaches individualism, laissez,faire economics, and the gold
standard. He is now 86 years old, but sharp and alert, and
still working hard on a number of projects.
Professor Hayek is the oldest living member of the Aus,
trian school, which began in Vienna with Carl Menger in
the 1870s, and continued with Eugen von B6hm,Bawerk,
Ludwig von Mises, and Murray N. Rothbard, among others.
In 1974, Professor Hayek won the Nobel Prize in Economics
for his work on the Mises,Hayek theory of the business cycle.
Of all the many contributions of the "Austrians," their
theory of the business cycle is one of the most valuable.
Economists and Wall Street analysts have known for decades
that the markets are highly volatile. There is a business cycle
in national output, interest rates, and inflation, creating bull
and bear markets in stocks, bonds, gold, and so on. And
Austrian theory is the only satisfactory explanation of this
business cycle.
The first thing to understand is that the principle source
of economic disruption and the business cycle is irresponsible
government policy. The business cycle, inflation, and high
nominal interest rates are not caused by the free market, but
by government's monetary and fiscal policies.
Without government intervention, the free,market econ,
omy would reflect:
1) Stable interest rates, probably in the 2%,3% range, as in
the 1950s.
2) No inflation. In fact, historically, average prices have
tended to decline slightly with a free market and gold stan,
dard.
3) Low unemployment. No minimum wage laws and forced
collective bargaining, which keep wages artificially high
during a recession.
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4) High savings rate. Contrary to standard Keynesian doc,
trine, high personal savings rates are good for economic
growth.
5) Economic growth without recessions or depressions.

But as long as government is ubiquitous, and controls the
supply of money, it will appear that "capitalism" is inherently
unstable, as the Marxists say. Only the wise student of his,
tory and economic science knows that government policy,
not the free market, is responsible for economic instability.
The key to understanding the economic cycle is what the
Austrians call the "structure of production." Unlike the
Keynesians and Monetarists, the Austrians look at the econ,
omy not as a whole, but as a collection of individual partsnot "macroeconomics," but "microeconomics."
The easiest way to understand the "structure of produc,
tion" is to see how the economy exists at a single moment, as
if a snapshot were taken. If the whole economy were suddenly
frozen, what would you see? You would see some products
and services completed, such as cars coming off the assembly
line ready to sell to consumers. Other products would be half
finished, and still others would be just starting production.
In other words, there is an order to the production of
goods and services in an economy. The "higher" order or
stages of production are "capital goods," which include tools,
machinery, raw materials, trucks, and other goods necessary
to produce final consumer goods, which include auto,
mobiles, food, clothing, and so on.
This distinction is very important in understanding the
inflationary boom,bust cycle. As the Austrians point out,
the central bank (the Federal Reserve) expands the money
supply in a way that affects certain industries more than others.
Historically, because the Fed expands the money supply pri,
marily through the credit markets, the capital,goods investor
has been more affected than the consumer,goods market.
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There are essentially four states to the business cycle:
First, the inflationary boom. The Fed expands the money
supply by purchasing Treasury securities from banks. Profits
in capital,intensive industries tend to rise, and because the
stock market is highly capital,intensive, the stock market
goes through a bull market. However, at the later stages of
the inflationary boom, consumer prices start catching up, the
stock market loses its luster, and the bull market ends. Also,
at the end of the inflationary cycle, gold and silver and other
inflation hedges move up sharply.
Second, the credit crunch. Once consumer prices start rising
sharply, and interest rates start edging up, the Fed usually
puts on the brakes and causes a credit crunch. Interest rates
rise rapidly as capital industries scramble for funds to escape
bankruptcy.
Third, recession. Production of capital goods falls more
sharply than consumer goods. Gross National Product de'
clines, and stocks continue to fall. Interest rates start dropping
as demand for credit declines. Prices for commodities and
capital goods tend to fall more sharply than consumer goods,
which sometimes continue to rise ("inflationary recession").
Fourth, economic recovery. The recession in capital goods
ends as the economy' returns to stability. The Austrians are
the only school with satisfactory answers to two questions
facing economics today: 1) how it is possible to have low in,
flation in the face of double,digit increases in the money sup'
ply, and 2) inflationary recession.
The "low,intlation" environment continues, despite 10%
annual increases in the money supply, because of the previ,
ous "malinvestments" in the capital goods industries. When
companies are on their backs, it requires a greater increase in
credit than the previous cycle to achieve a return to previous
levels of economic prosperity. After the economy has gone
through a major recession and the inflationary psychology
has been broken, the government must expand the money
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supply at a higher rate than the previous cycle in order to
achieve the same level of economic activity and price infla,
tion. Note, however, that under President Reagan, the
money supply has grown at the same rate as under President
Carter, but not more-therefore, we would expect, under
Austrian theory, the inflation rate to fall below the double'
digit rates of the 1970s. Indeed it has.
I believe the money supply must expand at a 15% to 20%
annual rate in order to rekindle double,digit price inflation
this time around. So far it hasn't happened, although lately
M1 has been growing at a 14% rate. At some point, of course,
price inflation will catch up, but it's too early to tell when
this will happen.
During the inflationary stage of the business cycle, pro'
duction and prices for capital goods and raw commodities
tend to rise much more than for final consumer goods. Only
at the later stages of the inflationary boom do consumer
goods (as measured by the Consumer Price Index) begin
to rise.
Look, for example, at the production of automobiles.
During an inflationary boom, the price of iron, steel,
aluminum, and other producer goods used in building cars
may increase substantially, perhaps doubling in value. But
the price of an automobile in the showroom may increase
only 5% to 10%.
During a recession, just the opposite occurs. Prices for
producers' goods and raw commodities drop sharply, com'
pared to consumer goods. In the case of cars, steel may fall
sharply in price. Meanwhile, the price of finished cars may
fall only slightly, or, as has occurred recently, continue to rise.
Thus, consumer goods always tend to rise in a recession
relative to capital goods. If you look at the statistics of any
recession, you'll note that the raw commodities price index
and the wholesale price index fell by a greater amount than
consumer prices. Consumer prices also tended to fall, but not
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by the same amount. In other words, consumer prices rose in
relation to wholesale and commodity prices.
The relationship still holds even today during a recession,
except that now in absolute terms, consumer prices are rising
instead of falling. This is because the magnitude of monetary
inflation is much greater than in past cycles. So, relative to
capital goods, all recessions are "inflationary recessions." It's
just that such a relationship didn't become obvious until the
Consumer Price Index continued to rise in the 1973,1975
recession and the 1980,1981 recession.
If you want to learn more about this aspect of Austrian
economics, I recommend the following books, all available
from the Institute: What Has Government Done to Our
Money?, by Murray N. Rothbard ($5), America's Great De,
pression also by Rothbard ($20), An Introduction to Austrian
Economics by Thomas C. Taylor ($6), and The Austrian Theory
of the Trade Cycle by Ludwig von Mises and others ($5); ship,
ping charge: $2.75 with each order.
All show that the only way that we can escape from the
business cycle is through the establishment of sound money
(i.e., a gold standard and no central bank) and the free mar'
keto If we are ever able to do so, the Austrian school of eco,
nomics will deserve the credit.

Money Inflation and Price Inflation
Murray N. Rothbard
n the last few months, the Reagan administration seems to
have achieved the culmination of its "economic miracle"
of the last several years: while the money supply has skyrock,
eted upward in double digits, the consumer price index has
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remained virtually flat. Money cheap and abundant, stock
and bond markets booming, and yet prices remaining stable:
what could be better than that? Has the president, by induc'
ing Americans to feel good and stand tall, really managed to
repeal economic law? Has soft soap been able to erase the
need for "root,canal" economics?
In the first place, we have heard that song before. During
every boom period, statesmen, economists, and financial
writers manage to find reasons for proclaiming that now, this
time, we are living in a new age where old,fashioned economic
law has been nullified and cast into the dust bin of history.
The 1920s is a particularly instructive decade, because then
we had expanding money and credit, and a stock and bond
market boom, while prices remained constant. As a result, all
the experts as well as the politicians announced that we were
living in a brand "new era," in which new tools available to
government had eliminated inflations and depressions.
What were these marvelous new tools? As Bernard M.
Baruch explained in an optimistic interview in the spring of
1929, they were (a) expanded cooperation between govern,
ment and business; and (b) the Federal Reserve Act, "which
gave us coordinated control of our financial resources and
... a unified banking system." And, as a result, the country
was brimming with "self,confidence." But, also as a result of
these tools, there came 1929 and the Great Depression.
Unfortunately both of these mechanisms are with us today in
aggravated form. And great self confidence, which persisted
in the market and among the public into 1931, didn't help
one whit when the fundamental realities took over.
But the problem is not simply history. There are very
goods reasons why monetary inflation cannot bring endless
prosperity. In the first place, even if there were no price infla,
tion, monetary inflation is a bad proposition. For monetary
inflation is counterfeiting, plain and simple. As in counter,
feiting, the creation of new money simply diverts resources
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from producers, who have gotten their money honestly, to
the early recipients of the new money-to the counterfeiters,
and to those on whom they spend their money.
Counterfeiting is a method of taxation and redistributionfrom producers to counterfeiters and to those early in the chain
when counterfeiters spend their money and the money gets
respent. Even if~prices do not increase, this does not alleviate
the coercive shift in income and wealth that takes place. As a
matter of fact, some economists have interpreted price infla~
tion as a desperate method by which the public, suffering
from monetary inflation, tries to recoup its command of eco~
nomic resources by raising prices at least as fast, if not faster,
than the government prints new money.
Secondly, if new money is created via bank loans to busi~
ness, as much of it is, the money inevitably distorts the pat~
tern of productive investments. The fundamental insight of
the "Austrian," or Misesian, theory of the business cycle is
that monetary inflation via loans to business causes over~
investment in capital goods, especially in such areas as con~
struction, long~term investments, machine tools, and indus~
trial commodities. On the other hand, there is a relative
underinvestment in consumer goods industries. And since
stock prices and real estate prices are titles to capital goods,
there tends as well to be an excessive boom. It is not neces~
sary for consumer prices to go up, and therefore to register as
price inflation. And this is precisely what happened in the
1920s, fooling economists and financiers unfamiliar with
Austrian analysis, and lulling them into the belief that no
great crash or recession would be possible. The rest is history.
So, the fact that prices have remained stable recently does
not mean that we will not reap the whirlwind of recession
and crash.
But why didn't prices rise in the 1920s? Because the enor~
mous increase in productivity and the supply of goods offset
the increase of money. This offset did not, however, prevent a
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crash from developing, even though it did avert price infla,
tion. Our good fortune, unfortunately, is not due to in'
creased productivity. Productivity growth has been minimal
since the 1970s, and real income and the standard of living
have barely increased since that time.
The offsets to price inflation in the 1980s have been very
different. At first, during the Reagan administration, a severe
depression developed in 1981 and continued into 1983, of
course dragging down the price inflation rate. Recovery was
slow at first, and in the last few years, three special factors
have held down price inflation. An enormous balance of
trade deficit of $150 billion was eagerly enhanced by foreign
investors in American dollars, which kept the dollar un,
precedentedly high, and therefore import prices low, despite
the huge deficit.
Secondly, and unusually, a flood of cash dollars stayed
overseas, in hyperinflating countries of Asia and Latin
America, to serve as underground money in place of the in'
creasingly worthless domestic currency. And thirdly, the
well,known collapse of the OPEC cartel at last brought down
oil and petroleum product prices to free,market levels. But all
of these offsets are obviously one,shot, and are rapidly com,
ing to an end. In fact, the dollar has already declined in
value, compared to foreign currencies, by about 30% since
last September.
We are left with the fourth offset to price inflation, the in'
creased willingness by the public to hold money rather than
spend it, as the public has become convinced that the Reagan
administration has discovered the secrets to an economic
miracle in which prices will never rise again. But the public
has not been deeply convinced of this, because real interest
rates (interest rates in money minus the inflation rate) are at
the highest level in its history. And interest rates are strongly
affected by people's expectations of future price inflation; the
higher the expectation, the higher the interest rate.
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We may therefore expect a resumption of price inflation
before long, and, as the public begins to wake up to the hum,
bug nature of the "economic miracle," we may expect that in'
flation to accelerate.

First Step Back to Gold
Murray N. Rothbard
eptember 1986 is an historic month in the history of
United States monetary policy. For it is the first month
in over fifty years-thanks to the heroic leadership of Ron
Paul during his four terms in Congress-that the United
States Treasury has minted a genuine gold coin.
Gold coins were the standard money in the United States
until Franklin Roosevelt repudiated the gold standard and
confiscated the gold coins Americans possessed in 1933. Not
only were these gold coins confiscated, under cover of the de'
pression emergency, but possession not only of gold coins but
of all gold (with the exception of designated amounts grudg,
ingly allowed to collectors, dentists, jewelers, and industrial
users) was prohibited.
During the 1970s, Congress made possession of gold by
Americans legal, and now the Treasury itself acknowledges at
least some monetary use by minting its own gold coins. We
have come a long way, in only a decade, from total outlawry
to Treasury minting.
It is true that the political motives for the new coin were
not all of the purest. Some of it was a way of trying to attract
the gold coin business from the South African krugerrands,
which somehow have acquired a taint of apartheid by their
mere production in South Africa. But the important thing is
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that gold is at least partially back in monetary use, and also
that the public will have a chance to see, look at, and invest
in gold coins.
One of the ways by which government was able to
weaken the gold standard, even before 1933, was to discour,
age its broad circulation as coins, and to convince the public
that all the gold should be safely tucked away in the banks,
in the form of bullion, rather than in general use as money in
the form of coins. Since Americans were not using coins
directly as money by 1933, it was relatively easy for the gov,
ernment to confiscate their coins without raising very much
of an opposition.
The new American Eagle coin is a very convenient one
for possible widespread use in the future. It usefully weighs
exactly one troy ounce, and the front of the coin bears the fa,
miliar Saint,Gaudens design for the goddess Liberty that had
been used on American gold coins from 1907 until 1933.
But while the minting of the new American Eagle coin is
an excellent first step on the road back to sound money,
much more needs to be done. It is important not to rest on
our laurels.
For one thing, even though gold coins are now legal, the
u.S. government has never relinquished its possession of the
confiscated coins, nor given it back to its rightful owners, the
possessors of U. S. dollars. So it is vitally important to dena'
tionalize the U. S. gold stock by returning it to private hands.
Secondly, there is what can only be considered a grisly
joke perpetrated on us by the U. S. Treasury. The one..ounce
gold coin is designated, like the pre.. 1933 coins, as "legal
tender," but only at $50. In other words, if you owe someone
$500, you can legally pay your creditor in ten one..ounce
coins. But of course you would only do so if you were an
idiot, since on the market gold is now worth approximately
$420 an ounce. At the designated rate, who would choose to
pay their creditors in $4,200 of gold to discharge a $500 debt?
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The phony, artificially low gold price, is of course so de,
signed by the U.S. Treasury so as to make sure that no one
would use these gold coins as money, that is, to make pay'
ments and discharge debt. Suppose, for example, that the
government designated the one,ounce coin at a bit higher
than the market price, say at $500. Then, everyone would
rush to exchange their dollars for gold coins, and gold would
swiftly replace dollars in circulation.
All this is a pleasant fantasy, of course, but even this supe,
rior system would not solve the major problem: what to do
about the Federal Reserve and the banking system.
To solve that problem, it would not be enough merely to
find a way to get the gold out of the hands of the Treasury.
For that gold is technically owned by the Federal Reserve
Banks, although kept in trust for the Fed by the Treasury at
Fort Knox and other depositories. Furthermore, the Federal
Reserve has the absolute monopoly on the printing of dol,
lars, and that monopoly would remain even if people began
to trade in dollars for Treasury gold coins.
It is indeed important to denationalize gold-to get it out
of Fort Knox and into the hands of the people. But it is just
as, if not more, important to denationalize the dollar-that
is, to tie the name "dollar" firmly and irretrievably to a fixed
weight of gold. Every piece of gold at Fort Knox would be
tied to the dollar, and then, and only then, the Federal
Reserve System could be swiftly abolished, and the gold
poured back into the hands of the public at the fixed dollar
weights. To accomplish this task, those who wish to return
the gold of the nation and the dollar from the government to
the people will have to agree on the fixed weight.
It is best to pick the initial definition of the gold dollar at
the most convenient rate. Certainly $50 an ounce of gold is
not it. There are good arguments for the current market
price, for higher than the current price, and for a price suffici,
ently high (or a dollar weight sufficiently low) so as to enable
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the Fed, upon liquidation, to payoff not only its own debts
but also all bank demand deposits one,for,one in gold (which
would require a gold price of approximately $1,600 per
ounce). But within those parameters, it almost doesn't matter
what price is chosen, so long as these reforms are effected as
soon as possible, and the country returns to sound money.

Sound Money:
Gold or Denationalized?
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
ard,money advocates in American politics, from Thomas
Jefferson to Ron Paul, have always favored a specie stan,
dard: that is, the dollar defined as a weight of precious metal.
In Austrian economics, the tradition has been the same.
Carl Menger and Eugen von Bohm,Bawerk advocated a gold
standard as politicians and as professors. (They were both
cabinet ministers as well as scholars.) Ludwig von Mises, the
greatest exponent of the Austrian school, was the first fully to
apply Austrian theory to money. He too advocated a gold
standard as well as the abolition of central banking and the es,
tablishment of 100%,reserve, non,inflationary free banking.
Building on Menger, Mises showed-in his famous regres,
sion theorem-that money must originate on the market as a
useful commodity. The most liquid (Le., the most readily ac,
ceptable) commodity becomes money. From the dawn of civili,
zation, this has been gold, with silver playing a useful sub,
sidiary role.
But, like many other truths, this idea is unpopular in main,
stream economics, where fiat,paper money, central banking,
commercial bank privilege, and inflation are considered scien,
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tific. In response to this, there is growing popularity for a
monetary theory that threatens neither the academic nor the
banking establishment.
That theory (and the resulting policy prescriptions) has
four parts: 1) Forget gold. Keynes called it a "barbarous relic,"
and so it is; 2) Ignore the Federal Reserve. It can be circum,
vented, and besides, it may even be a "market institution"
(huh?); 3) Criticize legal,tender laws as the central problem;
4) Encourage banks to issue their own unbacked paper
money, which would then outcompete the Fed's dollars.
Point one is answered by theory and history, as shown by
Mises. Point two: the Federal Reserve was created and is sus'
tained by the government's police power. It is perhaps the most
anti,market institution in America, as well as the Politburo of
our monetary enemy. Its predecessor was called the "Monster"
by Andrew Jackson, and that is still a good name for this un,
constitutional giant of state control and banking privilege.
Point three is irrelevant and a policy dead,end. Legal,
tender laws, which require us to accept Federal Reserve
Notes, are unconstitutional restraints on our freedom and
should be repealed. But as Murray N. Rothbard has shown,
this is not enough to allow private, non,dollar competitors to
succeed. Mises's regression theorem proves that people, hav,
ing used the dollar for two centuries, will not switch to Chase
Manhattan "Rockies" (or whatever the banks' currencies
would be called). Even at the height of the great German or
Chinese inflations, with monetary depreciation in thousands
of percent, people still clung to marks and yen.
These currencies, like the dollar, the pound, and the
franc, originated on the market as useful commodities, and
were then nationalized by government. Only monies that
originate on the market as useful commodities can win accep'
tance. That's why #4 is, as Professor Rothbard points out, an
entrepreneurial scheme masquerading as theory, although he
is happy to allow the market to decide its fate.
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Only the denationalization of the dollar, not money gen,
erically, will end the tyranny of inflation and the business
cycle, and of the transfers of wealth from the working and
middle classes to the government,connected rich that go
with them.
That means fixing the dollar permanently as a weight of
gold: probably about 1/2,000 of an ounce, which would back
the entire money supply with the gold held by the U. S. gov,
ernment, and the U. S. gold held by the International Mone,
tary Fund. This gold would then be disgorged to the Ameri,
can people in return for their notes and deposits. Just as
important, the central bank would be abolished, and banks
required to adhere to the same standards of non,fraudulent
behavior as other businesses. They would get no government
license to inflate.
This is a very long,run cause, of course, and it is criticized
as unrealistic by the would,be mainstreamers. But it is their
strategy that is actually impractical.
Great change must originate in the world of ideas. But we
will never bring about a monetary revolution without mobil,
izing the people. And great popular movements cannot be
built on repealing legal tender. Gold and anti,central bank,
ing, as our own history shows, are mobilizing issues. They
also have the not,inconsiderable virtue of being true.
When we do establish sound money, and gold coins circu,
late, Morgan Guaranty will be free to print up its irredeem,
able "Trilats." Just don't ask me to accept them.
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Alan Greenspan: A Minority
Report on the New Fed Chairman
Murray N. Rothbard
he press is resounding with acclaim for the accession to
Power of Alan Greenspan as chairman of the Fed; econ,
omists from right, left, and center weigh in with hosannas for
Alan's greatness, acumen, and unparalleled insights into the
"numbers." The only reservation seems to be that Alan
might not enjoy the enormous power and reverence accorded
to his predecessor, for he does not have the height of a basket'
ball player, is not bald, and does not smoke imposing cigars.
The astute observer might feel that anyone accorded such
unanimous applause from the Establishment couldn't be all
good, and in this case he would be right on the mark. I knew
Alan thirty years ago, and have followed his career with in'
terest ever since.
I found particularly remarkable the recent statements in the
press that Greenspan's economic consulting firm of Townsend,
Greenspan might go under, because it turns out that what
the firm really sells is not its econometric forecasting models,
or its famous numbers, but Greenspan himself, and his gift
for saying absolutely nothing at great length and in rococo
syntax with no clearcut position of any kind.
As to his eminence as a forecaster, he ruefully admitted
that a pension,fund managing firm he founded a few years
ago just folded for lack of ability to apply the forecasting
where it counted: when investment funds were on the line.
Greenspan's real qualification is that he can be trusted
never to rock the Establishment's boat. He has long posi,
tioned himself in the very middle of the economic spectrum.
He is, like most other long,time Republican economists, a
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conservative Keynesian, which in these days is almost indis~
tinguishable from the liberal Keynesians in the Democratic
camp. In fact, his views are virtually the same as Paul Volcker,
also a conservative Keynesian. Which means that he wants
moderate deficits and tax increases, and will loudly worry
about inflation as he pours on increases in the money supply.
There is one thing, however, that makes Greenspan unique,
and that sets him off from his Establishment buddies. And that
is that he is a follower of Ayn Rand, and therefore "philoso~
phically" believes in laissez~faire and even the gold standard.
But as the New York Times and other important media hastened
to assure us, Alan only believes in laissez~faire "on the high
philosophical level." In practice, in the policies he advocates,
he is a centrist like everyone else because he is a "pragmatist."
As an alleged "laissez~faire pragmatist," at no time in his
prominent twenty~year career in politics has he ever advo~
cated anything that even remotely smacks of laissez~faire, or
even any approach toward it. For Greenspan, laissez~faire is
not a lodestar, a standard, and a guide by which to set one's
course; instead, it is simply a curiosity kept in the closet,
totally divorced from his concrete policy conclusions.
Thus, Greenspan is only in favor of the gold standard if
all conditions are right: if the budget is balanced, trade is
free, inflation is licked, everyone has the right philosophy,
etc. In the same way, he might say he only favors free trade if
all conditions are right: if the budget is balanced, unions are
weak, we have a gold standard, the right philosophy, etc. In
short, never are one's "high philosophical principles" applied
to one's actions. It becomes almost piquant for the Establish~
ment to have this man in its camp.
Over the years, Greenspan has, for example, supported
President Ford's imbecilic Whip Inflation Now buttons when
he was Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers.
Much worse is the fact that this "high philosophic" adherent
of laissez~faire saved the racketeering Social Security program
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in 1982, just when the general public began to realize that the
program was bankrupt and there was a good chance of finally
slaughtering this great sacred cow of American politics.
Greenspan stepped in as head of a "bipartisan" (i.e. conserva,
tive and liberal centrists) Social Security Commission, and
"saved" the system from bankruptcy by slapping on higher
Social Security taxes.
Alan is a long,time member of the famed Trilateral Com,
mission, the Rockefeller,dominated pinnacle of the financial,
political power elite in this country. And as he assumes his
post as head of the Fed, he leaves his honored place on the
board of directors of J. P. Morgan & Co. and Morgan
Guaranty Trust. Yes, the Establishment has good reason to
sleep soundly with Greenspan at our monetary helm. And as
icing on the cake, they know that Greenspan's "philoso,
phical" Randianism will undoubtedly fool many free market
advocates into thinking that a champion of their cause now
perches high in the seats of power.

Fiat Paper Money:
Tyranny's Credit Card
J. Tucker Alford
n the 20th century, the American dollar has a grim his,
tory. It has only about 9% of its 1913 value, because Fed,
eral Reserve inflation has caused consumer prices to increase
more than eleven,fold.
During the same time, the power of the central bank has
increased enormously, as has the presence of the federal gov,
ernment in the economy. Compared to the previous 113
years, the difference is startling. Then, prices generally fell,
and prosperity was always on the rise.
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The crucial difference between then and now is the qual,
ity of the dollar. Today's dollar is created out of thin air by
the U.S. government, and there is virtually no restraint on
the Federal Reserve's power. But when there is no Fed and
money is a real commodity like gold, as during the 19th cen,
tury, money is more likely to maintain its quality and pur,
chasing power.
Money has not always been in the claws of the govern,
ment. In fact, as Carl Menger theorized, money very likely
came about through the process of the market. Ludwig von
Mises went even further and proved that the free market was
the only place money could develop. Government coercion
never has and never will be able to impose a new institution
of money on the economy.
Even so, money has been the victim of brutal attacks by
the government. In the Middle Ages, monarchs found that
raising taxes was a risky way to raise revenue. It often pro,
voked violent revolution, and kings didn't relish the risk of
meeting the executioner's ax. Instead, they found a discreet
and underhanded way to extract wealth from the public: de,
basement of coinage. The king would call in coins for reissue,
melt them down, and redistribute them with slightly less gold
content, but with the same face value. The "excess" gold
would payoff the kings debts, and while the value of the cir,
culating coins would drop, the public outcry was limited.
Paper money first came into use to save the cost of physi,
cally transporting bullion. People felt uncomfortable carrying
around large quantities of gold. They placed their gold with a
goldsmith, and he issued a paper receipt for the deposit, guar,
anteeing the bearer payment of the gold on demand. The de,
positor could then use his receipt for the purchase of goods
and services. Goldsmiths, soon called banks, began redeem,
ing one another's gold receipts, and paper receipts became ac,
cepted as substitutes for money.
The goldsmiths, however, quickly recognized an oppor,
tunity to make more profits. They began printing up phony
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gold receipts and spending them for their own use. They
could even lend them out and charge interest, knowing all
depositors wouldn't call for redemption at once. This coun..
terfeiting is today hailed as the basis of our banking system:
fractional reserve banking.
Always hanging over the head of the banker..goldsmith,
however, was the threat that too many of his depositors would
redeem their notes for gold on the same day. His bank, like all
modern banks, was inherently broke, but its bankruptcy be..
came apparent only in the event of a bank run. If he couldn't
meet his depositors' demands, he would likely be hanged.
Governments, of course, found paper money to their lik..
ing. In the New World, paper money was first used in Massa..
chusetts in 1690. After several failed pillaging expeditions
into Canada, the colonial government issued irredeemable
paper to pay the troops. Back then, no one would accept a
simple piece of paper in exchange for real goods, so the gov..
ernment had to promise to redeem in specie at a certain date
in the future. It also promised that there would be only one
such issue. But the government's promise was as thin as its
paper, and many more such issues followed when the govern..
ment found itself short on money.
The people of colonial America learned to distrust paper
money. During the Revolutionary War, Congress issued
paper notes called Continentals, which were not backed in
gold. They were issued in great quantities, and thus depreci..
ated until they were worth next to nothing. People knew the
true cause of the depreciation of the Continental. It wasn't
aliens, speculators, slackers, hoarders, or jobbers. It was the
government defrauding the people with its printing presses.
That's why they wrote gold and silver into the Constitution.
Today, however, the banking and central banking system
is so complex that few know why the dollar continues to lose
value. The Fed doesn't help much with its confusing array of
money stock and liquid asset definitions (Ms). Much better is
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Professor Murray N. Rothbard's True Money Supply (TMS).
It combines selected components of the different Ms accord~
ing to Austrian theory, and provides a more accurate ac~
counting of the total outstanding medium of exchange at any
given time.
The first step in the establishment of a 100% gold stan~
dard money must be to define the u.S. dollar as a weight of
gold, with 100% redeemability insured. The dollar was once
1/20 an ounce of gold. It was then devalued to 1/35 an ounce
of gold. What would it be now if the dollar were again tied to
gold? To approximate the answer we only need to know the
government's gold stock, the current money supply, and
some simple mathematics.
Using the Federal Reserve's M1 as money (cash, checking
accounts, and travelers checks), the dollar would be defined
as 1/2837 of an ounce gold. This would value the govern~
ment's gold stock at $749.3 billion and enable all ofM1 to be
back by gold at 100%.
Using Rothbard's broader definition of money, TMS, the
most recent figures show the dollar would be defined as
1/7340 an ounce of gold. (Just think what the Fed has done:
the pre~1934 dollar was 1/20 ounce!) This would allow the
government's gold to cover all of TMS. The Federal
Reserve's assets could then be sold, and the whole ugly sys~
tern dismantled.
Though there are few dedicated individuals who remain
champions of hard, honest money, the mainstream lambastes
the gold standard advocates as archaic, reactionary, anachro~
nistic, loony, and Neanderthal.
The record speaks for itself. Even under an imperfect gold
standard, from the end of the American Civil War to World
War I, the world experienced unprecedented prosperity and
improvement in living standards. Since the "Progressives"
destroyed the dollar in 1913, there has been worldwide infla~
tion, the impoverishment of the developing world, the decline
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of Western prosperity, and a rise of totalitarianism, both right
and left. It is anti,gold statists who are pointing us toward the
despotism and barbarism of a new Neanderthal era.
Hard money is free money, and it goes hand in hand with
liberty and democracy. Fiat paper money is tyranny's credit
card. One can only hope that circumstances need not get
worse before they get better. Perhaps someday our nine,cent
paper ticket will give way to a genuine, honest gold dollar.

Back to Fixed Exchange Rates:
Another "New Economic Order"
Murray N. Rothbard
old on to your hats: the world has now embarked on
yet another "new economic order"-which means
another disaster in the making. Ever since the abandonment
of the "classical" gold coin standard in World War I [by the
United States in 1933], world authorities have been search,
ing for a way to replace the peaceful world rule of gold by the
coordinated, coercive rule of the world's governments.
They have searched for a way to replace the sound money
of gold by an internationally coordinated inflation which
would provide cheap money, abundant increases in the
money supply, increasing government expenditures, and
prices that do not rise too wildly or too far out of control,
and with no embarrassing monetary crises or excessive
declines in anyone country's currency. In short, govern,
ments have tried to square the circle, or, to have their plea'
sant inflationary cake without "eating" it by suffering de,
cidedly unpleasant consequences.
The first new economic order of the 20th century was the
New Era dominated by Great Britain, in which the world's
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countries were induced to ground their currencies on a
phony gold standard, actually based on the British pound
sterling, which was in turn loosely based on the dollar and
gold. When this recipe for internationally coordinated infla,
tion collapsed and helped create the Great Depression of the
1930s, a new and very similar international order was con,
structed at Bretton Woods in 1944. In this case, another
phony gold standard was created, this time with all curren,
cies based on the u.s. dollar, in turn supposedly redeemable,
not in gold coin to the public, but in gold bullion to foreign
central banks and governments at $35 an ounce.
In the late 1920s, governments of the various nations
could inflate their currencies by pyramiding on top of an in,
flating pound; similarly in the Bretton Woods system, the
u.s. exported its own inflation by encouraging other coun,
tries to inflate on top of their expanding accumulation of dol,
lar reserves. As world currencies, and especially the dollar,
kept inflating, it became evident that gold was undervalued
and dollars overvalued at the old $35 par, so that Western
European countries, reluctant to continue inflationary poli,
des, began to demand gold for their accumulated dollars [in
short, Gresham's Law, that money overvalued by the govern,
ment will drive undervalued money out of circulation, came
into effect]. Since the U.S. was not able to redeem its gold ob,
ligations, President Nixon went off the Bretton Woods stan,
dard, which had come to its inevitable demise in 1971.
Since that date, or rather since 1933, the world has had a
fluctuating fiat standard, that is, exchange rates of currencies
have fluctuated in accordance with supply and demand on
the market. There are grave problems with fluctuating ex,
change rates, largely because of the abandonment of one
world money [Le. gold] and the shift to international barter.
Because there is no world money, every nation is free to in,
flate its own currency at will- and hence to suffer a decline
in its exchange rates. And because there is no longer a world
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money, fluctuating uncertain exchange rates create a double
uncertainty on top of the usual price system-creating, in ef~
fect, multi~price systems in the world. The inflation and
volatility under the fluctuating exchange rate regime has
caused politicians and economists to try to resurrect a system
of fixed exchange rates-but this time, without even the ele~
ment of the gold standard that marked the Bretton Woods
era. But without a world gold money, this means that nations
are fixing exchange rates arbitrarily, without reference to sup~
ply and demand, and on the alleged superior wisdom of econ~
omists and politicians as to what exchange rates should be.
Politicians are pressured by conflicting import and export
interests, and economists have made the grave error of mis~
taking a long~run tendency (of exchange rates on a fluctuating
market to rest at the proportion of purchasing~powersof the
various currencies) for a criterion by which economists can
correct the market. This attempt to place economists above
the market overlooks the fact that the market properly sets
exchange rates on the basis, not only of purchasing power
proportions, but also expectations of the future, differences
in interest rates, differences in tax policy, fears of future infla~
tion of confiscation, etc. Once again, the market proves wiser
than economists.
This new coordinated attempt to fix exchange rates began
two years ago in a hysterical reaction against the high dollar.
The Group of Seven nations [the U.S., Britain, France, Italy,
West Germany, japan, and Canada] helped drive down the
value of the dollar, and then, in their wisdom, in February
1987, decided that the dollar was now somehow at a perfect
rate, and coordinated their efforts to keep the dollar from
falling further.
In reality, the dollar was high until early 1986 because
foreigners had been unusually willing to invest in dollarsgovernment bonds as well as others assets. While this happy
situation continued, they were willing to finance Americans
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in buying cheap imports. After early 1987, this unusual will,
ingness disappeared, and the dollar began to fall in order to
equilibrate the U.S. balance of payments. Artificially propping
up the dollar in 1987 has led the other countries of the Group
of Seven to purchase billions of dollars with their own cur,
rencies-a short,sighted effort which cannot last forever,
especially because West Germany and Japan have fortunately
not been willing to inflate their own currencies and lower
their interest rates further, to divert capital from themselves
toward the U.S.
Instead of realizing that this coordination game is headed
toward inevitable crisis and collapse, Secretary of Treasury
James Baker, the creator of the new system, proposes to press
ahead to a more formal New Order. In his September speech
to the IMF and World Bank, Secretary Baker proposed a for,
mal, coordinated regime of fixed exchange rates, in whichas a sop to public sentiment for gold-gold is to have an ex,
tremelY shadowy, almost absurd, role. In the course of fine
tuning the world economy, the central banks and treasuries
of the world, in addition to looking at various "indicators"
on their control panels-price levels, interest rates, GNP,
unemployment rates, etc.-will also be consulting a new com,
modity price index of their own making which, by secret for,
mula, would also include gold.
Such a ludicrous substitute for genuine gold money will
certainly fool no one, and is an almost laughable example of
the love of central bankers and treasury officials for secrecy
and mystification for its own sake, so as to bewilder and bam,
boozle the public. I do not often agree with J. K. Galbraith,
but he is certainly on the mark when he calls this new secret
index a "marvelous exercise in fantasy and obfuscation."
Politically, the secret index embodies a new ruling alliance
within the Reagan Administration between such conserva,
tive Keynesians as Secretary Baker and such supply,siders as
Professor Robert Mundell and Congressman Jack Kemp
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(who have both hailed the scheme as a glorious step in the
right direction). The supply,siders have long desired the res,
toration of a Bretton Woods,type system that would allow co'
ordinated world cheap money and inflation, coupled with a
phony gold standard as camouflage, so as to build unjustified
confidence in the new scheme among the pro,gold public.
The conservative Keynesians have long desired a new
Bretton Woods, based eventually on a new world paper unit
issued by a World Central Bank. Hence the new alliance.
The alliance was made politically possible by the disappear,
ance from the Reagan Administration of the Friedmanite
monetarists, such as former Undersecretary of Treasury for
Monetary Policy Beryl W. Sprinkel and Jerry Jordan, spokes'
men for fluctuating exchange rates. With monetarism dis,
credited by the repeated failures of their monetary predic,
tions over the last several years, the route was cleared for a
new international fixed rates system.
Unfortunately, the only thing worse than fluctuating ex,
change rates is fixed exchange rates based on fiat money and
international coordination. Before rates were allowed to flue,
tuate, and after the end of Bretton Woods, the U.S. govern,
ment tried such an order, in the international Smithsonian
Agreement of December 1971. President Nixon hailed this
agreement as "the greatest monetary agreement in the his,
tory of the world." This exercise in international coordina,
tion lasted no more than a year and a half, foundering on
monetary crises brought about by Gresham's Law and over,
valuation of the dollar.
How long will it take this new, New Order, along with its
puerile secret index, to collapse as well?
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Monetary Crises
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
ince the 1690s, America has undergone more than 20
monetary crises. Some have led to genuine reform,
others to increased government power.
The fitful fiat,money inflation of the colonial govern,
ments had its culmination in the much worse inflation en,
gineered by the continental Congress. "Why should we con,
sent to load our constituents with taxes," said one Member,
"when we can send to the printer for a whole wagonload of
money, and pay for it with but one quire's worth?"
The Americans managed to win the Revolution, despite
the Congress, but the inflationary burden fell heaviest on the
patriots. The Tories, Pelatia Webster reports, refused to have
anything to do with the new money, and would accept only
gold and silver. But many of those fighting for American free,
dam and independence accepted the Continental paper cur,
rency. As a result, they were wiped out when the Continen,
tal fell, because of the printing press, to one tenth of one per,
cent of its original value. Webster, probably America's first
economist, said the whole experience was summed up for
him by the sight of a drunken sailor dressed in a suit made
entirely of Continental money.
But the debacle of government fiat money led, not to au,
thoritarianism as is usually the case, but to restrictions on
state power and the establishment of the classical gold stan,
dard. The American gold standard was never perfect. The
government and its attendant banking interests were still
able to manipulate it, which led to recurrent crises, but the
damage was always limited. Until the establishment of the
Federal Reserve System in 1913.
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The Fed's bank credit inflation of the 1920s led directly, in
the Austrian business cycle, to the Great Depression, which
gave Franklin D. Roosevelt the excuse to violate the Consti,
tution and end the domestic gold standard. The interna,
tional gold standard was killed by Richard Nixon on August
15, 1971, when he also imposed price and wage controls.
We've seen prices go up more than 350% since that day,
with the inevitable busts. Since the depression of 1981,82, the
Fed has increased the money supply by more than 100%. We
saw the effects, as in the 1920s, in stock market and other
booms. Since the crash of October, the media keep nervously
asking if we're facing a recession. The answer is, of course,
yes. That was made inevitable by the inflation of 82,87. The
question is what we do with it.
The government, as in previous crises, will try to use the
coming troubles as an excuse for more of the poison that
caused the troubles to begin with. But the climate of ideas
really has changed.
Americans are much more suspicious of politicians and
their nostrums than they were in the 1930s. There are signs
that today, as in the 19th century, money can again become a
political issue.
Thanks to Ron Paul and others, tens of millions of Ameri,
cans own gold today, and know that its value is independent
of government. Many know about, and approve of, the idea
of a gold standard. In the academic world, thanks to Murray
N. Rothbard and others, the intellectual case for the gold
standard is being made with a logical brilliance unseen since
the glory days of hard money, and it is buttressed as well with
Ludwig von Mises's Austrian business cycle theory, which
shows the hidden damage wrought by inflation.
For those of us who believe an individual liberty and
sound money, these are days of opportunity. There is chance
for real reform. If we grasp it.
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The Real Secrets of the Temple
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
he Federal Reserve-the U.S. government's central bankwas schemed at a secret meeting in 1910 at J. P. Morgan's
hunting club on Jekyll Island, Georgia.
The participants-who claimed, as they boarded a private
railroad car in New York City, to be going on a hunting tripwere, in addition to Morgan himself: Senator Nelson W.
Aldrich (R~RI), John D. Rockefeller's son~in~law; A. Piatt
Andrew, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in the Taft ad~
ministration; Henry P. Davison, the "political partner" (Le.,
lobbyist) for J. P. Morgan's banking house; Paul Warburg of
Kuhn Loeb & Co., a German political partner brought to
the U.S. specifically to help establish a central bank; and
Frank A. Vanderlip of New York's National City Bank (to~
day's Citibank).
Three years later the U.S. had a central bank, after a
propaganda campaign using the Big Lie. Americans were told
that major bankers-whom they heartily distrusted-were
opposed to the Fed. In fact, the Fed was set up to cartelize the
banking industry, doing for it what the ICC had done for big
railroads and the FTC for other big businesses. Before 1913,
market forces prevented anyone bank or group of banks
from expanding the money supply too egrediously. The Fed
changed all that by enabling big banks to inflate together
while protecting them from competition.
In its origins and its operations, the Federal Reserve is the
most secretive of American political institutions. After his
briefings before the first presidential debate with Ronald
Reagan in 1984, Walter Mondale exclaimed to his campaign
manager: "For the first time I understand the Federal Reserve!"
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Like Mondale, a U.S. senator for many years and then
vice president, we are told almost nothing about what the
Fed does and why. All we hear-from political leaders, bankers, pundits, and kept economists-is that it ensures prosperity and prevents depressions, that its officials know exactly
what they're doing, and that no one in his right mind could
possibly question its existence.
Like virtually all of the official line, this is the reverse of
the truth.
William Greider-one of America's best political reportersset out to examine all of this in Secrets of the Temple: How the
Federal Reserve Runs the Country (Simon and Schuster, 1987).
But the man who has exposed the charades of government in
so many other areas does not do a similar job on the government's great inflation machine.
To his credit, Greider has changed the way journalists
think about the Fed. Even his old paper, the Washington Post,
no longer automatically defers to the central bank, where
once it ran its pronouncements as fact. Also to his credit,
Greider has angered financiers and bankers by telling the
truth: that the Fed is the most powerful policy-making institution in America and maybe the world. (Those who profit
from what Andrew Jackson used to call the Monster prefer to
continue operating in the dark.)
Greider criticizes the Fed, but for all the wrong reasons.
For example, he claims it isn't inflationary enough! And he
calls for high, sustained inflation to create prosperity and justice. Inflation will resolve the eternal conflict between the
rich and the poor, says Greider, in favor of the poor.
There is a seemingly eternal conflict, but it's between
those who use the government to get rich, and the rest of us
who are thereby made poorer.
In his chapter on the founding of the Fed, Greider mentions the idea of the Fed as cartel, but he never brings it up
again. His own position is that the Fed came about through
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popular demand, stimulated by political movements for
higher farm prices and an end to bank panics. In fact, these
groups provided only a political opportunity and an ideologi,
cal excuse for the Morgan,Rockefeller forces-in cahoots
with the politicians-to seize control of the dollar by estab,
lishing the Fed.
Greider claims that deflation, not inflation, benefits
bankers, and says that the Fed seeks to promote "the virtual
elimination of dollar inflation." But the central bank was es,
tablished only to circumvent the strictures of the gold stan,
dard. That is, it was founded to inflate.
The constituents of Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan are
commercial bankers and the government, not depositors or
citizens, and the Fed's actions are primarily motivated by the
interests of Washington and the big money,center banks.
Inflation benefits the Fed and its constituents as counter,
feiting benefits a counterfeiter and his gang. The private coun,
terfeiter, however, is a relatively minor criminal; the Fed does
exactly what the counterfeiter does, but massively and on a
world,wide scale. As in so many other areas, what is (rightly)
condemned in the private sector is lauded in the public.
Greider calls inflation "a promising model for social equity."
"Many poor people" benefit since they don't have to bear the
rising costs of medical care and housing with "Medicaid and
public housing." Similarly, the "elderly" are "partially pro,
tected" from inflation because Social Security is "indexed to
the inflation rate."
The government, politicians, bureaucrats, banks, govern,
ment contractors, and other interests profit, since they get
the new money first, and can spend it before prices go up,
thereby transferring wealth to themselves from the people
who get it last.
Average taxpayers are harmed in at least five ways: first,
since they receive new Fed money last, they can spend it only
after prices have gone up; second, they pay a hidden tax of
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currency debasement on their dollar~denominated savings;
third, they pay a direct tax for the salaries and perks of the
bureaucrats, politicians, and welfare recipients whose in~
comes are indexed to inflation; fourth, they suffer the conse~
quences of inflation~caused recessions and depressions; and
five, they lose some of their liberty, since inflation strengthens
the government at the expense of individual freedom.
The poor, despite Greider, are harmed especially. The in~
flation~fueled growth of government creates more hungry
and homeless by decreasing general prosperity and opportun~
ity. Then, only the smart, well~educated, and healthy can get
ahead. Those most in need of a charitable helping hand are
instead kicked in the teeth by Washington, D. C.
Inflation also increases the costs to the poor of becoming
independent from the dole. However, like so many negatives
for the people, this is a benefit for the government. By enlarg~
ing the dependent class, inflation justifies even more upov~
erty" programs actually designed to benefit bureaucrats,
social workers, Medicaid doctors, D.C. consultants, public
housing builders, etc.: the whole welfare industry.
Inflation, by illegitimately transferring wealth to the gov~
ernment~connected,also helps cement present social stratifi~
cations in place. The bigger government is, the fewer Horatio
Algers there are. People who get to the top through force and
fraud prefer it that way.
Inflation can help debtors (by stealing from savers)-one
of its great advantages, according to Greider-but it mainly
aids the greatest debtor of them all, big government, which is
always and everywhere the enemy of the poor.
Then there is the business cycle, which even a little infla~
tion will cause. In the free market, interest rates are deter~
mined by consumer preferences for savings over consump~
tion. In the days of a real
gold standard, this meant that
corporations could issue 30~year bonds paying 3%.
The Austrian theory of the business cycle, developed by
Ludwig von Mises, shows that when the Fed artificially
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lowers interest rates by injecting credit into the banking sys,
tern, it gives businessmen the same signal as if people decided
to save more of their incomes. In response, companies invest
in processes to produce goods for later purchase by con,
sumers with their larger savings.
But when businessmen seek to market these goods, they
find the demand isn't there. Consumers haven't saved
enough, and the investments were what Mises called "malin,
vestments"-those unjustified by real economic conditions.
The result is a bust.
Any amount of new Fed money and credit will lead to
these malinvestments, despite the claim of Greider (and of
Milton Friedman) that recessions only occur when the Fed
steps on the brakes. The monetarist notion of increasing the
money supply every year by 3,5% "to keep up with GNP" is
damaging for this very reason. Only zero inflation will do.
By the way, despite Friedman, there is nothing wrong
with the Fed's stopping the flow of money and credit to end
the boom, as happened in 1929. The wrong was the inflation
that took place during the 1920s, and the Hoover,Roosevelt
policies that prevented a recovery for over a decade. The
original culprit, of course, was the existence of an institution
able to cause all this trouble.
Greider hates deflation, but it is the natural, healthy con,
dition of the market. With the money supply relatively stable
under a gold standard and the production of goods and ser,
vices increasing, the dollar buys more. Prices gently fall (im,
agine the VCR situation extended to the whole market) and
real wages increase. That's what happened to our country in
the 19th century, and it brought about the greatest economic
growth in history.
Greider, good journalist that he is, does provide compel,
ling accounts of the Fed's Continental Illinois and Mexican
debt bailouts, and new evidence that "Arthur Burns ... de'
liberately manipulated monetary policy ... to help re,elect
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his old friend Richard Nixon." He quotes Fed Governors ad,
mitting that they consciously pursued a monetarist policy from
1979,1982 (something Friedman would like us to forget), shows
how "Volcker stared down U.S. Senators and presidential
advisers" during the recessions of the early 80s, and tells how
the officers of Volcker's old employer, Rockefeller's Chase
Manhattan Bank, persuaded him to loosen the money supply.
Greider criticizes the quantity theory of money as a "sim,
pIe answer to bewildering complexities," and cites money
supply statistics from the 1970s and 1980s that use M,l as a
base. But the "money supply" in these years can hardly be
summarized by M,l because of financial deregulation (and
the Fed's propensity to keep changing its statistical bases to
hide its activities). A much more accurate monetary statistic
is the True Money Supply (TMS) constructed at the request
of the Mises Institute by Murray Rothbard and Joseph Salerno
on Austrian economic principles.
Greider does have one point, however: most economists
do oversimplify the quantity theory of money. An increase in
the money supply raises relative prices, but what mainstream
economists call the "price level" is a fiction. As relative prices
increase, different sectors of the economy are affected in
different ways. Prices have risen, but far more important, the
price structure has changed.
Greider rebukes Congressional Democrats for voting for
the deregulation of interest rates in the Monetary Control
Act of 1980. This aspect of the bill merely recognized some,
thing the market had already accomplished through money
market funds. But he glosses over, or does not mention, other
important provisions, which: centralized even more power in
the Fed, removed all collateral from U.S. notes, enabled the
Fed to reduce bank reserve requirements to zero, empowered
the president to declare bank holidays, and allowed the Fed
to monetize foreign debt (including nearly worthless Third
World debt held by the money,center banks). Only Ron Paul,
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then a Congressman from Texas, understood what the bill
really meant, and waged a courageous and single~handed
fight against it.
The Secrets of the Temple serves an important purpose by
shining a bright light on an institution for too long hidden in
obfuscation and propaganda. But the real secrets of the tem~
pIe are that: the Federal Reserve is an unconstitutional and
illegitimate enterprise; it serves a narrow elite of bankers,
government officials, and connected businessmen; it ensures
prosperity for these insiders at the expense of the rest of us; it
causes economic disasters; its officials are arrogant bumblers;
and great statesmen and economists-from Andrew Jackson
to Ron Paul, from Ludwig von Mises to Murray N. Roth~
bard-have wanted it or similar operations wiped from the
face of the earth.
A central bank is incompatible with a free society. For the
sake of our economy and our liberty, and of simple justice, we
should abolish the Monster, and sow salt in the earth where
it stood. In its place we need a real gold standard and non~
fraudulent free banking, as Ludwig von Mises outlined, and
as the Founding Fathers intended.

3
FREE TRADE AND PROTECTIONISM

The Case for Free Trade
Congressman Ron Paul
n 1981, the Federal Register published a declaration from
President Reagan: "I determine that it is in the national in~
terest for the Export~Import Bank of the United States to ex~
tend a credit in the amount of $120.7 million to the Socialist
Republic of Romania (for) the purchase of two nuclear steam
turbine generators."
This loan carried an interest rate of 734 % for ten years,
but the first payment wasn't due until July, 1989.
Not too long before this announcement, the administra~
tion had made public its "voluntary" restraints on the num~
ber of cars Japan can export to the United States.
These two items-subsidization of trade and its restric~
tion-are all too typical of our present trade policy.

I
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Although we think of ourselves as a free,trading nation, it
takes more than 700 pages just to list all the tariffs on imported
goods, and another 400 to inventory all the non,tariff re,
straints, such as quotas and "orderly marketing agreements."
A tariff is a tax levied on a foreign good, to help a special
interest at the expense of American consumers.
A trade restraint or marketing agreement-on the num,
ber of inexpensive Taiwanese sneakers than Americans can
buy, for example-achieves the same goal, at the same cost, in
a less forthright manner.
And all the trends are towards more subsidies for U. S. ex,
porters, and more prohibitions and taxes on imports.
Trade is to be subsidized or restrained, not left to the vol,
untary actions of consumers and producers.
In 1930, Congress passed the Smoot,Hawley tariff bill, im,
posing heavy tariffs on imports, with the avowed motive of
"protecting" U.S. companies and jobs. Within one year, our
25 major trading partners had retaliated with their own
tariffs on American goods. World trade declined sharply, and
the depression was made world,wide and longer,lasting.
Today the policy of protectionism is again gaining favor in
Congress, and in other countries. But it must be fought with
all our strength.
Not only does protectionism make everyone poorerexcept certain special interests-but it also increases interna,
tional tensions, and can lead to war.
"If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity
cheaper than we ourselves can make it," wrote Adam Smith
in 1776, "better buy it of them with some part of the produce
of our own industry employed in a way in which we have
some advantage. The general industry of the country will not
therefore be diminished ... but only left to find out the way
in which it can be employed to the greater advantage."
An important economic principle is called the division of
labor. It states that economic efficiency, and therefore
growth, is enhanced by everyone doing what he does best.
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If I had to grow my own food, make my own clothes,
build my own house, and teach my own children, our
family's living standard would plummet to a subsistence, or
below~subsistence, level.
But if I practice medicine, and allow others with more
talent as farmers, builders or tailors to do what they do best,
we are all better off. Precious capital and labor are directed to
the areas of most productivity, and through voluntary trad~
ing, we all benefit.
This principle works just as effectively on a national and
world~wide scale, as Adam Smith pointed out.
It may be that Japan can make cars more efficiently than
Detroit, at least certain kinds of cars, and that the capital
and labor in parts of the U. S. auto industry could be better
employed in other areas. With quotas, however, we will never
find out. We will only increase the price of those Japanese
cars that do get through, and of
cars as well, since com~
petitive pressures will be taken off General Motors and Ford.
Free trade at all levels makes for more prosperity, as the
Founding Fathers knew. That's why they gave Congress
power to remove barriers to interstate commerce.
During the period of the Confederation-after our inde~
pendence but before the adoption of the Constitution-some
of the states erected tariff barriers against imports from their
neighbors. The resulting economic stagnation and antagon~
ism threatened the unity of our country, and led to the adop~
tion of the interstate commerce clause by the Constitutional
convention. The removal of all trade barriers-and not med~
dling in the economy-was the purpose of the clause.
As a result, we, as Americans, are free to trade with all
other Americans, so that resources are put to their most effi~
cient use in our giant domestic market. This happy conse~
quence is no small contributor to our wealth.
Without this constitutional prohibition, state legislatures
would listen to lobbyists for special interests, and enact pro~
tection against "unfair" out~of~state competition.
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Knowing how similar situations come about, we could bet
that someone in Minnesota, with idle greenhouses, would
lobby the state legislature, pointing out that farmers in Florida,
California, and Texas have too easy a time growing oranges.
To protect Minnesota farmers, and create jobs, they would
call for a heavy tax on out,of,state citrus, so greenhouse
growing of oranges would become economic in Minneapolis.
As a result, oranges would drastically increase in price,
and the quality would be lower. Minnesotans who like
orange juice would be able to afford less, and what they
could get would not be as good. But some would reap wind,
fall profits, at the expense of the consumer. And pressure in
orange,growing states would grow it retaliate against Min,
nesota products, to the detriment of everyone in the country.
And we could bet that interstate antagonisms would increase
as well. International trade barriers work no differently.
But because our Constitution forbids such domestic bar,
riers, a company in Laredo, Texas, can trade freely, easily,
and profitably with a firm in Oregon, thousands of miles
away. (It's important to remember that both parties to a non,
coerced, non,fraudulent trade benefit from the exchange, or
hope to benefit, or the exchange would not take place.)
But let that Laredo firm seek to trade with a Mexican
company only a mile away, and tremendous impediments
spring up, thanks to government regulations on both sides.
"The motive of all these regulations," wrote Adam Smith, "is
to extend our own manufactures, not by their own im,
provements, but by putting an end, as much as possible, to
the troublesome competition of such disagreeable rivals.
No one worries about the balance of trade between
Oregon and Texas. That between Mexico and Texas should
be of no consequence either. It is a problem only to govern,
ment planners.
Dr. Murray Rothbard, who lives in New York City, has
said that he's delighted the federal government doesn't keep
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interborough trade statistics. "We'd have the Bronx and
Brooklyn worried about balance of trade!"
"Nations," notes Dr. Rothbard, "may be important politi~
cally and culturally, but economically they appear only as a
consequence of government intervention."
But doesn't protection save U.S. jobs? Yes, it can save the
jobs of some, but it costs jobs overall, and harms consumers.
Limiting Japanese car imports, for example, does protect
the jobs of high~senioritymembers of the United Auto Work~
ers, who earn twice the average U.S. industrial wage. But it
takes away any incentive to correct government~causedpro~
ductivity problems.
Diverting resources into uneconomic uses takes them
away from other, more productive areas and costs jobs. Some
jobs are lost; others are never created. The uneconomic ef~
fects of protectionism benefit a few-usually well~to~do-at
the expense of the great majority, including the poor.
Protectionism cannot be justified on economic or moral
grounds. As Frederic Bastiat wrote, tariffs are "legalized
plunder." The law is used to steal.
By what right does the U.S. government tell an American
citizen he cannot buy a foreign product? Such action is repre~
hensible on every ground imaginable, and is totally incom~
patible with individual freedom. Also inexcusable on any
ground is the vast network of U.S. trade subsidies.
The taxpayers subsidize companies through the Export~
Import Bank, the Department of Commerce, and the Over~
seas Private Investment Corporation, to name only three.
Such programs contribute to inflation, high taxes,
"crowding out" in the capital markets, higher prices, and
misallocation of resources.
Exports are only useful economically when they are
profitable. Otherwise they represent a net loss.
But don't we need our own subsidies because other coun~
tries have theirs? If the government of France wishes to help
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impoverish their own citizens to send us cheap products, why
should we impoverish ours as well? We can, and should, oppose those policies for France as well as the United States,
but we have no right to take away buying opportunities from
our own consumers.
Notes the Council for a Competitive Economy: we should
consider what would happen if a foreign country decided to
give us free cars, TVs, steel, and other products. Would this
hurt the American people? To ask the question is to answer it.
Every economic intervention in trade, domestic or foreign, should be abolished, for practical and moral reasons.
Even if other countries maintain tariffs or subsidies, we
would be helped, not hurt, by unilaterally ending ours.
We would improve our productivity, shift resources to
those areas where we have an advantage, grow more prosperous, and make a greater variety of less-expensive goods available to our people.
And we would serve the cause of peace and set a good example for the world to emulate.
"When people and goods cross borders," Ludwig von
Mises used to quote, "armies do not." Free and extensive
trade, unsubsidized, between the peoples of the Earth lowers
tensions and makes us all better off. It is, morally and economically, the only proper policy.

Turgot and Iacocca
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
fter we won our War of Independence-fought partly
over English trade restrictions-the 13 former colonies
adopted the Articles of Confederation. Despite later criticism, this pact had much to recommend it, but it did have
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one incapacitating flaw: the lack of any provision for internal
free trade.
As a result, politically powerful merchants succeeded in
getting state legislatures to place tariff taxes on competing
goods from other states. These were attempts to make buying
out,of,state goods seem unpatriotic, and the inevitable
results were increasing hostility between the states, and de'
creasing prosperity.
The nation faced commercial paralysis, and this was one of
the major factors leading to the adoption of the Constitution.
The famous interstate commerce clause was designed to
outlaw interstate trade restrictions, and although that clause
has been perverted by the courts to justify many federal in'
terventions in the economy, we still have open state borders.
There are no customs police patrolling the line between
Massachusetts and Connecticut-as under the Articles of
Confederation-and no one thinks a Virginian disloyal for
buying something made in New Hampshire.
We are all much better off, in amity and economics, be'
cause of this internal free trade. In fact, it was essential to the
growth of American prosperity.
The relative free trade that exists internationally benefits
us all as well. Anti,free trade legislation, such as the high
tariffs of the 1930s, devastated world trade and thereby
helped deepen and lengthen the Great Depression. They also
increased international tensions.
The many retreats on free trade over the past few years
have been disheartening, but the recent non,renewal of the
"voluntary" import ceiling on Japanese cars was an impor,
tant improvement.
The great French economist A. R. J. Turgot (1727,1781)
was the first to point out that attempts to restrict international
trade are based not just on intellectual error, but on the search
by some businesses for special privilege. * And that such privi,
leges harm domestic consumers more than foreign competitors.
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Free international trade, he noted, follows necessarily
from the principle of free exchange. That is, parties benefit
from any non,fraudulent economic transaction. An Ameri,
can buying a Chrysler is no different in this sense from an
American buying a Toyota. He also noted that it is econom,
ically ridiculous to try to sell to foreigners while not buying
anything in return.
Each branch of industry in France, he noted, seemed to
want free markets for everyone else and controlled markets
for itself, resulting in "a war of reciprocal oppression which
government lends its authority to all against all," with every'
one losing.
Recently Lee Iacocca, head of Chrysler Corporation,
made one of his frequent attacks on free trade before a closed
meeting of Democratic Congressmen. His remarks made the
news, however, because some of the audience thought his
tone was racist. Mr. Iacocca, who might have stepped out of
one of Turgot's examples, denounced the non,renewal of the
car quotas, and said the U. S. had more to fear from Japanese
attacks than Soviet ones.
The restriction on imports has had-like all government
interventions in the economy-costs and benefits. The ma,
jority, who have borne the undeserved costs, are American
car buyers (and would,be car buyers). The unearned benefits
have accrued to highly paid auto workers and executives.
With an import ceiling artificially decreasing the supply,
but demand increasing, Japanese car makers sent more of
their most expensive, option,loaded vehicles. And U. S. car
makers faced fewer competitive pressures, enabling them to
raise their prices.
As a result, u.S. consumers have had fewer inexpensive
cars to buy, and the cars that are available-domestic and
foreign-cost an estimated $800,1400 more per vehicle.
Mr. Iacocca, who succeeded in getting heavy credit subsi,
dies from the federal government for Chrysler, made it possi,
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ble for average Americans to support $35,an,hour unionized
auto workers (and $l,OOO,an..hour auto company chairmen).
And now he's campaigning for American consumers to keep
paying through more restrictions on imports.
A. R. ). Turgot came from a free,market family, and his
grandfather was a close friend of Thomas La Gendre, one of
the most successful merchants of the 17th century. A free,
market champion at a time when most businessmen sought
special favors from the king, his ships were constantly ha..
rassed by the royal trade bureaucrats because of his princi..
pled stand.
When asked by )ean..Baptiste Colbert, the king's finance
minister, what the government should do for business, La
Gendre answered laissez..faire-allow people to do as they
choose.
Three hundred years later, that is still the proper answer.
*1 am indebted to Dr. Murray N. Rothbard for this material.

The Crusade Against South Africa
Murray N. Rothbard
or many years, America's campuses have been sunk in
political apathy. The values of the 1950s are supposed to
be back, including concentration on one's career and lack of
interest in social or political causes.
But now, suddenly, it begins to seem like a replay of the
late 1960s: demonstrations, placards, even sit,ins on campus.
The issue is apartheid in South Africa, and the campaign
hopes to bring down apartheid by pressuring colleges and
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universities to disinvest in South Africa. Coercion against
South Africa is also being pursued on the legislative front, in,
eluding drives to embargo that country as well as prohibit
the importation of Krugerrands.
I yield to no one in my abhorrence of the apartheid sys,
tern, but it must never be forgotten what the road to Hell is
paved with. Good intentions are scarcely enough, and we
must always be careful that in trying to do good, we don't do
harm instead.
The object of the new crusade is presumably to help the
oppressed blacks of South Africa. But what would be the im,
pact of U.S. disinvestment?
The demand for black workers in South Africa would fall,
and the result would be loss of jobs and lower wage rates for
the oppressed people of that country. Not only that: pre..
sumably the U.S. firms are among the highest,paying em,
ployers in South Africa, so that the impact on black wages
and working conditions would be particularly severe. In
short: the group we are most trying to help by our well,
meaning intervention will be precisely the ones to lose the
most. As on so many other occasions, doing good for be,
comes doing harm to.
The same result would follow from the other legislative
actions against South Africa. Prohibition of Krugerrands, for
example, would injure, first and foremost, the black workers
in the gold mining industry. And so on down the line.
I suppose that demonstrating and crusading against apar..
theid gives American liberals a fine glow of moral righteous..
ness. But have they really pondered the consequences? Some
American black leaders are beginning to do so. A spokesman
for the National Urban League concedes that "We do not
favor disinvestment.... We believe that the workers would
be the ones that would be hurt." And Ted Adams, executive
director of the National Association of Blacks Within Gov,
ernment, warns that disinvestment would "come down hard
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on black people," and could wind up "throwing the baby out
with the bath water."
But other black leaders take a sterner view. A spokesman
for Chicago Mayor Harold Washington admits "some concern that the most immediate effect of disinvestment may be
felt by the laborers themselves," but then adds, on a curious
note, "that's never an excuse not to take action." Michelle
Kourouma, executive director of the National Conference of
Black Mayors, explains the hard-line position: "How could it
get any worse? We have nothing to lose and everything to
gain: freedom."
The profound flaw is an equivocation on the word "we," a
collective term covering a multitude of sins. Unfortunately, it
is not Ms. Kourouma or Mr. Washington or any American
liberal who stands to lose by disinvestment; it is only the
blacks in South Africa.
It is all too easy for American liberals, secure in their wellpaid jobs and their freedom in the United States, to say, in effect, to the blacks of South Africa: "We're going to make you
sacrifice for your own benefit." It is doubtful whether the
blacks in South Africa will respond with the same enthusiasm. Unfortunately, they have nothing to say in the
matter; once again, their lives will be the pawns in other people's political games.
How can we in the United States help South African
blacks? There is no way that we can end the apartheid system. But one thing we can do is the exact opposite of the
counsel of our misled crusaders.
During the days of the national grape boycott, the econo..
mist Angus Black wrote that the only way for consumers to
help the California grape workers was to buy as many grapes
as they possibly could, thereby increasing the demand for
grapes and raising the wage rate and employment of grape
workers. Similarly, all we can do is to encourage as much as
possible American investment in South Africa and the im-
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portation of Krugerrands. In that way, wages and employ,
ment, in relatively well,paid jobs, will improve for the black
laborers.
Free,market capitalism is a marvelous antidote for racism.
In a free market, employers who refuse to hire productive
black workers are hurting their own profits and the competi,
tive position of their own company.
It is only when the state steps in that the government can
socialize the costs of racism and establish an apartheid system.
The growth of capitalism in South Africa will do far more
to end apartheid than the futile and counterproductive
grandstanding of American liberals.

We the People vs. the Loot Seekers
Mark D. Hughes
e, the loot,seekers of the United States, in order to
form more perfectly protected monopolies, impose
injustices, insure domestic servitude, provide for our com,
mon defense against competition, promote our own welfare
by securing the coercive powers of the state for ourselves and
our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for
the United Special Interest Groups of America."
Those were not the words penned by the Founding Fathers,
but who could tell from today's America? Over the last two
centuries, we have seen our civil and economic liberties
thwarted, despite the clear intent of the Founders. They
sought to prevent the concentration of power in the hands of
a privileged few. But regulatory legislation has enabled loot,
seeking special interests to use the coercive powers of the
state against the rest of us.
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Ludwig von Mises called this a "caste system":
Our age is full of serious conflicts of economic group in,
terests. But these conflicts are not inherent in the operation
of an unhampered capitalist economy. They are the neces,
sary outcome of government policies interfering with the
operation of the market. They are not conflicts of Marxian
classes. They are brought about by the fact that mankind
has gone back to group privileges and thereby to a new
caste system....
In a free,market society ... there are neither privileged
nor underprivileged. There are no castes and therefore no
caste conflicts. There prevails the full harmony of the rightly
understood interests of all individuals and of all groups....

One example of caste privilege began in 1937 when a
few large New York dairies successfully lobbied the legislature
for protective licensing. Under the law, still in effect, new
licenses could be issued only if they do not cause "destructive
competition."
There is, of course, no such thing as destructive competi,
tion for the consumer. Competition means lower prices,
higher quality, and better service. To be sure, competition
may be a nuisance for inefficient, established dairies. But it is
not an annoyance to the milk,consuming public.
While the 1937 licensing law does not openly forbid the
entry of new dairies into New York, that was its intent and
effect. Until this January, the market was controlled by five
large dairies. As a result, New York City consumers have tra,
ditionally paid a considerably higher price for milk than any
other metropolitan area with a similar supply. In November
1986 the average price of a gallon of milk in New York City
(except Staten Island) was $2.42. Philadelphia consumers
paid $1.93.
Then in December 1985, after trying for seven years to
gain access to the New York market, Farmland Dairies of
Wallington, New Jersey, was reluctantly granted a license to
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serve Staten Island. The average price immediately dropped
40 cents per gallon and consistently remained about 30 cents
cheaper than milk sold in the rest of New York City.
The New Jersey dairy spent the next year unsuccessfully
trying to gain access to the rest of the city. On December 11,
1986, Agricultural Commissioner Gerace rejected Farmland's
request because "it would tend to destructive competition
... and would not be in the public interest."
The Commissioner's decision immediately became the
topic of angry editorials throughout the state. Even statist
politicians like New York's Mayor Ed Koch, recognizing the
mood of the city's consumers, jumped on the band wagon.
New York Governor Cuomo claimed that he would like
to see increased competition among milk dealers, but said he
would not intervene in the Commissioners "quasi,judicial"
decision.
The Governor had received $58,700 in campaign contri,
butions from the dairy cartel. But the dairies' licensed over,
charges have earned them more than $50 million a year, so it
is not hard to understand the incentive for such donations,
nor Governor Cuomo's decision not to intervene.
Although it is a relatively small example of state interven,
tion, the New York dairy licensing law reflects the isolationist
mentality indicative of allloot'seeking interests. It is no different
from those seeking tariffs on foreign automobiles, restrictions
on foreign investment, or business licensing for entrepreneurs.
The economic isolationists claim that restricting entry
into a market will "save jobs." They argue that added compe,
tition from an external source will force local producers out
of business and thereby cause irreparable damage to the
economy of the region (whether a city, state, or nation). But
clearly they know nothing of a market economy. As Henry
Hazlitt wrote in his great Economics in One Lesson:
This is the persistent tendency of men to see only the
immediate effects of a given policy, or its effects only on a
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special group, and to neglect to inquire what the long,run
effects of that policy will be not only on that special group
but on all groups. It is the fallacy of overlooking secondary
consequences.

The secondary consequence of economic isolationism is
simple-it reduces the actual and potential wealth of the
community involved. By preventing competition in the New
York dairy industry, the milk licensing law allows the dairy
cartel to charge a higher price for milk than would exist in a
free market. This is money the consuming public would
spend on other goods and services in the community. It is
true that added competition might force some of the ineffi,
cient dairies out of the market and some dairy workers would
then be unemployed. However, contrary to what the eco,
nomic isolationists claim, the story does not stop there, since
more than $50 million a year of added consumer spending
translates into new jobs in other businesses.
Even if the new jobs created just replace the old ones lost
(probably not the case), the wealth of the community is still
increased. After the price of milk is reduced, the consumer
can do one of two things: 1) purchase the same amount of
milk as usual for less money and spend what's left on other
goods and services, or 2) spend the same amount of money
on milk and take more milk home. Regardless of the choice,
the amount of goods and services consumed by the public
will increase even though the amount spent by each con,
sumer did not change.
Someone understood at least part of this, however. On
January 8, 1987, Federal Judge Leonard D. Wexler held that
the decision to prohibit Farmland Dairies from distributing
milk in all of New York City was unconstitutional. "It is
clear," he said, "from Gerace's report that this decision to
deny Farmland's license application was based on economic
protectionism."
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Farmland started delivering milk to seven supermarkets in
the city on January 9. Each immediately lowered the price it
charged the consumer by 20 cents a gallon. By January 17,
prices had dropped between 30 and 71 cents per gallon.
Unfortunately, Judge Wexler did not declare the law itself
unconstitutional, although he did say that this "would not
be without foundation." The judge suggested this be left "to
the discretion of the State Legislature."
So, despite the court's ruling, the New York City dairy
market is still not free. New York has seen the price of milk
drop, but we will never know how much more it will drop
until the milk licensing law is repealed and all who want to
compete are allowed to try.
The economic and civil liberty we still have in America
exists not because legislators are concerned for the welfare of
"We the people." Our liberty, and the chance we have to ex,
pand it, exists only because a heroic few refuse to stand aside
while special interests impose a new two,caste system-the
state privileged vs. the rest of us.

The Myth of the Trade Deficit
Sam Wells
lmost daily we read and hear demands from leaders of
industry and demagogic politicians to increase restric,
tions on foreign imports because of the "unfavorable balance
of trade" that America is supposed to have with other coun,
tries. Although the Reagan administration has paid lip ser,
vice to free trade, it has drastically increased political
obstructions to foreign imports. In 1981, approximately 25%
of all goods imported into the United States were subject to
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some kind of U.S. government restrictions. Today, that figure
has risen to 40%.
And now the president has sent to Congress legislation to
stiffen restrictions on imports and pile another layer of con,
troIs on top of the bunch we already have. Since 1982 the ad,
ministration has, through government,to'government
negotiations and arm,twisting, secured 18 agreements that
limit steel exports to the United States. Last year, the admin,
istration pressured japan and Taiwan into agreeing to limit
their exports of machine tools to the U. S. for the next five
years. After failing to secure "voluntary" trade restraints
from Switzerland and Germany, the administration set new
quotas which rolled back exports from those countries. Also
last year, it used threats to obtain agreements with South
Korea, Hong Kong, and japan that limited the growth in the
quantity of textiles they could export to the U.S. to only 1%
or less per year. And these are only a few examples of increas,
ingly prevalent protectionism.
In ominous tones, we are told that the United States has
incurred a "trade deficit" and that this means disaster. In late
January, the government-from whom all such numbers flow
-revealed that the trade deficit for 1986 had amounted to
$169.8 billion, a record level. Gosh! But what does it mean?
Was the president right when he referred to us as "trade pat'
sies"? Are Americans being taken advantage of by the oppor,
tunity to buy low,priced, foreign,made products? Are the
trade policies of the japanese "cheating" us? The answer is a
clear No.
The great Ludwig von Mises, writing in 1946, showed
how free trade works to the benefit of all parties:
Under free trade the Swiss watchmakers would expand
their sales on the American market and the sales of their
American competitors would shrink. But this is only a part
of the consequences of free trade. Selling and producing
more, the Swiss would earn and buy more. It does not mat,
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ter whether they themselves buy more of the products of
other American industries or whether they increase their
domestic purchases and those in other countries, for in,
stance, in France. Whatever happens, the equivalent of the
additional dollars they earned must finally go to the United
States and increase the sales of some American industries.
If the Swiss do not give away their products as a gift, they
must spend these dollars in buying.

So, in the long run, trade can never take jobs away, but
only add them to the American economy as a whole.
Moreover, artificially trying to prop up inefficient in,
dustries through protectionist trade policies hurts us all by
driving up prices and holding down quality. These policies
also hurt other, efficient U. S. industries by tying up resources
and capital in the protected sectors, which would otherwise
flow to more efficient uses and satisfy consumer needs less ex,
pensively. How many Americans have any notion of the high
costs imposed by auto import restraints? Despite its laudable
free,market rhetoric, the current administration pushed for
"voluntary" restraints on the number of Japanese auto,
mobiles sold to Americans. This had the effect of narrowing
the alternatives from which American consumers could
choose-and hiked the price by nearly $2,000 per car. That's
a total cost to American consumers of more than $250,000
for each U.S. auto,industry job supposedly saved. If you mul,
tiply that example by the number of other "protected" U. S.
industries and jobs, the total burden to U.S. consumers
amounts to $30,40 billion. And neo,mercantilist policies in,
vite similar measures in retaliation from foreign governments
whose leaders are also deluded by mercantilist myths.
Stepped,up protectionism in the U.S. Congress just in the
last two years has already resulted in some very harmful for,
eign reprisals. While all American (and foreign) consumers are
hurt by this war between governments, the American farmer
has been especially hard hit. An editorial in USA Today noted:
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A typical wheat, soybean, or cotton farmer gets fifty per,
cent of his income from foreign sales. And recent U.S. ef,
forts to protect specialty steel, textiles, and other industries
have led to heavy retaliation by other countries against our
grain exports. We've lost farm sales worth many times what
we saved in the protected industries.

When Americans choose to buy lower,cost imports, they
have more money to spend or invest in other ways. This
means they have more of their wants and needs satisfied for a
given income.
The freedom of Americans to buy goods made in other
countries gives them a wider choice, and that's all to the good.
Not only has buying Japanese products not hurt Americans,
but the money earned by the japanese from their sales to us
of VCRs, cars, stereos, cameras, and computer chips has
come back to us in the form of japanese investments.
If it were not for the inflow of this foreign capital (from
Europe as well as japan and elsewhere), the "crowding out"
of domestic borrowers in our credit markets by big govern,
ment's gargantuan budget deficits would have slammed us
into a deep repression long before now. So, it has given us a
little more precious time to put our own house in order. In,
stead of expressing gratitude for this salutary consequence,
our demagogic politicians are trying to make the japanese
and other foreigners the scapegoats for ills which the poli,
ticos themselves created.
What about "dumping" (selling goods to Americans at
prices allegedly "below the cost of production") or the ]apa,
nese keeping out U.S. goods? Japan is actually less protec,
tionist than is the United States. And nobody can sell his
products at below,cost for long without going out of busi,
ness-much less making any profit. Besides, costs can only be
subjectively determined, and they cannot be aggregated be'
tween or among industries, let alone countries. If "dumping"
does occur, it is a great boon to Americans who take advan,
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tage of such bargains. (Why, by the way, isn't Safeway
attacked by Giant for dumping when it sells ketchup at a
nominal loss to attract customers?)
But what if the Japanese government subsidizes some of
its exporting companies so they can increase their American
market share by selling at below~cost prices? Since consump~
tion is the end of production, and since consumers clearly
benefit by such a good deal, why should we care? If foreigners
are foolish enough to allow their governments to tax them to
subsidize their exporting companies, we should take full ad~
vantage of their generosity. It won't last forever! (The only
thing that apparently lasts forever is the u.S. government's
massive subsidization of our exporting companies through the
Export~ImportBank and other examples of corporate welfare.)
One of the most important notions underlying the calls
for stifling foreign imports is the "balance of trade" concept
and the idea that a "trade deficit" (your country imports
more goods than it exports) is bad and that a "trade surplus"
(your country exports more than it imports) is good. This is
pure superstition and goes back to the mercantilist days of
the 17th century.
The terms "deficit" and "surplus" are accounting terms
that apply to budgets. But they have been misappropriated
from the context in which they have meaning and used to
describe international trade. A "trade surplus" means a
"favorable balance of trade" (exports greater than imports),
while a "trade deficit" is supposed to denote an "unfavorable
balance of trade" (imports greater than exports). This is what
we are told by the modern mercantilists and Keynesians. But
this notion is as false as it is widespread in current discussions
on international economics. Although this fallacy was re~
futed by the great French economist Richard Cantillon 275
years ago, many have not learned the lesson.
There is no reason why trade should "balance out" be~
tween countries at any specific moment-any more than it
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should balance out between individuals or companies doing
business with each other. If you walk into a supermarket and
buy a loaf of bread by exchanging money for it, you don't ex~
pect that particular supermarket to turn around and buy an
equal amount of goods from you. It may take the money you
gave for the bread and buy goods from somebody else, like a
supplier or a truck farmer; but there's no reason that goods
should balance out in trade between two parties. The buyer
gives up money for goods, and the seller gives up goods for
money. Both sides benefit. The same applies to people or
firms living in different countries.
When Americans buy imports, they are simply accepting
payment for the goods they export (sell) to foreigners. Im~
ports pay for exports and exports pay for imports. There is no
reason they should always balance. Taking a statistical snap~
shot of the flow of goods between countries at any single time
and calling that the "balance of trade" is artificial, mislead~
ing, and irrelevant. We don't have to be concerned about it
since it has no real bearing on the status or health of the
economy. Yet, judging from all the media hype, we are sup~
posed to fear a national "trade deficit" (which isn't even a
real deficit at all) more than the very real and definitely
harmful federal budget deficit!
Americans who wish to preserve and expand their liberty,
and maximize their choices in the market, should work to
repeal existing restrictions and taxes on imported goods, and
vigorously oppose efforts in Congress to impose still more
protectionist legislation. Despite what we hear from the poli~
ticians, there is no conflict between the principles of freedom
and patriotism: free trade is in the best interests of Ameri~
cans and America. Instead of clamoring for more political
intrusions on our freedom to buy and sell, those genuinely
concerned about the struggling sectors of U.S. industry
should demand abolition of the taxes and controls which the
U.S. government has clamped on our domestic industries. Let
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American consumers have the freedom to choose to buy
Sony and Honda. And liberate American producers from
government.

Another Federal Crime
Against Consumers
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
he Reagan administration has verbally championed free
trade while imposing more protectionism than any
other administration since World War II. In 1981, about 25%
of our imports were restricted in some way by the feds. To,
day, the figure is over 40%. And now we have an attack on
American consumers in the name of retaliation against Japa,
nese computer chips.
Because Japanese companies make these chips-the
silicon hearts of computers-more economically than
domestic producers, the administration has sought to protect
inefficient U.S. firms at the expense of American consumers
(and efficient U.S. firms).
The Japanese crime is "dumping": selling products below
cost. But there is no way to tell if dumping is taking place.
Austrian economics shows us that the notion of cost is neces,
sarily a subjective and changing one. No government bu,
reaucrat can tell what a company's cost is.
Even if dumping takes place, why should the police pow,
ers of the state be used to impede it? It can't be bad for con,
sumers, and as Ludwig von Mises taught, it is from the stand,
point of consumers that all economics and economic policy
must be judged.
Even if true and taking place, why outlaw this consumer,
enhancing process only internationally? Why not prevent
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Safeway from selling ketchup at a loss to lure customers into
its stores? Isn't "ketchup dumping" unfair to the A&P?
Because Japanese companies benefit American consumers
by selling us computer chips at prices we want to pay, the
president is levying 100% tariffs on some Japanese electronic
goods. This punishes U. S. consumers with higher prices to
benefit inefficient but politically influential U.S. corporations.
Trade restrictions are wrong on at least three counts:
1) Moral. By what right does the U.S. government seek to
benefit special interests by telling Americans what consumer products we can or can't buy?

2) Economic. Protectionism, like all government interventions into the economy, rewards political pull at the expense of economic efficiency, and thus makes us all poorer.

3) Political. It is no coincidence that trade wars usually
precede shooting wars. Why increase international tensions
to payoff unsuccessful (but well-compensated) executives?

The collectivism that accompanies protectionism is off,
putting as well: "Japan is harming 'us' by
_
(fill in the blank)." What "us"? I have a lot more in common
with a free,market Japanese businessman than I do with a
protectionist and statist like Lee Iacocca, whether we share
the same citizenship or not.
There's a big trade fight in Washington these days. But no
one seems to care about the consumer. The battle instead is
over whether the White House or the Congress will get polit,
ical credit for protectionist rip,offs. Mises called capitalism
the system of consumer sovereignty. Anything that inhibits
that sovereignty makes us all poorer-and less free.
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Economic Warfare Hurts

Us More Than Them
Robert Higgs and Charlotte Twight
uring the past decade the United States has repeatedly
waged war, not with guns, missiles, and bombs, but
with economic sanctions restricting the international trans~
actions and travel of Americans.
Economic warfare-prohibitions of travel and commercial
and financial dealings imposed selectively in order to alter the
behavior of other governments-has been waged at one time
or another since 1979 against Iran, Libya, Nicaragua, South
Africa, and Syria as well as various communist countries.
Sanctions usually fail to attain their ostensible objective:
they do not alter the conduct of other governments. But they
do have significant domestic consequences. Americans suffer
economic losses, both short~term and long~term. In effect,
sanctions impose the costs of U.S. foreign policy on Ameri~
cans interested in certain international commercial and
financial deals or travel to certain countries.
Sanctions imposed after the Iranians took American
hostages in Tehran in 1979 illustrate the erratic and arbitrary
character of this instrument of foreign policy. President
Carter first blocked all Iranian property in the United States
and forbade most commercial and financial dealings with
Iran. Then, as part of the deal to gain freedom for the
hostages, Carter rescinded the sanctions, nullified attach~
ments of Iranian property issued by federal courts, and
suspended the legal claims of Americans against Iran. An
Iran~United States Claims Tribunal was established in the
Netherlands, and Americans were forbidden to press their
claims in U.S. courts.
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This extraordinary setting,aside of the judicial system by
the president was challenged in an important 1981 Supreme
Court case, Dames & Moore V. Regan. The Court's decision
gave broad scope to the president's powers under the Inter,
national Emergency Economic Powers Act, sustaining his
nullification of courts' attachments of Iranian property.
Moreover, the Court held that, even without explicit
statutory authority, the president has constitutional power to
suspend American claims in federal courts because of "a his,
tory of congressional acquiescence" in similar instances.
Whatever Executive action Congress has never overtly disap,
proved, it has implicitly approved-a doctrine that would
have astonished the Founding Fathers.
In making regulations to implement sanctions, the bu'
reaucrats of the Treasury's Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) have extraordinary discretion-the power to act ar,
bitrarily and capriciously. Licenses may be denied, granted,
or revoked at will. OFAC is not bound by the Administra,
tive Procedure Act with regard to notice of proposed rule
making, opportunity for public participation, or delay in
effective date. OFAC officials may, and sometimes do,
abruptly alter the rules solely at their pleasure. They often
create loopholes for privileged parties, such as wholly,owned
foreign subsidiaries of American oil companies that continue
business as usual with Libya, notwithstanding the president's
order that Americans cease operations in that country. Ad,
ministrative officials may, as in the Iranian case, set aside the
protections normally afforded private property rights by the
U.S. judicial system.
Economic warfare rarely promotes the national interest
effectively. Rather, it is a costly form of political theater. Only
governmental officials, especially the president, normally
benefit from it; and even that benefit is fleeting.
A president wages economic warfare because it enhances
his popularity, if only momentarily. It diverts attention from
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intractable domestic problems and creates an image that he is
strong, that he is "doing something" to defend or promote
American interests beyond our borders.
The image has little substance. The governments of Iran,
Libya, Nicaragua, South Africa, and Syria have not been
visibly moved by U. S. sanctions against them. But American
citizens have been hurt. Although some firms have found
ways to circumvent the sanctions, important business has
been lost-computer sales to South Africa, aircraft sales to
Syria, all exports to Nicaragua. American reputations for re,
liable service have suffered in the world market, where alter'
native foreign suppliers are usually happy to take on the busi,
ness denied Americans by their own government.
More importantly, economic warfare has shifted rights
from private hands into the hands of governmental officials
who are free to exercise their newly acquired powers with vir,
tually unchecked discretion. Nothing of genuine public im,
portance has been gained; bad political and legal precedents
have become established; a little more liberty has been lost.
As Ludwig von Mises pointed out in The Free and Prosperous
Commonwealth: "Nationalist policies, which always begin by
aiming at the ruination of one's neighbor, must, in the final
analysis, lead to the ruination of all."

Protectionism and the
Destruction of Prosperity
Murray N. Rothbard
rotectionism, often refuted and seemingly abandoned,
has returned, and with a vengeance. The Japanese, who
bounced back from grievous losses in World War II to as,
tound the world by producing innovative, high,quality prod,
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ucts at low prices, are serving as the convenient butt of pro,
tectionist propaganda. Memories of wartime myths, mixed
with discrete anti,Oriental racism, can prove a heady brew,
as protectionists warn about this new "Japanese imperialism,"
even "worse than Pearl Harbor." This "imperialism" turns
out to consist of selling Americans wonderful Sony TV sets,
autos, microchips, etc. at prices more than competitive with
backward and lumbering American firms.
Is this "flood" of Japanese products really a menace, to be
combated by the U. S. government? Or is the new Japan a
godsend to American consumers?
In taking our stand on this issue, we should recognize that
all government action means coercion, so that calling upon
the u.S. government to intervene means urging it to use force
and violence to restrain peaceful trade. One trusts that the
protectionists are not willing to pursue their logic of force to
the ultimate in the form of another Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Keep Your Eye on the Consumer
As we unravel the tangled web of protectionist argument,
we should keep our eye on two essential points: 1) protection,
ism means force in restraint of trade; and 2) the key is what
happens to the consumer. Invariably, we will find that the
protectionists are out to cripple, exploit, and impose severe
losses not only on foreign consumers but especially on Amer,
icans. And since each and everyone of us is a consumer, this
means that protectionism is out to mulct all of us for the ben,
efit of a specially privileged, subsidized few-and an inefficient
few at that: people who cannot make it in a free and unham,
pered market.
Take, for example, the alleged Japanese menace. All trade
is mutually beneficial to both parties-in this case Japanese
producers and American consumers-otherwise they would
not engage in the exchange. In trying to stop this trade, pro,
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tectionists are trying to stop American consumers from
enjoying high living standards by buying cheap and high,
quality Japanese products. Instead, we are to be forced by
government to return to the inefficient, higher,priced prod,
ucts we have already rejected. In short, inefficient producers
are trying to deprive all of us of products we desire so that we
will have to turn to inefficient firms. American consumers
are to be plundered.

How To Look at Tariffs and Quotas
The best way to look at tariffs or import quotas or other
protectionist restraints is to forget about political boundaries.
Political boundaries of nations may be important for other
reasons, but they have no economic meaning whatever. Sup,
pose, for example, that each state of the United States were a
separate nation. Then we would hear a lot of protectionist
bellyaching that we are now fortunately spared. Think of the
howls by inefficient, high,priced New York or Rhode Island
textile manufacturers who would then be complaining about
the "unfair," "cheap labor" competition from various low,type
"foreigners" from Tennessee or North Carolina, or vice versa.
Fortunately, the absurdity of worrying about the balance
of payments is made evident by focusing on interstate trade.
For nobody worries about the balance of payments between
New York and New Jersey, or, for that matter, between
Manhattan and Brooklyn, because there are no customs offi,
cials recording such trade and such balances.
If we think about it, it is clear that a call by New York
firms for a tariff against North Carolina is a pure ripoff of
New York (as well as North Carolina) consumers, a naked
grab for coerced special privilege by inefficient business firms.
If the 50 states were separate nations, the protectionists
would then be able to use the trappings of patriotism, and
distrust of foreigners, to camouflage and get away with their
looting the consumers of their own region.
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Fortunately, interstate tariffs are unconstitutional. But
even with this clear barrier, and even without being able to
wrap themselves in the cloak of nationalism, protectionists
have been able to impose interstate tariffs in another guise.
Part of the drive for continuing increases in the federal mini,
mum wage law is to impose a protectionist device against
lower,wage, lower,labor,cost competition from North Carolina
and other southern states against their New England and
New York competitors.
During the 1966 Congressional battle over a higher fed,
eral minimum wage, for example, the late Senator Jacob
Javits (R,NY) freely admitted that one of his main reasons for
supporting the bill was to cripple the southern competitors of
New York textile firms. Since southern wages are generally
lower than in the north, the business firms (and the workers
struck by unemployment) hardest hit by an increased mini,
mum wage will be located in the south.
Another way in which interstate trade restrictions have
been imposed has been in the fashionable name of "safety."
Government,organized state milk cartels in New York, for
example, have prevented importation of milk from nearby
New Jersey under the patently spurious grounds that the trip
across the Hudson would render New Jersey milk "unsafe."
If tariffs and restraints on trade are good for a country,
then why not indeed for a state or region? The principle is
precisely the same. In America's first great depression, the
Panic of 1819, Detroit was a tiny frontier town of only a few
hundred people. Yet protectionist cries arose-fortunately
not fulfilled-to prohibit all "imports" from outside of Detroit,
and citizens were exhorted to "buy only Detroit." If this non,
sense had been put into effect, general starvation and death
would have ended all other economic problems for Detroiters.
So why not restrict and even prohibit trade, Le. "imports,"
into a city, or a neighborhood, or even on a block, or, to boil
it down to its logical conclusion, to one family? Why shouldn't
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the Jones family issue a decree that from now on, no member
of the family can buy any goods or services produced outside
the family house? Starvation would quickly wipe out this
ludicrous drive for self,sufficiency.
And yet we must realize that this absurdity is inherent in
the logic of protectionism. Standard protectionism is just as
preposterous, but the rhetoric of nationalism and national
boundaries has been able to obscure this vital fact.
The upshot is that protectionism is not only nonsense,
but dangerous nonsense, destructive of all economic prosper,
ity. We are not, if we were ever, a world of self,sufficient farm,
ers. The market economy is one vast latticework throughout
the world, in which each individual, each region, each coun,
try, produces what he or it is best at, most relatively efficient
in, and exchanges that product for the goods and services of
others. Without the division of labor and the trade based
upon that division, the entire world would starve. Coerced
restraints on trade-such as protectionism-cripple, hobble,
and destroy trade, the source of life and prosperity. Protec,
tionism is simply a plea that consumers, as well as general
prosperity, be hurt so as to confer permanent special privilege
upon groups of inefficient producers, at the expense of com,
petent firms and of consumers. But it is a peculiarly destruc,
tive kind of bailout, because it permanently shackles trade
under the cloak of patriotism.

The Negative Railroad
Protectionism is also peculiarly destructive because it acts
as a coerced and artificial increase in the cost of trans,
portation between regions. One of the great features of the
Industrial Revolution, one of the ways in which it brought
prosperity to the starving masses, was by reducing drastically
the cost of transportation. The development of railroads in
the early 19th century, for example, meant that for the first
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time in the history of the human race, goods could be trans,
ported cheaply over land. Before that, water-rivers and
oceans-was the only economically viable means of trans,
port. By making land transport accessible and cheap, rail,
roads allowed interregional land transportation to break up
expensive inefficient local monopolies. The result was an
enormous improvement in living standards for all consum,
ers. And what the protectionists want to do is lay an axe to
this wonderous principle of progress.
It is no wonder that Frederic Bastiat, the great French
laissez,faire economist of the mid, 19th century, called a tariff
a "negative railroad." Protectionists are ju.st as economically
destructive as if they were physically chopping up railroads,
or planes, or ships, and forcing us to revert to the costly
transport of the past-mountain trails, rafts, or sailing ships.

"Fair" Trade
Let us now turn to some of the leading protectionist argu,
ments. Take, for example, the standard complaint that while
the protectionist "welcomes competition," this competition
must be "fair." Whenever someone starts talking about "fair
competition" or indeed, about "fairness" in general, it is time
to keep a sharp eye on your wallet, for it is about to be picked.
For the genuinely "fair" is simply the voluntary terms of ex,
change, mutually agreed upon by buyer and seller. As most
of the medieval scholastics were able to figure out, there is no
"just" (or "fair") price outside of the market price.
So what could be "unfair" about the free,market price?
One common protectionist charge is that it is "unfair" for an
American firm to compete with, say, a Taiwanese firm which
needs to pay only one,half the wages of the American compe,
titor. The U.S. government is called upon to step in and
"equalize" the wage rates by imposing an equivalent tariff
upon the Taiwanese. But does this mean that consumers can
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never patronize low,cost firms because it is "unfair" for them
to have lower costs than inefficient competitors? This is the
same argument that would be used by a New York firm trying
to cripple its North Carolina competitor.
What the protectionists don't bother to explain is why
U.S. wage rates are so much higher than Taiwan. They are
not imposed by Providence. Wage rates are high in the U. S.
because American employers have bid these rates up. Like all
other prices on the market, wage rates are determined by
supply and demand, and the increased demand by U.S. em,
ployers has bid wages up. What determines this demand?
The "marginal productivity" of labor.
The demand for any factor of production, including
labor, is constituted by the productivity of that factor, the
amount of revenue that the worker, or the pound of cement
or acre of land, is expected to bring to the brim. The more
productive the factory, the greater the demand by employers,
and the higher its price or wage rate. American labor is more
costly than Taiwanese because it is far more productive.
What makes it productive? To some extent, the comparative
qualities of labor, skill, and education. But most of the differ,
ence is not due to the personal qualities of the laborers them,
selves, but to the fact that the American laborer, on the
whole, is equipped with more and better capital equipment
than his Taiwanese counterparts. The more and better the
capital investment per worker, the greater the worker's pro,
ductivity, and therefore the higher the wage rate.
In short, if the American wage rate is twice that of the
Taiwanese, it is because the American laborer is more heavily
capitalized, is equipped with more and better tools, and is
therefore, on the average, twice as productive. In a sense, I
suppose, it is not "fair" for the American worker to make
more than the Taiwanese, not because of his personal
qualities, but because savers and investors have supplied him
with more tools. But a wage rate is determined not just by
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personal quality but also by relative scarcity, and in the
United States the worker is far scarcer compared to capital
than he is in Taiwan.
Putting it another way, the fact that American wage rates
are on the average twice that of the Taiwanese, does not

make the cost of labor in the U.S. twice that of Taiwan. Since
U.S. labor is twice as productive, this means that the double
wage rate in the U.S. is offset by the double productivity, so
that the cost of labor per unit product in the U.S. and Taiwan
tends, on the average, to be the same. One of the major pro,
tectionist fallacies is to confuse the price of labor (wage rates)
with its cost, which also depends on its relative productivity.
Thus, the problem faced by American employers is not
really with the "cheap labor" in Taiwan, because "expensive
labor" in the U.S. is precisely the result of the bidding for
scarce labor by U. S. employers. The problem faced by ineffi,
cient U.S. textile or auto firms is not so much cheap labor in
Taiwan or Japan, but the fact that other U.S. industries are
efficient enough to afford it, because they bid wages that high
in the first place.
So, by imposing protective tariffs and quotas to save, bail
out, and keep in place inefficient U. S. textile or auto or micro,
chip firms, the protectionists are injuring the American con,
sumer. They are also harming efficient U. S. firms and industries,
which are prevented from employing resources now locked
into incompetent firms, and who would otherwise be able to
expand and sell their efficient products at home and abroad.

UDumping"
Another contradictory line of protectionist assault on the
free market asserts that the problem is not so much the low
costs enjoyed by foreign firms, as the "unfairness" of selling
their products "below costs" to American consumers, and
thereby engaging in the pernicious and sinful practice of
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"dumping." By such dumping they are able to exert unfair
advantage over American firms who presumably never en~
gage in such practices and make sure that their prices are
always high enough to cover costs. But if selling below costs
is such a powerful weapon, why isn't it ever pursued by busi~
ness firms within a country?
Our first response to this charge is, once again, to keep
our eye on consumers in general and on American con~
sumers in particular. Why should it be a matter of complaint
when consumers so clearly benefit? Suppose, for example,
that Sony is willing to injure American competitors by sell~
ing TV sets to Americans for a penny apiece. Shouldn't we
rejoice at such an absurd policy of suffering severe losses by
subsidizing us, the American consumers? And shouldn't our
response be: "Come on, Sony, subsidize us some more!" As
far as consumers are concerned, the more "dumping" that
takes place, the better.
But what of the poor American TV firms, whose sales will
suffer so long as Sony is virtually willing to give their sets
away? Well, surely, the sensible policy for RCA, Zenith, etc.
would be to hold back production and sales until Sony drives
itself into bankruptcy. But suppose that the worst happens,
and RCA, Zenith, etc. are themselves driven into bank~
ruptcy by the Sony price war? Well, in that case, we the con~
sumers will still be better off, since the plants of the bankrupt
firms, which would still be in existence, would be picked up
for a song at auction, and the American buyers at auction
would be able to enter the TV business and outcompete
Sony because they now enjoy far lower capital costs.
For decades, indeed, opponents of the free market have
claimed that many businesses gained their powerful status on
the market by what is called "predatory price~cutting," that
is, by driving their smaller competitors into bankruptcy by
selling their goods below cost, and then reaping the reward of
their unfair methods by raising their prices and thereby charg~
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ing "monopoly prices" to the consumers. The claim is that
while consumers may gain in the short,run by price wars,
"dumping," and selling below costs, they lose in the long,run
from the alleged monopoly. But, as we have seen, economic
theory shows that this would be a mug's game, losing money
for the "dumping" firms, and never really achieving amon,
opoly price. And sure enough, historical investigation has
not turned up a single case where predatory pricing, when
tried, was successful, and there are actually very few cases
where it has even been tried.
Another charge claims that Japanese or other foreign
firms can afford to engage in dumping because their govern,
ments are willing to subsidize their losses. But again, we
should still welcome such an absurd policy. If the Japanese
government is really willing to waste scarce resources subsi,
dizing American purchases of Sony's, so much the better!
Their policy would be just as self,defeating as if the losses
were private.
There is yet another problem with the charge of "dump,
ing," even when it is made by economists or other alleged
"experts" sitting on impartial tariff commissions and govern,
ment bureaus, there is no way whatever that outside observ'
ers, be they economists, businessmen, or other experts, can
decide what some other firm's "costs" may be. "Costs" are
not objective entities that can be gauged or measured. Costs
are subjective to the businessman himself, and they vary con,
tinually, depending on the businessman's time horizon or the
stage of production or selling process he happens to be deal,
ing with at any given time.
Suppose, for example, a fruit dealer has purchased a case
of pears for $20, amounting to $1 a pound. He hopes and ex,
pects to sell those pears for $1.50 a pound. But something has
happened to the pear market, and he finds it impossible to
sell most of the pears at anything near that price. In fact, he
finds that he must sell the pears at whatever price he can get
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before they become overripe. Suppose he finds that he can
only sell his stock of pears at 70 cents a pound. The outside
observer might say that the fruit dealer has, perhaps "unfairly,"
sold his pears "below costs," figuring that the dealer's costs
were $1 a pound.

"Infant" Industries
Economists agree on very little. But economists agree vir,
tually unanimously on one thing: their oppostion to protec,
tionism. Classically, they made one unfortunate exception,
an exception which the specially privileged were able to use
and magnify to become an enormous hole in the free,trade
case. This argument held that the government should pro,
vide a temporary protective tariff to aid, or to bring into
being, an "infant industry." Then, when the industry was
well established, the government would and should remove
the tariff and toss the now "mature" industry into the com,
petitive swim.
The theory was fallacious, and the policy proved disas,
trous in practice. For there is no more need for government
to protect a new, young, industry from foreign competition
than there is to protect it from domestic competition.
In the last few decades, the "infant" plastics, television,
and computer industries made out very well without such
protection. Any government subsidizing of a new industry
will funnel too many resources into that industry as com,
pared to older firms, and will also inaugurate distortions that
may persist and render the firm or industry permanently in,
efficient and vulnerable to competition. As a result, "infant,
industry" tariffs have tended to become permanent, regard,
less of the "maturity" of the industry. The proponents were
carried away by a misleading biological analogy to "infants"
who need adult care. But a business firm is not a person,
young or old.
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Older Industries
Indeed, in recent years, older industries that are notoriously
inefficient have been using what might be called a "senile~
industry" argument for protectionism. Steel, auto, and other
outcompeted industries have been complaining that they "need
a breathing space" to retool and become competitive with
foreign rivals, and that this breather could be provided by
several years of tariffs or import quotas. This argument is just
as full of holes as the hoary infant~industry approach, except
that it will be even more difficult to figure out when the "senile"
industry will have become magically rejuvenated. In fact, the
steel industry has been inefficient ever since its inception,
and its chronological age seems to make no difference. The
first protectionist movement in the U.S. was launched in
1820, headed by the Pennsylvania iron (later iron and steel)
industry, artificially force~fed by the War of 1812 and already
in grave danger from far more efficient foreign competitors.

The Non"Problem of the Balance of Payments
A final set of arguments, or rather alarms, centers on the
mysteries of the balance of payments. Protectionists focus on
the horrors of imports being greater than exports, implying
that if market forces continued unchecked, Americans might
wind up buying everything from abroad, while selling for~
eigners nothing, so that American consumers will have
engorged themselves to the permanent ruin of American
business firms. But if the exports really fell to somewhere
near zero, where in the world would Americans still find the
money to purchase foreign products? The balance of pay~
ments, as we said earlier, is a pseudo~problem created by the
existence of customs statistics.
During the day of the gold standard, a deficit in the na~
tional balance of payments Wa6 a problem, but only because
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of the nature of the fractional,reserve banking system. If U. S.
banks, spurred on by the Fed or previous forms of central banks,
inflated money and credit, the American inflation would lead
to higher prices in the U.S., and this would discourage ex,
ports and encourage imports. The resulting deficit had to be
paid for in some way, and during the gold standard era this
meant being paid for in gold, the international money. So as
bank credit expanded, gold began to flow out of the country,
which put the fractional,reserve banks in even shakier shape.
To meet the threat to their solvency posed by the gold out,
flow, the banks eventually were forced to contract credit, pre,
cipitating a recession and reversing the balance of payment
deficits, thus bringing gold back into the country.
But now, in the fiat,money era, balance of payments defi,
cits are truly meaningless. For gold is no longer a "balancing
item." In effect, there is no deficit in the balance of payments.
It is true that in the last few years, imports have been greater
than exports by $150 billion or so per year. But no gold flowed
out of the country. Neither did dollars "leak" out. The alleged
"deficit" was paid for by foreigners investing the equivalent
amount of money in American dollars: in real estate, capital
goods, U. S. securities, and bank accounts.
In effect, in the last couple of years, foreigners have been
investing enough of their own funds in dollars to keep the
dollar high, enabling us to purchase cheap imports. Instead
of worrying and complaining about this development, we
should rejoice that foreign investors are willing to finance our
cheap imports. The only problem is that this bonanza is
already coming to an end, with the dollar becoming cheaper
and exports more expensive.
We conclude that the sheaf of protectionist arguments,
many plausible at first glance, are really a tissue of egregious
fallacies. They betray a complete ignorance of the most basic
economic analysis. Indeed, some of the arguments are almost
embarrassing replies of the most ridiculous claims of 17th,
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century mercantilism: for example, that it is somehow a calam,
itous problem that the U.S. has a balance of trade deficit, not
overall, but merely with one specific country, e.g. Japan.
Must we even relearn the rebuttals of the more sophisticated
mercantilists of the 18th century: namely, that balance with
individual countries will cancel each other out, and therefore
that we should only concern ourselves with the overall bal,
ance? (Let alone realize that the overall balance is no problem
either.) But we need not reread the economic literature from
Adam Smith to the present,day to realize that the impetus
for protectionism comes not from preposterous theories, but
from the quest for coerced special privilege and restraint of
trade at the expense of efficient competitors and consumers.
In the host of special interests using the political process
to repress and loot the rest of us, the protectionists are
among the most venerable. It is high time that we get them,
once and for all, off our backs, and treat them with the right,
eous indignation they so richly deserve.

4
GREAT ECONOMISTS

A Call to Activism
Margit von Mises
hank you, Mr. Rockwell, for your most generous and gra,
cious remarks. Thank you all who came here tonight, for
without you, I would not be here. And thank you especially
for your kind welcome. I know, of course, that this welcome
is really meant for my husband, in whose name I gladly and
gratefully accept it.
People often ask me, "Aren't you proud about what you
have done?" I can only say, "no." I really am not. I am happy
that the ideas of my husband get more and more recognition,
but I am not proud. I did only what I had to do. It was an in,
ner "must."
Perhaps you will be interested to learn how this book,
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which you will all receive through the kindness of Mr. Rock,
well, came into being.
When my husband died on October 10,1973, I could not
even cry. I was like a stone. It took two months until the first
tears came into my eyes. My daughter, Gitta, and Don, my
son,in,law, who live and work in London, insisted that I come
and stay with them for a while. They suggested that I make a
reservation on the Queen Elizabeth, which at that time still
regularly crossed the Atlantic. They knew how much I loved
the sea. And so I got my reservation for the month of
February 1974. The sailing was rough, but I loved every min,
ute of it. Most of the time I spent on deck, where I was pretty
much alone. It was so stormy and cold that most passengers
preferred the warmth of the staterooms. But a friendly stew,
ard kept a chair for me facing the water. He covered me with
blankets, and I could watch the seagulls following the boat
from morning to night, shrieking, their wings fluttering,
always moving. Dark clouds covered the sky. Sometimes the
wind was so strong that water came over the railing. But I
was safe and warm, watched over by this kind steward.
I tried to read, but I couldn't. Always I thought of my hus,
band, the years we spent together, but suddenly, it was as if a
thunderbolt struck me. "Why don't you write about him?
Why don't you put down on paper everything you know?"
And I decided to do so.
I did not even have a notebook or pencil with me when
my mind started to work. But in my thoughts I divided the
book into eleven chapters. I decided on all their titles, and I
never changed a single one of them. For example, I knew I had
to write one chapter about Human Action. People had to know
how my husband suffered about this, his greatest work.
The boat landed one day late, and I stayed with my children
and started writing, never telling anyone a word. It took me
two years to finish the book. Often I rewrote a chapter four
or five times, but I never changed the table of contents. (Ex,
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cept for the second edition, which has two new chapters.) All
research was done carefully, and every word I wrote is true.
If I told you before that I am not proud of the work I have
done, then I must tell you now that there is something I am
proud of. And that is that all of my husband's former stu~
dents, from the Vienna seminar as well as the New York sem~
inar-with very few exceptions-became, since my husband's
death, my friends also. They stayed by my side all the time,
all the way, and helped me when I needed help.
I want to mention first of all my very dear friend Professor
Fritz Machlup, who died on January 30, 1983, of a heart attack.
Since his student days in Vienna, he had been especially
devoted to my husband, even though they did not agree in
all their economic views. But it was as if-after my husband's
death-he wanted to prove his great admiration for his
beloved teacher by helping and advising me. It was on his ad~
vice that I wrote the new chapter about the Vienna seminar.
He guided and supervised and helped me, in his wonderfully
kind and charming way, and I shall never forget him.
I also want to give special thanks to Professor Israel Kirzner,
who helped me put the material together for a chapter on
Austrian economics. Here is another example of a famous
man who has helped me because of his devotion to his great
teacher. Another one of these famous pupils who has always
most willingly helped is Nobel Prize winner Friedrich von
Hayek, about whom I wrote so much in My Years With Lud~

wig von Mises.
But now I have to come back to the story of how the book
came to life. I had already finished five chapters, and still no
one knew anything about it.
Let me first tell you about a good friend of mine, Nellie
Erickson. Nellie is the creator of the famous bronze bust of
my husband, with copies now in so many different parts of
the world. One day Nellie and her husband George invited
me to join them on a Sunday trip on their yacht on Long
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Island Sound. With them were 110 and George Koether, our
mutual friends. It was a beautiful day. The sun was hot and
the sea glittered like gold. I was sitting on a winch when
George Koether joined me and said, "You know, Margit, I
thought so much about you. I wonder why you don't write a
book about your husband." It was then that I could no
longer keep my secret. The words poured out of me, and I
told him everything.
He was enthusiastic about the news, and immediately of,
fered all the help he could give. I asked him to keep silent
about it, and told him I would accept gladly-but I wanted
no ghost writing. The story was absolutely mine. He prom,
ised, and from that moment he became one of the best ad,
visors and helpers I could have found. Always ready to do
something for me, he never let me down.
When I finished the book, George Koether showed the
manuscript to Neil McCaffrey, then president of Arlington
House, Publishers, and one day later the book was accepted.
No other publisher had ever seen it.
What happened afterward came without my asking for it:
one work followed another. And so these ten years went by,
and it still seems as if my husband died only yesterday.
Those who have read my book will remember much
about my husband that the general public does not know.
But there was one aspect of his life that I did not describe in
my book, and this is an appropriate occasion on which to
emphasize it.
Professor Hayek once called my husband "a great radical,
an intelligent and rational radical, but nonetheless a radical
on the right lines." This was correct, but Ludwig von Mises
was also an activist-an activist of the mind. Not only did he
write scholarly books containing great wisdom-he also pro,
mated the free market in speeches, articles, lectures, and sem,
inars. And he worked hard as an activist at his desk in the
solitude of his study.
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He did not confine his interest and time to writing and to
contact with scholars only-although the brilliant scholars
who developed out of his teachings, the professors Hayek,
Haberler, Morgenstern, Machlup, and many more, could
justifiably have claimed all his attention. He also had the
time and interest for others: businessmen, journalists, and
members of many professions other than teaching. To all of
those people with whom he came in contact he was an activist
of the mind. He stimulated the interest, and then the under~
standing of all the people he met. And he did even more. He
stimulated them to action.
Think, for example, of Professor Murray Rothbard, who
has written, and is still writing, brilliant books extending the
influence of Austrian economics, and who-with some friends
-founded the Center for Libertarian Studies which works to
foster libertarian scholarship, following in economics solely
the ideas of Ludwig von Mises.
Think of Antony Fisher, whose Atlas Economic Research
Foundation has brought about the creation of nineteen in~
stitutes in twelve countries throughout the world, always
mentioning Ludwig von Mises and quoting Weaver, "Ideas
have consequences."
Think of Leonard Read, the late founder of the Founda~
tion for Economic Education, who-after meeting my hus~
band and reading all of his books-gave students as well as
teachers the opportunity to learn about individual freedom
and the free market. Out of this foundation came great men
like Baldy Harper, who founded the Institute for Humane
Studies, and George Roche, who is now president of Hills~
dale College, which shelters the Ludwig von Mises Library,
and who heads his own Shavano Institute in Colorado,
never asking for help from the government.
And last, but certainly not least, think of Lew Rockwell
and the Ludwig von Mises Institute, which in a very short
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time has attracted 14,000 contributors, begun an extensive
teaching, fellowship, and publications program, held a very
successful conference on the gold standard in Washington,
D.C., and become integrated with Auburn University. Never
before has a university and an institute of this kind entered
into a partnership.
Yes, Ludwig von Mises was an activist, whose influence
has reached-and is still reaching-far over the world. 1m,
agine how much better our world would be today if all those
"activists" who chant for womens' rights, for gay rights, for
tenants' rights, for minorities' rights, were working to correct
the true cause of our social problems! Imagine how much bet'
ter off we would be if those who blame the West for the plight
of the so'called underdeveloped nations could be taught the
economic facts of life as demonstrated by Ludwig von Mises!
They can be taught, if all of us become activists of the
mind. If each of us will do this-in his or her own way-we
may accomplish more than we now imagine. And we will do
it, not like mindless sports fans cheering for their hero, but
out of dedication to those principles of truth and freedom for
which my husband fought. We must do it-not simply out of
admiration for a man like Ludwig von Mises. We must do it
because we are dedicated to the principles which he
elaborated so well in his many great works.
Is it idle-now, in these dark days when the shadows of
Communist dictatorship reach over more than half the world
-to dream of a day when knowledge instead of ignorance,
respect instead of hate, peace instead of war, freedom instead
of force, will reign over the world? Not if we spread the truth
as my husband did.
1 can see a day when every great university will have in its
economics department a bust of Ludwig von Mises, when all
of his writings will be combined in one grand edition avail,
able in every library of any size.
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I can see a day when economics will be taught as human
action-including every subject that those words imply-and
not broken up into courses that produce mathematicians in,
stead of economists.
I can see the day when more and more followers of my
husband's thoughts will produce book after book and paper
after paper elaborating on the fundamental ideas contained
in his works. (And this day has arrived already.)
I can see an anthology of my husband's thoughts published
in a series of books dealing with specific issues that are getting
attention in the daily press. The special edition of the Freeman
magazine that appeared on the lOath anniversary of my hus,
band's birthday indicates the possibilities I see in this direction.
I can see more universities asking the Ludwig von Mises
Institute for assistance in choosing professors to teach the
economics of the free market. And I can see, as an activity of
the Institute, establishment of fellowships to permit young
journalists to enjoy a full year of study in Austrian economics
to further their understanding and ability to better report
events in the daily press.
I could go on and on-but many of you will have even
more ideas than those I have just mentioned. In order to
achieve anything, however, we must all become activists. We
have no choice. As Ludwig von Mises said many years ago,
in words I once quoted at Hillside:
"Everyone carries a part of society on his shoulders; no one
is relieved of his share of responsibility by others. And no
one can find a safe way for himself if society is sweeping to,
wards destruction. Therefore everyone, in his own interests,
must thrust himself vigorously into the intellectual battle. No
one can stand aside with unconcern: the interests of every'
one hang on the result. Whether he chooses or not, every
man is drawn into the great historical struggle, the decisive
battle into which our epoch has plunged us."
I feel confident that the Ludwig von Mises Institute will
do much more than "carry its part of society on its shoulders."
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We have the intellectual leadership, the managerial expertise,
and the burning desire to succeed. And, happily for us, we
have the truth on our side.
If anyone doubts that, let him or her look at all the calam,
ities, the miseries, the cruelties, and the stupidities of every
form of collectivism and interventionism. With truth on our
side we cannot, we must not, we will not fail!
Thank you. Thank you very much for listening to me.
Mrs. Mises delivered this speech in February 27, 1984 at the Mises Institute dinner
in her honor in New York City.

Ludwig von Mises: Hero
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
hen Ludwig von Mises died in New York City in 1973
at the age of 92, the liberals hardly noticed. There was
no front page obituary in the New York Times and Walter
Cronkite didn't mention it on the CBS Evening News. But
libertarians and conservatives knew that a giant had fallen,
for Mises had the greatest mind of our time, and he had em,
played it in a life,long, uncompromising, and effective fight
for freedom.
Today, his influence is more widespread than ever before.
And his ideas remain the core of the movement for a free mar,
ket, sound money, private property, and individual liberty.
As his great student Murray N. Rothbard pointed out, "If the
world is ever to get out of its miasma of statism, it will have to
move to the high ground that Mises developed for us."
Ludwig von Mises was born in 1881 in the Austro,Hungarian
Empire city of Lemberg, the son of a successful engineer. At
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the age of 19, he entered the University of Vienna, and re,
ceived his doctorate at 27.
At this time, the university was the world center of free,
market economics, and Mises studied under its two greatest
teachers, Carl Menger and Eugen von Bohm,Bawerk. These
two founders of the Austrian school of economics were re,
sponsible for a revolution in economics that successfully
refuted Marxism-something the followers of Adam Smith
had been unable to do.
Smith could not understand why, for example, diamonds
should be more expensive than food, since food is so much
more useful. This "value paradox" could never be solved, he
said. All value that could be understood, however, came
from the labor that went into production. Followers of Smith
agreed, and said that diamonds must have a higher "ex,
change" value while food had a higher "use" value. They also
saw a class conflict, claiming that if wages went up, profits
would have to go down, and vice versa.
Karl Marx, building on these errors, preached class war,
and said that profit must therefore be "surplus value" stolen
from the workers, and that the only just system was produc,
tion for "use" rather than profit.
The Austrian economists solved the problem by focusing
on the individual, and not on classes. They built their theories
on the actions of consumers in the real world, and saw that
each of us makes decisions based on our own personal prefer,
ences, and that business people are constantly trying to serve
those preferences. Therefore, economic value cannot be in,
herent in products; it is only conferred by consumer desires.
I might spend an entire week making a giant mud pie, but
a product that has no value to consumers has no economic
worth, no matter how much labor goes into it.
And, yes, all the foods in the world is more valuable than
all the diamonds, but we are never forced to make that
choice. Instead, we make our economic valuations "at the
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margin." That is, the greater the number of units of a desired
economic good, the less we will value any given unit, and
vice versa. That's why a canteen of water has so much more
value in the desert than in your kitchen sink.
The Austrians also showed that capital-and its share of
production, i.e. profit-was as necessary as labor, and that in
a free market, they work together to satisfy consumers. The
only "conflict" is between competitors, not between owners
and employees, and that conflict is over who can best satisfy
consumers.
The classical economists-Smithian and Marxian-also
did not understand the role of interest. The Austrians, again
looking at individuals, saw that people would rather con~
sume now than in the future. All other things being equal,
we would rather take a vacation this year than next. Thus
"time~preference" is the reason for interest: the payment for
deferring consumption.
Investors who put up capital to start a business are also
deferring consumption (whereas employees get paid immedi~
ately), and their payment is called profit. In fact, the "nor,
mal" rate of profit in a free market is the interest rate.
In this stimulating atmosphere the young Ludwig von
Mises studied, and in the honored tradition of scholarship,
went on to surpass his teachers. For, as great as the founders
of the Austrian school were, there were serious gaps and errors
in their theories. Mises filled the gaps, corrected the errors,
and went on to rebuild the entire science of economics on a
sound free~market basis.
This would have been a magnificent and enduring achieve~
ment had Mises, like his teachers, been able to work in peace.
His great work is all the more incredible because it was ac~
complished at great personal cost and despite unceasing
opposition from academic leftists in Europe and the U.S.
After receiving his Ph.D., the young Mises set to work on
The Theory of Money and Credit, his first great work published
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in 1912. The earlier Austrians, mimicking one of Smith's mis,
takes, had put money in a separate category from the rest of
the economy. Mises repaired this split, showing that just as
the price of any commodity is determined by supply and de,
mand, so is the "price" of money, its purchasing power. The
demand for money is determined by the desire of consumers
to hold cash rather than something else.
Some of the classical economists, especially David Ricardo,
had seen that an increase in the supply of money causes
prices to increase. But Mises showed that this increase is not
proportional. When the government increases the money
supply, the "price level" doesn't rise by that amount. The
amount and speed of price increases depend on the people's
desire to hold cash. That's why, during an inflation, prices
can increase faster or slower than the money supply.
Mises also showed that inflation, through relative price
changes, brings about a redistribution of wealth, from savers
and earners to the banking system and the government and
related special interests. Even more damaging, he showed,
are the misinvestments that inflation brings about.
When government inflates, it lowers the interest rate
below what it would otherwise have been. This encourages
bad business and investment decisions during the inflation,
ary boom. When the inflation slows or stops, these mistakes
are seen for what they are, and the result is bankruptcies and
unemployment. That is, government is the cause of the busi,
ness cycle. Through inflation, it brings about recessions and
depressions.
In this pathbreaking book, Mises also showed that the in,
stitution of money originated in the market as a valuable com,
modity, and was only later nationalized (and debauched) by
government. He also demonstrated that gold is the best mon,
etary commodity, and that only a gold standard could prevent
inflation. A central bank (like the Federal Reserve to be estab,
lished the next year), he noted, would inevitably bring reces,
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sions, depressions, and suffering for the majority, although a
small minority would benefit from its depredations.
The publication of The Theory of Money and Credit made
the 31,year old Mises one of the top economists in Europe,
but World War I was soon to end the gold standard and rela,
tive laissez,faire of the previous century, and renew the ancient
evils of statism and inflation.
The new atmosphere was, of course, much less conducive
to a man like Ludwig von Mises, and as a result he never re,
ceived the academic rewards that were his due. Although he
was appointed a professor of economics at the University of
Vienna, it was to an unsalaried position. His income, from
1909 until 1934 when he left Austria, came from his position
as economic advisor to the Austrian Chamber of Commerce,
a government body roughly equivalent to the U.S. Depart'
ment of Commerce. This was also where he established the
prestigious Austrian Institute for Business Cyele Research.
Among his duties, he had to write economic analyses of
proposed government actions, and he managed almost
single,handedly to keep Austria from following Germany
into hyperinflation during the early 1920s.
His famous Mises seminar in these years attracted the best
minds in Europe, and produced many great economists in,
eluding Nobe1,prize winner F. A. Hayek. In addition to his
unpaid teaching and his government work, Mises continued
his writing and research. His next major work came in 1922:
Socialism.
This book demonstrated that socialism could not func,
tion in an industrial economy. Since they have no free,
market price system, socialist planners are incapable of calcu,
lating costs or rationally planning production. The result of
any socialist system, he predicted, would be economic chaos.
And, just as important, he showed that semi,socialism or
government interventionism cannot function efficiently
either. So, he noted, if total or partial government planning
cannot work, we are left with the free market.
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Not content with being the leading champion of the free
market, Mises also set to work on the foundation of economics
-its "methodology." Mises saw that economics was increas,
ingly coming under the sway of the nihilistic "institutional,
ism" which virtually denies economics altogether, and of the
pseudo,scientific "positivism," which apes physics and treats
people as mere consciousless objects.
Mises's answer was the science of "praxeology," which
bases economics on the deductive logic that human beings
are unique individuals, each with their own purposes and
their own ideas about how to achieve them. His major works
here were Epistemological Problems of Economics and especially
the later Theory and History and Ultimate Foundation of Eco,

nomic Science.
Mises saw that positivism, which has since swept the non,
Austrian portions of the economics profession, was especially
dangerous. Not only was it scientifically invalid, but by treat,
ing people as inanimate objects to be manipulated, it gave
would,be social engineers the perfect intellectual framework
and justification for their destructive activities.
Despite all the early opposition, Mises, during this time,
saw a quickening of interest in his ideas, although it was only
a temporary spring. When other economists were proclaim,
ing the new age of perpetual prosperity in the 1920s, Mises
was the only one to predict the Great Depression. In the early
1930s, many important economists became Misesians, but
after the publication of John Maynard Keynes's General
Theory swept the academic world, Mises's followers-with the
shining exception of EA. Hayek-became Keynesians.
Undaunted, and in exile in Geneva from fascist Austria,
Mises next set about to reconstruct the whole of economics
upon the individualistic foundation he had built. He did it in
his monumental Nationalokonomie, published in 1940 and in,
standy forgotten in the turmoil of World War II. It was this
work, later expanded and translated into English as the
900'page Human Action, that was his crowning achievement.
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In Geneva came another milestone in Mises's life; he mar,
ried the beautiful Margit Sereny-after warning her that while
he would write much about money, he would never have much
of it-and in 1940 they immigrated to the United States.
At a time when every left,wing professor was given a high
academic post in the United States, Mises was refused any
job-a permanent blot on American universities. Finally,
with the help of Henry Hazlitt and Lawrence Fertig, Mises
secured a visiting professorship at New York University's
Graduate School of Business. His salary was paid by business
people and foundations, and he was never a regular member
of the faculty.
Treated as a second,class citizen by the university, whose
business school dean lobbied good students not to take his
classes (which were relegated to the basement and scheduled
at inconvenient times), Mises was neither bitter nor resent,
ful. With gentle brilliance, he carried on the fight for Austrian
economics and freedom. "We well knew," wrote Professor
Rothbard, "that in the very aura and person of Ludwig von
Mises that we were seeing an embodiment of the Old Vienna
of a far nobler and more charming day. Those of us privileged
to attend his seminar at NYU could well understand how
Mises was a great teacher as well as a great economist."
When he retired in 1969, a spry 87, Ludwig von Mises had
been the oldest active professor in the United States. He
could look back on a lifetime of teaching and writing-2S
books and more than 2S0 scholarly articles-and of incredi,
ble achievements for liberty. His students Wilhelm Roepke
and Ludwig Erhard had turned West Germany towards free,
dom and the resulting "economic miracle." In Italy, Mises's
student Luigi Einaudi had, as president, led the successful
fight against postwar Communism. In France, his student
Jacques Rueff-as economic advisor to General DeGaulleled the fight for the gold standard and pushed back many sta,
tist economic controls. In the United States, Mises produced-
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despite his circumstances-such students as Murray N. Roth,
bard and Israel Kirzner.
Sadly, he did not live to see the renaissance of interest in
his work, which began with F. A. Hayek's Nobel prize in 1974,
granted for the Mises,Hayek theory of the business cycle.
Since Mises's death, the center of this new interest has
been his widow. She has been, in Murray Rothbard's words,
"a one,woman Mises industry," supervising the reprinting,
translation, and new editions of his works, and chairing the
Ludwig von Mises Institute. She has also written her own
moving memoirs, My Years with Ludwig von Mises.
Socialism and its variants still control most of the world,
but, notes Dr. Rothbard, "everywhere, in all spheres of
thought and action, the modern statism that Ludwig von
Mises combatted all his life, is coming under a swelling drum,
fire of criticism and disillusion." This resurrection of the
spirit of freedom-and our work to encourage it-is the only
appropriate monument to the life and thought of a great and
noble man.

Memories of Ludwig von Mises
William H. Peterson
look back with special pleasure and deep respect on that
giant of our age, Ludwig von Mises (1881,1973). How he
shone in his students' lives and minds, gently schooling us in
the meaning of human action and the free market.
Today we glory in the truth of Misesian economics, and
marvel at his lonely and courageous struggle against heavy
odds. As the 20th century's uncompromising defender of
laissez,faire economics and human liberty, and as the leader

I
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of the Austrian school, his spirit is still very much alive-and
growing more influential day by day.
I was privileged to take three courses from Lu Mises at
New York University's Graduate School of Business Admin,
istration in the early 19505: "Socialism and the Profit System,"
"Government Control and the Profit System," and "Seminar
in Economic Theory." So eye,opening were they that I con,
tinued to participate in his seminar even after graduating and
joining the faculty myself.
In these courses he developed a theory of individual ac,
tion and the indispensability of freedom in the marketplace.
He focused on social cooperation springing from individual
action, which came from the human condition of subjective
valuations and limited means.
Man is a unique being, Mises said, because he alone has a
vision of the future, possesses abstract reasoning power, inte,
grates thought and action, and acts with particular purposes
in mind. Simplistic notions like Homo Economicus miss the
richness of Misesian economics.
Mises's seminar, first held in the Wall Street area and later
on Washington Square, always attracted his great students
like Murray N. Rothbard, Henry Hazlitt, Lawrence Fertig,
Israel Kirzner, Ralph Raico, Hans Sennholz, Leonard Liggio,
and many others. Sometimes a graduate student would ask a
less,than,intelligent question, but Mises would always respond
with kindness and understanding. One such question in the
1960s followed his discussion of the inflationary implications
of deficit finance, in which a student asked why President
Johnson couldn't have both "guns and butter." Mises smiled
and replied: "Ah, President Johnson can have both," but added
with a twinkle in his eye, "if he is willing to pay for them."
Because of Mises's uncompromising stand for liberty, the
rest of the business school faculty and NYU itself isolated
him. They dismissed him as an ideologue and an iconoclast.
But Mises was always a very tolerant and courageous man.
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Although attacked by other people in the department and in
the profession, Mises continued to read, study, teach, and
write-quite content all the while.
Sometimes Lu and Margit would invite my wife Mary and
me, and sometimes our children, to dinner at their warm and
lovely apartment on West End Avenue. There we enjoyed
the company of the Fertigs, Hazlitts, Reads, Petros, and others.
The parties were always sparkling affairs, graced with the en,
chanting beauty of Margit and the courtly charm of Lu.
When the Mont Pelerin Society met, Mises's students were
always among those attending, including F. A. Hayek, Gott,
fried Haberler, Fritz Machlup, and Wilhelm Roepke. Also at,
tending were scholars who had read and admired Mises's
writings-men like James Buchanan, W. H. Hutt, George
Stigler, Gordon Tullock, Warren Nutter, and many others.
Mises's courage and integrity showed at one meeting
when he expressed concern that some of Mont Pelerin mem,
bers were becoming infected with the virus of intervention,
ism, approving of state ownership of transport, government
social insurance, minimum wage laws, countercyclical policy,
and other interventions.
One member asked, "But what would you do if you were
in the position of our French colleague, Jacques Rueff," who
was present at the meeting and responsible for the fiscal ad,
ministration of Monaco. "Suppose there were widespread
unemployment and hence famine and revolutionary discon,
tent in the principality. Would you advise the government to
limit its activities to police action for the maintenance of or,
der and protection of private property?"
Mises stood fast: "If the policies of nonintervention pre,
vailed-free trade, freely fluctuating wage rates, no form of
social insurance, etc.-there would be no acute unemploy,
ment. Private charity would suffice to prevent the absolute
destitution of the very restricted hard'core of unemployables."
The academic world did not take kindly to Ludwig von
Mises. Many economists felt he was too impolitic, too adamant,
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too pure, too uncompromising. Then, like now, the conven~
tional wisdom was in fashion.
Because of his staunch adherence to liberty, Mises never
held a regular professorship at the University of Vienna. And
it was no different in America. He was a "visiting professor"
at New York University for 24 years, with his modest salary
paid not by the university but by foundations and friends.
His prolific writings and magnificent contributions to eco~
nomics were largely ignored by the profession. Among these
contributions, he pulled together monetary theory and the
theory of marginal utility, proved that socialism cannot cal~
culate rationally and therefore couldn't work, and systemat~
ically developed the science of economics as a major subset of
the science of human action, praxeology.
Mises set an example for us. He held that it is the duty of
everyone to read, think, and speak about the importance of
freedom. The preservation of civilization depends upon it. Lu
Mises would be happy to know that the torch he lit is burn~
ing brighter than ever.

Mises vs. the Green.. Eyed Monster
Bradley Miller
truism among free~marketeers is that collectivism is flawed
because it flies in the face of human nature. But many
writers on our side also ignore a key aspect of human nature.
They write about politics and economics as if they were logic
or mechanics. Pull lever X for output Y. Disseminate the evi~
dence of capitalism's success and collectivism's failures, and
the capitalist paradise, in time, will come.
Most true~believing collectivists-and frauds increasingly
swell the ranks-underestimate the force of self~interest. But

A
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many capitalist thinkers underestimate the force of envy, and
in this regard are far more naive than collectivists. Lenin
never tired of stressing that his goal was to make class envy
flare into revolutionary hatred.
Capitalist thinkers continue tabulating collectivism's fol..
lies and savageries, and capitalism's virtues-tabulations that
at this stage of history shouldn't seriously be disputed-while
watching indignantly and incredulously as collectivism
claims more and more ground even in the very citadel of cap"
italism, the United States, where six and a half years into the
reign of the supposedly most free..market president since the
1920s, federal spending is at an all..time high. Why?
Ludwig von Mises showed 31 years ago in The Anti..capitalistic
Mentality that reason, evidence, and humaneness have about
as much impact on public policy as an Oral Roberts sermon
would have on Nietzsche. As too few contemporary econo..
mists do, Mises realized that for libertarian economists to have
a practical as well as scholarly impact, they must understand
the non..rational factors that breed hostility to capitalism:
In a society of equality under the law the inequality of
men with regard to intellectual abilities, will power and ap..
plication becomes visible. The gulf between what a man is
and achieves and what he thinks of his own abilities and
achievements is pitilessly revealed. Daydreams of a "fair"
world which would treat him according to his "real worth"
are the refuge of all those plagued by a lack of self..knowledge.
The more sophisticated sublimate their hatred into ...
the philosophy of anti..capitalism, in order to render inaudible
the inner voice that tells them that their failure is entirely
their own fault. Their fanaticism in defending their critique
of capitalism is precisely due to the fact that they are fight..
ing their own awareness of its falsity.

The anti..capitalism of intellectuals tends to be greater
than that of common men because, Mises wrote, the latter
tend to associate with other common men, and so have mere
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abstractions-e.g. Wall Street, the plutocracy-as objects of
their envy and resentment. These can't rouse nearly as much
hatred as direct contact with people, and intellectuals often
have daily contact with colleagues far wealthier and more
prominent than they are.
This happens far more today than in 1956, when The
Anti,capitalistic Mentality was written. Today's obscure prof
in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, with a break or two, could become
tomorrow's darling of the publishing house, think tanks, talk
shows, and lecture circuits, while his ex,colleagues remain
obscure and rage against the system that catapulted him to
the top. To rage at him directly not only would be bad form,
but also would reveal small, ungenerous souls. So they rage
at the Unjust Capitalist System. Should the prof actually be a
capitalist-a rarity but not yet illegal in America-no obloquy
and punishment would be too severe.
Thus do the envious find scapegoats and, more impor,
tant, project images of sophistication and rebelliousness.
Average Americans in their parochialism and philistinism
actually admire the rich and famous-intellectuals sneerbeing blind to the system's tawdriness and injustice. Only
they are worldly enough to see the truth and daring enough
to call attention to it.
Mises found these attitudes to be even more pronounced
among intellectuals in America than in Europe, since intel,
lectuals have far more contact with businessmen here. The
greedy, philistine businessman is likely the most common
stereotype in American literature, not to mention television
and movies. I don't dispute that plenty of Americans are seri,
ous when they ask, "If you're so smart why ain't you rich?"
But then, as Mises says, most intellectuals who ignorantly
disparage business as too vulgar to bother learning about,
show less intellectual capacity than businessmen.
Some business is vulgar. Some get rich pushing products
that have no more moral, cultural, or aesthetic worth than
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Christian Marxism. "Nobody ever contended," Mises said,
"that under unhampered capitalism those fare best who,
from the standpoint of eternal standards of value, ought to
be preferred." What capitalism ensures is the dictatorship of
consumers: in other words, the populism Marx thought
would ultimately accompany destruction of property.
Anti~capitalists blame capitalism for all the vulgar and
vacuous products that enchant the masses. They might have
at least a small point if (1) they were themselves fit to decide
what the masses should buy, (2) noncapitalist nations had
higher levels of culture, or (3) the vulgarities and vacuities of
capitalism prevented quality from being produced.
In fact, in countries where capitalism has been crippled or
eliminated, citizens are lucky if they can afford the bare ne~
cessities of daily living, let alone culture, and in communist
countries being a mere spectator of true culture, which re~
quires intellectual freedom, is illegal. In Czechoslovakia form~
ing a jazz club lands you in jail. But filthy~rich capitalists
often underwrite high art. Pictures of nude beauties bring
Hugh Hefner the wealth with which he commissions award~
winning journalism. Such examples are endless.
Successful capitalism means satisfying the very masses in
whose name anti~capitalists push their pishposh. Market
forces may take a while to take effect, but soon enough an en~
trepreneur must shut down if his products aren't popular
(assuming he's not rich enough to keep operating in the red).
Anti~capitalists' chief delusion is that X's wealth causes
Y's poverty. Greed does run amok from time to time in capi~
talist societies, and not always to society's benefit. But what's
remarkable under capitalism is how individual greed usually
enhances the commonwealth.
The fact is that only in the ignorant, envy~fueled halluci~
nations of anti~capitalists is capitalist greed all~consuming.
For every jackass obsessed with upping his annual income
from seven figures to eight, there are millions who care noth~
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ing for yachts and Rolls Royces, and want only to be com~
fortable and have "the~heck~with~you" money, Le., enough to
be able to say "the heck with you" if asked to do demeaning or
dishonorable work. Indeed, the hallucinations to the con~
trary richly suggest that it is not capitalists but anti~capitalists
who are obsessed with money.
Perhaps, indeed, the ideal of most anti~capitalists is former
Soviet General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev, who owned, among
other delights of Veblenian conspicuousness, 25 Western
cars, including two Rolls Royce limos, a Lincoln Continen~
tal, and a Mercedes Benz. As many Western socialists prove
as well, cornucopian can be the blessings that flow from a life
of selfless striving to free the working class from its chains.

Hazlitt, Hutt, and Rothbard:
Three Economists Who Are
National Treasures
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
o most Americans, economists don't leap instantly to
mind as treasures, let alone national treasures. Whether
making arrogant and fallacious mathematical predictions;
filling the minds of college students with Keynesian and
socialist buncombe; or giving a theoretical cover to state in~
flation, taxation, regulation, and spending-the typical econ~
omist is not a friend of liberty.
But all this is a perversion of real economics as exempli~
fied by the Austrian school and its greatest exponent, the
late Ludwig von Mises. Professor Mises was not only the
20th~century's greatest creative force in economics, he was
also its radiant champion of liberty.

T
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When myoid friend Scott Stanley of Conservative Digestwho is to editing what the Austrian school is to economicsasked me to write this article, he mentioned the Japanese cus~
tom of naming great achievers as living national treasures.
"Who are our three living national treasures in economics?"
he asked.
There are other worthy contenders, but three men stand
out as great economists and freedom fighters in the Misesian
tradition: Henry Hazlitt, W. H. Hutt, and Murray N. Rothbard.

Henry Hazlitt
Henry Hazlitt's career as economist and journalist spans
more than seven decades. An outstanding teacher of the eco~
nomics of freedom, he did pathbreaking theoretical work,
and made the ideas of Austrian, free~market economics ac~
cessible to everyone.
One of the most quotable economists of all time, his writ~
ing sparkles. And his clear and sprightly style seems-like his
commitment to freedom-only to grow stronger with the
passing years.
One of his chief accomplishments is the masterful Eco~
nomics In One Lesson. This small volume has converted mil~
lions (in eight different languages) to an understanding of the
free market and Austrian economics. It destroys the argu~
ments of socialists and interventionists as it explains the
truth. Although it was written more than 40 years ago, there
is still no better way to start learning good economics.
But it's scorned by establishment economists. And no
wonder. If Hazlitt were followed, interventionist politicians
and their intellectual bodyguards in the academic world
would be unemployed.
If that's not bad enough, his airtight case for the free mar~
ket is accessible to the layman, and that's anathema to the
economic establishment. Thumb through any issue of a top
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economic journal and you'll know why Hazlitt's book is con,
sidered heretical. Not because it doesn't make sense, but be'
cause it does; not because it isn't logical, but because it is; not
because it isn't true to life, but because it is.
Translate their jargon into English, and we find establish,
ment economists beginning with such axioms as "let's assume
everybody knows everything" or "nobody knows anything"
or "people never change their minds." Men and women are
stripped of their individuality to make them fit into
mechanistic computer models, and the economy is seen as
static, or at best a series of shifting static states. Deductions
from such axioms must, of course, be false.
Hazlitt, like Mises, starts with the assumption that indi,
viduals act, that they do so with a purpose, and that as
conditions change, their plans change. Do we need to know
anything else about mainstream economics than that this is
considered "unscientific"?
Most economists are notorious justifiers of special,interest
legislation because they ignore what Hazlitt so eloquently
charts in Economics In One Lesson: the unseen and long,run
effects of government policy. To Hazlitt, as an Austrian
school economist, "economics consists in looking not merely
at the immediate but at the longer effects of any act or policy;
it consists in tracing the consequences of that policy not
merely for one group but for all groups."
Central bank inflation of the money supply, for example,
lowers interest rates initially, but leads to higher interest rates
and lower purchasing power in the long run, not to speak of
the business cycle of booms and busts. Inflation may benefit
the government and those who get the new money first, but
it hurts everyone else.
Although a formidable scholar, Hazlitt did not spend his
career in a university. He was a working journalist of whom
H. L. Mencken once said: "He is one of the few economists in
human history who could really write." Born in 1894, Hazlin
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went to work in 1913 as a reporter for the Wall Street Journal.
He was also an editorial writer for the New York Times and a
columnist for Newsweek.
As a very young man, Hazlitt read the Austrian economists
Carl Menger, Eugen von Bohm,Bawerk, and Philip Wicksteed.
But the main influence on him was Ludwig von Mises. And
in 1940 Hazlitt helped-with the late Lawrence Fertig-to
raise funds for a job for Mises at New York University.
At a time when every second,rate European Marxist was
getting a professorship at Harvard or Princeton, Mises was
blackballed by U.S. universities as "too right,wing." Even,
tually Hazlitt and Fertig were able to persuade NYU-where
Fertig was a trustee-to allow Mises to be an unpaid visiting
professor.
Mises and Hazlitt became close friends and he later ar,
ranged the publication of Mises's Omnipotent Government,
Theory and History, Bureacracy, and the monumental Human
Action by Yale University Press, and helped edit the manu,
scripts as well.
During Hazlitt's years at the New York Times, he wrote
about the troubles that would flow from the Keynes,designed
Bretton Woods monetary agreements. (His eloquent
editorials are collected in From Bretton Woods To World Infla,
tion.) Bretton Woods, which Supply,Siders wrongly look
back on with nostalgia, guaranteed-as Hazlitt predicted-a
world of paper money inflation. It also gave us the Interna,
tional Monetary Fund and the World Bank, still major
sources of funding for statist regimes.
As Hazlitt has argued, only a true gold standard, with the
dollar redeemable in gold domestically as well as internation,
ally, qualifies as sound money. And institutions like the IMF
and World Bank only benefit governments and banking in,
terests at the expense of the American taxpayer and the poor
in other countries.
Another Hazlitt masterpiece is The Failure of the "New
Economics." Here Hazlitt did what no one else has ever at,
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tempted: a line~by~line refutation of Keynes's General Theory.
The book is a patient and meticulous shattering of Keynes's
fallacies, contradictions, and muddled thinking.
A Renaissance man in the Mises tradition, his output in~
cludes 25 books-on economics, philosophy, politics, history,
and a wonderful novel, Time Will Run Back-plus hundreds
of persuasive columns and articles.
The Bretton Woods system did break down, of course, as
Hazlitt had predicted. But when, many years before, the pub~
lisher of the New York Times asked him to reverse his position
and endorse Keynes's phony gold standard, he resigned
rather than do so. That act of courage and principle ex~
emplifies his whole life.

w. H. Hutt
It's possible for a student of economics to go all the way
through graduate school without hearing the name William
H. Hutt. Yet his scholarship, bravery, and dogged adherence
to economic truth make him a hero.
Hutt, now a visiting professor at the University of Dallas,
has labored quietly and with little acclaim for more than 60
years. He is responsible for major breakthroughs in economic
theory, a dozen books, and hundreds of articles. Among his
most important works are The Theory of Collective Bargaining
(1930), Economists and the Public (1936), Economists of the
Coulour Bar (1964), The Strike~Threat System (1973), and A

Rehabilitation of Say's Law (1975).
Born in 1899, Hutt graduated from the London School of
Economics. He published his first major academic article in
1926, refuting the leftist charge that the Industrial Revolu~
tion impoverished workers, when in fact it raised their stan~
dard of living dramatically. He went on to become the great
defender of working people, and scholarly opponent of their
enemy: labor unions.
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Many books had been written about labor unions, usually
from a leftist perspective, yet no comprehensive theory of col..
lective bargaining had ever been advanced. Hutt did so while
teaching at South Africa's University of Cape Town.
In his The Theory of Collective Bargaining, which Ludwig
von Mises called "brilliant," Hutt exploded the still..common
myth that the interests of labor and management naturally
clash. That is nothing but a disguised version of Karl Marx's
theory of exploitation. On the contrary, Hutt said, the free
market brings harmony. Only government interventionsuch as laws favoring labor unions against employers and
non..union workers-creates conflict.
Hutt also proved that collective bargaining and other
union activities depress wages for non..union workers and the
poor. He showed how much better off all countries would be
if government..sponsored union activities were banned.
Unlike "liberals" and socialists, Hutt recognized that
unionization's equal wage structure is destructive. Paying
everyone the same, regardless of contribution, destroys the
incentive to improve.
He is also an articulate opponent of the force and violence
that are endemic to unions, and he has shown that they are
necessarily an integral part of their functioning.
These ideas, of course, did not sell well in the 1930s. But
that never hindered Hutt. And he took on another leftist
idol: Keynes. While Hazlitt was fighting Keynesianism in the
U. S., Hutt did the same in the British world.
Economists and the Public was published in the same year as
Keynes's General Theory, 1936. Hutt's book was already in
page proofs when Keynes's book appeared, but he inserted a
warning about the dangers of Keynesianism.
In the book, Hutt sought to explain why the obviously su..
perior free market was under attack, and why economists
were held in such disrepute. The problem, he said, was that
neither economists nor the public understood the nature and
effect of competition.
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Only unfettered competition protects the general interest
against the government and its interests, said Hutt. Far from
being a destructive force, competition is the "sole principle of
coordination in a complex world" and the greatest liberator
of the poor, a class which Marxists and Keynesians claim to
love, but succeed only in increasing.
Hutt also unveiled his concept of "consumer sovereignty,"
which influenced Ludwig von Mises. In the free market, Hutt
said, consumers have the right to buy or not to buy, and there'
fore producers playa subservient role. The only path to success
in a free market is for the producer to serve the consumer. In
a statist economy, pleasing politicians is the road to riches.
In 1939, Hutt delivered another blow to Keynesianism
with The Theory of Idle Resources, which exploded Keynes's
theory of unemployment. Hutt showed that a resource like
labor can be idle only through government intervention that
raises its price higher than the community can afford, in light
of other demands. This is why minimum wages and unions
are so destructive: they inhibit flexibility in the price of labor.
Not satisfied with attacking Keynesianism, in 1964 Hutt
wrote the first detailed critique of South Africa's economic
apartheid in The Economists of The Colour Bar.
Hutt didn't call for "one,man,one,vote" or similar schemes.
He criticized the South African government's pro,labor
union socialism and interventionism as giving an opening to
Communism. Unless the market were freed from state inter,
vention, he showed, there would be bloodshed and a de,
struction of freedom for everyone. He pleaded for blacks to
be given a chance to own their own businesses, and to seek
and hold any jobs they were capable of holding, without
state discrimination.
Hutt showed that South Africa's economic apartheid was
designed largely to protect white labor union members from
black competition. The free market, he said, offers the only
hope to minorities and the disadvantaged, and for a free soci,
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ety in South Africa. Government controls benefit only loot,
seeking special interests.
The Economists of the Colour Bar-which anticipated
Walter Williams's analysis of race and government-is a
triumph of the union of theory and policy. This is something
most economists shun as "unscholarly." But Hutt makes no
secret of his desire to influence public opinion toward laissez,
faire. For this, he was banned from working in South Africa.
As Ludwig von Mises wrote, W. H. Hutt "rank[s] among
the outstanding economists of our age." That he is not
ranked as such by the mainstream is a tribute to his achieve,
ments and his courage.

Murray N. Rothbard
Ludwig von Mises was the greatest economist and de,
fender of liberty in the 20th century. In scholarship and in
passion for freedom, his heir is Murray N. Rothbard.
Rothbard was born in New York City in 1926. His parents,
a chemist and a journalist, had met at an anti,big government
ball, so from his earliest days he was properly oriented.
He received his Ph.D. from Columbia University, and
studied for more than 10 years under Mises at New York Uni,
versity. However, his degree was delayed for years, and he
came close to not receiving it at all, because of the un,
precedented intervention of a faculty member who was out,
raged at his topic.
Rothbard's dissertation-The Panic of 1819-showed how
the Bank of the United States, the Federal Reserve's
ancestor, caused the first American depression. This offended
Professor Arthur Burns, later chairman of the Federal
Reserve under Nixon, who was horrified by Rothbard's anti,
central bank and pro,gold standard position.
Ph.D. finally in hand, Rothbard began writing for the liber,
tarian Volker Fund in New York. Like his great teacher Mises,
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Rothbard's views prevented him from getting a job at a major
university. Finally he was hired by Brooklyn Polytechnic, an
engineering school with no economics majors.
He worked there, in a dark and dingy basement office,
until last year, when-thanks to free~market businessman
S. J. Hall-he was offered a Distinguished Professorship of
Economics at the University Of Nevada, Las Vegas.
But his lack of a prestigious academic base did not prevent
Rothbard, any more than Hazlitt, Hutt, or Mises, from
reaching a wide audience of scholars, students, and the gen~
eral public. Rothbard is the author of hundreds of path~
breaking scholarly articles and 16 books, including Man,
Economy, and State (1962), America's Great Depression (1963),
Power and Market (1970), For a New Liberty (1973), Conceived
in Liberty (1976), The Ethics of Liberty (1982), and The Mystery

of Banking (1983).
In America's Great Depression, building on Mises's work,
Rothbard proved that the Federal Reserve caused that eco~
nomic calamity, and that other government interventions
prolonged and deepened it.
He has also demonstrated that only a gold coin standard,
with no central bank and 100% reserves, brings sound
money and economic growth. Central banking and its in~
evitably inflationary monetary policies causes recessions and
depressions that are not inherent in a free~market economy.
Government, Rothbard shows, is the source of every busi~
ness cycle in history.
Rothbard was also the first to show that a free market can~
not create monopolies, and that government is, as always,
the enemy of competition. The real monopolies are open ones
like the Post Office, somewhat obscured ones like electric
power companies, and worst of all the least~questioned one,
the Federal Reserve.
In his great work Man, Economy, and State, he provides a
logical answer to virtually every argument used against the
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free market. In the days of real economics, every scholar
aspired to write a treatise that covered the whole subject.
Since the Keynesian warping of the profession, this has gone
out of fashion, and Man, Economy, and State is the last such
magnum opus. In it, clearly and logically, Rothbard deduces
the whole of economics from first principles. It is a tour,de,
force unmatched in the modern profession.
In his Power and Market, originally part of Man, Economy,
and State, he develops a comprehensive critique of government
coercion. There are two types of government intervention,
he shows: triangular, in which the government "compels a
pair of people to make an exchange or prohibits them from
doing so," and binary, where government directly coerces a
citizen for its own benefit, as in taxation. He carefully outlines
the bad effects of every possible intervention in the economy,
and is especially good on the harmful effects of taxation.
Rothbard also broke new ground in attacking govern,
ment statistics. As he shows, the government collects statis,
tics to help it plan the economy. (Of course, after millions of
pages gathered every year, it still can't get it right!)
Among Rothbard's least favorite statistics is the "trade de,
ficit," which is only considered a problem because govern,
ment keeps the figures. Thank goodness, he has noted, that
trade statistics aren't kept on Manhattan and Brooklyn.
"Otherwise we'd hear cries from Brooklyn politicians about
the dangerous trade deficit with Manhattan."
Another statistic he dislikes is GNP. This number counts
welfare payments and all other government spending as "pro'
ductivity." His PPR-Private Product Remaining (to produc,
ers)-shows a much clearer picture by subtracting government
spending from the economy. He has also constructed an Aus,
trian "M"-the True Money Supply-which reveals the Fed,
eral Reserve's depredations, unlike the constantly changing
MI, M2, M3, etc., which are designed to disguise inflation.
Not only is he a brilliant economist, he is also a master of
narrative political history, as his four,volume colonial history
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of the United States, Conceived in Liberty, shows; and a great
philosopher in the individualist tradition, as demonstrated in
Ethics of Liberty.
His current project is a massive history of economic
thought from an Austrian perspective, commissioned by in~
vestment advisor and Austrian economist Dr. Mark
Skousen, which covers the ancient Greeks to the present.
Judging by the chapters so far, this will be the greatest study
of its kind ever written.
The real Great Communicator, Rothbard is a writer of
singular style, humor, and power. His words glisten on the
page, while statist prose is usually a muddled, hermeneutical
mire.
Like Mises, he has inspired millions with his vision of the
free society. In the academic world, where devotion to princi~
pIe is as popular as it is in Washington, he has carried the
torch of pure Misesianism.

Three Giants
Like Mises, these three giants exhibit extraordinary abil~
ity, courage, personal gentleness, and an unbending
adherence to principle.
In an age when selling~out is the norm among politiciansgovernmental and academic-Hazlitt, Hutt, and Rothbard
have held high the banner of truth and freedom. They have
faced immense pressure to retreat, but never wavered. Today
they are still at work extending the scholarship of freedom.
Despite the barriers they have faced in the past, today
their influence is spreading. And it will continue to do so. In
their fight for liberty and the free market, these masters have
one asset the other side cannot match: the truth.
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Murray N. Rothbard:
Giant of Liberty
Walter Block and Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
urray N. Rothbard is a scholar of unique, indeed, mon"0
umental achievements: the founder of the first fully,
integrated science of liberty. Consider, first, his accom,
plishments in economics. His Ph.D. dissertation from Col,
umbia University-The Panic of 1819-showed how the Bank
of the United States, the Federal Reserve's ancestor, caused
the first American depression. It remains the only in,depth
historical account of that particular monetary debacle.
In America's Great Depression, still the most definitive
work on the subject, Rothbard used Austrian trade cycle
theory to show that the Federal Reserve caused that eco,
nomic calamity, and that other government interventions
prolonged and even deepened the Depression. In addition,
the first two chapters present the most clear and convincing ex,
planation of the Austrian theory of the trade cycle in existence.
Both books utilize tools drawn from the great tradition of
Austrian economics-Carl Menger's theory of the develop'
ment of monetary institutions, Eugen von B6hm,Bawerk's
theory of capital and the time,preference theory of interest,
and Mises's trade cycle theory and method-perfect each,
and weave them together into a systematic praxeological
model. He succeeded not only in explaining cyclical fluctua,
tions caused by central bank intervention, but also proved
the case for the gold coin standard, no central bank, 100%
reserves, and laissez,faire.
After Rothbard's masterful integration, economists can
no longer dismiss recessions and depressions as an "inevita,
bIe" part of the market process. Instead, he showed, they are
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caused by central bank inflation and the corresponding
distortion of interest rates, malinvestment of capital, theft of
savings, and price increases that go with it. Government, of
which the central bank is only one arm, is the real source of
business cycles.
Rothbard was also the first to explode the fallacy of distin,
guishing between monopoly prices and competitive prices.
This distinction makes sense only in neoclassical pricing
models, where businessmen charge higher and higher prices
in the inelastic portion of consumers' demand curve. But
these static models have nothing to do with the dynamic mar,
ket process. In the real world, we can only distinguish between
free,market prices and those controlled by the government.
This discovery has momentous policy implications: in a
free market, where we never see "monopoly (non,competi,
tive) prices," there can be no unjust monopoly profits. This
destroys the entire neo,classical justification of anti,trust pol,
icy. Monopolies do exist, Rothbard shows, but only when
government erects a barrier to entry into the market by
granting some firm or industry a special privilege.
Rothbard also revolutionized the entire field of utility and
welfare economics-and laid a foundation for other Austrian
scholars to build upon-by showing that utility is something
that we can know only by observing individual preferences
revealed through human action. Utility, a strictly ordinal
and subjective concept, cannot be aggregated among individ,
uals, and thus there can be no social utility.
Because of Rothbard's irrefutable theory of utility and
demonstrated preference, neo,classical welfare economics
can no longer be used to justify state planning. When indi,
viduals are free to trade without interference from govern,
ment, we know that each party expects to benefit from the
exchange, Le. maximize his own subjective utility, or the par,
ties would not exchange in the first place. His conclusion:
free markets maximize utility and welfare, whereas govern,
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ment intervention, by the very fact that it forces people to
behave in ways in which they otherwise would not, only di,
minishes utility and welfare. It was this foundation that
allowed Rothbard to integrate a rigorous theory of property
rights with a scientific theory of economics. Today, others
within the profession are trying to do the same, but they will
not succeed so long as they cling to theories of efficiency built
around faulty utility and welfare concepts.
In his great work Man, Economy, and State, Rothbard pro,
vides a rigorous defense of economic science and the pure logic
of action. In the by,gone days of "real economics," every scholar
aspired to write a treatise covering the whole subject. Since
the Keynesian and neo,classical warping of the profession,
however, this has gone out of fashion, and Man, Economy, and
State is the last such great work. In it, clearly and logically,
Rothbard deduces the whole of economics from its first prin,
ciples. It is a tour,de,force unmatched in modern economics.
If only his contribution to economics in general were con,
sidered, his refutations of neo,classical, socialist, interven,
tionist, and Keynesian fallacies would put him head and
shoulders above all other living economists. If only his ac,
complishments in the field of Austrian economics were taken
into account, his place in the firmament would be secure. For
it is an understatement to say that he is the most productive
of the students and followers of Ludwig von Mises. But his
attainments in economics are only the tip of the iceberg. His
productivity as a historian is more than sufficient to establish
him as a leader in that field as well. In addition to many
scholarly articles, his four,volume colonial history of the
United States, Conceived in Liberty, shows that libertarian
ideas have been an American staple since almost the earliest
days, and that the American Revolution was very much a
libertarian affair. He shows that the received wisdom in his,
tory is almost always wrong, since it usually reflects the
state's bias.
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Permeating all of Rothbard's historical writing is a brillant
and original revisionism, a unique and rigorous refusal to ac,
cept uncritically the official version. (He is also one of the few
historians ever to place his presuppositions, his theory of his,
tory itself, on record. He does so properly in the introduction
where it belongs, and not all throughout the book in the
form of implicit presuppositions.) Whether discussing mone,
tary history, the history of economic thought, the Progressive
Era, the New Deal, World War I, or any of his other areas of
expertise, Rothbard eruditely and unerringly turns the statist
worldview upside down, in search of a commodity unusual
among modern historians-truth.
But his exploits in economics and history, extraordinary
as they are, are matched by what he has done for the cause of
liberty. If he is an eminent historian, and the world's leading
Austrian economist, he is no less than the father of libertar,
ianism. He is, as even National Review has acknowledged,
"Mr. Libertarian." In his Power and Market, Rothbard devel,
ops a comprehensive critique of government coercion. He
vastly expanded the scope of the theory of intervention, and
developed three useful categories: autistic, binary, and trian,
gular. Autistic intervention prevents a person from exercising
control over his own person or property, as with homicide or
infringements on free speech. Binary intervention forces an
exchange between two parties, as in highway robbery or in,
come taxes. Finally there is the triangular mode, in which the
government "compels a pair of people to make an exchange
or prohibits them from doing so," as in rent control or mini,
mum wages. He carefully outlines the deleterious effects of
every possible intervention in the economy, and is especially
insightful in analyzing the harmful effects of taxation.
In For a New Liberty, Rothbard leaves the world of theory
and gets down to brass tacks. How would a totally free soci,
ety actually function? While it is always impossible to predict
the future exactly, he shows how the challenges of education,
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poverty, private roads, courts, police, and pollution might be
dealt with under a complete laissez..faire system. In his mas..
terful The Ethics of Liberty, Rothbard deals with the hard
questions: the criminal system, land redistribution, the vex..
ing problem of children's rights, bribery, boycotts, lifeboat
situations; his critiques of other, less..pure advocates of the
freedom philosophy such as Hayek, Nozick, and Berlin are
alone worth the price of admission. Nor must we lose sight of
yet another of Rothbard's particular excellences: his master..
ful ability to integrate intellectual thought, to see connec..
tions where others see only a bewildering complexity, to
weave the threads from all of knowledge into a shield which
can preserve human rights. He has long called for, and has
indeed been the leading exponent of, what he calls the "in..
terdisciplinary study of liberty." From this perspective, the
disciplines of economics, history, law, philosophy, sociology,
etc., must all be harnessed together to comprise a "seamless
web" of liberty. All must be utilized in the glorious struggle to
promote the free society, with the teachings of none remain..
ing inconsistent with any other. Were Rothbard's accom..
plishments limited merely to anyone of the many disciplines
he has so eloquently mastered, we could be very laudatory.
But when we reflect on the fact that he has already made sig..
nificant contributions to each of them, of the sort that any
person would be justly proud to call an entire life's work, we
must simply stand in awe.
And when we realize that Rothbard has not only spread
himself over practically every social science, but also has inte..
grated them into a moral and intellectual product never be..
fore known, that he has, in effect, created an entirely new
academic discipline of liberty, then all we can say is that we
are delighted, proud, and honored to know him, and to be
his students.
-An Excerpt From Man, Economy, and Liberty
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Henry Hazlitt: Giant of Liberty
Various Authors
or more than seven decades, Henry Hazlitt has taught
the economics of freedom. With pathbreaking theoreti~
cal work and a unique ability to communicate with the non~
economist-shown forth especially in his Economics in One
Lesson-he has both advanced Austrian economics and made
it accessible to everyone.
Henry Hazlitt, a formidable scholar~journalist whom H. L.
Mencken called "one of the few economists in human history
who could really write," is the author of 25 books and thou~
sands of columns and articles. He also arranged Ludwig von
Mises's professorship at New York University and the publi~
cation of Human Action and three other Mises books by Yale
University Press.
Like Mises, Henry Hazlitt combines courage, genius, and
gentleness with an unbending adherence to principle. Today,
at a very young age 93, he is still at work extending the schol~
arship of freedom. The Mises Institute has been fortunate in~
deed to have this great man as a friend and supporter since
its earliest days.
On October 17, 1987, in New York City, more than 150
people gathered to pay homage to this extraordinary person
at the Institute's Fifth Anniversary Dinner held in his honor.
In this special Henry Hazlitt issue of the Free Market, we have
reproduced the homages and messages delivered at the din~
ner, and Henry Hazlitt's own captivating talk.
If there were justice in journalism, Henry Hazlitt would
have been showered with the Pulitzer and other prizes. But
he was not, which matches his treatment by the economics
profession.

F
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To help carryon his ideas, we have established the Henry
Hazlitt Fund for Economic Journalism to give promising
young journalists a chance to study real economics.
Media bias against sound money and the free market can't
be cured overnight. But the educational programs sponsored
by the Hazlitt Fund will have a lasting effect for good.

"The Meaning of Mises"
The Institute's Fifth Anniversary Conference, "The Mean,
ing of Ludwig von Mises," broke new ground in Misesian schol,
arship on October 16,17 at Pace University in New York City.
Dr. Walter Block of the Fraser Institute compared the
Misesian 100% gold standard with other allegedly free,market
theories.
Professor Richard Ebeling of the University of Dallas
spoke on Mises's demonstration that socialism is an irra,
tional form of social organization, and on the economists
who anticipated some of his ideas.
Professor Roger Garrison of Auburn University discussed
"Mises and his Method." Mainstream economics believes
that mathematics and statistics alone can yield economic
theory. But Austrian economics relies on logic and reason for
its theory.
Dr. David Gordon of the Mises Institute presented and
built upon Mises's critique of false doctrines of history which
rely on determinism and relativism, for example Marxism,
which teaches a historical "dialectic" instead of a history built
on human action.
Professor Hans,Hermann Hoppe of the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, presented a comprehensive apriori de'
ductive approach to Austrian economics, the Misesian theory
of knowledge, and a laissez,faire public policy.
Professor Murray N. Rothbard of the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, talked about "Mises as Hero," a ringing
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tribute to the greatest mind of his time and principled activist
for liberty.
Professor Mark Skousen of Rollins College discussed
those who predicted the Great Depression, and noted that
one of the few who did was Mises.
And Professor Leland Yeager of Auburn University de,
fended Mises's and Hazlitt's theory of ethics, rights, and law.
The papers-which will also include contributions by Pro,
fessors Roger Arnold of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas,
Israel Kirzner of New York University, and Joseph Salerno of
Pace University-will be published by Lexington Books
under the title "The Meaning of Ludwig von Mises."

Messages and Talks From the Ludwig von
Mises Institute's Fifth Anniversary
Celebration and Tribute to Henry Hazlitt
Margit von Mises, Chairman
Ludwig von Mises Institute
This evening we celebrate the fifth anniversary of the
founding of the Ludwig von Mises Institute, and give thanks
to a tireless champion of the free market and free society,
Henry Hazlitt . . . .
I remember very well the day I met Lew Rockwell, the In,
stitute's president, for the first time
Lew told me he had
heard the tape of a speech of mine
in which I pleaded for
the founding of an institute exclusively working for the Aus,
trian theories of the free market. He asked for my permission
to use my husband's name, since he was prepared to found
such an institute. At the same time he asked for my help,
which I promised to give, if he would promise never to leave
the Institute, but to make it his life's work. This he promised,
and so this meeting led to the founding of the Ludwig von
Mises Institute.
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That the Institute has its Fifth Anniversary today is solely
the work of Lew Rockwell. Through his effectual administra..
tion, his indefatigable diligence, his thorough knowledge of
people, and his love for liberty, the Ludwig von Mises Insti..
tute has reached its present state.
I have a special wish for the Institute which I want to tell
you about. A Ludwig von Mises Institute needs a permanent
location in the cultural center of the United States ... , New
York City. I hope that the many friends of Ludwig von Mises
and the Institute will take up the idea, and will provide the
Institute in the near future with a presentable house.
I myself cannot give it to the Institute, but tonight I prom..
ise that when I have to go, it shall receive the Ludwig von
Mises bronze head, done so masterfully by Nellie Erickson
... , which I have now in my apartment. In my thoughts I
see the statue standing on a pedestal in the entrance hall of
the building in New York City.
This evening is devoted to Henry Hazlitt. Therefore as
the widow of Ludwig von Mises, the widow of one of Hazlitt's
best friends, I send him greetings and all good wishes.

John V. Denson, Vice Chairman
Ludwig von Mises Institute
It is a distinct privilege for me to join with all of you in
honoring Mr. Henry Hazlitt tonight. Ludwig von Mises once
remarked:
The intellectual leaders of the people have produced and
propagated the fallacies which are on the point of destroy..
ing liberty and Western civilization. What is needed to stop
the trend toward socialism and despotism is common sense
and moral courage.

Henry Hazlitt, through seven decades, has demonstrated
the unflinching moral courage mentioned by Mises. He has
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also presented the ideas of the free market and individual lib,
erty in concise, common,sense terms, which could be under,
stood by the general reader.
When I studied economics at Auburn University in 1955,
I was taught only Keynesian ideas. My intuition told me that
what I was being taught was not correct, and that it would
lead to the destruction of individual freedom. However, I had
no intellectual ammunition with which to reply or rebut. It
was not until several years later, when I was in law school,
that I discovered Henry Hazlitt's column in Newsweek. It was
several years after this that I was introduced to the ideas of
Ludwig von Mises and read both Human Action and Social,
ism. I have often wondered if I would ever have made the
commitment to tackle those two large volumes without first
having absorbed Henry Hazlitt.
Now we have come 180 degrees at Auburn University. In
1982, two years after I became a trustee, I began to work with
Lew Rockwell who had just formed the Mises Institute. We
worked together to establish Auburn University as an
academic base of the ideas of Ludwig von Mises. The eco,
nomics department at that time already had a strong con,
tingent of free,market economists and several Misesian schol,
ars. Now the ideas of Mises and Hazlitt are there.
Today on the drawing board at Auburn University are
the plans for a new building for the College of Business that
will include the Economics Department and a prominent
place for the Mises Institute, which will provide it a perma,
nent home for its academic endeavors.
Mr. Hazlitt, those who love liberty will always owe you a
debt of gratitude. You have been a prime mover for over 70
years in the sometimes lonely struggle to establish correct
economic principles. You have clearly demonstrated the
common sense and moral courage that Ludwig von Mises
stated would be necessary to change the trends that were on
the point of destroying liberty and Western civilization.
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There are many hopeful signs that the tide is turning toward
the ideas that you and Ludwig von Mises had advocated for
many decades.
I am proud to join with all of those present, as well as the
many thousands who could not attend, in saying thank you
for your courage, for your intellect, for your integrity, and for
your love of individual freedom.

Murray N. Rothbard, Vice President
Ludwig von Mises Institute
This is a marvelous occasion, but why haven't there been
20 of these dinners?
In my own case, I was a Hazlittian years before I was a
Misesian. In fact, before I had heard of von Mises I knew
about Henry Hazlitt. When I was first getting interested in
free,market economics, during and just after World War II,
Harry was all over the place-in Newsweek, on radio and
later television-lucid, sound, brilliant, and decisive, carry'
ing the free,market message. And he was the only one.
H. L. Mencken said that Harry Hazlitt was one of the few
economists who could write, and that was certainly true. He
also got me into a lot of trouble. My first teaching job was at
Baruch College, City University of New York, in 1948, be,
fore I had heard of von Mises. I was teaching principles of
economics-this was before the micro/macro junk came in,
so it was in the good old days. We used a fairly decent pre,
Keynesian textbook. As a supplement we used Henry
Hazlitt's Economics in One Lesson, which, of course, was great.
But we also had to use a monstrous little left,wing book
refuting Harry's book. So on the first day I denounced the
left,wing book and told my students not to bother reading it.
I was immediately reported to the dean and got in hot water.
Another of my favorites of Harry's is his novel The Great
Idea. It came out in 1951, and was later reissued as Time Will
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Run Back. This is the great economic novel. The hero falls
heir to a world dominated by Soviet dictatorship and starts
realizing that things are totally mucked up. Step by step he
rediscovers the free market. It is a marvelous lesson in Aus,
trian economics. For example, in what other novel is there a
critique of mathematical attempts that try to claim that so'
cialism can calculate? I got an emotional thrill out of this
novel, especially when the hero discovers through the mar,
ket that money is really a gold gram.
In addition to being a writer, a radioltelevision performer,
and a novelist, Harry is also a great scholar. One who is hor,
ribly underrated and undervalued. This evening only just
begins to rectify the balance.
His great contribution to economics is the Failure of the
"New Economics", which came out in 1959. It was a devastat,
ing demolition, paragraph by paragraph, of Keynes's General
Theory. He followed it up with Critics of Keynesian Economics.
There are many other contributions to scholarship by
Harry. One of them I particularly like is his Man Vs. the WeI,
fare State, 1969, the only good critique of Milton Friedman's
proposal to replace the welfare state with an even worse wel,
fare proposal called the negative income tax....
This is just a slight sketch of Harry's scholarly and literary
accomplishments.... He is also a magnificent person. God
bless you, Harry.

Ron Paul, Distinguished Counsellor
Ludwig von Mises Institute
I am honored to help praise Henry Hazlitt. But first I want
to compliment Lew Rockwell for a great five years with the
Mises Institute.
I was one of the first people that Lew came to when he de,
cided to start the Institute and, of course, I did what I could
to help. I was a bit skeptical, but Lew, you have proved your,
self, and I think it is great.
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I, too, Murray, was very much impressed with Henry
Hazlitt's Time Will Run Back. We all know about 1984 and
Brave New World. Yet Henry Hazlitt wrote a great novel on
how to restore freedom. Toward the end of the book, there is
a wonderful statement that I would like to quote:
"If you forbid what is harmful to others, you have a big
enough job for any government to take care of. Moreover,
you have definite logical boundaries to that job. But if you
begin to demand altruism, legally, there are no logical limits
until everybody has been forced to give away all he has earned
or all he has earned above those who have earned less, and
then you are back again to the point where no one has any
incentive, whatsoever, to earn or produce anything....
Any society worth living in must of course be infused
with a spirit of generosity and benevolence. It can not de,
pend solely on negative virtues, on people's merely respecting
one another's liberty or their abstaining from deceit or vio,
lence. I concede all of that to be true, but it isn't the function
of the government to force people into these positive virtues,
it couldn't do it if it tried and the attempt would merely lead
to horrible abuses. These positive virtues must come from
within the society, itself, and that is merely another way of
saying that they must come from within the individual."
In politics today, conservatives want to make individuals
better through government, whereas liberals want to make
society better by redistributing the wealth. Both approaches
lead to the omnipotent state.
In the early 1980s, when I was in Congress fighting the
IMF bill appropriations, I called Henry Hazlitt to find out
what people said about the IMF when it began. Mr. Hazlin
had been alone in warning the country about the IMF. He
mailed me his articles from the 1940s. Possibly I made the
suggestion to him, but not too long after, I saw From Bretton

Woods to World Inflation.
I marvel at individuals who can buck the tide. At the very
time of the Bretton Woods meeting, he called it the road to
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world'wide inflation. Unfortunately, not enough people lis,
tened. But fortunately, with our knowledge of Austrian eco,
nomics today, the spirit of benevolence he talks about in his
novel, the spread of Austrian economics, and the leadership
of the Mises Institute, I am optimistic in the long run.
And all of us who care about the long run owe a very
great debt to Henry Hazlitt.

Mark Skousen
Rollins College
It is really great that we are gathered here to honor Henry
Hazlitt, author of the magnificent Economics in One Lesson,
the book that every economist I know wanted to write....
Several months ago I was talking on the phone to Mur,
ray's favorite economist, Paul A. Samuelson, about the para'
dox of thrift. All of you who have been taught from the Sam,
uelson book know about the paradox of thrift: that savings is
bad, that it reduces consumption, and that it is bad for the
economy. I said, "Henry Hazlitt refutes the paradox of thrift
in Economics in One Lesson." Paul said, "Ah, but Henry
Hazlitt is not an economist."
"Peter Drucker echoes Hazlitt in several of his books."
"Well," said Paul, "Drucker is not an economist either."
"What about Irving Fisher, who said one week before the
stock market crash that stocks have reached a permanent
plateau?" "Oh," Paul said, "he was not a stock market
expert." "Yes," I said, "he was an economist!"
Of course, that just shows what the Keynesians know.
Henry Hazlitt is a very great economist. But, as the old
phrase has it, a man's measure is the work he does and not
the title he holds. That is especially true when it comes to
Henry Hazlitt, for his accomplishments have been abundant
and stunning.
Lord Acton said: "At all times, sincere friends of freedom
have been rare and its triumphs have been due to minorities."
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Henry Hazlitt has been one of those friends, and one of that
minority. However, as Josh Billings noted, "As scarce as truth
is, the supply has always been in excess of the demand."

John Fund, Editorial Writer
the Wall Street Journal
When Henry Hazlitt went to work for the Wall Street Jour-

nal the year was 1913 and the income tax and the Federal
Reserve System had not yet come into being. Ever since
then, as part of a career in journalism that now spans threequarters of a century, Henry Hazlitt has argued for the restoration of free markets and basic freedoms with a wit and
force seldom found in economic journalism. My father used
to save Henry Hazlitt's columns from Newsweek magazine,
and I remember coming across a yellowing file of them when
I was thirteen and Richard Nixon was imposing wage and
price controls and closing the gold window. Those columns
helped my young mind put political events such as those into
perspective, and from the audience assembled in this room
tonight it is clear I am not alone.

Kenneth Auchincloss
Managing Editor, Newsweek.
Newsweek sends its warmest greetings and congratulations
on this happy occasion. We have always prided ourselves on
our columnists as one of the magazine's distinctions, and
we take special pride in Henry Hazlitt's 20-year domicile in
our pages. Henry always knew what he believed, he stated it
clearly, and he never blew with the winds of fashion. What's
more-and this is more than can be said for most weekly
columnists-his views have stood up very well before the bar
of history. He warned against the growth of government deficits. He warned against social programs that hurt the very
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people they are designed to help. He warned against the ex,
pansion of government regulation and intrusiveness that has
been, to a great extent, the story of this century. And he was
right. Today, his views seem prophetic. At the time he was
writing, there were readers-and perhaps even some News,
week editors-who must have considered him old,fashioned,
out of touch with the times. But Henry would never have
considered trimming his opinions to the patterns of the day.
That made him both a very strong journalist and one who
was never out of date. Henry, we miss you.

William F. Buckley Jr.
Editor, N.ational Review
It is especially mortifying that I should be kept from this
celebration by the exigencies of politics.... I remember years
ago being directed by Harry Hazlitt to the sentence from
Mencken to the effect that government is the enemy of all
well..disposed, decent, and industrious men....
The last time I lunched with Henry Hazlitt in my home in
Stamford, Connecticut, we walked to the car by the garage
and he said to me: ~~How old is this houseT' I answered, HIt
was built in 1907." ~~Ah," he said, ~~yes. That is the year I
graduated from high schoo1."
I was staggered by this intelligence, but then it occurred to
me that Henry Hazlitt was probably about seven years old
when he graduated from high schoo1.
His intelligence and his erudition are of the order that
makes one wonder if it must not have been a hundred years
ago at least that he began his industrious inquiry into the way
the world works, or rather should work, if we are to encour..
age man to be free. I met him first when he was an editor of
The Freeman. He was flattering enough to offer me a position
as an editorial assistant, and I wish I had accepted the
offer instead of going with Bill Huie to the American Mercury.
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Though come to think of it, both men were well equipped to
teach me how to run a magazine that year after year runs at
a deficit....
We all owe him a great deal. I learned from him early on
that no matter how highminded a man's purpose in life, his
capacity to laugh is indispensable to the atmosphere he
creates. Harry Hazlitt is one of the best laughing companions
I have ever known. He and Frances have been a noble cou,
pIe, interested, interesting, learners and teachers. I am proud
to be his friend, I salute him on his enduring accomplish,
ments, and vow to be present five years hence at the next eel,
ebration of great gifts.

F. A. Hayek, Nobel Laureate
University of Freiburg
Delighted to learn that Henry Hazlitt is deservedly being
celebrated for his long period of beneficial instruction of the
public and particularly for having established in the United
States the reputation of Ludwig von Mises when totalitarian,
ism drove him out of Europe.

George Bush
Vice President of the United States
Henry, you have been a true giant in the resurgence of
conservative thought in the 20th century.... I am delighted
to join the Ludwig von Mises Institute in saluting you as
guest of honor at its fifth anniversary dinner, and send my
very best wishes for an enjoyable evening.

Ronald Reagan
President of the United States
Henry, I am pleased and proud to add my congratulations
to those of your many colleagues and friends as the Ludwig
von Mises Institute honors you at its Fifth Anniversary.
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You're being honored for many reasons-your more than
seven decades as a scholar and journalist; your many and dis..
tinguished contributions to economics; your persistent ef..
forts in behalf of Ludwig von Mises and other scholars; and
the wide influence you've had among intellectuals, opinion..
makers, and government leaders, including this one.
But, as everyone paying you this truly well..deserved trib..
ute would agree, you're being honored above all for the clar..
ity, the eloquence, the rigorous consistency, and the utterly
unflinching courage with which you've studied, explained,
and defended economic freedom and individual liberty. In
helping those within and without academia to understand
the free market and the futility of socialism, you've done all
mankind a tremendous and lasting service. I am happy to
commend you, and to wish you well always.
Again, congratulations and God bless you.

Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
Founder and President
Ludwig von Mises Institute
Thank you all for coming to our 5th birthday party, and for
helping us to honor a very special and a very great gentleman.
We've heard wonderful talks tonight about Henry Hazlitt's
accomplishments in economics, philosophy, and journalism.
But, since this is the Mises Institute, I would like to talk for a
moment about what he meant to Ludwig von Mises.
When Mises came to this country virtually penniless,
Henry Hazlitt took charge. At a time when every second..rate
leftist in exile from Western Europe was getting a cushy job at
an elite university, Mises was shut out. For he came here with
very unfashionable views. Henry set to work to find him an
academic post. Together with Lawrence Fertig, he arranged a
post at New York University. Consistent with the rest of
Mises's life, this was an unpaid professorship. Mises never
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once had a regular faculty appointment, and the money for
his NYU professorship came from free,market individuals,
businesses, and foundations. But the entrepreneur of the
whole arrangement was Henry Hazlitt.
Henry Hazlitt also arranged the publication by Yale Uni,
versity Press of Bureaucracy, Omnipotent Government, Theory
and History, and Human Action.
So, on behalf of the Ludwig von Mises Institute, and all of
us here tonight, I would like to present you, Harry, with this
illuminated scroll, which reads:
The Ludwig von Mises Institute
proudly presents to Henry Hazlitt,
innovative economist, path,breaking philosopher,
and outstanding journalist for liberty,
the Ludwig von Mises Award,
in grateful recognition
of his life,time of achievement
for the free market
in the tradition
of his friend and colleague,
Ludwig von Mises.
Presented in New York City
on the 17th day of October,
in the year 1987.
The scroll is signed by Margit von Mises, Chairman; Bur,
ton S. Blumert, Chairman of the Executive Committee;
Congressman Ron Paul, Distinguished Counselor; Professor
Murray N. Rothbard, Vice President for Academic Affairs;
and myself as President. I should add that this beautiful
parchment was donated by an admirer of Henry Hazlitt's,
calligrapher Alf Ebsen of Willowdale, Ontario.
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Henry Hazlitt.
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Speech by Henry Hazlitt
If I believed half of this, there would be no living with me.
I hope that my wife doesn't notice any deep change when I
get back.
My friends, I can't begin to tell you how honored I am by
this tribute to me. Such an event in one's life cannot come
too late-if the beneficiary is still there.
As I look back on my life it seems on net balance a happy
one, though the beginning did not promise well. I was born
in Philadelphia. (That is not the bad promise.) My father had
diabetes, and died at the age of 28, when I was only two years
old. This meant instant poverty for my mother and myself.
My father left no life insurance; I do not know whether
young men took it out then at such an early age.
My mother had to get a job. She took one at my maternal
grandfather's children's hat factory. Children's hats were a
big business then. He employed, I believe, over a hundred
operators, and my mother became one like his other employ,
ees, with no special privileges. This was in spite of the fact
that I had been named Henry after him, because he asked for
that and promised my parents, if I were so named, that he
would give me $10,000 on my twenty,{irst birthday. But he
failed long before then, and I never got the $10,000.
When my mother worked at her job, she parked me at
one of my aunts-Tante Mimi, Tante Emmy, or Tante Nellie(we were originally a German,speaking family from Alsace,
Lorraine, and retained these German titles). At her first op'
portunity, when I was six years old, my mother entered me in
Girard College, a home that the Philadelphia philanthropist,
Stephen Girard, had set up (and I quote) "for fatherless white
boys." (The college was not so long ago compelled by court
order to take in fatherless black boys also.) I remained there
till the age of nine, when my mother was married again, this
time to a man named Frederick Piebes, then her employer,
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also a manufacturer of children's hats. He took me out of
Girard College and adopted me. (1 took my original name
back at the age of sixteen or so, after my stepfather had died.)
1 continued my education at Brooklyn where we lived, at
public school, at Boy's High School, then at the College of
the City of New York for about one year in the daytime and
another year at night. But this college after work eventually
proved too much, and I had to give it up.
Meanwhile 1 had found a job on the Wall Street Journal, as
secretary to the managing editor, Lockwood Barr, a very
kindly man. (I had barely heard of the Journal before 1 took
this job, and was merely answering its advertisement in the
New York Times.) I had not the slightest interest in or knowl,
edge of finance; my head was full of what 1 thought of as
Philosophy. 1 was taken on because 1 had given my previous
salary as one dollar less a week than the other applicants, and
Barr decided I was the "most honest" of the applicants. (The
figure 1 had given was in fact my previous salary.) 1 was hired
at that rate.
I remained on the Journal for three years, first as the secre,
tary of the Managing Editor and later as that of the Editor,
W. P. Hamilton, an irrascible but brilliant Scotsman. Then 1
received an offer from the New York Evening Post at a higher
salary. It came through Palmer Harman, my previous col,
league on the Journal.
But I had not intended to make this talk an autobio,
graphy, or a history of successively better jobs. Rather 1
should like to use it chiefly to compare some conditions in
my early life with those at later times and at the present. The
changes in my lifetime-which means in all our lifetimes herehave been enormous, greater than in any previous period.
There has been a growth in invention and in accumulated
knowledge. The telephone was invented by Alexander Graham
Bell in 1876, and began to be installed in significant numbers
in homes in 1895. The automobile had no single day of in,
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vention, but began to exist in large numbers in the 1890s.
Together these two inventions took an outstanding lead in
transforming the face of civilization. But did the knowledge
and culture of the man in the street make any corresponding
advance? Except in knowledge of the inventions themselves,
apparently very little.
If I try to make a comparison of public education in the
two periods, I am limited by a good deal of forgetfulness
about the past and little knowledge of what is going on at
present. But I do remember that in languages, for example in
public high school, we had native Germans teaching Ger~
man and native Frenchmen teaching French. If there is any~
thing similar going on today, I do not know about it.
But enough of trivialities.
It has been my privilege to know, and to be the friend of, a
great man, the late Ludwig von Mises. He was an economist,
the greatest of the present age, fit to rank with Adam Smith
and Ricardo. The title of his masterpiece, Human Action, en~
larged the conception of the realm of economics. I am happy
to pay tribute to him here.
Well, when it comes to speeches, old people have the repu~
tation of ~aving no terminal facilities. I want to disprove
that. Right now.

The Life and Work of
a Dissident Scholar
Jeffrey A. Tucker
amue1 Johnson wrote that the great minds of history are
"of large general powers accidentally determined in a
particular direction." Ludwig von Mises (l881~ 1973) had such
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a mind. We are lucky that he turned to economics-and
reconstructed the entire science.
Yet Mises was never given his due. The universities denied
him a full,time post. And Mises's stature as a scholar and
economist is still largely ignored.
Why is one of the great minds of our time so unrecognized?
First, Mises taught reason and logic in an era when the social
scientists lauded irrationality and illogic. And second, Mises
believed in freedom in an age of omnipotent government.
Yet despite the odds, this dissident scholar was
remarkably productive. First, he reconstructed the whole of
economic science. And second, he laid a systematic founda'
tion for further rigorous research into the social sciences.
Like other scholars of similar achievement, Mises worked
outside the prevailing wisdom, even against the intellectual
trends of his time.
Mises's first exposure to Austrian economics came when
he read Carl Menger's Principles of Economics, and then at,
tended Eugen von Bohm,Bawerk's lectures at the University
of Vienna.
Early in Mises's career, government control over money
and banking had swept the world. Most economists doubted
that money could have its origins or functions in the free
market. Mises answered them in his first great work, The
Theory of Money and Credit (1912).
The book remains the definitive classic on the economics
of centralized money and banking. Economists had previ,
ously thought that the laws of economics-like the law of
marginal utility-did not apply to money. Mises showed that
they did. In the same way the free market provides other
goods and services, it can also provide money and banking
services. With this work, he broke from the past and forged
his own school.
The First World War brought with it extensive social and
economic control, both in Europe and the United States.
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The Warfare State destroyed economies and reversed the
progress of liberty. Mises responded with a biting attack on
statism and war socialism, Nation, State, and Economy (1919).
He argued that "modern socialism of necessity must be im~
perialistic." And that the only way to rebuild after the war,
and to prevent future wars, was to expand free markets
domestically, to promote free trade internationally, and to
strive for political tolerance everywhere.
In the 1920s, the ideologies of socialism, fascism, and commu~
nism were overtaking Europe. He responded with a complete
refutation of the theory, or non~theory, of socialist economic
planning, Socialism: An Economic and Sociological Analysis (1922).
Not only did he show that socialism was unwise; he showed
that it was, in practice, impossible. Without free trade in cap~
ital goods, which socialism proposes to abolish, there can be
no rational economic calculation. This insight earned him
international fame and a group of devoted followers.
It was not enough for Mises to have confronted and de~
stroyed the idea of socialism, including Benito Mussolini's
then~proposed stato corporativo. Mises also had a vision of so~
ciety wherein freedom provides the way to social coopera~
tion. His Liberalism (1927) is an inspiring defense of political
and economic freedom and of the social order of individual~
ism and freedom.
After the 1929 Crash and the publication of John Maynard
Keynes's General Theory (1936), the interventionists over~
whelmed the capitalists in economics departments across
Europe and the United States. Mises responded with a
sweeping statement reconstructing the whole of the disci~
pline, Nationaloekonomie (1940), which later became his Eng~
lish masterpiece Human Action (1949). In this, his magnum
opus, Mises defines and defends economics as the deductive
science of individual action, and proposes that all govern~
ment intervention is not only misguided-it is also coun~
terproductive. This unmatched economic treatise forged an
American Misesian movement.
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Positivism and empiricism took over as the dominant so~
cial science method in the 1950s. Mises responded by directly
assaulting their intellectual foundations in Theory and History
(1957) and The Ultimate Foundation of Economic Science (1962),
both of which elaborated on earlier essays collected in Episte~

mological Problems of Economics (1933).
For Mises it was not enough to hold correct policy views.
How one arrives at those views is also of utmost importance.
"It is a complete misunderstanding," Mises said of methodo~
logical questions, "to dismiss them as the scholastic quibbling
of pedantic professors." On the contrary, method is "the real
issue," the one upon which the validity of economics ulti~
mately rests.
Mises's term for the subject matter of economics is prax~
eology, the logic of action. Praxeological reasoning yields eco~
nomic principles which are universally valid. No matter
when in history or where on the globe one looks, the laws of
economics apply. Do the facts fit the economic theory? They
do. But empirical facts, and history in general, do not by
themselves yield any economic knowledge at all.
The conclusions of non~praxeological schools must be as
tentative as the historical data from which they derive. They
cannot be universal theorems. They must be subjected to
continuous empirical "testing" to "prove" their validity.
If this is our standard, free markets could work today but
statism may appear to work tomorrow. It's anybody's guess
what could work the day after. Not so with praxeology. If one
desires prosperity and social cooperation, free markets are
the only way.
Mises built a coherent system of economic thought, one
which begins with the axiom of human action and deduces
the whole of economics-from profits and prices to produc~
tion and trade cycles. In the Misesian system, economic pol~
icy binds to theory that derives from method.
Policy, theory, method-all are part of Misesian econom~
ics. For example, Mises had fascinating views on central
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banking and the business cycle. But they are more powerful
when one remembers that they derive logically from univer,
sal economic laws, which in turn derive from the fact of
human purpose.
That is why Professor Murray Rothbard's new book, Ludwig
von Mises: Scholar, Creator, Hero (Mises Institute, 1988) is so
important. Rothbard includes many hitherto unknown de,
tails on Mises's life, and doesn't shy from the harder ques,
tions like why most of Mises's best students abandoned him
for alien theories and policies.
The Mises who emerges from Rothbard's book is de,
cidedly one of the century's most brilliant intellects. Mises
didn't squander his gift for scholarship. He created a system
of thought, a science of action, which rescued economics
from the depths of nihilism. But what about the "hero" of
the title? Samuel Johnson wrote that "the heroes of literary
history have been no less remarkable for what they have suf,
fered, than for what they have achieved."
Mises faced incredible challenges: he held no regular aca,
demic post, the Nazis ran him out of the country he loved,
his brightest students abandoned him late in life, Keynesian
doctrine became orthodoxy despite his work, and he watched
in horror as statism and war engulfed his century. He once re,
fleeted that he "set out to be a reformer, but only became the
historian of decline."
Yet Mises remained an uncompromising advocate of eco,
nomic science and pure laissez,faire until his death. By John,
son's definition of heroism, Mises qualifies. Rothbard sadly
notes that Mises never lived to see the Austrian revival
which began in 1974 or the growth of the Mises Institute
from 1982 to the present.
The Rothbard book does have one failing: it does not
mention that Rothbard himself played the major role in
keeping the Austrian fires burning during Mises's later years.
Where would Austrian economics be without Rothbard's
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own courage, creativity, and scholarship? Mises's Human
Action is a masterpiece, but would it have had so much im,
pact without Rothbard's Man, Economy, and State (1962),
which clarified and refined it? And it was Rothbard who
incorporated Misesian economics into a broader science of
liberty, which includes law, religion, literature, history, and
politics. "Rothbard and the Legacy of Mises" is the missing
and unwritten chapter.
In the forward to the German edition of Ludwig von
Mises's intellectual biography, Notes and Recollections (1977),
Nobel Laureate F. A. Hayek wrote that when he looked "for
similar figures in the history of thought, I do not find them
among the professors, not even in Adam Smith; instead,
[Mises] must be compared to thinkers like Voltaire or
Montesquieu, Tocqueville and John Stuart Mill."
Rothbard's Ludwig von Mises: Scholar, Creator, Hero proves
that claim. This detailed accounting and assessment of Mises
life and work-the most thorough to date-should be read
alongside Mises's books. No one interested in the intellectual
history of this century-or in the fight for liberty-can afford
to be without it.

5
SOCIALISM

The Politics of Famine
Murray N. Rothbard
he media focuses primarily on the horrifying shots of
starving children, and secondarily on the charges and
counter~charges about which governments-the Western or
the Ethiopian-are responsible for relief not getting to the
starving thousands on time. In the midst of the media blitz,
the important and basic questions get lost in the shuffle. For
example, why does Nature seem to frown only on socialist
countries? If the problem is drought, why do the rains only
elude countries that are socialist or heavily statist? Why does
the United States never suffer from poor climate?
The root of famine lies not in the gods or in our stars but
in the actions of man. Climate is not the reason that Russia
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before Communism was a heavy exporter of grain, while now
the Soviet Union is a grain importer. Nature is not responsi,
ble for the fact that, of all the countries of East Africa, the
Marxist,Leninist nations of Ethiopia and Mozambique are
now the major sufferers from mass famine and starvation.
Given causes yield given effects, and it is an ineluctable law
of nature and of man that if agriculture is systematically crip,
pled and exploited, food production will collapse, and famine
will be the result.
The root of the problem is the Third World, where (a)
agriculture is overwhelmingly the most important industry,
and (b) the people are not affluent enough, in any crisis, to
purchase food from abroad. Hence, to Third World people,
agriculture is the most precious activity, and it becomes par,
ticularly important that it not be hobbled or discouraged in
any way. Yet, wherever there is production, there are also
parasitic classes living off the producers. The Third World in
our century has been the favorite arena for applied Marxism,
for revolutions, coups, or domination by Marxist intellec,
tuals. Whenever such new ruling classes have taken over, and
have imposed statist or full socialist rule, the class most
looted, exploited, and oppressed has been the n1ajor prod,
uctive class: the farmers or peasantry. Literally tens of mil,
lions of the most productive farmers were slaughtered by the
Russian and Chinese Communist regimes, and the re,
mainder were forced off their private lands and onto cooper,
ative or state farms, where their productivity plummeted,
and food production gravely declined.
And even in those countries where land was not directly
nationalized, the new burgeoning state apparatus flourished
on the backs of the peasantry, by levying heavy taxes and by
forcing peasants to sell grain to the state at far below market
prices. The artificially cheap food was then used to subsidize
foods supplies for the urban population which formed the
major base of support for the new bureaucratic class. The
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standard paradigm in African and in Asian countries has
been as follows: British, French, Portuguese, or whatever im,
perialism carved out artificial boundaries of what they dubbed
"colonies," and established capital cities to administer and
rule over the mass of peasantry. The new class of higher and
lower bureaucrats lived off the peasants by taxing them and
forcing them to sell their produce artificially cheaply to the
state. When the imperial powers pulled out, they turned over
these new nations to the tender mercies of Marxist intellec,
tuals, generally trained in London, Paris, or Lisbon, who im,
posed socialism or far greater statism, thereby aggravating
the problem enormously. Furthermore, a vicious spiral was
set up, similar to the one that brought the Roman Empire to
its knees. The oppressed and exploited peasantry, tired of being
looted for the sake of the urban sector, decided to leave the
farm and go sign up in the welfare state provided in the capi,
tal city. This makes the farmer's lot still worse, hence more of
them leave the farm, despite brutal measures trying to pre,
vent them from leaving. The result of this spiral is famine.
Thus, most African governments force farmers to sell all
their crops to the state at only a half or even a third of mar,
ket value. Ethiopia, as a Marxist,Leninist government, also
forced the farmers onto highly inefficient state farms, and
tried to keep them working there by brutal oppression.
The answer to famine in Ethiopia or elsewhere is not in,
ternational food relief. Since relief is invariably under the
control of the recipient government, the food generally gets
diverted from the farms to line the pockets of government
officials to subsidize the already well,fed urban population.
The answer to famine is to liberate the peasantry of the
Third World from the brutality and exploitation of the state
ruling class. The answer to famine is freedom and private
property.
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Mises and Gorbachev: Why
Socialism Still Doesn't Work
Tom Bethell

L

ast summer, the following headline appeared over a page,
one story by Dusko Doder in the Washington Post:
Gorbachev's Vigor Raises Expectations
New Soviet Leader Focuses on Economy

Mr. Doder proceeded to inform us that the new Soviet
"leader" (what an odd word to use, by the way) had been
showing an "almost breathtaking determination to make
changes in the Soviet economy."
Two weeks later Serge Schmemann of the New York Times
wrote of "the depth of excitement and hope that Mr. Gor,
bachev seems to have tapped across the land in his first 100
days in office."
Since Gorbachev's accession, there have been many simi,
lar stories, conveying a ventriloquized media enthusiasm for
the new "leader." There can be no doubt that, in the opinion
of many U. S. journalists, the socialist economic system of
state,controlled resources and central command has not
worked well lately in the Soviet Union because the men in
charge have been elderly and incompetent. In other words,
there is nothing wrong with the system itself-provided it is
managed by a skillful, vigorous elite.
Robert Kaiser of the Washington Post put it this way in an
article headlined "Now Russia Will Change." Gorbachev, he
said, is a "new kind of Soviet man." He is "young, well,
educated, vital, relaxed and by all outward appearances self,
confident." True, Kaiser conceded, there were problems in
the economy-"corruption," for example, and "inefficiency."
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Also an "entrenched bureaucracy." But all this would no
doubt soon change with the vigorous Mr. G. at the helm.
Well, Mr. Kaiser (who was the Post's correspondent in
Moscow in the early 1970s) is in for a big disappointment.
And so are the poor, long..suffering Russian people. Nothing
is likely to change, although it is possible that Gorbachev will
make things worse.
The great difficulty for Mr. Gorbachev is this: socialist
economies all have a serious defect which cannot be resolved
by vigor or good intentions. This defect was spelled out by
Ludwig von Mises as long ago as 1920-before the evidence of
socialist failure was available. His analysis amounted to a pre..
diction that has been verified.
The problem is this: It is one thing for central planners to
draw up a plan of production. It is quite another thing to
carry it out. Here we encounter the famous "problem of eco..
nomic calculation" formulated by Mises. How can you (the
planners) know what should be produced, before you know
what people want? And people cannot know what they want
unless they first know the price of things. But prices them..
selves can only be established when people are permitted to
own things and to exchange them among themselves. But peo..
pIe do not have these rights in centrally planned economies.
The planners can, of course, decide beforehand what
goods are to be manufactured, whether or not the people
really want them. But as Trygve Hoff points out in his book
Economic Calculation in the Socialist Society, only the most
primitive planning can proceed in this way. In real life the
planners and their subordinate factory managers bump up
against the central fact of economic life-scarcity. There is
not enough of everything to go around. One is tempted to
say that there is not enough of anything to go around-if it is
both desirable and free. (Air seems to be the only exception.)
It is worth noting that when, in the 1920s and 1930s econ..
omists tried to rebut Mises, some of them went so far as to
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challenge the assumption of scarcity, suggesting that it was
a chimera stage,managed by nefarious monopolists. But if
we assume that scarcity is a reality, as we must, then we are
forced to conclude that goods must be priced. And yet the
central planners do not know how to price them in the ab,
sence of markets.
Prices depend for their formation on the real possibility of
personal profit or loss. Try to imagine a serious game of poker
played with Monopoly money. All psychological incentive is
removed by the knowledge that at the end of the evening, no
one playing is really going to lose or gain anything.
In The Foundations of Morality, Henry Hazlitt made one of
the clearest statements of the problem of socialist pricing:
"If I am a government commissar selling something I don't
really own, and you are another government commissar buy,
ing it with money that isn't really yours, then neither of us
really cares what the price is. When, as in a socialist or com,
munist country, the heads of mines and factories, or stores
and collective farms, are mere salaried government bureau,
crats, and sell their finished products to still other bureaucrats,
the so,called prices at which they buy and sell are mere book,
keeping fictions. Such bureaucrats are merely playing an arti,
ficial game called 'free market.' They cannot make a socialist
system work like a free,market system merely by imitating
prices while ignoring private property."
The Polish economist Oskar Lange tried to save the day
for the socialist by claiming that prices could be established
by trial and error: set prices at a given level and then move it
up or down depending on whether it yields a shortage or a
surplus. But here the socialist run into their second great dif,
ficulty-the transmission of information to the central plan,
ning authority. How do the central planners know where
things are in shortage and where they are in surplus? (This
problem was first elucidated by F. A. Hayek.) The point is
that it is difficult and expensive to move information to a
central point.
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Alternatively, one could say that only a comparatively
small amount of information can be crammed into a central
point. Here we may think of another analogy. How do you
get a message onto President Reagan's desk? Obviously you
can't just call him up, and if you write, your message will
compete with the thousands of letters that arrive each day. A
lot of money is spent in Washington trying to solve this prob,
lem. The same problem exists for Soviet commissars trying to
get the attention of the people in Moscow who have decision,
making authority.
In response to these various difficulties there are, I believe,
three options open to the planning authority (over which
Mr. Gorbachev presides). It can turn a blind eye on the vari,
ous underling officials and managers as they make transac,
tions and exchanges among themselves without getting
permission from Moscow. This option-de facto decentraliza,
tion-is labeled "corruption," however, and it is very unpop'
ular with those who think that socialism should be made to
work according to the prescriptions of Lenin. Leonid
Brezhnev evidently used the "blind,eye" method. But with
Yuri Andropov there was a crackdown. Various officials were
shot to discourage the others.
"Crackdown" is in fact the second option, and the one
preferred by reformers everywhere, including, of course,
American liberals. Gorbachev is Andropov's protege and he
may well try to go this route. Apparently he already tried it
in agriculture, over which he earlier presided. Grain produc,
tion declined from 237 million tons in 1978 to 170 million
tons in 1984. (Such declines are normally attributed to "bad
weather.") Nonetheless Gorbachev was promoted, and he may
well now attempt a more general crackdown. If he does, he
would provoke a more general decline in Soviet production.
The third option is for Gorbachev to attempt to decen,
tralize the system-Leo to legalize many of the actions previ,
ously labeled corrupt. This in effect is a movement away from
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socialism. It would be the best thing Gorbachev could at~
tempt, but here he will run up against the "entrenched bu~
reaucracy" that Robert Kaiser alluded to. Decentralizing the
Soviet economy depends on issuing orders that are the func~
tional equivalent of telling captains that they no longer need
to obey majors, and corporals that they are on a par with
sergeants.
The point is that it is very difficult to get such unpopular
orders to pass down the chain of command. Colonels will
always find ways of obstructing commands that have the ef~
fects of denying their own authority. (In the reverse direc~
tion, the Soviet economy suffers from an equally serious
problem: just as unpopular orders won't travel downhill, so
unpopular information won't travel uphill. Reports of unful~
filled plans and quotas tend to be ameliorated as they move
closer to the center.)
Of the various problems associated with the Soviet econ~
omy (and all socialist economies) the "entrenched bureau~
cracy" is the one that U. S. journalists are beginning to appre~
ciate and describe. For example in late May David Ignatius
wrote in the Wall Street Journal:
It may prove impossible to both increase the independ..
ence of individual Soviet enterprises and retain full central
control of the economy. Says Arnold Hore1ick, the director
of the Rand~UCLA Center for the Study of Soviet Interna..
tional Behaviour: "I would describe Gorbachev's reforms as
trying to have his cake and eat it, too."

Maybe China will prove me wrong. I hope so. But at pres~
ent the evident suggests that communism cannot be re~
formed from within. My guess is that of the three options
listed here, the "Brezhnev~blind~eye"is the only one that is
remotely workable-not that it produces brilliant resultsand Mr. Gorbachev will almost certainly resort to it if he
stays in his office for any length of time.
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A Trip to Poland
Murray N. Rothbard
his March, I spent a fascinating week at a conference at
a hotel in Mrogowo, in the lake country of northern
Poland (formerly East Prussia). The conference, a broad,
ranging symposium on "Economics and Social Change," was
hosted by the Institute of Sociology at the University of War'
saw, and sponsored by a group of English conservative and
free,market scholars.
Even though economically, as one of the Western partici,
pants noted, Poland is a "giant slum," its countryside, small
towns, and cities in evident and grim decay, this gallant na,
tion is intellectually the freest in the Eastern bloc. There is
no other country in the Soviet orbit at which a conference of
this sort could possibly be held.
The only restriction was that the announced titles of the
papers had to be ideologically neutral. But, once the con,
ference ran that particular gauntlet, and the meeting was ap'
proved by the authorities, anyone could-and did-say what'
ever they wished. (In my case, I bowdlerized the title of my
paper, "Concepts of the Role of Intellectuals in Social
Change Towards Laissez,Faire," by discreetly omitting the
last three words, although the actual content of the talk re,
mained the same.)
The first paper of the meeting was delivered by Professor
Antony Flew, a distinguished English philosopher, who likes
nothing better than to deliver-with intelligence and witzingers at the Left. Flew pulled no punches, pointing out the
importance and necessity of property rights and the free mar,
keto The fascinating thing was that no Polish eyebrow was
raised, and no Polish scholar reacted in horror. Quite the
contrary. And it was enormously inspiring to see everyone of
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the twenty,odd Polish scholars denouncing the government,
even though it was obvious to everyone of us that there was
a government agent listening intently to the proceedings.
(The agent-the travel guide and director of the trip-was ob,
viously highly intelligent, and aware of what was going on.)
The Poles ranged from libertarian to middle,of,the,road
to dissident Marxist, but it was markedly evident that not
one of them had any use whatsoever for the Communist
regime. In addition to being opposed to Communism, none
of the Polish scholars at the meeting had much use for any
government. One told me, "of course, any act of government
is done for the power and wealth of the government officials,
and not for the 'public interest,' 'common good,' 'general wel,
fare,' or any other reasons offered."
"Yes," I said, "but the government's propaganda always
says that they perform these actions for the common good,
etc." The Polish professor looked at me quizzically: "Who be'
lieves government propaganda?" I replied that, "unfortu,
nately, in the United States, most people believe government
propaganda." He was incredulous.
The Polish scholars all knew English very well, a virtue
that unfortunately we Westerners couldn't begin to recipro,
cate. Nevertheless, a real camaraderie developed. One amus,
ing culture gap was the Polish waiters in our hotel (what
passes for a "luxury hotel" in Poland is roughly equivalent to
a low,end interstate motel in the U.S.) having to deal with
the "kids" of the conference, two young English scholars who
are insistent vegetarians. Poland is a land with a very high
meat consumption per capita (the Communists never collec'
tivised agriculture), but where meat is now rationed, and it
was beyond the comprehension of the Polish waiters that two
young privileged Westerners would keep calling for "more
vegetables" while turning down top,grade beef and pork.
Fortunately, there was always a Polish professor nearby who
could serve as interpreter for these outlandish requests.
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The most moving moment of the meeting came at the
banquet on the final night, when the English sociologist who
directed the conference, after thanking our Polish hosts, raised
a glass and offered a heartfelt toast to "a free, sovereign, and
Catholic Poland." Everyone of us understood his intent, and
everyone in that room, Protestants and unbelievers included,
raised a glass and drank with fervor. Including the govern,
ment agent.

The Misesian Revolution in Poland
Lawrence W Reed
've lectured about "The Origin, Nature, and History of
Money from an Austrian Perspective" in the United
States a couple dozen times. But until it actually happened
last November, I never expected to do it in socialist Poland.
I spent a week there, living with and interviewing activists
in the Polish underground. I entered and exited the country
legally, but my itinerary and escorts were provided by a new
opposition group called the Freedom and Peace Movement.
During the trip, the government learned what I was doing
and customs agents at the Warsaw airport delayed my depar,
ture flight for two hours, strip,searching and interrogating
me, and confiscating all my tapes and film. But they could
not steal my memories about the Misesian excitement per,
colating through the vast Polish underground.
The 50 or so students who gathered quietly to hear my
first lecture on money listened intently. Then they asked
questions which indicated a sophistication far beyond any'
thing I had expected. And their devotion to the free market
was intense and scholarly. "How do you know so much
about laissez,faire economics?" I asked.

I
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An economics major at Jagiellonian University in
Cracow, responded, "Thanks to our underground press, we
probably know more than American students." As the week
went by, I came to appreciate just how true that was. The
burgeoning interest in Austrian economics is, as a professor
at the University of Warsaw noted, "the most important re,
cent development" among students of economics. He pri,
vately recommends the works of Mises, Hayek, and Roth,
bard to his students, who then acquire copies on the black
(Le., free) market.
Underground publishing houses in Poland produce hun,
dreds of books and magazines a year, often in editions of
more than 10,000. Attending a secret dinner party one eve,
ning hosted by several underground printer,entrepreneurs, I
was astonished to hear their plans to ultimately publish and
distribute every work of Mises's. "Anything Austrian or lib,
ertarian immediately becomes a bestseller," said one.
Already, students are reading Mises's Socialism and Theory
of Money and Credit. A professor who attended one of my lee,
tures quoted from Rothbard's The Mystery of Banking. The
same professor has written a popular underground book ad,
vocating that Poles who care about political liberty first work
for laissez,faire economics.
The young intellectual activists I met, especially those in'
volved in the Freedom and Peace Movement, explain Polish
economic problems from a perspective that would gratify
Mises. Everything from toilet,paper shortages to industrial
pollution is understood as a direct and inevitable consequence
of "central planning" and the absence of a "market,price
mechanism." The basket,case Polish economy, said one Cracow
student, "is a living laboratory of the silliness of socialism."
Under the surface, Poland is seething with anti,govern,
ment ferment. And the works of Ludwig von Mises and his
students are part of the reason-testimony once again to the
potency of truth.
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Mises and the Soviet Free Market
Lawrence W Reed
Ot many Soviet citizens have ever read Ludwig von
Mises's great Socialism. The Soviet government doesn't
want the people to know the truth about a command economy.
They are supposed to be good, little citizens-pacified and
rendered docile by the benevolence of the omnipotent state.
But even if the Soviet public doesn't understand exactly
why the official economy doesn't work, they want as little to
do with it as possible. In their own actions, they show con,
sistent preference for free markets over government markets,
even though demonstrating that preference is risky.
The reason that Soviet socialism has flopped is-as Mises
proved in 1922-that all centrally "planned" economies
must, by their very nature, fail.
Given the fact of nature that everybody can't have every'
thing they want-that is, that there is economic scarcitythere must be some means of directing resources to their
most efficient uses.
One way to do this is to have central planners set prices
and production, telling people what to buy, how much to
buy, and when to buy. But, as Mises pointed out in Socialism:

N

In any social order, even under Socialism, it can very
easily be decided which kind and what number of con,
sumption goods should be produced. No one has ever
denied that. But once this decision has been made, there
still remains the problem of ascertaining how the existing
means of production can be used most effectively to pro,
duce these goods in question. In order to solve this problem
it is necessary that there should be economic calculation.
And economic calculation can only take place by means of
money prices established in the market for production
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goods in a society resting on private property in the means
of production. That is to say, there must exist money prices
of land, raw materials, semimanufacturesj that is to say,
there must be money wages and interest rates.

For calculation to occur, says Mises, there must be money
prices. Those can only come from free markets, never gov,
ernments. Socialism is thus always doomed to fail.
The problem of this argument for socialists is it doesn't rely
on ethical standards or political ideologies. Neither does it
say, like so many arguments in favor of markets, that markets
are better because they make people richer. (Although it is, of
course, true that socialism is immoral, and that it makes peo,
pIe poor.) It rather says of socialism the most damning thing
of all to these alleged scientists: that their "scientific social,
ism" makes rational economic calculation impossible.
Mises simply argues that all exchange relationships estab,
lished by the government are necessarily arbitrary. In fact,
any government intervention hinders economic calculation,
and makes the allocation of resources an irrational process.
We take the miracle of market pricing for granted. But
notice what happens when government hampers the pricing
mechanism. Think of the times that the U.S. government
has put price controls on goods like oil. Pandemonium en,
sues. The Soviet economy is under constant price controls.
How do they know, for example, in clothing production
what the proper ratio is between ties and socks? The only
way to know is to allow people to freely buy and sell, thus ex,
pressing their own subjective valuations and personal prefer,
ences, and allow the market to establish the proper ratio.
If there is a problem at the tie,sock level, how could a socialist
economy run? It has no pricing system upon which to base judg,
ments about production. How do you make any decisions with,
out market pricing? How are production costs figured? How
do you know if you're making profits or losses? There is no
way without a market. Prices in the Soviet Union are approx,
imated from their own black market or from other countries.
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A spokesman for the Soviet Foreign Ministry, in an unin,
tended tribute to Mises, recently told some visiting Americans
that his dream was to have "the entire world Communist. Ex,
cept New Zealand." Why the exception? "We have to have
somebody to tell us the prices."
Mises wrote his critique in 1922. It was the most telling
blow socialism ever received, and socialists are still trying to
answer it. Mises forced socialists to think about how social,
ism works in practice. After more than 65 years, he has not
been answered.
Socialists of all stripes, from Marx to Galbraith, typically
wax eloquent on the alleged evils of capitalism, but never
spell out how their version of society would operate. If the
economy is to be planned, what's the plan? This is the social,
ist mystery of the missing blueprints, and Mises was the first
to call their bluff.
Whatever kind of economy they want, socialists in,
evitably claim that the Soviet economy isn't it. That's not
real socialism, they say. But no matter what socialists want,
when the means of production are put in the hands of the
state, the Soviet economy is what they're going to get: rich
politicians, impoverished masses, and irrational use of re,
sources. The Soviet Union is socialism in action.
I have visited the Soviet Union three times since March
1985, and I have always been impressed by the size and vital,
ity of the underground economy, the vast and murky world
of the "black" market-the free network of illegal production
and trade that enables millions of dissatisfied comrades to
meet their needs.
Ordinary Russians have taught themselves to dodge and
weave around the state with surprising skill and daring, as
Hedrick Smith notes in his bestseller, The Russians:
This counter,economy has become an integral part of
the Soviet system, a built,in permanent feature of Soviet so'
ciety. It encompasses everything from petty bribing, black
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marketing, wholesale thieving from the state, and under~
ground private manufacturing, all the way up to a full~
fledged godfather operation which was exposed and led to
the downfall of a high Communist Party figure.... It oper~
ates on an almost oriental scale and with a brazen normal~
ity that would undoubtedly incense the original Bolshevik
revolutionaries.

On more than one occasion, I have been propositioned
for my blue jeans or tennis shoes (once even in Red Square)
by young Russians who seem to appear out of nowhere,
quickly arrange a time and place to consummate the transac,
tion, then disappear into the crowd.
A vast market in American dollars bubbles beneath the
surface of official life in Russia, despite harsh penalties. A
short walk down the street from one's hotel usually brings
one or two currency traders to your side, whispering "rubles
for dollars" at three and four times the legal rate.
One young man in Leningrad told me he earns about 400
rubles a month, but less than a quarter of it is legal. The rest
he earns by marketing contraband books and other items
smuggled in from the West. Last year he bought a car-rarely
a private possession in the workers' paradise-for about 8,000
rubles. He registered it in his father's name, so the state
wouldn't question where he got the money.
Russian dentists, he told me, do not use Novocain, even
when pulling teeth, thanks to state misallocation. But he
pays his dentist a little extra under the table. Many dentists
have their own illegal private practices-complete with pain,
killers-during off,hours, and that's when the quality of care
goes up.
American movies are popular in the Soviet underground.
People duplicate copies and sell dozens all over Leningrad. If
you're caught, you get years in the slammer.
Practically everybody in the Soviet Union is trading and
exchanging on the free market. Still, empty official slogans
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are plastered on buildings or mounted on rooftops all over
the place proclaiming "The Plan of the 27th Party Congress
Will Be Fulfilled" or, even more laughable, "The Party and
the People Are One!"
The Soviet state has been successful so far in keeping arti~
cles and books by Ludwig von Mises and other free~market
thinkers extremely rare. Still people grumble about the state,
then go about their private and profitable affairs. But I'd like to
change that. If the insights of Socialism became widely known,
Gorbachev would be staring a real revolution in the face.

Freedom vs. Planning
Richard Ebeling
s the 20th century began, the most widely held vision
of the future was socialist: capitalism would be replaced
by central planning and the state would own all the means
of production.
The 20th century is ending with the socialist ideal in com~
plete disarray. The heads of socialist governments everywhere
declare that economic progress requires individual initiative
and private enterprise. They admit that only competition
and a market price system can bring economic coordination
to a complex system of division of labor.
All of this was anticipated by Ludwig von Mises almost 70
years ago in his famous 1920 article, "Economic Calculation
in the Socialist Commonwealth" and in his monumental trea~
tise, Socialism: An Economic and Sociological Analysis (1922).
Mises conclusively demonstrated that without market~
generated prices, expressed in terms of a common medium of
exchange, it is impossible to use society's scarce resources in a
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rational manner. A central planner might know the techno,
logical potentials of the resources at his disposal, but he has
no way to know what economic values to assign to those re,
sources. He cannot know how to allocate resources among
alternative lines of production, and thus cannot rationally
service consumers' demands. This insight means that our
choice of economic systems can only be between free,market
capitalism and "planned chaos." "There is no third solution,
no middle way," says Mises.
It is clear that socialism has lost the war on the battlefield
of ideas. But free,market capitalism has not yet won. Both in
the United States and around the world, policy,makers pro,
mote the "mixed economy," a hodgepodge of competition
and state control. Intellectuals on both the collectivist left
and the conservative right have enshrined the idea of state
intervention.
Capitalism delivers the goods, they say, but the distribu,
tion of these goods is "unfair." The profit motive is a powerful
engine for individual initiative and creativity, but too often
the commodities produced are "socially undesirable" and exist
only at the expense of the good society. And while competi,
tion is desirable to keep producers on their toes, too much of a
good thing can be bad. Thus government needs to protect
competitors from "unfair" competition, domestic and foreign.
Free market replies to everyone of these arguments for
state intervention can be found in the writings of Ludwig
von Mises: in Liberalism(1927), Critique of Interventionism
(1929), Human Action (1949), Planning for Freedom (1952), The
Anti,capitalist Mentality (1956), and Economic Policy (1979).
What about the argument that capitalism "unfairly" dis,
tributes the goods produced by it? Mises demonstrates that
the argument is based on a false conception of the free,
market process. Production and distribution are two sides of
the same coin. Production requires the combined use of vari,
ous factors of production, and labor is one of those resources.
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Each resource is offered a price, through entrepreneurial
judgments, for its service equal to its relative value as a con..
tribution to the production of commodities. Each factor of
production contracts for the services it will render before
there is a product available for sale.
The entrepreneur develops expectations about what con..
sumers would be willing to pay in the future for the product
being considered, and offers wages to laborers and payment
for services of other resources.
But who are the consumers? Ultimately, they are the very
same laborers and resource owners whom the entrepreneur is
considering hiring. It is thus the laborers and resource own..
ers, in their roles as consumers, who determine what their
own relative income shares will be. They do so through their
decisions about what they wish to buy and what prices they
are willing to pay for them.
Thus, if some groups of workers believe they are "unfairly"
paid, they have no one to accuse but themselves and the
other laborers. They have failed to spend a greater percent..
age of their income on the particular products that the work..
ers produce.
"Producers" and "consumers" are really the same people.
And because this is always true in the free market, the sec..
ond charge against free..market capitalism, that it produces
"socially undesirable" products, also fails.
First, as Mises forcefully argued, there is no dichotomy be..
tween "society" and the individuals comprising it. Nothing
happens to or for "society" that doesn't originate with the in..
dividuals whose actions create societal relationships.
Second, in the free market, competition makes the entre"
preneur the servant and not the master of the economic proc..
ess. The entrepreneur must ultimately supply what individuals
in their role as consumers demand. An entrepreneur who fails
to do this will be driven from business and other entrepre"
neurs more sensitive to consumer wishes will replace him.
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Finally, when people say that some product is "socially
undesirable," they really mean that people in society are de..
manding things of which they disapprove. But rather than
attempt to use reason to persuade others to change their buy..
ing preferences, they want to use government to coerce them
into abstinence. To answer this, Mises argued that freedom is
indivisible. Once it is admitted that government has the right
to infringe on the peaceful and personal preferences of indi..
viduals in one area, state interference cannot logically be ex..
cluded from other spheres. At the end of this road is the to..
talitarian state (see Liberalism, pp. 52..57).
In Human Action, Mises showed that free markets mean
social cooperation, not social conflict. It is through this proc..
ess of competition that we know who, among the various
suppliers, can most successfully satisfy consumers' demands at
the least cost and, therefore, at the lowest price. And through
this process each individual finds his most efficient and
profitable place in the social system of the division of labor.
He who asks for state protection from the rigors of compe..
tition, Mises explains, is asking for special privilege at the ex..
pense of the other members of society. He is demanding special
regulations, tariffs, or subsidies in order to receive a higher
relative income than what others in the free..market economy
are willing to pay him for his products or services.
If the government grants the special privilege, the results
are disruptive of the peaceful free market process of economic
change and progress. When other members of society begin
to obtain government privileges and protections, the cumula..
tive effect is declining production, less innovation, higher
prices, and a lower standard of living for the members of the
whole society.
Mises's most important contribution to understanding
the fallacies of state intervention is his demonstration that
"the Middle..of..the..Road Leads to Socialism." All govern..
ment interventions and regulations are inherently destabiliz..
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ing and disruptive. And the logical consequences of one set
of interventions is that the government will extend its con..
troIs to more and more sectors of the economy to "repair"
the damage created by the first set of controls.
If, for example, the government imposes price controls in
one part of the economy, the controls will distort the existing
free..market relationships between prices and the costs of pro..
duction. If the controlled price is set below the costs of produc..
tion, sellers in that part of the economy will no longer be able
to produce the same amount of the product as before. If the
government wants high production levels, it must extend the
price controls to the prices of the factors that go into making
that product. But those factors of production have, in turn,
been produced with other resources whose prices will also
have to be controlled.
The interdependency of all prices and all markets in a sys..
tern of division of labor means that if the government decides
to control one part of the economy, it must end up controlling
all of it. Finally, when the controls and regulations pervade
every portion of the economy, the free market is completely
supplanted by the state, and socialism replaces capitalism
through piecemeal interventionism. In short, as Mises says,
"the middle..of..the..road policy is not an economic system
that can last. It is a method for the realization of socialism by
installments."
But what would logically happen if government remains on
the interventionist road is different from what must happen.
Mises repeatedly observed that the Western world was
moving toward collectivism. But he also emphasized that
"the trend can be reversed as was the case with many other
trends in history." In the realm of human action no choices
are "inevitable." History is made by men, and men are ulti..
mately guided by ideas.
A victory for free..market capitalism is possible. Just as
theory and experience refuted the case for socialism, the same
can happen to state intervention and the "mixed economy."
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In fact, in terms of practical results, state intervention is
already defunct. But people must be shown how to read the
signs left behind by a controlled, taxed, and welfarist "mixed
economy." People must understand why it happened and
what it demonstrates, that if we want peace, prosperity, and
liberty, there is no alternative to free~market capitalism.
Thanks to Ludwig von Mises, we have the arguments and
insights to lead us in the battle of ideas.

Why Socialism Must Fail
Hans..Hermann Hoppe
ocialism and capitalism offer radically different solutions
to the problem posed by scarcity: everybody can't have
everything they want when they want it, so how can we
effectively decide who will own and control the resources we
have? The chosen solution has profound implications. It can
mean the difference between prosperity and impover..
ishment, voluntary exchange and political coercion, even to~
talitarianism and libeity.
The capitalist system solves the problem of scarcity by rec~
ognizing the right of private property. The first one to use a
good is its owner. Others can acquire it only through trade
and voluntary contracts. But until the owner of the property
decides to make a contract to trade his property, he can do
whatever he wants with it, so long as he does not interfere
with or physically damage the property owned by others.
The socialist system attempts to solve the problem of
ownership in a completely different way. Just as in capitalism,
people can own consumer products. But in socialism, prop~
erty which serves as the means of production are collectively
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owned. No person can own the machines and other resources
which go into producing consumption goods. Mankind, so to
speak, owns them. If people use the means of production, they
can do so only as caretakers for the entire community.
Economic law guarantees that harmful economic and so'
ciological effects will always follow the socialization of the
means of production. The socialist experiment will always
end in failure.
First, socialism results in less investment, less saving, and
lower standards of living. When socialism is initially im,
posed, property must be redistributed. The means of produc,
tion are taken away from current users and producers and
given to the community of caretakers. Even though the own,
ers and users of the means of production acquired them
through mutual consent from previous users, they are trans,
ferred to people who, at best, become users and producers of
things they didn't own previously.
Under this system, previous owners are penalized in favor
of new owners. The non,users, non,producers, and non,
contractors of the means of production are favored by being
promoted to the rank of caretaker over property which they
had not previously used, produced, or contracted to use.
Thus the income for the non,user, non,producer, and non,
contractor rises. It is the same for the non,saver who benefits
at the expense of the saver from whom the saved property
is confiscated.
Clearly, then, if socialism favors the non,user, non,
producer, non,contractor, and non,saver, it raises the costs
that have to be born by users, producers, contractors, and
savers. It is easy to see why there will be fewer people in these
latter roles. There will be less original appropriation of natural
resources, less production of new factors of production, and
less contracting. There will be less preparation for the future
because everyone's investment outlets dry up. There will be
less saving and more consuming, less work and more leisure.
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This adds up to fewer consumption goods being available
for exchange, which reduces everyone's standard of living. If
people are willing to take the risk, they will have to go under..
ground to compensate for these losses.
Second, socialism results in inefficiencies, shortages, and
prodigious waste. This is the insight of Ludwig von Mises
who discovered that rational economic calculation is impos..
sible under socialism. He showed that capital goods under so..
cialism are at best used in the production of second..rate
needs, and at worst, in production that satisfies no needs
whatsoever.
Mises's insight is simple but extremely important: because
the means of production under socialism cannot be sold,
there are no market prices for them. The socialist caretaker
cannot establish the monetary costs involved in using the re..
sources or in making changes in the length of production
processes. Nor can he compare these costs with the monetary
income from sales. He is not allowed to take offers from
others who want to use his means of production, so he can..
not know what his foregone opportunities are. Without
knowing foregone opportunities, he cannot know his costs.
He cannot even know if the way he produces is efficient or
inefficient, desired or undesired, rational or irrational. He
cannot know whether he is satisfying less or more urgent
needs of consumers.
In capitalism, money prices and free markets provide this
information to the producer. But in socialism, there are no
prices for capital goods and no opportunities for exchange.
The caretaker is left in the dark. And because he can't know
the status of his current production strategy, he can't know
how to improve it. The less producers are able to calculate
and engage in improvement, the more likely wastes and
shortages become. In an economy where the consumer mar..
ket for his products is very large, the producer's dilemma is
even worse. It hardly needs to be pointed out: when there is
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no rational economic calculation, society will sink into pro,
gressively worsening impoverishment.
Third, socialism results in over,utilization of the factors of
production until they fall into disrepair and become van,
dalized. A private owner in capitalism has the right to sell his
factor of production at any time and keep the revenues deriv,
ed from the sale. So it is to his advantage to avoid lowering
its capital value. Because he owns it, his objective is to max,
imize the value of the factor responsible for producing the
goods and services he sells.
The status of the socialist caretaker is entirely different.
He cannot sell his factor of production, so he has little or no
incentive to insure that it retains its value. His incentive will
instead be to increase the output of his factor of production
without regard to its dwindling value. There is also the
chance that if the caretaker perceives opportunities of em,
ploying the means of production for private purposes-like
making goods for the black market-he will be encouraged to
increase the output at the expense of capital values. No mat,
ter which way you look at it, under socialism without private
ownership and free markets, producers will be inclined to
consume capital values by over,using them. Capital con,
sumption leads to impoverishment.
Fourth, socialism leads to a reduction in the quality of
goods and services available for the consumer. Under capital,
ism, an individual businessman can maintain and expand his
firm only if he recovers his costs of production. And since
the demand for the firm's products depends on consumer
evaluations of price and quality (price being one criterion of
quality), product quality must be a constant concern of pro,
ducers. This is only possible with private ownership and mar,
ket exchange.
Things are entirely different under socialism. Not only are
the means of production collectively owned, but so too is the
income derived from the sale of the output. This is another
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way of saying that the producer's income has little or no con,
nection with consumer evaluation of the producer's work.
This fact, of course, is known by every producer.
The producer has no reason to make a special effort to im,
prove the quality of his product. He will instead devote rela,
tively less time and effort to producing what consumers want
and spend more time doing what he wants. Socialism is a sys,
tem that incites the producer to be lazy.
Fifth, socialism leads to the politicization of society. Hardly
anything can be worse for the production of wealth.
Socialism, at least its Marxist version, says its goal is complete
equality. The Marxists observe that once you allow private
property in the means of production, you allow differences. If
I own resource A, then you do not own it and our relation,
ship toward resource A becomes different and unequal. By
abolishing private property in the means of production with
one stroke, say the Marxists, everyone becomes co,owner of
everything. This reflects everyone's equal standing as a
human being.
The reality is much different. Declaring everyone a co'
owner of everything only nominally solves differences in
ownership. It does not solve the real underlying problem:
there remain differences in the power to control what is done
with resources.
In capitalism, the person who owns a resource can also con,
trol what is done with it. In a socialized economy, this isn't
true because there is no longer any owner. Nonetheless the prob,
lem of control remains. Who is going to decide what is to be
done with what? Under socialism, there is only one way: peo,
pIe settle their disagreements over the control of property by
superimposing one will upon another. As long as there are
differences, people will settle them through political means.
If people want to improve their income under socialism
they have to move toward a more highly valued position in
the hierarchy of caretakers. That takes political talent.
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Under such a system, people will have to spend less time and
effort developing their productive skills and more time and
effort improving their political talents.
As people shift out of their roles as producers and users of
resources, we find that their personalities change. They no
longer cultivate the ability to anticipate situations of scarcity,
to take up productive opportunities, to be aware of techno~
logical possibilities, to anticipate changes in consumer de,
mand, and to develop strategies of marketing. They no
longer have to be able to initiate, to work, and to respond to
the needs of others.
Instead, people develop the ability to assemble public sup~
port for their own position and opinion through means of
persuasion, demagoguery, and intrigue, through promises,
bribes, and threats. Different people rise to the top under so~
cialism than under capitalism. The higher on the socialist
hierarchy you look, the more you will find people who are
too incompetent to do the job they are supposed to do. It is
no hindrance in a caretaker,politician's career to be dumb,
indolent, inefficient, and uncaring. He only needs superior
political skills. This too contributes to the impoverishment
of society.
The United States is not fully socialized, but already we
see the disastrous effects of a politicized society as our own
politicians continue to encroach on the rights of private
property owners. All the impoverishing effects of socialism
are with us in the U. S.: reduced levels of investment and sav~
ing, the misallocation of resources, the overutilization and
vandalization of factors of production, and the inferior qual,
ity of products and services. And these are only tastes of life
under total socialism.
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Massachusetts and the
Mussolinization of America
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
fficial socialism has probably never been a threat in
America, but the corporate state has. And is.
It all began in 1919 when ex..Marxist Benito Mussolini
wrote the Fascist Party platform, calling for central planning
through a "partnership" of government, business, and labor.
By 1925 he was in total power.
Not all of Mussolini's admirers were in Italy. The cover
story of the New York Times Magazine for October 24, 1926,
gushed:

O

The most approachable as well as the most interesting
statesman in Europe. He is a voracious learner who never
makes the same mistake twice.... The whole country is
keyed up by his energy....
The whole economic structure of the nation has been
charted out in a graph that shows it as a huge corporation
with the Government as the directorate. He explains it
clearly and patiently, reminding you that he started his career as a teacher.

An earlier New York Times editorial (October 31, 1922)
had explained:
In Italy as everywhere the great complaint against democracy today is its inefficiency.... Neither the failures
nor the successes of (Russia's) Bolshevist Government offer
much of an example to the Western world. Dr. Mussolini's
experiment will perhaps tell us something more about the
possibilities of oligarchic administration.
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Although Herbert Hoover in many ways prefigured him,
it was Franklin D. Roosevelt who first tried to create an ex..
plicit corporate state in America with his National Recovery
Administration (NRA). With its fascist..style Blue Eagle
emblem, the NRA coordinated big business and labor in a
central plan, and outlawed competition. The NRA even em..
ployed vigilante groups to spy on smaller businesses and
report if they violated the plan.
Just as in Mussolini's Italy, the beneficiaries of the U.S.
corporate state were-in addition to the government itselfestablished economic interest groups. NRA cheerleaders in..
cluded the National Association of Manufacturers, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the American Bar Association, the
United Mine Workers, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers,
and-above all-Gerard Swope of General Electric, who
helped draft the NRA act.
Only the courage of the Supreme Court, which ruled that
the NRA was unconstitutional, prevented the establishment
of a fascist economy in our country. FDR denounced the
"nine old men" and tried to pack the court with NRA pro..
ponents. But the American people, including most of his sup"
porters, opposed the power grab, and he lost. That did not
end the battle, however.
Today, there are many elements of a corporate state in
Washington. But in Massachusetts, Michael Dukakis has
come closest to actually establishing one. Wrote the Washing..
ton Post recently:
Corporate Massachusetts is in a de facto alliance with
the state and a host of potentially conflicting interests, including ... organized labor ... , all of whom serve on
agency boards and are also recipients of agency grants....
Not only has Dukakis drawn these business leaders into
what amounts to limited partnerships with state government, with the governor as the dominant general partner,
but also these quasi-public agencies have formed a web of
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financial arrangements with at least 3,000 corporations
across the state. The state government effectively has been
entrenched in almost every nook and cranny of the private
sector.

The tools Dukakis used to create this alliance for central
planning included a larger bureaucracy; subsidized loans,
bailouts, and outright grants for big businesses; and guaran,
teed high wages for unions.
Those on the Massachusetts gravy line include the insur,
ance industry, especially John Hancock Mutual Life; high,
tech corporations like our old friend GE, Digital Equipment
Corp., and Raytheon; and banks like the Bank of Boston.
Each is represented on the boards of the Massachusetts
Capital Resources Corp., the Massachusetts Industrial
Finance Agency, and similar corporate,statist entities. And
all march in profitable lock,step with the state. The only los,
ers are taxpayers, consumers, and businesses without politi,
cal connections.
The Post notes that Dukakis's policies "diverge sharply
from the more traditional type of partisan politics emphasiz,
ing ideological splits between business and labor."
With guaranteed profits, corporations are partially liberated
from consumer control. In return, they agree to pay the above'
market wages that labor unions demand, and otherwise co'
operate with the state. But what will be the economic result?
In 1920, Ludwig von Mises showed in "Economic Calcula,
tion in the Socialist Commonwealth" that there can be no
rational central planning.
In a free market, consumers' spending decisions tell pro,
ducers what and how much to produce. If consumers prefer
Fords to Chevrolets, they tell Ford Motor Company to make
more cars by buying more of them, thereby driving up the
price of Fords relative to Chevrolets and attracting more in,
vestment to Ford. Because of the free market in capital
goods, Ford is able to devote more resources to production
than Chevrolet.
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This process enables firms to rationally calculate the Ustruc~
ture of production" from the beginning to the end, to use scarce
resources to satisfy the most highly valued goals of consumers.
Mises showed that under socialism, economic calculation
is impossible. Since capital goods are owned collectively, they
cannot be bought or sold and therefore can have no money
prices. Therefore, the desires of consumers cannot be served,
no matter what the intentions of the producers. This is why the
Soviet shoe factory is incapable of making the styles, colors,
or numbers of shoes that consumers want, no matter how
hard the managers try.
But Mises's argument must also apply to the corporate
state. To the extent that some corporations enjoy state~
privileged positions, they are partially protected from compe~
tition. Their capital goods have money prices, unlike under
socialism, but they are not freely set prices. Thanks to state
favoritism, competitors have less opportunity to bid those re~
sources away, so consumers' desires cannot be fully served.
We saw an example of this with the Chrysler bailout.
Consumers sought to divert resources from the Chrysler
Corp. to other car manufacturers, which produced better
products at better prices. So in response to the pressure
group composed of Chrysler executives, union workers, large
shareholders, and big bank creditors, politicians gave the
company massive federal financing. Consumers wanted ra~
tional economic calculation, but the government prevented
it, thereby making the rest of us poorer.
The bigger the corporate state becomes, the less con~
sumers' desires will be satisfied. As Misesian analysis shows,
the corporate state must be an economic failure, no matter
what miracles are claimed. Tragically, fascism is all too often a
political success.
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The Collapse of Socialism
Murray N. Rothbard
eare now living thorough the most significant and ex~
citing event of the 20th century: nothing less than the
collapse of socialism.
Before the rise of the new idea of socialism in the mid and
late 19th century, the great struggle of social and political phi~
losophy was crystal~clear. On one side was the exciting and
liberating idea of classical liberalism, emerging since the 17th
century: of free trade and free markets, individual liberty,
separation of Church and State, minimal government, and
international peace. This was the movement that ushered in
and championed the Industrial Revolution, which, for the
first time in human history, created an economy geared to the
desires of and abundance for the great mass of consumers.
On the other side were the forces of Tory statism, of the
Old Order of Throne and Altar, of feudalism, absolutism,
and mercantilism, of special privileges and cartels granted by
Big Government, of war, and impoverishment for the mass of
their subjects.
In the field of ideas, and in action and in institutions, the
classical liberals were rapidly on the way to winning this bat~
de. The world had come to realize that freedom, and the
growth of industry and standards of living for all, must go
hand in hand.
Then, in the 19th century, the onward march of freedom
and classical liberalism was derailed by the growth of a new
idea: socialism. Rather than rejecting industrialism and the
welfare of the masses of people as the Tories had done, social~
ists professed that they could and would do far better by the
masses and bring about "genuine freedom" by creating a
state more coercive and totalitarian than the Tories had ever
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contemplated. Through "scientific" central planning, social,
ism could and would usher in a world of freedom and super,
abundance for all.
The 20th century put the triumphant idealism of the 19th
into practice, and so our century became the Age of Social,
ism. Half the world became fully and consistently socialist,
and the other half came fairly close to that ideal. And now,
after decades of calling themselves the wave of the future,
and deriding all their opponents as hopelessly "reactionary"
(i.e. not in tune with modern thinking), "paleolithic," and
"Neanderthal," socialism, throughout the world, has been
rapidly packing it in. For that is what glasnost and perestroika
amount to.
Ludwig von Mises, at the dawn of the Socialist Century,
warned, in a famous article, that socialism simply could not
work: that it could not run an industrial economy, and could
not even satisfy the goals of the central planners themselves,
much less of the mass of consumers in whose name they
speak. For decades Mises was derided, and discredited, and
various mathematical models were worked out in alleged
"refutation" of his lucid and elegant demonstration.
And now, in the leading socialist countries throughout
the world: in Soviet Russia, in Hungary, in China, in Yugo,
slavia, governments are rushing to abandon socialism.
Decentralization, markets, profit and loss tests, allowing in,
efficient firms to go bankrupt, all are being adopted. And
why are the socialist countries willing to go through this
enormous and truly revolutionary upheaval? Because they
are really saying that Mises was right, after all, that socialism
doesn't work, and that only desocialized free markets can run
a modern economy.
Some are even willing to give up some political power,
allow greater criticism, secret ballots and elections, and even,
as in Soviet Estonia, to allow a one,and,one half party sys,
tem, because they are implicitly conceding that Mises was
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right: that you can't have economic freedom and private
property without intellectual and political freedom, that you
can't have perestroika without glasnost.
It is truly inspiring to see how freedom exerts its own
"domino effect." Country after socialist country has been try'
ing to top each other to see how far and how fast each one
can go down the road of freedom and desocialization.
But much of this gripping drama has been concealed from
the American public because, for the last 40 years, our
opinion,molders have told us that the only enemy is Commu,
nism. Our leaders have shifted the focus away from socialism
itself to a variant that is different only because it is more mili,
tant and consistent.
This has enabled modern liberals, who share many of the
same statist ideas, to separate competing groups of socialists
from the horrors of socialism in action. Thus, Trotskyists,
Social Democrats, democratic socialists, or whatever, are able
to pass themselves off as anti,Communist good guys, while
the blame for the Gulag or Cambodian genocide is removed
from socialism itself.
Now it is clear that none of this will wash. The enemy of
freedom, of prosperity, of truly rational economics is social,
ism period, and not just one specific group of socialists.
As even the "socialist bloc" begins to throw in the towel,
there are virtually no Russians or Chinese or Hungarians or
Yugoslavs left who have any use for socialism. The only genu,
ine socialists these days are intellectuals in the West who are
enjoying a comfortable and even luxurious living within the
supposed bastions of capitalism.

6
PRIVATIZATION VS.
GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP

Airport CongestionA Case of Market Failure?
Murray N. Rothbard
he press touted it as yet another chapter in the unending
success story of "government,business cooperation." The
traditional tale is that a glaring problem arises, caused by the
unchecked and selfish actions of capitalist greed. And that
then a wise and far,sighted government agency, seeing deeply
and having only the public interest at heart, steps in and cor,
rects the failure, its sage regulations gently but firmly bending
private actions to the common good.
The latest chapter began in the summer of 1984 when it
came to light that the public was suffering under a 73% in,
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crease in the number of delayed flights compared to the pre,
vious year. To the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) and other
agencies of government, the villain of the piece was clear. Its
own imposed quotas on the number of flights at the nation's
airports had been lifted at the beginning of the year, and, in
response to this deregulation, the short,sighted airlines, each
pursuing its own profits, over,scheduled their flights in the
highly remunerative peak hours of the day. The congestion
and delays occurred at these hours, largely at the biggest and
most used airports. The FAA soon made it clear that it was
prepared to impose detailed, minute,by,minute maximum
limits on takeoffs and landings at each airport, and threat'
ened to do so if the airlines themselves did not come up with
an acceptable plan. Under this bludgeoning, the airlines
came up with a "voluntary" plan that was duly approved at
the end of October, a plan that imposed maximum quotas of
flights at the peak hours. Government,business cooperation
had supposedly triumphed once more.
The real saga, however, is considerably less cheering.
From the beginning of the airline industry until 1978, the
Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) imposed a coerced carteliza,
tion on the industry, parcelling out routes to favored airlines,
thus severely limiting competition, and keeping fares far over
the free,market price. Largely due to the efforts of CAB
chairman and economist Alfred E. Kahn, the Airline Dereg,
ulation Act was passed in 1978, deregulating routes, flights,
and prices, and abolishing the CAB at the end of 1984.
What has really happened is that the FAA, previously
limited to safety regulation and the nationalization of air traffic
control services, has since then moved in to take up the torch
of cartelization lost by the CAB. When President Reagan
fired the air,controllers during the PATCO strike in 1981, a
little,heralded consequence was that the FAA stepped in to
impose coerced maxima of flights at the various airports, all
in the name of rationing scarce air,control services. An end
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of the air..controller crisis led the FAA to remove the controls
in early 1984, but now here they are, more than back again,
as a result of the congestion.
Furthermore, the quotas are now in force at the six top
airports. Leading the parade in calling for the controls was
Eastern Airlines, whose services using Kennedy and LaGuardia
airports have, in recent years, been outcompeted by scrappy
new People's Express, whose operations have vaulted
Newark Airport from a virtual ghost airport to one of the top
six (along with LaGuardia, Kennedy, Denver, Atlanta, and
O'Hare at Chicago). In imposing the "voluntary" quotas, it
does not seem accidental that the peak hour flights at
Newark Airport were drastically reduced (from 100 to 68),
while the LaGuardia and Kennedy peak hour flights were ac..
tually increased.
But, in any case, was the peak hour congestion a case of
market failure? Whenever economists see a shortage, they are
trained to look immediately for the maximum price control
below the free..market. And sure enough, this is what has
happened. We must realize that all commercial airports in
this country are government..owned and operated-all by
local governments except Dulles and National, owned by the
federal government. And governments are not interested, as
is private enterprise, in rational pricing, that is, in a pricing
that achieves the greatest profits. Other political con..
siderations invariably take over. And so every airport charges
fees for its "slots" (landing and takeoff spots on its runways)
far below the market..clearing price that would be achieved
under private ownership. Hence congestion occurs at valua..
ble peak hours, with private corporate jets taking up space
from which they would obviously be out..competed by the
large commercial airliners. The only genuine solution to air..
port congestion is to impose market..clearing pricing, with far
higher slot fees at peak than at non..peak hours. And this
would accomplish the task while encouraging rather than
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crippling competition by the compulsory rating of underpriced
slots imposed by the FAA. But such rational pricing will only
be achieved when airports are privatized-taken out of the
inefficient and political control of government.
There is also another important area to be privatized. Air
control services are a compulsory monopoly of the federal
government, under the aegis of the FAA. Even though the
FAA promised to be back to pre,strike air control capacity
by 1983, it still employs 19% fewer air controllers than before
the strike, all trying to handle 6% greater traffic.
Once again, the genuine solution is to privatize air,traffic
control. There is no real reason why pilots, aircraft compan,
ies, and all other aspects of the airline industry can be private,
but that somehow air control must always remain a national,
ized service. Upon the privatization of air control, it will be
possible to send the FAA to join the CAB in the forgotten
scrap heap of history.

Privatization
Murray N. Rothbard
rivatization" is a new in,term, on local, state, and federal
levels of government. Even functions that our civic text,
books tell us can only be performed by government, such as
prisons, are being accomplished successfully, and far more
efficiently, by private enterprise. For once, a fashionable con,
cept contains a great deal of sense.
Privatization is a great and important good in itself.
Another name for it is "desocialization." Privatization is the
reversal of the deadly socialist process that had been pro,
ceeding unchecked for almost a century. It has the great vir,
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tue of taking resources from the coercive sector, the sector of
politicians and bureaucrats-in short, the non..producersand turning them over to the voluntary sector of creators and
producers. The more resources remain in the private, prod..
uctive sector, the less a deadweight of parasitism will burden
the producers and cripple the standard of living of consumers.
In a narrower sense, the private sector will always be more
efficient than the governmental because income in the private
sector is only a function of efficient service to the consumers.
The more efficient that service, the higher the income and
profits. In the government sector, in contrast, income is
unrelated to efficiency or service to the consumer. Income is
extracted coercively from the taxpayers (or, by inflation, from
the pockets of consumers). In the government sector, the
consumer is not someone to be served and courted; he or she
is an unwelcome "waster" of scarce resources owned or con..
trolled by the bureaucracy.
Anything and everything is fair game for privatization.
Socialists used to argue that all they wish to do is to convert
the entire economy to function like one huge Post Office. No
socialist would dare argue that today, so much of a disgrace is
the monopolized governmental Postal Service. One standard
argument is that the government "should only do what pri..
vate firms or citizens cannot do." But what can't they do?
Every good or service now supplied by government has, at
one time or another, been successfully supplied by private en..
terprise. Another argument is that some activities are "too
large" to be performed well by private enterprise. But the
capital market is enormous, and has successfully financed far
more expensive undertakings than most governmental activi..
ties. Besides the government has no capital of its own; every..
thing it has, it has taxed away from private producers.
Privatization is becoming politically popular now as a
means of financing the huge federal deficit. It is certainly true
that a deficit may be reduced not only by cutting expen..
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ditures and raising taxes, but also by selling assets to the pri,
vate sector. Those economists who have tried to justify defi,
cits by pointing to the growth of government assets backing
those deficits can now be requested to put up or shut up: in
other words, to start selling those assets as a way of bringing
the deficits down.
Fine. There is a huge amount of assets that have been
hoarded, for decades, by the federal government. Most of the
land of the Western states has been locked up by the federal
government and held permanently out of use. In effect, the
federal government has acted like a giant monopolist: perma,
nently keeping out of use an enormous amount of valuable
and productive assets: land, water, minerals, and forests. By
locking up assets, the federal government has been reducing
the productivity and the standard of living of everyone of us.
It has also been acting as a giant land and natural resource
cartelist-artificially keeping up the prices of those resources
by withholding their supply. Productivity would rise, and
prices would fall, and the real income of all of us would
greatly increase, if government assets were privatized and
thereby allowed to enter the productive system.
Reduce the deficit by selling assets? Sure, let's go full
steam. But let's not insist on too high a price for these assets.
Sell, sell, at whatever the assets will bring. If the revenue is
not enough to end the deficit, sell yet again.
A few years ago, at an international gathering of free,
market economists, Sir Keith Joseph, Minister of Industry
and alleged free,market advocate in the Thatcher govern,
ment, was asked why the government, despite lip,service to
privatization, had taken no steps to privatize the steel indus,
try, which had been nationalized by the Labor government.
Sir Keith explained that the steel industry was losing money
in government hands, and "therefore" could not command a
price if put up for sale. At which point, one prominent free,
market American economist leaped to his feet, and shouted,
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waving a dollar bill in the air, "I hereby bid one dollar for the
British steel industry!"
Indeed. There is no such thing as no price. Even a bankrupt industry would sell, readily, for its plant and equipment
to be used by productive private firms.
And so even a low price should not stop the federal government in its quest to balance the budget by privatization.
Those dollars will mount up. Just give freedom and private
,enterprise a chance.

Government vs. Natural Resources
Murray N. Rothbard
t is a common myth that the near-disappearance of the
whale and of various species of fish was caused by "capitalist
greed," which, in a short-sighted grab for profits, despoiled the
natural resources-the geese that laid the golden eggs-from
which those profits used to flow. Hence, the call for government
to step in and either seize the ownership of these resources,
or at least to regulate strictly their use and development.
It is private enterprise, however, not government, that we
can rely on to take the long and not the short view. For example, if a private investor or business firm owns a natural
resource, say, a forest, it knows that every tree cut down and
sold for short-run profits will have to be balanced by a
decline in the capital value of the forest remaining. Every
firm, then, must balance short-run returns as against the loss
of capital assets. Therefore, private owners have every economic incentive to be far-sighted, to replant trees for every
tree cut down, to increase the productivity and to maintain
the resource, etc. It is precisely government-or firms allowed
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to rent but not own government-whose every incentive is to
be short,run. Since government bureaucrats control but do
not own the resource "owned" by government, they have no
incentive to maximize or even consider the long,run value of
the resource. Their every incentive is to loot the resource as
quickly as possible.
And so it should not be surprising that every instance of
"overuse" and destruction of a natural resource has been
caused, not by private property rights in natural resources,
but by government intervention or crippling of such a mar,
keto Destruction of the grass cover in the West in the late
19th,century was caused by the Federal government's failure
to recognize homesteading of land in large,enough techno,
logical units to be feasible. The 160,acre legal maximum for
private homesteading imposed during the Civil War made
sense for the wet agriculture of the East; but it made no sense
in the dry area of the West, where no farm of less than one or
two thousand acres was feasible. As a result, grassland and
cattle ranches became land owned by the federal government
but used by or leased to private firms. The private firms had
no incentive to develop the land resource, since it could be
invaded by other firms or could revert to the government. In
fact, their incentive was to use up the land resource quickly
to destroy the grass cover, because they were prevented from
owning it.
Water, rivers, parts of oceans, have been in far worse
shape than land, since private individuals and firms have
been almost universally prevented from owning parts of that
water, from owning schools of fish, etc. In short, since home,
steading private property rights has generally not been
permitted in parts of the ocean, the oceans and other water
resources have remained in a primitive state, much as land
had been in the days before private property in land was per,
mitted and recognized. Then, land was only in a hunting,
and,gathering stage, where people were permitted to own or
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transform the land itself. Only private ownership in the land
itself can permit the emergence of agriculture-the transformation and cultivation of the land itself-bringing about an
enormous growth in productivity and increase in everyone's
standard of living.
The world has accepted agriculture, and the marvelous
fruits of such ownership and cultivation. It is high time to expand the dominion of man to one of the last frontiers on
earth: aquaculture. Already, private property rights are being
developed in water and ocean resources, and we are just beginning to glimpse the wonders in store. More and more, in
oceans and rivers, fish are being "farmed" instead of relying
on random supply by nature. Whereas only three percent of
all seafood produced in the United States in 1975 came from
fish-farms, this proportion tripled to twelve percent by 1984.
In Buhl, Idaho, the Clear Springs Trout Company, a fishfarm, has become the single largest trout producer in the
world, expanding its trout production from 10 million
pounds per year in 1981 to 14 million pounds this year. Furthermore, Clear Springs is not content to follow nature
blindly; as all farmers try to do, it improves on nature by
breeding better and more productive trout. Thus, two years
ago Clear Springs trout converted two pounds of food into
one pound of edible flesh; now Clear Springs scientists have
developed trout that will convert only 1.3 pounds of food
into one pound of flesh. And Clear Springs researchers are in
the process of developing that long-desired paradise for consumers: a boneless trout.
At this point, indeed, all rainbow trout sold commercially
in the United States are produced in farms, as well as 40% of
the nation's oysters, and 95% of commercial catfish.
Aquaculture, the wave of the future, is already here to
stay, not only in fishery but also in such activities as off-shore
oil drilling and the mining of manganese nodules on the
ocean floor. What aquaculture needs above all is the expan-
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sion of private property rights and ownership to all useful
parts of the oceans and other water resources. Fortunately,
the Reagan Administration rejected the Law of the Sea Treaty,
which would have permanently subjected the world's ocean
resources to ownership and control by a world,government
body under the aegis of the United Nations. With that threat
over, it is high time to seize the opportunity to allow the ex,
pansion of private property in one of its last frontiers.

Privatize the Roads
Walter Block
f the government demanded the sacrifice of 50,000 citizens
each year, an outraged public would revolt. If a religious
sect planned to immolate 523,335 in the next decade, it
would be toppled. If a Manson,type cult murdered 790 peo,
pIe to celebrate Memorial Day, the press would demand the
greatest manhunt in this country's history.
If we learned of a disease that killed 2,077 children under
the age of five each year, or a nursing home that allowed
7,346 elderly people to die each year, no stone would be left
unturned to combat the enemy.
If private enterprise were responsible for this butchery, a
cataclysmic reaction would ensue: Congressmen would ap'
point investigative panels, the Justice Department would seek
out antitrust violations, corporate executives would be jailed,
and there would be growing cries for nationalization.
In fact, the government is indeed responsible for a real,life
slaughter of these exact proportions: the toll taken on our
nation's roadways. Whether at the local, state, regional, or
national level, it is government that builds, runs, manages,
administers, repairs, and plans the road network.

I
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While many blame alcohol and excessive speed as causes
of highway accidents, they ignore the more fundamental rea..
son of government ownership and control. Ignoring this is
like blaming a snafu in a restaurant on the fact that a poorly
maintained oven went out, or that the waiter fell on a greasy
floor with a loaded tray. Of course the proximate causes of
customer dissatisfaction are uncooked meat or food in their
laps. Yet how can these factors be blamed by themselves,
while the role of the restaurant's management is ignored?
It is the restaurant manager's job to insure that the ovens
are performing satisfactorily, and that the floors are properly
maintained. If he fails, the blame rests on his shoulders, not
on the ovens or floors. We hold responsible for the murder,
the finger on the trigger, not the bullet. If unsafe conditions
prevail in a private, multi..story parking lot, or in a shopping
mall, the entrepreneur in question is held accountable.
Why then is there apathy to the continuing atrocity of
government roads? Why is there no public outcry? Probably
because most people do not see any alternative to government
ownership. Just as no one "opposes" or "protests" a volcano,
which is believed to be beyond the control of man, there are
few who oppose governmental roadway control. But it is my
contention that to virtually eliminate highway deaths we
need to put ownership and control of roads into private
hands, and let the entire service be guided by the free market.
The notion of a fully private market in roads, streets, and
highways is likely to be rejected out of hand because people
feel that government road management is inevitable. Gov..
ernments have always owned roads, so any other system is
unthinkable.
But there is nothing unique about transportation: the
economic principles we accept as a matter of course in practi..
cally every other arena of human experience apply here too.
As always, the advantage enjoyed by the market is the auto..
matic reward and penalty system imposed by profits and
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losses. When customers are pleased, they continue patronizing
those merchants who have served them well. Businesses that
succeed in satisfying consumers earn a profit, while entrepre,
neurs who fail to satisfy them are soon driven to bankruptcy.
The market process governs the production of the bulk of
our consumer goods and capital equipment. This same proc,
ess that brings us fountain pens, frisbees, and fishsticks can
also bring us roads.
Why would a company or individual want to build a road
or buy an already existing one? For the same reason as in any
other business: to earn a profit. The necessary funds would
be raised in a similar manner: by floating and issuance of
stock, by borrowing, or from past savings of the owner. The
risks would be the same: attracting customers and pros,
pering, or failing to do so and going bankrupt. Just as private
enterprise rarely gives burgers away for free, use of road space
would require payment. A road enterprise would face virtu,
ally all of the same problems shared by other businesses:
attracting a labor force, subcontracting, keeping customers
satisfied, meeting the price of competitors, innovating, bor,
rowing money, expanding, etc.
The road entrepreneur would have to try to contain con,
gestion, reduce traffic accidents, and plan and design new fa,
cilities in coordination with already existing highways, as
well as in conjunction with the plans of others for new ex,
pansion. He would also take over the jobs the government
does now like (sometimes) filling potholes, installing road
signs and guard rails, maintaining lane markings, repairing
traffic signals, and so on for the myriad of "road furniture H
that keeps traffic moving.
Under the present system, a road manager has nothing to
lose if an accident happens and several people are killed on a
government turnpike. A civil servant draws his annual salary
regardless of the accident toll piled up on his domain. But if
he were a private owner and he had to compete with other
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road owners, sovereign consumers who care about safety
would not patronize his road, and thus the owner would lose
money and go bankrupt.
A common objection to private roads is the specter of
having to halt every few feet and toss a coin into a tollbox.
This simply would not occur on the market. Imagine acorn,
mercial golf course operating on a similar procedure: forcing
the golfers to wait in line at every hole, or demanding pay'
ment every time they took a swipe at the ball. Such an enter,
prise would very rapidly lose customers and go broke. Private
roads would create economies of scale, where it would pay
entrepreneurs to buy the toll collections rights from the mil,
lions of holders, in order to rationalize the system into one in
which fewer toll gates blocked the roads.
One scenario would follow the shopping center model: a
single owner or builder would buy a section of territory and
build roads and houses. Just as many shopping center build,
ers maintain control over parking lots, malls, and other com,
mon areas, the entrepreneur would continue the operation of
common areas such as the roads, sidewalks, etc. Tolls for resi,
dents, guests, and deliveries might be pegged at low levels, or
be entirely lacking, as in modern shopping centers.
Consider a road on which traffic must continuously be
moving. If it's owned by one person or company, who either
built it or bought the rights of passage from the previous
owners, it would be foolish for him to install dozens of toll,
gates per mile. There now exists inexpensive electrical devices
which can register the car or truck passing by any fixed point
on the road. As the vehicle passes the check point, an
electrical impulse can be transmitted to a computer that can
produce one monthly bill for all roads use, and even mail it
out automatically. Road payments could be facilitated in as
unobtrusive a manner as utility bills are now.
It is impossible to predict the exact shape of an industry
that does not exist. I am in no position to set up the blueprint
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for a future private market in transport. I cannot tell how
many road owners there will be, what kind of rules of the
road they will set up, how much it will cost per mile, etc. I
can say that a competitive market process would lead high#
way entrepreneurs to seek newer and better ways of provid#
ing services to their customers.
Now we come back to the question of safety. Government
road managers are doing a terrible job. Consider what tran#
spires when safety is questioned in other forms of transporta#
tion to see a corollary. When an airline experiences an accident,
passengers think twice before flying that airline and typically
it loses customers. Airlines with excellent safety records have
discovered that the public is aware of safety and make choices
based upon it. An "exploding Pinto" wouldn't stay on a pri#
vate road long, nor would reckless drivers and potholes.
I don't know all the details of how a future free#market
road system might work. But I do know that "there has to be
a better way." And it is the free market.

The Case for a Free
Market in Body Parts
Walter Block
n days of yore, there was no "crisis" in spare body parts.
Organ transplants were an utter impossibility, the stuff of
science fiction. But nowadays, thanks to the magnificent dis#
coveries and new techniques of modern medicine, it is possi#
ble to transplant hearts, livers, kidneys, corneas, and other
organs. People who would have been consigned to death, or
tenuous and painful lives only a few years ago, can today
avail themselves of these medical miracles and lead healthy,
productive lives.
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However, instead of being the occasion for unrelieved re~
joicing, these new breakthroughs have given us a whole host
of new problems.
Most important, there is a shortage of body organs suit~
able for transplant, which has strained medical ethics to the
breaking point. For, given the limited supply of donor~
organs, our doctors have had to choose which of the many
needy recipients shall have this life~giving aid and which
shall not. And the doctors have no criteria upon which to
base the choice other than their own arbitrary decision.
The difficulty is that our legal~economic system has not
kept up with medical technology. The law prohibits people
from using the property rights we each have in our own per~
sons. Specifically, it has banned trade, or a marketplace, in
live spare body parts.
What? Allow the profit incentive to work in this field? The
very idea brings to mind images of grave robbers, Franken~
stein monsters, and gangs of "organ thieves" stealing people's
hearts, livers, and kidneys, as in Robin Cook's novels.
But let's consider this idea on its own merits. Will a free
market increase the number of donors, save lives, and free
doctors from the need to pick which people shall be saved
and which consigned to a lingering and painful death?
As any first year student in economics can tell us, when~
ever a good is in short supply, its price is too low. And the
case of spare body parts is no exception. In fact, the laws that
prohibit a marketplace in human organs have effectively im~
posed a zero price on these items. At a zero price, we cannot
be surprised that the demand for human organs has vastly
outstripped the supply.
If the price of human organs were allowed to rise to its
market level, barring new technological breakthroughs in ar~
tificial organs, there would still be a high demand from peo~
pIe needing an organ transplant to sustain their lives. Thus
the immediate effect of a free market would be mainly on the
amount supplied.
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While it is never possible to fully know how an industry
now prohibited by government edict would function, we can
anticipate that the major sources would be young healthy
people killed in car and other accidents and people who die
from diseases such as heart attacks, which leave their other
organs undamaged.
If the organ industry were legalized, new firms would spring
up, or perhaps insurance companies and hospitals would do
the work. These companies or hospitals would offer thou'
sands of dollars to people who met the appropriate medical
criteria if they agreed that upon their death their organs
would be owned by the firm in question. Then these firms
would in turn sell these organs, for a profit, to people in need
of a transplant.
In addition these new firms would, as at present, try to
obtain consent from the relatives of newly deceased persons
for use of their organs. But only under a free market could
these firms offer cash incentives for donors, not to mention
the chance to save another life.
The effect of programs would be to vastly increase the
supply of donor organs. No longer would potential recipients
have to make do without transplants. And because the sys,
tem is based on freedom, those who objected on religious or
other grounds would not have to take part.
Nor need we fear that those who engaged in this business
would earn "exorbitant" profits. For any such tendency
would call forth new entrants into the market, increasing
supply even further, and reducing profits to levels which
could be earned elsewhere.
Liberty is the answer. If we want to save the American
people pain, sorrow, suffering, and tragedy, we will work to
institute a free market in body parts.
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Abolish the SEC
Graeme B. Littler
fficial academics call the Securities and Exchange Com~
mission (SEC) a savior of capitalism. In fact, it is an
enemy of the free market.
The SEC was set up in 1934 by Franklin D. Roosevelt to
regulate securities markets. There was almost no public oppo~
sition. Official opinion of all sorts agreed with the first New
Dealer, Herbert Hoover, that falling stock prices were caused
by "sinister, systematic bear raids ... , vicious pools ...
pounding down" stock prices so traders could "profit from
the losses of other people."
Similar sentiments prevail today among the politicians
who advocate more power for the SEC. But rather than giv~
ing the SEC more money and power, Congress should abol~
ish it. Here are just some of the reasons why.

O

One: The SEC Erects Barriers to Competition.
Thanks to the SEC, raising capital through the issuance
of new stock is an extremely time~consuming, highly techni~
cal, and costly process. It requires a mountain of paperwork,
the filing and refiling of documents, and very expensive
CPAs and lawyers. Many small companies-which don't
have the resources and knowledge to negotiate this bureau~
cratic maze-can't raise new money and grow. Large, estab~
lished firms do just fine, however, and they like the lessened
competition.

Two: The SEC is Anti..Shareholder.
The SEC defends the interests of entrenched, old~line cor~
porate management over the true owners of companies, the
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shareholders, by hampering corporate "raiders." Raiders seek
to make a profit by buying out a firm's owners, firing top,
heavy and inefficient management, and installing people
who will make the company more profitable.
The SEC requires "raiders" to file public reports after
they acquire five percent or more of a company's stock, in ac,
cordance with the Williams Act, which was devised by the
SEC and corporate lobbyists. These filings are designed to tip
off management about possible tender offers, thus giving
them plenty of time to scheme a takeover defense to secure
their jobs at shareholder expense.

Three: The SEC Turns Innocent People into Criminals.
Last year's biggest scapegoat was the insider trader, who
committed the "crime" of buying or selling stock on the basis
of non,public information. But it is the SEC's own com,
plicated and time,consuming takeover rules that make inside
information valuable in the first place. Without the filing re,
quirements, "raiders" would quietly acquire shares voluntar,
ily in the market from people who want to sell. Without
SEC,mandated delays, there would be no "inside informa,
tion" to capitalize on.
There is nothing wrong with using inside information. In
fact, insider trading is economically beneficial in the sense
that it causes security prices to adjust faster to critical new in,
formation. Insider trading is a victimless crime. There is no
moral requirement to tell the owner of the property you're
buying that you know how to make a profit out of it. No
stockholder was ever forced to sell shares against his will.
Four: The SEC Protects the Brokerage Industry Cartel.
Since the SEC restricts entry into the brokerage industry,
it is the enforcer of a highly profitable cartel. With brokerage
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houses as its constituents, it's not surprising to see the SEC
campaigning against the recent efforts to repeal the Glass'
Steagall Act, which restricts competition.

Five: The SEC Profits From Its Blunders.
As Ludwig von Mises observed~ government regulation
generates unforeseen problems, which excuses more regula'
tion, which causes still more unforeseen problems. The SEC
has a history of growing and profiting from crises. It has, for
example, capitalized on the 1986 insider,trading scandal by
getting a bigger budget and more staff, the dream of every
D.C. bureaucrat. In fact, its budget is 62% higher today than
in 1982. And today, it's busy using the Crash of 1987 to
justify more regulation, especially of the competitors of Wall
Street in the futures and options markets.

Six: The SEC Favors Price Controls.
The SEC is pushing for the power to shut down the finan,
cial markets in times of "emergency." SEC chairman David
Ruder also endorses the idea of daily trading limits on stocks,
which would halt trading once a stock price hits its SEC,set
maximum daily limit. It is very damaging-even in government'
caused emergencies-to prevent willing sellers and buyers
from making a trade.

Seven: The SEC Invades Privacy.
Acting on behalf of the SEC, the U.S. government pres,
sured Switzerland, England, Japan, and others, to swap in,
formation on the stock market dealings of private citizens.
For all these reasons the SEC should be abolished and the
laws backing it repealed. This would dramatically simplify
selling new stock and thus be a boost for new businesses,
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competition, and the free market. And industry self~regulation
and normal police agencies will protect against fraud.
The securities industry is not problem~free, of course, and
never will be. But it will function better without the Big
Problem, Washington, D. C., in charge of it.

Cancel the Postal Monopoly
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
n the 18th century, as he had for millennia, the urban ped~
dler went from door to door with a sack on his back.
When we see this antique method of economic organization,
not in a museum setting at Colonial Williamsburg but daily
on the streets of every city and town in America, we know
the government is in charge.
The Post Office has been a federal agency since 1775. And
since 1872 it has been illegal for anyone but government em~
ployees to deliver a letter. In that year, at Post Office behest,
Congress outlawed the low~priced, fast delivery of the Pony
Express. It was to be the last express service available to regu~
lar mail customers.
A few years ago, a Rochester, New York, teenager offered
his neighbors same~day bicycle delivery at lOct each for
Christmas cards in his subdivision. Soon Postal Inspectorswho seem to be the only fastmoving part of the
"service"-arrived at his house and threatened to arrest and
jail him unless he stopped.
Somehow, even from just a common~sense viewpoint, this
doesn't look like something that should be illegal. But indeed
he was violating two parts of the postal laws. He was de~
livering first class mail-which is a federal monopoly-and he
was leaving his mail in mailboxes.
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By law, all "mail receiving devices" belong to the Postal
Service and can be used only by it. That is, the mailbox
which you buy and install on your property belongs to the
U. S. government. (Note: it belongs to the government in the
sense that your silverware belongs to the burglar who just
took it at the point of a gun. Property can be owned only by
those who acquire it honestly and voluntarily though pro,
duction or trade.)
The penalty this teenager faced was a $500 fine and six
months in jail for each count of the potential indictment, Le.
for each letter delivered. This is from the same government
that thinks nothing of freeing murderers and rapists after "re,
habilitating" them for a year or two. But then the govern,
ment has always taken "crimes" against itself far more seri,
ously than actual crimes against the people.
With the government in charge, the bureaucratized ser,
vice keeps getting worse. It takes longer and longer for mail
to arrive. And the Post Office long ago abolished twice,a,day
delivery and is working on ending door,to,door delivery as
well. Most big offices have the mail dumped in a pile at their
front door; postal workers used to sort and distribute it.
Then there's the "cluster box" system for residential areas,
where rows of boxes are placed far away from homes in a
place convenient for the postal workers.
Typical of government, as the service declines, the price of
stamps keeps going up, from 22¢ to 25¢ most recently. That
makes a total increase of 675% since 1958, more than twice as
fast as the general price level, which has gone up 300%
(thanks to another government monopoly, the Federal
Reserve). In addition, the Post Office gets billions a year in
direct subsidies.
Where does all this money go? Mostly to the bureaucrats
themselves. The postal system spends 84% of its budget on its
746,000 employees, 100,000 of them added during the austere
years of the Reagan administration.
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The average postal employee-who is an unskilled worker
by private sector standards-earns $30,000 a year in wages
and perks. And a GAO study found that this same average
worker takes 50 days of paid leave a year (vacation, "sick"
time, holidays, etc.). That's 10 weeks of repose, although con~
sidering the pace of work in the Post Office, it may be hard to
tell the difference.
There's an old story about a UPS delivery man meeting a
friend who worked for the Post Office during Christmas
time. "How are you doing?" asked the government employee.
"Just great!" said his UPS friend. "Business has never been
better. Volume is way up. How about you?"
"Terrible," said the postal employee. "There's too much
mail!"
In a government enterprise, customers are at best a
nuisance. If the Post Office could get away with it, it would
prefer no mail and no customers. That's why, during lunch
hour, only one window is open, and why the P.O. takes every
opportunity to cut service. The recent abolition of Saturday
window hours is only the latest example.
There is only one answer to the Post Office problem, and
UPS and Federal Express show us the way: privatization, i.e.
repealing the laws which give the Post Office a monopoly.
However, real privatization means letting the free market de~
cide, not contracting out to politically connected businesses
as advocated by the President's Commission on Privatiza~
tion. Such a process leaves the bureaucrats in charge and is
an invitation to political corruption.
We cannot know what kinds of communications services
free~market entrepreneurs would provide for us. We can only
know that they would be far more efficient than the present
apparatus, that they would make use of new electronic and
computer technology, and that they would be pro~consumer.
The Post Office charges that this would not work. It
claims, for example, that rates would go up. Coming from
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the biggest champion of higher rates, I find this unconvinc~
ing. But certainly the rate structure would change. There
would be a whole array of alternatives available, varying in
price according to distance, speed, handling, etc.
The Post Office says that we would no longer be able to
mail a letter from Washington, D.C., to Hawaii for 25¢. But
why should it cost the same amount to send a letter across
town as across the continent? This is typical government
pricing: one high price for everything, which a bureaucracy
can administer much more easily than a rational rate sched~
ule. It rightly costs more to ship freight or make a phone call
over long distances, and postal service should be no different.
The Post Office also says that rural delivery would stop.
That's nonsense, of course, but people in sparsely populated
areas might have to pay more for some services, just as city
dwellers have to pay more for fresh vegetables and firewood.
The free market would reduce the difference to trans~
portation costs, however, thanks to arbitrage and entrepre~
neurship, and there would be constant competition to make
transportation cheaper. And UPS delivers 25% of its pack~
ages to rural routes and makes a profit at it.
The Post Office also claims that only the U.S. govern~
ment can secure our privacy and guarantee access to the
mails. But this is Newspeak. Government is the great invader
of our privacy, mail and otherwise. In the 1970s, the CIA
routinely opened mail. And the same thing is happening
now to opponents of the administration's foreign policy. And
the Post Office claims the right to search the mails for "con~
traband," a practice that would never occur to UPS or Fed~
eral Express.
As to freedom of access to the mail service, the Post Office
frequently claims the right to decide what can be mailed. It's
banned novels, refused to deliver National Health Federa~
tion booklets because they conflicted with the "weight of
scientific opinion," and censored advertising.
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Mail, says the Post Office, is a "natural monopoly." But
there is no such thing, only the natural tendency of people
who want to live off the taxpayers through monopoly to
claim there is. If any monopoly were actually natural, it
wouldn't need a government gun to enforce it.
The Post Office is a socialist organization. It is inconsist,
ent with the American vision of liberty. It's time to end so'
cialized mail delivery and allow free,market competition.

Lies, Damned Lies,
and Social Security
Patrick W Watson
he feds may call "Social Security" a retirement program,
but it's actually an unsound, unfair, unworkable, and im,
moral system of wealth redistribution. It's bankrupting Amer,
ica and destroying rather than creating financial security.
Franklin D. Roosevelt introduced Social Security in 1936.
Congress, which as usual was only too happy to go along
with executive violations of the Constitution, promised that
Social Security would "provide safeguards against all of the
hazards leading to destitution and dependency." Instead of
safeguarding against dependency, Social Security has in,
creased it.
Like earthquakes which announce themselves with small
tremors, the burden of Social Security was at first almost un,
noticeable. In 1937, the tax rate was 1% on the first $3,000 in
earnings; the maximum was thus $30 a year, to be matched
by the employer.
In the post,war years Social Security grew as Congress
and presidents added more benefits until the program be,
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came an Omnibus Vote,Buying Act. Congress passed across,
the,board benefit increases of 7% (1965), 13% (1967), 15%
(1969), and then in 1972 tied benefits to the Consumer Price
Index, yielding an annual "cost,of,living adjustment."
The SS taxes also grew larger, of course. In 1937 the maxi,
mum was $30 annually. By 1970 it was $374.40, an increase of
over 1,000%. In 1971 Abraham Ellis-author of the prescient
Social Security Fraud was called a right,wing alarmist for pre,
dicting that by 1987 the tax would rise to 5.9% of the first
$15,000, or $885. He was wrong; actual 1987 rates were 7.15%
of the first $43,800, or $3,131. Even this pessimist was 300%
too optimistic.
When the program began, there were 100 workers paying
into the system for every three people drawing benefits. By
1985 those 100 workers supported 32 retirees. Barring drastic
changes in the birthrate, by 2030 there will be 52 retirees
drawing benefits for every 100 workers paying in. Over time,
then, the ratio of workers to retirees has shifted from 33,1 to
3,1, with worse to come.
In July 1987 the median age was 32.1 years in the United
States, the highest ever. The fastest,growing group was that
between 35,44 years: the baby boomers. By 2010 the first of
these will be retiring. Will there be any benefits to collect?
Maybe, but only at tremendous cost to the rest of us.
Then there is the Social Security "trust fund." It works like
this: your employer, acting as an unpaid tax collector, deducts
7.5% of your wages up to $45,000 a year, matches this amount,
and sends it all to Washington. The Social Security Adminis,
tration deposits it into the Treasury, and in return receives
IOUs (Treasury Bonds) payable sometime in the future. Can,
gress and the president then spend the cash on endive
research and other incumbency enhancement schemes.
What happens in 20 or 30 years when the IOUs are due?
The U. S. government has no money of its own, of course. It
can pay back the Social Security trust fund only through
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more taxes, more borrowing, or more inflating. All three
come out of the people's pocketbook.
The first person to retire under Social Security was Miss
Ida Fuller. When she retired in 1939, she had paid in only
$22. On January 31, 1940, she got her first check: $22.54. Ida
Fuller lived to be 100 years old, and the checks kept coming,
just as FDR promised. In 34 years of retirement they totaled
over $20,000.
Once long,lived people like Ida Fuller were the exception.
Now they are the rule. Yet while more and more people live
into their 80s and even 90s, the official retirement age re,
mains 65. Why? Because in the 1880s the authoritarian
German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck set 65 as the retire,
ment age for his Social Security program. But the average life
expectancy in Germany was then 45.
A child born in America in 1776 would, on average, die at
35. Even in 1950, people 65 and over made up only 7.7% of
the population. Now that figure stands at 12%, and by 2020
should be 17.3%.
Neil Howe writing in the American Spectator says there are
no believable projections for public health,care spending in
the next century. Even conservative estimates are off the
charts. However, he thinks we could easily see 20 or 30% pay'
roll taxes 40 years from now, just to pay for Medicare and
Medicaid! Add in the cash benefits and you could lose half
your paycheck even before income tax is deducted. No one
seriously believes we will see such taxes. More likely we will
either change the system drastically or go through an eco,
nomic collapse.
Social Security is built on lies, thievery, and coercion.
Notice that Social Security check stubs refer to FICA (Fed,
eral Insurance Contributions Act). In truth Social Security is
a tax. You are required by law to pay; if you refuse the gov,
ernment puts you in jail. But they call it a "contribution" as
if we were giving to the United Way. Nor is there any "insur,
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ance." If a private insurance policy were as unsound as Social
Security, its sellers would go to jail.
Private con games like the classic "Ponzi scheme" are il,
legal. But when the government runs them, they become so'
cial and secure. Charles Ponzi was a 1920s swindler whose
trick was to sell people an investment that promised a big
return, then take their money, payoff earlier customers, and
move on. The supply of such investors is finite, so while
those who got in early did well, sooner or later it had to come
to a screeching halt.
Social Security works the same way, except that the "in,
vestors" have no choice. Even Ponzi didn't force people to in,
vest at the point of a gun. The government does. The law
makes a distinction between fraud and robbery based on
coercion. Since the state has a monopoly on legal coercion,
and can ultimately bring deadly force to bear on those who
resist it, can we call the required "investment" in Social
Security anything less than robbery?
The semantical games don't end there. The government
says that employees pay the FICA tax and employers match
it. But this is an accounting trick. The economic reality is
that the worker pays it all because the matching payment is
just another cost of labor.
Social Security injures the nation's economy and there,
fore hurts everyone. If the billions drained away by Social
Security every year were put to productive use, our economy
would be much less troubled than it is today. Instead, capital
is wasted on nonproductive government projects.
Keynesians tell us that government spending creates jobs
and stimulates the economy. But they forget to look at how
the money would have been used otherwise. Taxation de,
stroys jobs, and by taxing employment, Social Security
creates unemployment and hurts small business.
What should we do about this dinosaur in our midst?
Several plans have been offered. Unfortunately they range
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from the patch,up Lee Smith outlined in Fortune last year to
the gradualist scheme offered by Peter Ferrara which calls for
government to force people to invest in a "Financial Security
Account" or stay in the Social Security system. Free market'
eers must oppose both in principle. Only a principled stand
has any chance of surviving the lobbying of the American
Association of Retired Persons.
In the meantime, we should take care of ourselves and not
rely on Social Security, support those who want to change it
for the better, warn of the present system's dangers and im,
morality, and oppose inflationary fix,it schemes and every
other intervention in the economy. Advancing lasting solu,
tions based on liberty is the only chance we have of abolish,
ing rip,offs like Social Security.

The Conservative Sanctification
of Big Government
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
he most disheartening aspect of the Reagan years has
been the Inside,the,Beltway conservative love affair
with big government.
Education Secretary William Bennett has been nagging
Stanford University for changing its core curriculum. As a
cultural conservative, I agree with much of what he says. But
am I the only person on the Right who thinks federal bureau,
crats have no business telling universities what to teach?
Where are all my conservative friends, who used to de,
nounce federal interference in education, now that Washing,
ton is dictating a national curriculum? Or did their denuncia,
tions apply only when they weren't doing the interfering?
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In December 1980, Ed Meese called the Department of
Education "a ridiculous bureaucratic joke." And he was
right. From the day Jimmy Carter established it-as a payoff
to the leftist NEA teachers union-it has been an expensive,
intrusive, unconstitutional, and centralizing instrument of
state power.
The 1980 Republican platform promised to abolish the
Education Department, and Ronald Reagan campaigned on
the pledge. But-like so much else-both were forgotten
when the cash and jobs could be directed to "our" side.
Instead of abolition, we've seen distension, with the ad,
ministration and Congress increasing the Department's
budget from $10 billion in Carter's last year to $22 billion in
1988. The head cheerleader for more spending on "educa,
tion" (actually, anti,education, of course) has been Bennett.
At the direction of his ideological control, Irving Kristol,
Bennett has lobbied furiously for more spending, and criti,
cized those with a "budget'driven agenda" (i.e. benighted
folks who think government already spends too much).
The giant Department of Education runs a complicated
array of programs, each with its own budget, its own interest
groups, its own bureaucrats, and its own regulatory man,
dates and prohibitions, which have to be interpreted, ex,
plained, and enforced. It is an immense burden on schools
and teachers, not to speak of taxpayers.
Bennett-with conservatives rooting him on-has central,
ized control over teaching methods, teacher selection, pay,
promotion, textbooks, and a host of other areas that are
none of the federal government's business. And he has in..
creased the federal bias against private education. It is all
reminiscent of the neoconservative Napoleonic "reforms" of
French education, designed to support an authoritarian state
and force all children into a politically approved mold.
Since liberals have always favored federal control of edu'
cation, we now have no organized opposition in Washington
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to school centralization. Federal control of education has
been sanctified, so long as it is used to promote "conservative
values" (which presumably don't include parental control of
childrens' education).
And this is no isolated incident. The same thing has hap,
pened with the National Endowments for the Humanities
and Arts, the Department of Energy, the Federal Trade Com,
mission, OSHA, EPA, and a host of other agencies. Conser,
vatives denounced them when Carter was in office, but now
that they offer jobs and grants for the boys, there isn't a peep.
Washington conservatives defended Ed Meese until he
fired his movement,conservative press secretary. Then they
attacked the Attorney General too. How dare he, top conser,
vatives sputtered: that press aide was "one of us."
Lord Bolingbroke, writing more than 200 years ago, said
that politics consists of rewarding one's friends, punishing
one's enemies, and lining one's pockets. Nothing much has
changed, of course. But there were those who thought the
conservatives might be different.

The Case Against
Government Child Care
Kathleen M. Spotts
merican families need more affordable child care. But
the answer is not more government involvement.
When child care is run, funded, and regulated by the govern,
ment, it can only make the existing problem worse. And it's
bad for our liberty as well.
Promoters of more government intervention claim it will
make "quality child care" more available to poor and middle,
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income families. But such programs decrease the legal op'
tions that working families have, and the high costs of com,
pliance with regulations drive informal child care under'
ground. Most important, government interference in child
care threatens the independence of the family and the long,
term interests of children.
Young couples with children may think they want gov,
ernment child care. But they don't realize that Americans
like themselves will be the biggest losers in this Faustian bar,
gain with the State. They risk losing their right to raise their
children as they-and not bureaucrats-see fit.
It is not difficult to see why calls for action on child care
have grown to a deafening level. Half the married mothers
with children under five are working, twice the number who
did in 1970. By 1995 two,thirds of all preschool children are
expected to have working mothers.
Licensed, regulated child care costs an average of $3,000
per child per year. Most families can't afford that, especially
single,parent families whose annual incomes are less than
$10,000. Many of these families now make unofficial arrange,
ments in the black (i.e. free) market, which includes relatives,
neighbors, and other unlicensed child,care providers.
It's already illegal in most states to provide more than 20
hours a week of child care in your home without government
permission. Yet legislators are proposing to federalize these
laws and make them harsher. Their prime vehicle is the
"ABC bill," the Act for Better Child Care Services, spon,
sored by Senator Christopher Dodd (D,CT) and Representa,
tive Dale Kildee (D,MI).
The ABC bill would create a brand,new, full,blown fed,
eral "entitlement" program, complete with subsidies, grants,
licenses, loans, regulations, certificates, and inspections.
The program would be administered by the states but over,
seen by a federal child,care administrator backed by an army
of bureaucrats.
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ABC would authorize $2.5 billion in the first year and
"such sums as may be necessary" thereafter. If licensed child
care costs $3,000 per child per year and 16 million children
are eligible, simple multiplication tells us that the program
will cost at least $48 billion annually. And knowing how gov,
ernment programs work, after that, the sky is the limit.
The ABC bill would only be the first step. We can expect
pressure groups to launch a full,time effort to make sure
there's no turning back. That's why Senator Orrin Hatch's
(R,UT) bill isn't much better. He proposes a "conservative"
alternative (Le. more regulation, some tax credits, and
vouchers), but with its direct tax subsidies in the form of
vouchers-not to speak of its regulations-it too would en,
courage powerful lobbying groups to make sure it leads to
total federal control.
Advocates of more regulation cite the case of Jessica Mc,
Clure, the 18,month,old Texas girl who fell down a well last
year. According to the misnamed Children's Defense Fund,
Jessica fell because she attended an "unregulated Texas family
day,care program." Stamp out unregulated family day care,
CDF says, and such accidents would end. This is nonsense,
of course. Regulated industries are much less responsive to
consumer demands than unregulated ones. And actual gov,
ernment agencies are even worse. Private child,care centers,
on the other hand, are accountable to parents and subject to
market competition. They are therefore far more likely to
look after the safety of their client's children.
Advocates of government child care claim they want
child care to be more available, yet at the same time they
want rigid and federalized regulations. Regulations can only
lessen the number of child,care centers because fewer pro,
viders will have the time, resources, labor, and facilities to
qualify under Washington's official rules.
Regulations will not improve the quality of child care.
They will restrict competition and establish a cartel of the
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largest firms, which are the only ones that can afford the
costs of dealing with the government. It's no coincidence
that the big businesses in the industry are actively lobbying
for regulations which will crush small firms.
Another bad idea would force businesses to provide child
care for employees' children. Such programs would be very
costly for private firms, which would cover their losses by lay,
ing off workers. Moreover, they would avoid hiring young
women with children. The very people that such programs
are allegedly designed to help-young working motherswould be the ones most hurt.
Some activists would even nationalize child,care centers.
But government,run child,care centers will be no different
from other government agencies. Would we want our chil,
dren to be cared for by post office workers or bureaucrats at
the department of motor vehicles? The workers could get spe,
cial training in child care, but that's not what really matters.
More important are the rewards and penalties a job offers.
Once a profit,making enterprise is turned over to the gov'
ernment, its entire character changes. It is no longer con'
cerned about profit and loss. Like all bureaucracies, it's run
for the benefit of the bureaucrats. Employees can't be fired,
they waste money, and customers become an interference
rather than a blessing. Such a system would have to work
against the best interests of children.
In a private child,care center, the customer is king, em,
ployees have reason to work hard, and resources are used
efficiently. Profits can only come through providing quality
child care at an affordable price.
As a social worker, I work daily with poor mothers who
use the underground market to secure child care. And I hear'
tily approve. These mothers know far better than the D.C.
government what's best for their children. In one case, a
poor working mother had a loving neighbor take care of her
child for three years. It was illegal (no license, no minimum
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wage, no inspections, etc.), but everyone benefited from the
arrangement. Then in July, an informer turned her in, and
the government shut down the neighbor's business. The
result: this mother now has to spend half her paycheck on in,
ferior government,approved child care. Everyone is worse off
but the government itself, which has increased its power over
family life.
Since government can only make things worse, I have a
three,point plan guaranteed to increase the availability of
quality, affordable child care. First, repeal all regulations and
licenses, which would make much more care available. Sec,
ond, grant unlimited tax credits to families who use child,
care services, making them more affordable. And third, repeal
the minimum wage law, which would dramatically increase
the number of officially employable child'care workers.
I grant that my proposal would have little chance of pass,
ing, given the pressure groups stampeding to Washington.
But the alternative will be an ominous and bipartisan in,
crease in bureaucratic power over families and children.

7
BUDGETS, TAXES, BUREAUCRACY,
AND INTERVENTIONISM

Love in the Bureaucracy
Bradley Miller
s long as bureaucrat,bashing remains sport royal, there is
hope. But how much? Even now, confronting bureau,
cracy's relentless encroachments and entanglements, who ya
gonna call?
The Reagan administration phoned Ollie North, a "man
of action," a "take,charge guy" who can "cut through red
tape" and "get things done." But most of us must call a face,
less functionary at the Reports and Publications Division of
the Environmental Protection Agency's Water and Waste
Management Administration's Emergency Service's Depart,
ment's Request and Complaint Office's Bureau of Trash,
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Metal Bulk, and Dead Animal Removal, and get put on
hold. In other words, we must call Bureaucratic Man.
As of this writing it seems unlikely that North will go to
jail, but powerful evidence indicates that what he tried to do
was neither popular nor legal, and could even doom the very
group his efforts were designed to help: the Nicaraguan con..
tras. Yet to many, including the president who fired him from
the National Security Council, North is a national hero. Even
his detractors grant he's a forceful and attractive personality.
Surveys have found that most Americans don't know
which side is which in Nicaragua, but tell pollsters they're
against sending their tax money down there. So it's clear that
North's popularity either has nothing to do with the goals he
was pursuing, or emerged despite them.
In fact, the root of Americans' love of him is their hatred
of the bureaucracy he defied, just as the 1980 and 1984 elec..
tions reflected more hatred of Carter and Mondale than love
of Reagan.
North comes across as a forthright, patriotic, God..fear..
ing, family..loving, ruggedly handsome, bemedaled man of ac..
tion. But America is not lacking in such chaps, and North is
far from unflawed. What stirred America was the sight of
him thrown before those perceived as niggling, blood..sucking
representatives of the world's biggest and most overpaid bu..
reaucracy. The bureaucracy manufactures the red tape North
tried to cut through (never mind toward what ends or in vio..
lation of what laws). It stands between the rest of us and the
freedom to do what we want, and its spider web of regula..
tions is woven and enforced by gray little men who can't be
fired short of behavior so outrageous it would make most of
us candidates for the funny farm.
In Harper's, Leonard Reed has reported that only one..
tenth of one percent of federal bureaucrats are fired for
incompetence. At the higher bureaucratic levels such
unbearable bungling lands you not in the funny farm but-
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no joke-in a "turkey farm," where unbearable bunglers are
put through training sessions to turn them into bearable
bunglers, Le., bureaucrats competent enough not to inspire
excessive public outrage, and sensible enough to realize that
if they do their jobs too well they'll lose them.
In his great book Bureaucracy, written in 1944, Professor
Ludwig von Mises says the distinguishing mark of the bu,
reaucrat is that he is driven not by the profit motive but by
the necessity to follow and enforce rules. Mises points out
that a bureaucracy, so understood, isn't intended to be profit,
able, so its worth can't be assessed by profit,and,loss state,
ments. Businesses also have bureaucratic aspects, but the free
market imposes limits on them. An overload of bureaucrats
diminishes profits by diminishing efficiency, innovation, and
morale. That's why schemes to bring business methods to
government come to grief. As Mises says, business and gov,
ernment are fundamentally different, and the methods ap,
propriate to one are alien to the other.
The picture is even far bleaker than this. Not only is
Bureaucratic Man uninterested in doing good work by busi,
ness standards; doing such work would cost him his job. An
anti'poverty warrior so good he eradicated poverty would
have nothing to do, so such wars aren't intended to be won,
but endlessly expanded. This thins the ranks of those who
work for a living, and swells the ranks of those who vote for a
living. In sum, it makes a joke of representative government.
How bad is it? Guess who said the following:
If we do not halt this steady process of building commis,
sions and regulatory bodies and special legislation like huge
inverted pyramids over everyone of the simple constitu'
tional provisions, we shall soon be spending many billions
of dollars more.
So said Franklin Roosevelt, father of today's welfare state.
By today's standards FDR was doubtless an efficiency expert.
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But by now the deathly effects of bureaucracy on the
commonwealth are too well known to need elaboration.
Bureaucracy is at once a monstrous evil and banality, and, as
its consummation in totalitarianism has shown, it makes the
most monstrous evils banal. Banality, indeed, is its highest
virtue. Bureaucratic Man wants merely to rust out in ease, se,
curity, and respectability, not to wear himself out pursuing
greatness. He doesn't love, in any deep sense, his work or
spouse, for love entails risk and demands energy. BM asks
only for comfort.
It's as hard to picture Nietzsche's superman or Aristotle's
large,souled man in this kingdom of clerks as it is to imagine
Pascal at a PTL picnic. The ultimate triumph of the bureau,
cratic state, which has long been realized in such Periclean
lands as Bulgaria, Albania, and North Korea, is to obliterate
all traces of even Mick Jagger's street,fighting man.
Bureaucratic Man is far lower than Winston Smith in
Orwell's 1984, who in the end loved Big Brother. Deep love
and deep hate are both inconceivable to BM, so no goon
squads are needed to keep him in line. Intellectually and emo,
tionally, after all, his whole life amounts to an endless standing
in line to get the necessities for more standing in line.
As technology progresses, it becomes clear that BM is far
lower than a machine. Anything BM can do, machines can
do better at a fraction of the cost and irritation.
Unfortunately, BM, freed from drudgery by automation,
doesn't devote himself to the art of love or even the love of
art, two reasons to live. Instead, automation has exposednot created-a world in which, as Mises says, "the man who
is aware of his inability to stand competition scorns 'this mad
competitive system.' He who is unfit to serve his fellow citi,
zens wants to rule them."
BM created this world. If he knows nothing else, BM is at
least aware of his limitless inability, which fills him with envy
of his superiors, whom he tries, with depressing success, to
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suffocate through government. Government work is tedious,
so it's hard to get superior men to do it, but in today's hi,tech
age, government by actual robots would be much more effi,
cient and humane than government by BM.

Rotation in Office
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
he Articles of Confederation of 1777, our first "Consti,
tution," was superior in a number of ways to the docu'
ment adopted 200 years ago. (It's easy to forget, amidst all the
celebrations, that the Constitution as originally drafted had
few limits on government power; it was saved only by the Bill
of Rights that the Jeffersonians demanded.)
One of the great clauses of the Articles mandated annual
election of Congressmen (by the various state legislatures),
and said that no Congressman "may serve for more than
three years in any term of six years."
But politicians hate to be out of office, and this great ideaoriginated by Thomas Jefferson-was stricken from the Con,
stitution. It was resurrected, however, by that great modern
Jeffersonian (and Mises Institute Distinguished Counsellor)
Ron Paul who introduced legislation while serving in Con,
gress to limit Congressmen to four two,year terms; Senators
to two four,year terms; and Supreme Court and other federal
judges to one eight,year term.
It was Dr. Paul's view, and Jefferson's, that continuation in
office helped create big government. Both these men also ap'
plied what Jefferson called "rotation in office" to all govern,
ment employees.
For more than the first half of our country's history, when
a new administration came into office, it installed its own
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people in all civilian government jobs. This healthy and
purgative process prevented the build,up of bureaucracy. Not
surprisingly, it was despised and denigrated by statists as the
"spoils system."
About a century ago, big government advocates, in the
first flush of the statist "progressive" era, instituted the idea
of civil service-the monstrous idea that civilian bureaucrats
should have lifetime tenure in office.
When we have our first 20th century Jeffersonian admin,
istration, its agenda will include not only the gold standard,
the free market, and a constitutional foreign policy, but the
restitution of rotation in office for all government employees,
elected and appointed.

The Balanced,Budget
Amendment Hoax
Murray N. Rothbard
t is a hallmark of the triumph of image over substance in
modern society that an administration which has submitted
to Congress budgets with the biggest deficits in American
history should propose as a cure,all a constitutional amend,
ment mandating a balanced budget. Apart from the high
irony of such a proposal from such a source, the amendment,
mongers don't seem to realize that the same pressures of the
democratic process that have led to permanent and growing
deficits will also be at work on the courts that have acquired
the exclusive power to interpret the Constitution. The fed,
eral courts are appointed by the executive and confirmed by
the legislature, and are therefore part and parcel of the gov,
ernment structure.
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Apart from these general strictures on rewriting the Consti,
tution as a panacea for our ills, the various proposed balanced,
budget amendments suffer from many deep flaws in them,
selves. The major defect is that they only require a balance of
the future estimated budget, and not of the actual budget at
the end of a given fiscal year. As we all should know by this
time, economists and politicians are expert at submitting glit,
tering projected future budgets that have only the foggiest re,
lation to the actual reality of the future year. It will be duck
soup for Congress to estimate a future balance; not so easy,
however, to actually balance it. At the very least, any amend,
ment should require the actual balancing of the budget at the
end of each particular year.
Secondly, balancing the budget by increasing taxes is like
curing influenza by shooting the patient; the cure is worse
than the disease. Dimly recognizing this fact, most of the
amendment proposals include a clause to limit federal taxa,
tion. But unfortunately, they do so by imposing a limit on
revenues as a percentage of the national income or gross
national product. It is absurd to include such a concept as
"national income" in the fundamental law of the land; there
is no such real entity, but only a statistical artifact, and an ar,
tifact that can and does wobble according to the political
breeze. It is all too easy to include or exclude an enormous
amount from this concept.
A third flaw highlights again the problem of treating "the
budget" as a constitutional entity. As a means of making the
deficit look less bleak, there has been an increasing tendency
for the government to spend money on "off,budget" items
that simply don't get included in official expenses, and there,
fore don't get added to the deficit. Any balanced,budget
amendment would provide a field day for this kind of mass
trickery on the American public.
We must here note a disturbing current tendency for
"born again" pro,deficit economists in conservative ranks to
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propose that "capital" items be excluded from the federal
budget altogether. This theory is based on an analogy with
private firms and their "capital" versus "operating" budgets.
One would think that allegedly free,market economists
would not have the affrontery to apply this to government.
Get this adopted, and the government could happily throw
away money on any boondoggle, no matter how absurd, so
long as they could call it an "investment in the future." Here
is a loophole in the balanced,budget amendment that would
make any politician's day!
A fourth problem is that the various proposals make it all
too easy for Congress to override the amendment. Suppose
Congress and/or the president violate the amendment. What
then? Would the Supreme Court have the power to call the
federal marshals and lock up the whole crew? To ask that
question is to answer it. (Of course, by making the budget
balance prospective instead of real, this problem would not
even arise, since it would be almost impossible to violate the
amendment at all.)
But isn't half a loaf better than none? Isn't it better to have
an imperfect amendment than none at all? Half a loaf is indeed
better than none, but even worse than no loaf is an elaborate
camouflage system that fools the public into thinking that a
loaf exists where there is really none at all. Or, to mix our
metaphors, that the naked Emperor is really wearing clothes.
We now see the role of the balanced budget amendment
in the minds of many if not most of its supporters. The pur,
pose is not actually to balance the budget, for that would in,
volve massive spending cuts that the Establishment, "conser,
vative" or liberal, is not willing to contemplate.
The purpose is to continue deficits while deluding the
public into thinking that the budget is, or will soon be, bal,
anced. In that way, the public's slipping confidence in the
dollar will be shored up. Thus, the balanced,budget amend,
ment turns out to be the fiscal counterpart of the supply,
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siders' notorious proposal for a phony gold standard. In that
scheme, the public would not be able to redeem its dollars in
gold coin, the Fed would continue to manipulate and inflate,
but all the while this inflationist policy would now be cloaked
in the confidence~buildingmantle of gold.
In both plans, we would be dazzled by the shadow, the
rhetoric of sound policy, while the same old program of
cheap money and huge deficits would proceed unchecked. In
both cases, the dominant ideology seems to be that of P. T.
Barnum: "There's a sucker born every minute."

How Government Intervention
Plagued Our 19th,Century Economy
Lawrence W Reed
he recessions and depressions of the 19th century are
often cited as proof of the "inherent instability" of the
free market. (Indeed, the promoters of the Federal Reserve
System in 1913 argued for a central bank as a way of prevent~
ing future downturns!) This is, of course, a bum rap.
The 1800s were freer than today, but there was more than
enough government intervention to cause serious setbacks in
the economy. And Austrian trade cycle theory explains ex~
actly how.
The source of the business cycle, Mises discovered, is gov~
ernment~engineered expansion of money and credit. Such a
policy artificially depresses interest rates at first, deranges the
structure of production by generating unsustainable malin~
vestments, and inevitably leads to contraction and painful
readjustments.
The first economic calamity of the century occurred in
1808 when a federal embargo on overseas shipping produced
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widespread bankruptcies and unemployment. After that, five
major cyclical depressions struck the American economy: in
1819, 1837, 1857, and 1893. The typical economic history text
lists among the "causes" things like railroad speculation,
stock crashes, trade imbalances, commodity price booms and
busts, etc.
These are not, of course, causes at all, but merely symp'
toms. Only Austrian trade cycle theory as propounded by
Ludwig von Mises, Murray N. Rothbard, and others, makes
sense of the mess and provides a coherent explanation of
these five depressions.
The 1819 collapse followed a flagrant credit expansion by
the Second Bank of the United States, created by the feds in
1816. The definitive work on the experience is still Rothbard's
PhD thesis, The Panic of 1819.
Rothbard documented the extensive culpability of the
Second Bank. In its very first year, it issued $23 million on a
specie reserve of about $2.5 million. The expansion of credit,
which eventually involved state banks as well, was actively
encouraged by the U.S. Treasury. The government even
made it legal for inflating banks to fraudulently suspend pay'
ment of specie, ripping off hapless depositors in the process.
Then, in a series of deliberate deflationary moves, the Sec,
ond Bank pulled the rug out from under the very house of
cards it had built. It forced a drastic reduction in the money
supply starting as early as the middle of 1818. The depression,
which came a few months later, was the unavoidable out,
come of gross manipulation of money and credit.
Those who blame the gold standard for this debacle are
wrong. In fact, the country was not even on a gold standard
at the time. In 1792, the official policy was "bimetallism," ac,
cording to which silver and gold were to circulate side by side
at a governmentally fixed ratio. (The ratio between the prices
of any two commodities, including gold and silver, is always
changing on the market, and an attempt to fix the ratio by
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government fiat always leads to trouble. In this instance, it
forced the country onto a de facto silver standard from the
start. The same sort of intervention proved to be a major fac,
tor in the later crisis of 1893.)
The Second Bank's shenanigans created the depression of
1837. Anticipating a political battle to renew the Bank when
its charter ran out in 1836, Bank authorities early in the dec'
ade embarked upon a rapid expansion of the money supply.
Reserve ratios were pushed to their lowest levels of the entire
antebellum period. Orchestrating "good times" through easy
money was the Bank's way of fighting hard,money, anti,
central bank President Andrew Jackson.
Jackson, however, flattened the inflation by requiring
specie in payment for federal lands and by vetoing the Bank's
charter. In the quick contraction that followed, the inflation,
ary malinvestments promoted by the bank were liquidated.
But Washington persisted with its policy of bimetallism. In
addition, state and local governments responded to the 1837
collapse with a wave of anti,banking laws, outlawing banks
altogether in some places and exacerbating the depression.
This is hardly laissez,faire or gold standard behavior.
By the early 1850s, state governments got into the infla,
tion act. Exerting control over their extensive network of
state,chartered banks, they pressured the banks to monetize
state debt. The result was another round of credit expansion,
dangerous reduction of specie reserves, and a temporary, arti,
ficial boom in the economy, followed by panic and depres,
sion in 1857. Because the pressure on banks to monetize debt
occurred principally in the Northern states, the subsequent
collapse was considerably less pronounced in the South.
The general depression of 1873 also provides a clear exam,
pIe of government as the guilty party. In the prior decade,
both Northern and Southern regimes abandoned a specie
standard altogether and printed massive quantities of ir,
redeemable, legal tender paper.
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In the Confederacy, high taxes, a paper hyperinflation,
and Northern scorched~earth military policies plunged the
region into depression in 1865.
In the North, despite crippling tax hikes, revenues fell far
short of the funds necessary to prosecute the war. No less
than $5.2 billion in "greenbacks" were printed. At the war's
conclusion, a greenback dollar was worth only 35 cents in
gold. The Northern economy struggled for a few more years,
but with the complete cessation of paper inflation in the
1870s, collapse and readjustment began by 1873.
Recovery had barely commenced when the central gov~
ernment began a new form of monetary intervention, this
one tied to silver. In 1878, Congress passed (over President
Hayes's veto) the Bland~Allison Act, which mandated the
Treasury's purchase of $2~$4 million in silver bullion per
month. The metal was to be minted into silver dollars, each
containing 371.25 grains of silver. Since the gold dollar was
defined as 23.22 grains of gold, this established a ratio be~
tween the two metals of 16 to 1.
But the free~market value of silver in terms of gold was at
least 18 to 1 in 1878. By overvaluing silver and undervaluing
gold, Bland~Allison set Gresham's Law into motion. "Bad"
money (officially overvalued silver) began to drive "good"
money (officially undervalued gold) out of circulation, de~
ranging the nation's finances and engendering a steady loss
of confidence in the currency. On top of it all, Bland~Allison
authorized the Treasury to issue paper silver certificates along
with the depreciating silver dollars.
The inflationists of the period-who pushed for this inter~
vention in the belief that "more money" would aid the econ~
omy in general and debtors in particular-were not satisfied. ;
Throughout the 1880s, they pushed for even more inflation
under the guise of "doing something for silver."
Their crowning folly was enacted into law in 1890-the
Sherman Silver Purchase Act. It required the Treasury to
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buy virtually the entire output of American silver mines-4.5
million ounces per month; mint it at 16 to 1 at a time when the
gold/silver ratio in the free market was actually greater than
30 to 1; and issue new paper "Treasury Notes" simultaneously.
Drugged by easy money, the economy took on the classic
symptoms of a boom. Unemployment and interest rates in
1891 and 1892 fell dramatically. Capital goods industries
worked feverishly. Foreigners, however, were the first to sense
danger and began withdrawing their capital from America as
early as 1891.
The economic reversal started in 1893, and led to the worst
depression in 50 years. It also produced one of the more
scholarly addresses ever delivered before the House of Rep'
resentatives. Congressman Bourke Cochran of New York, a
first,rate historian, traced the history of coinage in England
and explained how debasing the currency led to recurrent de,
pressions. Applying that principle to his day, he declared:
I think it safe to assert that every commercial crisis can
be traced to an unnecessary inflation of the currency, or to
an improvident expansion of credit. The operation of the
Sherman Law has been to flood this country with paper
money without providing any method whatever for its re,
demption. The circulating medium has become so redun,
dant that the channels of commerce have overflowed and
gold has been expelled.

Viewing the crisis of 1893, contemporary historian Ernest
Ludlow Bogart said:
It must be said that the net results of this experiment of
"managed currency," that is, one in which the government
undertakes to provide the necessary money for the people,
were disastrous. For the maintenance of a suitable supply,
the operation of normal economic forces is more reliable
than the judgment of a legislative body.
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The economy of 19th,century America was punctuated
by serious economic setbacks. They were caused not by the
free market, but by the destructive manipulations and inter,
ventions of government authorities. This was not a century
of government as innocent bystander, but of government as
the incessant bungler, running roughshod over the principle
of sound and honest money. (Although, without a Fed and
other government interventions, the recoveries from these
panics were quick.)
We can learn much from the experiences sketched here.
Monetary reform, if it is to be genuine and successful, must
sever money and banking from politics. That's why a mod,
ern gold standard must have: no central bank; no fixed ra,
tions between gold and silver; no bail,outs; no suspension of
gold payments or other bank frauds; no monetization of
debt; and no inflation of the money supply, all of which have
proved so disastrous in the past.
Anything short of the discipline and honesty of a true
gold coin standard will inevitably self,destruct, consuming
our wealth and liberties, and nurturing the omnipotent state.

Send Out the Clowns
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr.
nly in the cloud cuckoo,land that is Washington, D.C.,
could the budget summit held by the Congress and the
Reagan administration be taken seriously.
After the Crash, the politicians panicked. Not because of
any harm to the American people, but because such events
can hurt all incumbents. The result was a sideshow that-not
unsurprisingly-has not calmed the markets.

O
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Federal deficits and spending do not cause the business
cycle, but if we are to prevent the coming inflationary reces,
sion from becoming something worse, we have to curb not
only the Fed but the spendthrifts in elected office.
True to form, both party establishments are adopting ex,
actly the wrong sort of policies. Instead of-at the very leastcutting federal spending across the board to immediately bal,
ance the budget, they are minutely shaving projected spend,
ing by one third of one percent.
Instead of-at the very least-cutting incentive,destroying,
business,obliterating taxation, they are increasing it, and spend,
ing $1.5 billion more on "tax compliance and enforcement."
Instead of repealing the trade barriers raised by the most
protectionist administration and Congress since Herbert
Hoover, they are increasing them, overtly through quotas
and tariffs and covertly by devaluing the dollar.
Given the specter of the Federal Reserve pumping in more
"liquidity" to solve the problems its previous inflation
caused, we face either an immediate recession or a postponed
(and worse) one. That is inevitable. What is not inevitable is
the duration and intensity of the bust and the political
results that will flow from it.
We can work to influence the politicians. But their reac,
tion to the coming economic debacle shows once again that
we cannot count on them to act correctly until we have
changed the climate of ideas.
Twenty years ago, politicians talked and acted like statists.
Today, they still act the same, but they use our rhetoric. And
that's because the people want a change. Thanks to our
movement, we have made tremendous intellectual progress.
It is our job to continue that progress, and not to allow
the government again to use a crisis to increase its power
over us. The example of Ludwig von Mises, in combining
scholarship and activism, shows us how to proceed. And the
mood of the American people gives us the opportunity.
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How our Economic Constitution
Has Deteriorated
Robert Higgs
any people think of the Constitution as essentially un,
changed, yet today's document bears little
resemblance to the original of 1787 in its relation to the econ,
omy. The original words remain, but they have been formally
amended in critical ways; and reinterpreted by the Supreme
Court so that their practical effect has become almost the op'
posite of the intent.
The original Constitution promoted economic development
in many ways. For example, it resolved the disputes over the
West by providing for the admission of new states on equal
terms with the old, thereby fostering settlement of the vast
interior. Provision for duty,free interstate trade increased
productivity. The Constitution made state governments less
intrusive by prohibiting their issuance of paper money and
their passage of laws impairing the obligation of contracts.
By the mid, 19th century, rapid economic growth had be,
come the normal condition of the economy. But under the
surface, an irresolvable contradiction was growing. The lump
that would not digest was slavery.
In view of its importance in the southern economy and
the deep disagreements between northerners and southern,
ers about it, slavery received scant mention in the original
Constitution. (The words "slave" and "slavery" do not ap'
pear at all.) Congress could not interfere with the interna,
tional slave trade for 20 years; slaves escaping into free states
had to be returned; and three,fifths of the slaves were counted
in determining representation in Congress. Otherwise the
Constitution left slavery to the states.
For seven decades, a succession of political compromises
kept the conflict between North and South from boiling
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over, but finally either the will or the ability to fashion ac~
ceptable compromises ran out, and the Civil War ensued.
In the war's aftermath the old Constitution was funda~
mentally altered. The Thirteenth Amendment abolished
slavery. The Fourteenth guaranteed to all citizens, including
the freed slaves, protection from state actions that would
abridge the privileges and immunities of citizenship, deprive
them of life, liberty, or property without due process, or deny
them equal protection of the laws. The Fifteenth Amend~
ment guaranteed the right of the freedmen to vote. The
amendments of the 1860s transferred power from the states
to the national government. Though disputes over states'
rights persisted, claims of dual sovereignty lost most of their
force.
During the post~civil War era, Americans enjoyed unpre~
cedented economic growth, an achievement favored by the
Supreme Court's insistence that due process of law included
protection of economic liberties-rights of private property
and freedom of contract. Then, government actions caused
the economy to plunge into deep depression in the early
1930s. Governments at all levels responded by expanding
their powers over economic affairs. At first the Supreme
Court resisted many of these measures. Starting in 1937,
though, the Court reversed so many important decisions on
economic matters that its turnabout must be considered a
constitutional revolution. The heart of the Court's new posi~
tion was a broad reading of the Commerce Clause. Prac~
tically everything, no matter how manifestly local, was seen
as part of interstate commerce and therefore subject to regu~
lation by Congress and its agencies.
During the past 50 years, the United States has developed
a welfare state not much different from those of Western
Europe. Economic affairs, once overwhelmingly private,
have become pervasively politicized. Taxes now equal 40% of
the national income-up from 13% as recently as 1929. The
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free,market economy has come to be regulated in minute and
expensive detail, with the costs born largely by consumers.
Citizens have lost much of the economic liberty their ances,
tors esteemed.
American traditions and political pressures have kept the
government from totally destroying all private property rights.
But the Constitution, which formerly served to guarantee
economic liberties, no longer provides much if any substan,
tial protection. One may well doubt whether the economic
dynamism that made the average American rich by world
standards will prove permanently compatible with a consti,
tutional regime so permissive of governmental intrusion into
economic affairs.
But the Constitution can be changed, as it has been changed
before. In 1865 the Constitution gave the slaves freedom
from their masters. We can hope that someday the Constitu,
tion will be changed again to give all Americans economic
freedom from our masters in Washington.

Nine Myths About the Crash
Murray N. Rothbard
ver since Black, or Meltdown, Monday October 19th, the
public has been deluged with irrelevant and contradic,
tory explanations and advice from politicians, economists,
financiers, and assorted pundits. Let's try to sort out and
rebut some of the nonsense about the nature, causes, and
remedies for the crash.

E

Myth One: It was not a crash, but a "correction."
Rubbish. The market was in a virtual crash state since it
started turning down sharply from its all,time peak at the
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end of August. Meltdown Monday simply put the seal on a
contraction process that had gone on since early September.

Myth Two: The crash occurred because stock prices had been
"overvalued," and now the overvaluation has been cured.
This adds a philosophical fallacy to Myth #1. To say that
stock prices fell because they had been overvalued is equiva,
lent to the age,old fallacy of "explaining" why opium puts
people to sleep by saying that it "has dormitive power." A
definition has been magically transmuted into a "cause." By
definition, if stock prices fall, this means that they had been
previously overvalued. So what? This "explanation" tells you
nothing about why they were overvalued or whether or not
they are "over" or "under" valued now, or what in the world
is going to happen next.
Myth Three: The crash came about because of computer trad,
ing, which in association with stock index futures, has made
the stock market more volatile. Therefore computer trading
and/or stock index futures, should be restricted/outlawed.
This is a variant of the scapegoat term "computer error"
employed to get "people errors" off the hook. It is also a
variant of the old Luddite fallacy of blaming modern technol,
ogy for human error and taking a crowbar to wreck the new
machines. People trade, and people program computers. Em,
pirically, moreover, the "tape" was hours behind the action
on Black Monday, and so computers played a minimal role.
Stock index futures are an excellent new way for investors to
hedge against stock price changes, and should be welcomed
instead of fastened on-by its competitors in the old,line ex,
changes-to be tagged as the fall guy for the crash. Blaming
futures or computer trading is like shooting the messengerthe markets-that brings bad financial news. The acme of
this reaction was the threat-and sometimes the reality-of
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forcibly shutting down the exchanges in a pitiful and futile
attempt to hold back the news by destroying it. The Hong
Kong exchange closed down for a week to try to stem the
crash and, when it reopened, found that the ensuing crash
was far worse as a result.

Myth

Four: A major cause of the crash was the big trade defi,

cit in the U. S.
Nonsense. There is nothing wrong with a trade deficit. In
fact, there is no payment deficit at all. If U.S. imports are
greater than exports, they must be paid for somehow, and the
way they are paid is that foreigners invest in dollars, so that
there is a capital inflow into the U. S. In that way, a big trade
deficit results in a zero payment deficit.
Foreigners have been investing heavily in dollars-in
Treasury deficits, in real estate, factories, etc.-for several
years, and that's a good thing, since it enables Americans to
enjoy a higher,valued dollar (and consequently cheaper im,
ports) than would otherwise be the case.
But, say the advocates of Myth #4, the terrible thing is
that the U.S. has, in recent years, become a debtor instead of
a creditor nation. So what's wrong with that? The United
States was in the same way a debtor nation from the begin,
ning of the republic until World War I, and this was accom,
.panied by the largest rate of economic and industrial growth
and of rising living standards, in the history of mankind.

Myth Five: The budget deficit is a major cause of the crash,
and we must work hard to reduce that deficit, either by cut,
ting government spending, and/or by raising taxes.
The budget deficit is most unfortunate, and causes eco,
nomic problems, but the stock market crash was not one of
them. Just because something is bad policy doesn't mean that
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all economic ills are caused by it. Basically, the budget deficit
is as irrelevant to the crash, as the even larger deficit was ir#
relevant to the pre#September 1987 stock market boom. Rais#
ing taxes is now the favorite crash remedy of both liberal and
conservative Keynesians. Here, one of the few good points in
the original, or "classical," Keynesian view has been curi#
ously forgotten. How in the world can one cure a crash (or
the coming recession), by raising taxes?
Raising taxes will clearly level a damaging blow to an
economy already reeling from the crash. Increasing taxes to
cure a crash was one of the major policies of the unlamented
program of Herbert Hoover. Are we longing for a replay? The
idea that a tax increase would "reassure" the market is
straight out of Cloud Cuckoo#land.

Myth Six: The budget should be cut, but not by much, be#
cause much lower government spending would precipitate a
recession.
Unfortunately, the way things are, we don't have to worry
about a big cut in government spending. Such a cut would be
marvelous, not only for its own sake, but because a slash in
the budget would reduce the unproductive boondoggles of
government spending, and therefore tip the social proportion
of saving/consumption toward more saving and investment.
More saving/investment in relation to consumption is an
Austrian remedy for easing a recession, and reducing the
amount of corrective liquidation that the recession has to
perform, in order to correct the malinvestments of the boom
caused by the inflationary expansion of bank credit.

Myth Seven: What we need to offset the crash and stave off a
recession is lots of monetary inflation (called by the euphe#
mistic term "liquidity") and lower interest rates. Fed chair#
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man Alan Greenspan did exactly the right thing by pumping
in reserves right after the crash, and announcing that the Fed
would assure plenty of liquidity for banks and for the entire
market and the whole economy. (A position taken by every
single variant of the conventional economic wisdom, from
Keynesians to "free marketeers.")
In this way, Greenspan and the federal government have
proposed to cure the disease-the crash and future recessionby pouring into the economy more of the very virus (infla,
tionary credit expansion) that caused the disease in the first
place. Only in Cloud Cuckoo,land, to repeat, is the cure for
inflation, more inflation. To put it simply: the reason for the
crash was the credit boom generated by the double,digit
monetary expansion engineered by the Fed in the last several
years. For a few years, as always happens in Phase I of an in,
flation, prices went up less than the monetary inflation. This,
the typical euphoric phase of inflation, was the "Reagan mir,
ade" of cheap and abundant money, accompanied by
moderate price increases.
By 1986, the main factors that had offset the monetary in,
flation and kept prices relatively low (the unusually high dol,
lar and the OPEC collapse) had worked their way through
the price system and disappeared. The next inevitable step
was the return and acceleration of price inflation; inflation
rose from about 1% in 1986 to about 5% in 1987. As a result,
with the market sensitive to and expecting eventual reac,
celeration of inflation, interest rates began to rise sharply in
1987. Once interest rates rose (which had little or nothing to
do with the budget deficit), a stock market crash was inevita,
ble. The previous stock market boom had been built on the
shaky foundation of the low interest rates from 1982 on.

Myth Eight: The crash was precipitated by the Fed's unwise
tight money policy from April 1987 onward, after which the
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money supply was flat until the crash.
There is a point here, but a totally distorted one. A flat
money supply for six months probably made a coming reces,
sion inevitable, and added to the stock market crash. But
that tight money was a good thing nevertheless. No other
school of economic thought but the Austrian understands
that once an inflationary bank credit boom has been launched,
a corrective recession is inevitable, and that the sooner it
comes, the better.
The sooner a recession comes, the fewer the unsound in,
vestments that the recession has to liquidate, and the sooner
the recession will be over. The important point about a reces,
sion is for the government not to interfere, not to inflate, not
to regulate, and to allow the recession to work its curative
way as quickly as possible. Interfering with the recession,
either by inflating or regulating, can only prolong the reces,
sion and make it worse, as in the 1930s. And yet the pundits,
the economists of all schools, the politicians of both parties,
rush heedless into the agreed,upon policies of: Inflate, and
Regulate.

Myth Nine: Before the crash, the main danger was inflation,
and the Fed was right to tighten credit. But since the crash,
we have to shift gears, because recession is the major enemy,
and therefore the Fed has to inflate, at least until price infla,
tion accelerates rapidly.
This entire analysis, permeating the media and the Estab,
lishment, assumes that the great fact and the great lesson of
the 1970s, and of the last two big recessions, never happened:
Le., inflationary recession. The 1970s have gone down the
Orwellian memory hole, and the Establishment is back, once
again, spouting the Keynesian Phillips Curve, perhaps the
greatest single and most absurd error in modern economics.
The Phillips Curve assumes that the choice is always
either more recession and unemployment, or more inflation.
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In reality, the Phillips Curve, if one wishes to speak in those
terms, is in reverse: the choice is either more inflation and
bigger recession, or none of either. The looming danger is
another inflationary recession, and the Greenspan reaction
indicates that it will be a whopper.

The Crash Commission Report
Ron Paul
he crash of 1929, and the depression of the 1930s, en..
trenched the welfare..warfare state. Intellectuals, taking
their cue from government, propagandists, wrongly blamed
the free market and the gold standard for the disaster. In a
variation on the same theme, they are blaming the October
19 crash on insufficient government regulations.
Most prominent among the various stock market study
commissions is the president's. But its recommendations are
disappointing for anyone who values free markets. The stock
market wasn't too impressed either. When the commission re..
leased its 340..page report, the Dow promptly fell 140 points.
The president's commission missed the true lessons of the
crash-that Federal Reserve inflation causes the business
cycle of booms and busts-and its recommendation for more
regulation will only make matters worse.
The president had appointed Nicholas Brady, chairman
of Dillon Read and an especially well..connected member of
the Eastern Establishment; to head the commission. Also on
it was John Opel, chairman of the New York Federal Reserve
Bank, where the report was actually written.
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"To help prevent a repetition of the events of mid,
October and to provide an effective and coordinated
response in the face of market disorder," said the report, "we
recommend: one agency should coordinate the few, but criti,
cal, regulatory issues which have an impact across the related
market segments and throughout the financial system; clear,
ing systems should be unified across marketplaces to reduce
financial risk; margins should be made consistent across
marketplaces to control speculation and financial leverage;
circuit breaker mechanisms (such as price limits and coor,
dinated trading halts) should be formulated and im,
plemented to protect the market system." Finally, "the Fed,
eral Reserve is well qualified to fill that role."
All markets are linked as never before, but the rules they
want to impose will only "coordinate" the various sectors of
American finance. This is a world market, as October 19th
showed. Their own logic should compel the commission to
call for unified world regulation of markets-an idea that
delights world government advocates and that has already
been suggested by people in the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Everyone of the proposed regulations is, of course bad,
but one of the worst is the vague call for a "circuit breaker
mechanisms," namely "price limits and coordinated trading
halts." This means the government would stop trading when
things get "out of hand."
Raising barriers between willing buyers and sellers just
makes markets less efficient, not to speak of violating the in,
dividual rights of would,be market participants. Plus price
swings will inevitably be exaggerated once the market is
opened again, as the case of the Hong Kong stock market
showed, when it closed down for an entire week after the
crash, and dropped even more precipitously later.
When government manipulates trading, it helps only the
insiders (like Dillon Read investment bankers).
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What was the fundamental cause of the October crash ac,
cording to the Brady Commission? They don't know. And
it's obvious that nobody on the Commission understands
the business cycle. They illustrate their ignorance in appen,
dix Vln of the report where they admit-20 years after Mur,
ray Rothbard's America's Great Depression-they don't know
what caused the 1929 Crash and the Great Depression. Of
course, it was Federal Reserve intervention that caused it and
the Brady Commission wants more of the same.
Like Br'er Rabbit begging not be thrown into the briar
patch, the Fed responded to the Brady report by saying it
wasn't sure it wanted more power. That's nonsense. They're
salivating at the prospect.
If the new regulations are imposed, they won't, as the re,
port claims, "ensure that our securities market will maintain
its global preeminence." They will only ensure that the old fi,
nancial Establishment will keep its influence in Washington.
Commissions like Brady's serve to reinforce the myth that
the crash was caused by a mere technical maladjustment.
Thus they conclude that we need a mere technical change.
But the problem is more fundamental than that. The Federal
Reserve-the dollars they create and the government they
fuel-is the source of our problems.

The Regulatory,Industrial Complex
Sam Wells
he free market is great for consumers and producers, but
some businessmen find government regulation an easier
road to profits. That's why they try to use government to
protect them from the rivalry of the market.
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There is nothing wrong with wanting to be on top, of
course, so long as it is done peacefully. But when businessmen
use the government to gain a monopoly, they cease being mar,
ket competitors and become a political pressure group.
Some businesses advocate "fair trade" laws against "unfair
competition," government price floors, licenses, taxes on
competitors, and other political measures.
Taxi monopolies are powerful on the city level. They
lobby government to make new drivers go through lengthy
procedures or acquire expensive licenses to own a taxi. These
laws don't exist to protect the public; they protect a privi,
leged industry from competition and work against the public
interest.
Dairy monopolies and utility companies are powerful on
the state level. In New York, the dairy industry lobbies for
protection from its New Jersey competitors who sell milk at a
cheaper price. Utility companies get special privileges to be
the sole provider of water, electricity, and natural gas. In all
these cases, the consumer loses his freedom to choose.
At the national level, to take just two examples, the Post
Office has a monopoly on mail and the Federal Reserve has a
monopoly on money and banking.
Socialism is the final monopoly. Here the government
allows no competition and only limited trade. Nationalizing
an industry puts monopolists in power by merging their
competitors under their control. Nationalizing an entire
economy gives those on top the biggest boon of all. It's no
coincidence that statist U. S. industrialists like Dwayne An,
dreas of Archer,Daniels,Midland and Armand Hammer of
Occidental Petroleum get along so well with the elites that
run the Soviet economy.
In each case-local, state, and federal monopolies and
under socialism-monopolists find that they gain more
through special privileges from the government than they do
from the free market. And they do so at our expense.
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This isn't something new. At the turn of the century, as
historian Gabriel Kolko explains in the Triumph of Conser,

vatism (1963):
Competition was unacceptable to many key business
and financial interests.... As new competitors sprang up,
and as economic power was diffused throughout an ex,
panding nation, it became apparent to many important
businessmen that only the national government could "ra,
tionalize" the economy. Although specific conditions var,
ied from industry to industry, internal problems that could
be solved only by political means were the common denom,
inator in those industries whose leaders advocated greater
federal regulation. Ironically, contrary to the consensus of
historians, it was not the existence of monopoly that caused
the federal government to intervene in the economy, but
the lack of it.

One classic example is the Interstate Commerce Commis,
sion, a federal agency set up at the behest of the railroad in,
dustry in 1887, which has been a menace to consumers ever
since. The ICC was this nation's first "independent" regula'
tory agency, charged with preventing "cut,throat" competi,
tion in the transportation industry. The railroad industry
sold it as a boon to consumers.
During the hearings on the Interstate Commerce Act of
1887, the leaders of the railroad industry lobbied hard for the
ICC. Why? They wanted the government to outlaw price
competition, which threatened established, old,line rail,
roads. The ICC's first action was to do exactly that. Over the
years, the ICC brought less competition, higher prices, and
lousy train service. Like a pact with Satan, the ICC eventu,
ally helped ossify and then destroy the railroad industry, but
by that time, the original owners and managers had long
since gone to their reward far richer than they would have
been in a world of free competition.
The ICC-and other similar Progressive Era agencies like
the FTC-set the stage for more cartelization under FDR's
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National Industrial Recovery Act, which was drafted by
Gerard Swope of General Electric, the Chamber of Com,
merce, the American Bar Association, and dozens of other
business groups and leaders. As E. W. Hawley shows in his
classic study, The New Deal and the Problem of Monopoly
(1966), big business lobbied for the NIRA because they had a
"vision of a business commonwealth, of a rational, cartelized
business order in which the industrialists would plan and
direct the economy, profits would be insured, and the gov,
ernment would take care of recalcitrant 'chiselers.' "
In America, special interests are the minority. They are
greatly outnumbered by taxpayers, voters, and competitors.
But the interests get what they want in politics because they
are well,organized, have well,defined goals, and can reward
those in government who do their bidding. Consumers and
taxpayers are spread out, disorganized, and pay a small
marginal cost per intervention. Unfortunately, an interven,
tionist economy tends to grant favors to well,organized
minorities at the expense of the majority, even in a democ,
racy where the will of the majority supposedly triumphs.
The special interests created the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the Federal Reserve System, the Food and
Drug Administration, the Federal Trade Commission, the
Export,Import Bank, the Commodity Credit Corporation,
the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Environmen,
tal Protection Agency, the Consumer Product Safety
Commission, and a host of other agencies. In case after case,
the agency served the special interests by promoting oligop'
oly and monopoly and retarding competition to the detri,
ment of consumers.
The way to avoid such abuses is not by giving even more
power to the political regulators who, after all, are already
comfortably in bed with the vested interests.
The way to quash the regulatory,industrial complex is
through a separation of Market and state, a strict adherence
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to the policy of laissez,faire. Only a purely free market will stop
privilege,seeking businessmen from clustering around Wash,
ington like flies around a garbage can. Under a free market,
the only road to profits will be to please the consumer.

Who Really Benefits
From Foreign Aid?
Sam Wells
coalition of Third World regimes, businessmen, and bu,
reaucrats is scheming for your wallet.
What they want is more: more tax dollars extracted from
Americans to redistribute under the name of "foreign aid,"
allegedly to lend a helping hand to "developing" countries so
they can climb out of poverty.
Opponents of such policies are said to be selfish and un,
caring, or perhaps they have some other more fundamental
character flaw. American taxpayers are told to sacrifice their
paychecks for the greater good of the poor around the world.
How it is that the United States, Britain, Switzerland,
Canada, Australia, Sweden, etc. were able to develop without
foreign aid is never explained.
Assertions, emotion, and power drive these aid programs;
not facts or reason. Peter T. Bauer and others have demon,
strated that the hundreds of billions flowing from developed
nations to the Less Developed Countries (LDCs) actually re,
tard progress in those countries while bleeding the donor na,
tions of precious capital.
U. S. government foreign aid, in all its various forms, is not
assistance to poor people. It is aid to foreign governments,
political regimes almost always of an authoritarian or totali,

A
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tarian nature. Very little of this money ever gets to the poor
people in those foreign lands.
Foreign aid is not charity from rich people to poor people.
It is money extracted by government coercion (taxes) from
working,class Americans and sent to the ruling cliques in for,
eign regimes. Politicians and civil servants in those countries
dish it out to favored special interests, regardless of any "need."
That's why
foreign aid dollars have helped buy,
among many other things, modern TV stations in places
where there is no electricity; dress suits for Greek under'
takers; extra wives for Kenyan government officials; stretch
limousines for African dictators; wasteful "national pride"
boondoggles such as the construction of expensive capitals
(Brasilia, Islamabad, and Dodoma in Tanzania); and filled the
Swiss bank accounts of corrupt politicians. And since foreign
aid goes to ruling elites, it helps entrench them in power.
Much of the largesse is pumped into state,run industries
and collectivist programs run by socialist bureaucrats. By
shoring up socialist systems, our foreign aid money virtually
assures economic stagnation, political oppression, and there'
fore even fewer opportunities for poor people to climb out of
their misery.
Julius Nyerere, Tanzania's Marxist dictator, has received
hundreds of millions in U. S. foreign aid, even while he brutal,
izes peasants, pulverizes whole villages, and murders political
prisoners who dares to question his forced collectivization.
In Ethiopia, the socialist government uses food to control
the population and as a weapon against dissenters. Its collec,
tivist agricultural policies have-not surprisingly-caused
famine. But foreign aid has only strengthened the grip of the
dictatorial regime over its abject subjects.
Moreover,
foreign aid has often been granted to both
sides in the endless parade of wars between feuding nation,
states: India and Pakistan, Ethiopia and Somalia, Israel and
Egypt, Algeria and Morocco, etc. Of course, the munitions

u.s.

u.s.
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manufacturers don't mind; they receive more orders for their
wares from sovereign belligerents whose bank accounts are
replenished by American citizens.
The foreign,aid scam also benefits politically privileged
U.S. corporations. The recipient national regime must spend
some of the aid money to purchase goods from U.S. export,
ers, with taxpayer,subsidized loans through the Export,
Import Bank, the Commodity Credit Corporation, or the
Overseas Private Investment Corporation. The corporation,
the recipient government, U. S. bureaucrats-everybody wins
in such a transaction. Except the U.S. taxpayer and the poor
citizens of the foreign land.
From 1946 to the present, the U.S. government has given
over $400 billion in foreign aid to other governments. Figur,
ing the lost interest on that amount, the real total comes to a
staggering $2.6 trillion. And foreign aid has zoomed during
the Reagan years. In 1979, the U.S. government doled out
$9.5 billion; this year it will waste over $21 billion on foreign
aid. Few other budget items have increased as fast. The
Reagan administration has spent more than $114 billion dol,
lars on foreign aid-more than the total of foreign aid spend,
ing of the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations put
together. The president once even threatened a veto because
Congress had appropriated too little for foreign aid.
The U.S. Constitution nowhere permits the taxing of
American citizens for the benefit of foreign governments,
U.S. corporations, or U.S. bureaucrats. For the sake of mor,
ality, efficiency, and fairness, let's leave foreign aid to those
private organizations that actually help, and get the govern,
ment out.
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A Plague From Both Their
Houses: the Economic Advisors
to Bush and Dukakis
Lew Rockwell
n primitive societies, witchdoctors legitimized government
tyranny by naming it the mandate of heaven. In return,
they got a cut of the earthly loot.
In the United States, some economists serve the same
function. For promoting government intervention as scienti,
fic, and advising on the most efficient forms, they receive
power, prestige, and money from Washington.
Although these "political economists" differ over candidates
and parties, and quibble over small theoretical questions, they
are inevitably followers of John Maynard Keynes, the 20th
century's most influential justifier of state economic planning.
In the Keynesian tradition, the economic advisors to
George Bush and Michael Dukakis share the same intellec,
tual premises, and advocate government power over individ,
uals and businesses, and extensive government intervention
in the economy.

I

Bush's Economists
Michael Boskin
The top economic advisor to the Bush campaign is Professor
Michael Boskin of Stanford University. The Wall Street Journal
(5/23/88) calls him a "mainstream conservative," but that's
only within the Keynesian spectrum. As the New York Times
(6/5/88) notes, Boskin "makes a bow to the late John Maynard
Keynes." But it is more than a bow. It is a genuflection.
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Keynes believed that at the first sign of a recession, the
government should dramatically increase spending ... on
anything: public works, social welfare, corporate subsidies,
the military, etc. It is only important that the spending create
a budget deficit, which can then be inflated away through
fiat paper money.
But it is government intervention and credit creation that
create unemployment and the business cycle in the first
place. As the chaos of the 1970s showed-thanks to the poli,
cies of Richard "We,are,all,Keynesians,now" NixonKeynesian "countercyclical" policies produce unemployment
and inflation at the same time.
Nevertheless, in Reagan and the Economy (Institute for
Contemporary Studies, 1987), Boskin still advocates these
failed policies:
Most economists, including myself, oppose an annually
balanced budget.... A preferable scheme would be a
budget balanced over the business cycle, running deficits in
recessions and surpluses in expansionary periods (p. 136).

This is what Franklin D. Roosevelt did in the 1930s when
he increased taxes and spending in the midst of a depression.
But once the economy recovered, despite the New Deal, his
successors somehow forgot about running surpluses. And
now, with the U.S. economy allegedly in recovery since 1983,
Keynesians say deficits don't matter.
The people still worry about it, however, so Boskin pro,
poses to define most of the deficit out of existence with a
"capital budget." All the spending that politicians could call
"investment" would be counted as increased assets and not
as regular spending. Today, for example, when the govern,
ment spends $100 million on a new office building for welfare
bureaucrats, it's considered spending. Boskin would call the
building an investment and subtract the $100 million from
the deficit.
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There is probably no government spending-aside from
transfer payments-that some politician couldn't label an in,
vestment. So with Baskin's capital budget in place, the gov,
ernment could always run a surplus, no matter how much
spending exceeded revenue.
Government spending can never be an investment in the
private,sector sense. In fact, government spending is anti,
investment. Every penny must be seized from individuals in
the private sector who otherwise would have put it to prod,
uctive use. We can know there is a loss, but not how much,
because, as Henry Hazlitt has noted, we can't know what
profitable investments were not made by entrepreneurs, and
what social benefits therefore never resulted.
As Ludwig von Mises showed, bureaucrats-because they
operate outside of the price system-have neither the infor,
mation nor the incentive to invest. Their activities must
always lead to a net social loss.
On spending, Boskin calls for a "flexible freeze." Why not
an actual freeze? Because, says Baskin, the government
should spend more in such areas as "education, drug enforce'
ment, and AIDS research." So, while a "flexible freeze"
sounds real, it actually means nothing. And if any spending
were frozen, Baskin says it should promptly be unfrozen dur,
ing a downturn "as in 1974,75 or 1981,82" (New York Times,
6/5/88). As Keynes said, in downturns "the government
must and can replace private demand by public spending"
(The General Theory, p. 322).
Actually, a recession or a depression is-despite Keynes
and Boskin-the very time to cut government spending and
get Washington out of the way of the market's natural
recovery from the Federal Reserve,caused bust.
Baskin's first love, however, is taxes, which he studied at the
University of California at Berkeley during its most left,wing
period. His PhD dissertation won first prize from the National
Tax Association, an organization of federal, state, and local
tax collectors dedicated to promoting "revenue enhancement."
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All told, Boskin has published two books and 25 articles
on taxation and right now, he advocates "a broad new federal
consumption tax" (Wall Street Journal, 5/23/88), which would
have a "neutral" effect on the economy (Reagan, p. 162).
But taxes can never be neutral. Taxation transfers re,
sources from producers to non,producers through coercion,
which must necessarily disturb market exchange and the
structure of production.
Boskin has also written extensively on social security.
After two more books and five articles, he concludes that
privatization is not the answer. Instead he favors raising ben,
efits and supports the higher taxes engineered by Fed chair,
man Alan Greenspan when he headed the Reagan social se,
curity commission.
Privatization would mean voluntarism, but Boskin advo,
cates "compulsory coverage" because "some individuals ...
may not save at all or may fail to anticipate or allow for
unfavorable contingencies" (Too Many Promises, 1986, p. 102).
So responsible government must take care of irresponsible
individuals.
It's no wonder that liberal Keynesian Lawrence Summers
praises Baskin as a "smart, solid guy. He's from the Rockefeller,
Feldstein wing of the Republican party" (Wall Street Journal,
5/23/88). Nor that on Boskin's resume, his first character
reference is Secretary of State George Schultz, one of Amer,
ica's top corporate statists (and another successful political
economist).
"Boskin has hurtled along the fast track of academia that
brought other economists to the upper reaches of govern,
ment, including Arthur Burns," says the New York Times
(6/5/88). The comparison is apt. Burns, another Republican
Keynesian, chaired both Nixon's council of economic ad,
visors and the Federal Reserve, where he helped design and
implement Nixon's high inflation and price and wage con,
troIs, while claiming to be for sound money and free markets.
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Burns also delighted in slamming shut the "gold window"which severed the final tie between the dollar and gold.
Says Boskin: "Public service is important and noble.... I
hope to go to Washington for a few years" (NYT).

Martin Feldstein
The other senior Bush economist is Professor Martin
Feldstein of Harvard, also a Republican Keynesian. Feldstein
is also president of the National Bureau of Economic Re,
search, set up more than 70 years ago to encourage statist
economic research, and a member of the Trilateral Commis,
sion. Founded by David Rockefeller, the commission-to
which Bush also belongs-seeks, in its own words, to end the
"separation between the political and economic realm"
(Toward a Renovated International System, 1977). That is, it ad,
vocates cartelization of the world economy.
As chairman of the council of economic advisors in the
first Reagan administration, Feldstein was the major advo,
cate of higher taxes, and he helped design and push the four
Reagan tax increases of those years. Since leaving the admin,
istration, he has consistently called for more inflation, higher
taxes, and international devaluation of the dollar.
Feldstein, who like Boskin is on the conservative end of
Keynesianism, says that sometimes government can make
mistakes, but only as "the unintended and unexpected by,
products of well,meaning policies" (The American Economy in
Transition, p. 3).
But government policies-despite their rhetoric of com,
passion and humanitarianism-are rarely well,intended. In
the name of helping the poor, labor unions and their kept
politicians impose minimum wage laws, which then throw
people out of work. But this is not an unexpected or unin,
tended consequence; it is precisely what the unions want: to
create a labor cartel by reducing job opportunities for
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marginal workers and therefore competition for their over,
paid members.
Federal regulation of business imposes very high costs,
often causing small enterprises to shut their doors, or not to
open at all. But that is precisely why it is championed by
many large firms. Regulation imposes a higher relative bur,
den on the small company than on the corporate giant, and
thus also reduces competition.
As another example, the Federal Reserve inflates the
money supply precisely because this benefits big banks and
the government, no matter what the cost to the rest of us. It
claims to be a stabilizing force, when it is just the opposite.
Government intervention is almost never undertaken
with good intentions. It is imposed because tax eaters-pres,
sure groups or politicians and bureaucrats-have succeeded
in using the government to live off the taxpayers.
But Feldstein insists that government intervention is well,
meaning because this lets the government and its interests off
the hook for all the disasters. It also excuses Feldstein, since
he has built his career on providing an intellectual justifica,
tion for these policies.
On May 31, Feldstein and Boskin met with Bush at his
summer mansion on the Maine coast. At their urging, Bush
called for more Federal Reserve inflation. Not speeding up
the printing presses, said the vice president, could "shut
down economic growth in this country" (Washington Post,
6/1/88). But in the long,run, it is inflation that will do ex,
actly that.
Politicians and their economists never seem to care about
the long run. Like Keynes-who was a nihilist at heart-they
have very short time horizons. As Keynes quipped, the long
run was unimportant; "in the long run we are all dead."
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Dukakis's Economists
Robert Reich
George Bush's advisors are conservative Keynesians;
Michael Dukakis's are liberal Keynesians. Professor Robert
Reich of Harvard's Kennedy School of Government, for ex,
ample, advocates an "industrial policy" of "active govern,
ment" in "partnership" with large corporations (Minding
America's Business, 1982, p. 331,2).
In this book, Reich calls for centralized direction of business,
massive subsidies to favored corporations, more regulation,
legal barriers to new entrepreneurs, "a whole range of special
tariffs, quotas, loans, and guarantees," and a "knowledgeable"
team of government bureaucrats running everything.
All this is in keeping with Keynes, who wrote in 1936 that
he wanted "to see the State ... taking an ever greater re,
sponsibility for directly organizing investment" (The General
Theory, p. 164).
Reich claims that his plan will "curb market power" and
check the size of business. But his policies would deliberately
create one huge government'approved cartel, and make it
impossible for small businesses to compete, all at high cost to
consumers and taxpayers.
Reich wants "government's role in industry ... much
more open, more explicit, and more strategic" (The Next
American Frontier, 1983, p. 14), as during World War I, the
New Deal, and World War II, when:

[S]ocial planning ... dominated national discourse....
Indeed, large government agencies and large corporations
were almost indistinguishable, both to the people who
worked within them and to outsiders who dealt with them
... (p. 58).

The free market responds to consumers, whereas Reich
cares only about big government and big business. It doesn't
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matter that consumers want home computers, gasoline, or
diet sodas. He would take resources away from these areas and
devote them to "semi#conductors and fiber optics" (p. 338).
Statists always seem enamored of the latest market#
supplied technology (that their policies would have pre#
vented from coming into being). Lenin, for example, loved
electrification. So, in the Soviet Union today, there is electri#
city even in the meanest, farthest outposts of the empire. Peo#
pIe may not have decent clothes, food, housing, medical
care, or education-let alone appliances that run on electri#
city-but they have electric current. (Of course, the reliabil#
ity and quality of the current in the Third World's largest
economy is another question.)
Reich wants to subsidize research and development, but
the government's sole choice is to stifle them or get out of
their way. It is individuals in the market who create new tech#
nology. The government, cut off from prices, consumers, and
entrepreneurs, cannot know what is best-fiber optics, semi#
conductors, diet soda, or anything else.
Only entrepreneurs can forecast the desires of tomorrow's
consumers and make sure they are fulfilled efficiently. Reich
wants government in charge, siphoning funds to favored big
business as in the "Massachusetts miracle," with the entre#
preneur's and consumer's only role to obey. Dukakis calls
these ideas "thoughtful and well worth thinking about" (Wall

Street Journal, 5/23/88).
Lawrence H. Summers
Dukakis claims he will balance the budget by increasing
the size and power of the Internal Revenue Service. The idea
comes from a student of Michael Boskin's, Keynesian Pro#
fessor Lawrence H. Summers of Harvard, the other top ad#
visor to Dukakis.
Summers comes by his views almost genetically. Both of
his parents are Keynesian economists at the University of
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Pennsylvania, and his uncles include two of the top Keynes~
ians in America, Paul A. Samuelson of MIT and Kenneth J.
Arrow of Stanford. Like Boskin, Summers received an award
from the National Tax Association for his work. And in ad~
dition to studying under Boskin, Summers was also a student
and protege of Martin Feldstein, and worked for Feldstein in
the Reagan administration.
An enthusiastic taxer, Summers recently edited a two~
volume series co~published by the NBER (which Feldstein
heads and where Boskin is a senior academic) on Tax Policy
and the Economy (1987 and 1988), chock~full of essays on how
and why to raise taxes.
Along with favoring higher taxes and more "vigorous"
collection methods, Summers-like Boskin-wants to im~
pose broad consumption taxes. And he says that econo~
mists and policy makers are too concerned about inflation.
They should focus on the other side of the Phillips Curve:
unemployment.
The Phillips Curve sums up the Keynesian notion that we
must have either unemployment or inflation, but cannot
have both. The doctrine died after high levels of inflation
and unemployment in the 1970s, but Summers still believes
in it.
In fact, the Phillips Curve is the reverse of the truth. More
inflation brings more unemployment, and sounder money
means more jobs. There is no trade~off between the two gov~
ernment~created plagues of monetary debauchment and job~
lessness. They are visited upon us hand~in~hand.
Summers also calls-with Boskin-for a major govern~
ment effort to collect more economic statistics, an ominous
idea.
Consumers get their information from personal experi~
ence, friends, and advertising. Business people need only
know about their own markets. But government gathers data
about the entire economy to control us.
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Unlike consumers and business people, politicians and
bureaucrats stand outside the market. But to try to run it,
they need information about what is going on inside it. Col~
lecting economic statistics imposes huge costs on business,
but the government is willing to spare no cost to us, for, as
Professor Murray N. Rothbard has noted, "statistics are the
eyes and ears of the bureaucrat, the politician, the socialistic
reformer."

Brothers Under the Skin
Republican or Democrat, all four of these Keynesians dif~
fer only in degree. For example, liberal Keynesians think sav~
ing is ridiculous, and want government to discourage it,
whereas Boskin thinks that some saving is OK.
There are as many varieties of Keynesian economics as
there are economists in Washington, D.C. Its doctrines are
muddy and open to different interpretations, which is one
reason it's so popular: it can be used to justify any interven~
tionist policy, Republican or Democrat.
The Keynesian answer to every economic ill is govern~
ment stimulation of total demand to increase consumption,
investment, and prices. How is this "aggregate demand" to
be stimulated? Through government spending and deficits,
funded by taxation during booms and inflation during busts.
Before Keynes, most non~socialist economists held to
some sort of sound economics. There were no models pre~
tending that the whole of the economy, with millions of indi~
viduals and billions of decisions, could be crammed into a
group of equations. Economic laws and the logic of human
action governed economists' thinking, so most economists
advocated a free market.
That ended with the "Keynesian revolution," which gave
the first intellectual justification to what politicians wanted
to do anyway. All of a sudden, economists-who used to crit~
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icize inflation, deficits, and high spending-were applauding
these policies.
Not surprisingly, Keynesians of one stripe or another have
filled prominent posts in every administration since Herbert
Hoover (and his advisors were proto~Keynesians). FDR took
all of Keynes's propositions seriously, and sought to centralize
investment decisions in Washington and drive prices up
through the destruction of wealth (burning crops, killing ani~
mals, inflating the money supply, and raising taxes). He also
hired the unemployed for unwanted and unnecessary tasks,
and cartelized business and banking in the name of promot~
ing a higher level of coordination.
FDR~style Keynesianism is rare today. But the basic
themes of Keynesian economics still constitute the mains~
tream: that countercyclical fiscal policy is necessary to com~
pensate for the free market; that investment and consump~
tion are in lock~step, and when one is primed, the other
booms; that there is a necessary trade~off between inflation
and unemployment; that interest rates are properly manipu~
lated by the central bank, as is the supply of money; that this
monetary manipulation can successfully redirect investment;
that inflation promotes growth; that consumption is eco~
nomically superior to savings; and that the free market can~
not properly allocate resources. All are exactly wrong, but no
one-aside from the Austrian school-has ever challenged
the fundamental Keynesian assumptions.
Today, most prominent economists reflect the theory's
bad policy implications to one degree or another. And that is
true of these four economists, who although they may be com~
petitors, are Keynesian brothers under the skin. They also
share an ambition to use their undoubted intellectual powers
to serve big government and thus advance their careers. As
Joseph A. Pechman of the liberal Brookings Institution says:
All are "made from the same cloth" (NIT, 6/5/88).
Ludwig von Mises discussed such men in Human Action
(1966 [1949], p. 869):
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The early economists devoted themselves to the study of
the problems of economics.... They never conceived of
economics as a profession. The development of a profession
of economists is an offshoot of interventionism [with] the
specialist who is instrumental in designing various measures
of government interference.... He is an expert ... at hin,
dering the operation of the market economy.
There are thousands and thousands of such professional
experts busy in the bureaus of the governments and of the
various political parties and pressure groups ... and
pressure'group periodicals. . . . The eminent role they play
is one of the most characteristic features of our age of inter,
ventionism.
There can be no doubt that [this] class of men . . . in,
cludes extremely talented individuals.... But the philoso,
phy that guides their activities narrows their horizon. By
virtue of their connection with definite parties and pressure
groups, eager to acquire special privileges, they become one,
sided. They shut their eyes to the remoter consequences of
the policies they are advocating. With them nothing counts
but the short,run concerns of the group they are serving.
The ultimate aim of their efforts is to make their clients
prosper at the expense of other people.

From examining these four men, we can know that big
government and its associated special interests cannot lose in
1988. Yes, the subsidies may go to one interest group rather
than another, but both sides agree on political control of our
economic lives, and on higher taxes and more state planning.
No matter who is elected, Keynesianism will be in control.
Not that Boskin and Feldstein, or Reich and Summers,
will exercise any real influence. Rather, like the witchdoctor,
their function is to give a pseudo,scientific cover to the inter,
ventionist policies of their candidate and his backers. Thus
these economists are worth studying for their predictive
value, if not for worth of their ideas.
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For that, we need economists who share the vision of
Ludwig von Mises, and instead of promoting the interests of
big government, oppose any interference with the peaceful
prosperity of the free market.

The Coming World Central Bank
Ron Paul
nternational statists have long dreamed of a world cur,
rency and a world central bank. Now it looks as if their
dream may come true.
European governments have targeted 1992 for abolishing
individual European currencies and replacing them with the
European Currency Unit, the Ecu. Next they plan to set up a
European central bank. The next step is the merger of the
Federal Reserve, the European central bank, and the Bank of
Japan into one world central bank.
The Ecu is a basket of ten European currencies weighted
according to their respective country's economic strength.
The German mark gets the highest weight while the Irish
pound, the Danish krone, and the Greek drachma get lower.
The Ecu doesn't qualify as a working currency yet, but it is
already being used by international banks and multinational
corporations. And traveler's checks denominated in Ecus are
also popular in Europe.
The Ecu first appeared in 1979. Its creators quickly found
that its usefulness was limited without a clearing system, so
Credit Lyonnais of Paris and Morgan Guaranty Bank of New
York formed the Ecu Banking Association, made up of top
central bankers and government officials. In March 1986
they set up the European Investment Bank and SWIFT (the

I
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Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications) to process Ecu transactions. Within a few months,
all major central banks had signed on, and today, Ecu transactions represent the fifth largest trading volume in international currency markets.
The big push for the European central bank began after
the October 1987 stock market crash as politicians seized the
moment of crisis to advance their agenda. "The logic of developments ... demand that the European currency takes
over from the national ones," argued socialist French President Francois Mitterrand.
In November 1987, European politicians, businessmen,
and bankers formed the Action Committee for Europe to
promote the European central bank, arguing that Europe
needs one currency and "a common authority to manage it."
The European central bank (EeB) will be modeled after
the Federal Reserve. Like the Fed in 1913, it will have the institutional appearance of decentralization, but also like the
Fed it will be run by a cartel of big bankers in collusion with
politicians at the expense of the public.
Margaret Thatcher is the only influential holdout in
Europe. And she objects because she thinks the influence of
Germany's central bank will allow less inflation than she
wants! But like all central banks, the ECB is designed to inflate. And it will have a particularly free hand. With twelve
separate currencies, exchange rate fluctuations allow people
to sell more inflationary currencies for the stronger ones, providing some constraint on inflation. That will no longer be
the case with the Ecu.
The head of the European Monetary System, former
French President Valery Giscard d'Estaing, says Thatcher
will join when the Ecu becomes "a real currency." However,
no government or group of governments can create a currency out of thin air. They must pay attention to the economic laws that Ludwig von Mises proved with his "regres-
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sion theorem," namely, that currencies must originate in the
free market. But unlike the International Monetary Funds
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), European governments did
not create the Ecu out of nothing. It is composed of existing
currencies which in turn had their origins in gold and silver.
The plan for the transition has central banks fixing the
trading range of the Ecu relative to other currencies while aI,
lowing them to freely circulate side by side. Then governments
will overvalue the Ecu relative to other European currencies,
and people will sell their pounds, lira, and marks for the Ecu,
putting into effect a kind of backwards Gresham's Law.
"There is one hitch," says Forbes magazine. "Although
currencies that make up the Ecu maintain a balance relative
to one another, the entire currency basket fluctuates against
the dollar, so cashing in Ecus for dollars could result in a gain
or a loss."
One of the few constraints now operating on the Fed is
that if it inflates too much, people will dump the dollar for a
more stable currency. That's why there is a push to achieve
international monetary "stability" (that is, equal rates of in,
flation) by cartelizing what will then be three remaining cen,
tral banks of the industrialized world into one world central
bank charged with manipulating one world currency.
The Economist of London says that "Thirty years from
now, Americans, Japanese, Europeans, and people in many
other rich countries" will be "paying for their shopping with
the same currency. Prices will be quoted not in dollars, yen,
or D,marks" but in terms of a new world currency.
Central banking is a horrendous idea to begin with.
Merging central banks will be even worse. The resulting insti,
tution would become, as Dr. Edwin Vieira has remarked,
"the biggest agent of economic and political irresponsibility
the world has ever seen." Today, if the U.S. Congress has a
sudden fit of economic sanity, it could restrict the Fed's
power. The mere threat of that serves as a limit. But the
world central bank would be subject to no authority.
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The world central bank might be based on the Interna,
tional Monetary Fund or the World Bank, says the Economist.
But I think the more likely candidate is the Bank for Interna,
tional Settlements (BIS), the "central banker's bank" in
Basle, Switzerland. World central bankers have been holding
"consultative meetings" there once a month for over a year.
Recently, the meetings have concentrated on giving the BIS
"lender of last resort functions and responsibilities." That
means the power to create money and credit out of thin air.
They all want, as Banker magazine noted, "a world in
which national policy authority is greatly reduced, and re,
placed by more powerful international policy,making bodies."
Finance Minister Edouard Balladur of France writes in
the Wall Street Journal that we should "entrust a small group
of distinguished people of unquestionable moral authority"
with the job of designing "a world order" that is "binding on
all." But such an elitist idea would only produce a monster.
That is why those of us who believe in individual liberty and
free markets must actively oppose this plan, despite the pro,
ponents' use of free,market rhetoric. (One free,market publi,
cation praised the Ecu as "an extension of Hayek's work on
competitive currency.")
None of this is to say that I approve of the status quo. The
world monetary system is shaky. The system of floating ex,
change rates between fiat currencies only adds to the volatility.
And we do need more international cooperation. But we
want economic integration without political integration.
We all know the troubles we have dealing with city hall,
let alone the state house or Washington, D.C. A world sys'
tern would be unimaginably worse. Internationally as well as
domestically, the answers to economic problems are free mar,
kets, free trade, free labor, and a gold standard. All would
build the only kind of world economic order consistent with
sound economics and individual freedom.

8
REAGANOMICS

A Walk on the Supply Side
Murray N. Rothbard
stablishment historians of economic thought-they of the
Smith,Marx,Marshall variety-have a compelling need
to end their saga with a chapter on the latest Great Man, the
latest savior and final culmination of economic science. The
last consensus choice was, of course, John Maynard Keynes,
but his General Theory is now a half,century old, and econo,
mists have for some time been looking around for a new can,
didate for that final chapter. For a while, Joseph Schumpeter
had a brief run, but his problem was that his work was largely
written before the General Theory. Milton Friedman and mon,
etarism lasted a bit longer, but suffered from two grave de,
fects: (1) the lack of anything resembling a great, integrative
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work; and (2) the fact that monetarism and Chicago School
Economics is really only a gloss on theories that had been
hammered out before the Keynesian Era by Irving Fisher and
by Frank Knight and his colleagues at the University of
Chicago. Was there nothing new to write about since Keynes?
Since the mid 1970s, a school of thought has made its mark
that at least gives the impression of something brand new. And
since economists, like the Supreme Court, follow the election
returns, "supply,side economics" has become noteworthy.
Supply,side economics has been hampered among stu'
dents of contemporary economics in lacking anything like a
grand treatise, or even a single major leader, and there is
scarcely unanimity among its practitioners. But it has been
able to take shrewd advantage of highly placed converts in
the media and easy access to politicians and think tanks.
Already it has begun to make its way into last chapters of
works on economic thought.
A central theme of the supply,side is that a sharp cut in
marginal income,tax rates will increase incentives to work and
save, and therefore investment and production. That way, few
people could take exception. But there are other problems in,
volved. Fo,-, at least in the lands of the famous Laffer Curve,
income tax cuts were treated as the panacea for deficits; drastic
cuts would so increase revenue as allegedly to yield a balanced
budget. Yet there was no evidence whatever for this claim, and
indeed, the likelihood is quite the other way. It is true that if
income,tax rates were 98% and were cut to 90%, there would
probably be an increase in revenue; but at the far lower tax
levels we have been at, there is no warrant for this easy as,
sumption. In fact, historically, increases in tax rates have been
followed by increases in revenue and vice versa.
But there is a deeper problem with supply,side than the
inflated claims of the Laffer Curve. Common to all supply,
siders is nonchalance about total government spending and
therefore deficits. The supply,siders do not care that tight
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government spending takes resources that would have gone
into the private sector and diverts it to the public sector.
They care only about taxes. Indeed, their attitude toward de~
fieits approaches the old Keynesian "we only owe it to our~
selves." Worse than that: the supply~siders want to maintain
the current swollen levels of federal spending. As professed
"populists," their basic argument is that the people want the
current level of spending and the people should not be denied.
Even more curious than the supply~sider attitude toward
spending is their viewpoint on money. On the one hand,
they say they are for hard money and an end to inflation by
going back to the "gold standard." On the other hand, they
have consistently attacked the Paul Volcker Federal Reserve,
not for being too inflationist, but for imposing "too tight"
money and thereby "crippling economic growth."
In short, these self~styled "conservative populists" begin
to sound like old~fashioned populists in their devotion to in~
flation and cheap money. But how to square that with their
championing of the gold standard?
In the answer to this question lies the key to the heart of
the seeming contradictions of the new supply~side econom~
ics. The "gold standard" they want provides only the illusion
of a gold standard without the substance. The banks would
not have to redeem in gold coin, and the Fed would have the
right to change the definition of the gold dollar at will, as a
device to fine~tune the economy. In short, what the supply~
siders want is not the old hard~money gold standard, but the
phony "gold standard" of the Bretton Woods era, which col~
lapsed under the bows of inflation and money management
by the Fed.
The heart of supply~side doctrine is revealed in its best~
selling philosophic manifesto, The Way the World Works by
Jude Wanniski. Wanniski's view is that the people, the masses,
are always right, and have always been right through history.
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In economics, he claims, the masses want a massive wel,
fare state, drastic income,tax cuts, and a balanced budget.
How can these contradictory aims be achieved? By the leger,
demain of the Laffer Curve. And in the monetary sphere, we
might add, what the masses seem to want is inflation and
cheap money along with a return to the gold standard.
Hence, fueled by the axiom that the public is always right,
the supply,siders propose to give the public what they want
by giving them an inflationary, cheap,money Fed plus the il,
lusion of stability through a phony gold standard.
The supply,side aim is therefore "democratically" to give
the public what they want, and in this case the best defini,
tion of "democracy" is that ofH. L. Mencken: "Democracy is
the view that the people know what they want, and deserve
to get it good and hard."

The Case Against the Flat Tax
Murray N. Rothbard
1. "Special Interests": Good or Bad?
he flat tax draws virtually unanimous support from the
right,thinking intellectuals in our society, including
academics, writers, and media pundits. By "right,thinking" I
mean all people who have managed successfully to identify
their own views, whatever they may be, with the general wel,
fare. By this time, however, the cautious should be on the
alert: any policy that draws unanimous support from these
people can't be all good. There must be a catch somewhere.
The flat tax has been cleverly labeled a tax "reform," the
very word "reform" being heavy with the implication that no
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man or woman of good will, be they liberal or conservative,
Democrat or Republican, can possibly stand opposed to such
a plan. My favorite writer, H. L. Mencken, once wrote that
he had learned at his father's knee in Baltimore what "re~
form" in politics really meant: "mainly a conspiracy of pre~
hensile charlatans to mulct the taxpayer."
So convinced are the flat~taxers that only they have a
pipeline to interpret the general welfare, that they invariably
charge that any and all critics of their scheme are simply
spokesmen for a sinister and shadowy group they commonly
refer to as "the special interests." "Special interests" seems to
be an effective way to write off substantial opposition to the
flat~tax, especially since the convenient tendency of intellec~
tuals is to dismiss all other interests but their own as "special"
and hence somehow narrow and sinister.
But are special interests all bad? Some undoubtedly are.
Take, for example, the sugar program to which all of us have
been subjected for a half~century. In order to maintain and
expand the inefficient U. S. sugar industry, the sugar interests
have for decades propped up sugar prices by use of govern~
ment, and lobbied for severe quotas on the import of sugar.
As a result, American consumers (to say nothing of foreign
sugar producers) have been hurt severely, the supply of sugar
sharply restricted, and the price artificially raised-so that
the support price of sugar in the U. S. is now no less than
seven times higher than the world market price. Here is a
c1ear~cut example of aggression by special interests.
But there are also cases of special interests acting defen~
sively, rather than aggressively. Several years ago, for exam~
pIe, the movie theaters circulated petitions urging that a new
tax on movie admissions be repealed. I was happy to sign that
petition both because I believed that the cause of the theaters
was just and also that my own and other movie consumers'
rights and interests were being invaded by the government.
But wasn't this special pleading on the part of the movie
theaters? Yes, and so what? There is no reason to expect that
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movie theaters will be in the forefront of actions to protect
the rights and incomes of, say, restaurants. In all cases where
special interests are acting defensively, the front fighters for
the rights of consumers will naturally be the particular firms
or industries that happen to be under attack. Who else would
we expect to sound the alarm?
To return now to the flat tax: the seductive rhetoric in,
voking the "special interests" has lead most people to believe
that everyone will benefit from the flat tax except a few
wicked corporations or multi,millionaires. Nothing could be
further from the truth. If the flat tax is enacted, millions of us
will find out, too late and to our chagrin, that, to paraphrase
Pogo: "We have met the special interests and they are us." Or
as Senator Robert Dole (R,KS) put it recently on the issue of
the flat tax as an allegedly fair tax: "Everybody believes in
fairness unless they're involved."
Before we go down the list of "special interests" who
would be hurt by the enactment of a flat tax, I want to stress
that I'm talking about the pure flat tax concept, rather than
the current approach to it submitted last fall by then,Secretary
of the Treasury Donald Regan or this spring by Treasury
Secretary James Baker. These present as much of the flat tax
as the Treasury thought it could get away with politically. But
the argument for these plans are that they approach the ideal
of the flat tax, and so it is that ideal that should be examined.
The flat tax, quite simply, proposes that every individual
and every organization be subjected to the same, uniform
proportional income tax. To achieve that uniformity, the flat'
taxers propose the ruthless suppression of all credits, deduc,
tions, exemptions, and shelters, all of which are sneered at as
"loopholes" in the tax system. In the flat,taxers' pure theory,
the proportional income tax would apply to everyone re,
gardless of income. But early in the development of the flat,
tax movement they decided that, politically, the poor would
have to be exempt from the tax. As a result, all flat tax
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schemes are now "degressive": proportional above an arbi,
trary minimum income floor, below which line income re,
ceivers pay no taxes. The "degressivity" leaves an important
element of progressivity in what has been touted as a strictly
proportional plan.

2. What Is a "Loophole"?
It is instructive to pause for a moment to examine the pe,
jorative term "loophole." What is a "loophole," anyway? It is
never defined, but the flat,taxers seem to make the implicit
assumption that the government really owns, or should be
owning, all of what everyone makes, at least up to some arbi,
trary percentage decided by the government. Hence, any fail,
ure of government to confiscate everyone's property up to
that amount is somehow a moral blot that needs to be rec,
tified. But to me it is far from self,evident that the govern,
ment, rather than we ourselves, should have the primary
right to our own earnings.
The "closing of loopholes" under a flat tax will mean a
merciless and continuing search,and,destroy mission by which
the government will root out and obliterate every little hidey,
hole in which many of us have been able to squirrel away a bit
of our own earnings and our own property, and keep them
safe from the ever,expanding maw of the federal government.
Wrapped up in the confusion over the role of "special in,
terests" is a muddle over the concept of "subsidy." Flat,taxers
call these exemptions, deductions, and loopholes "subsidies,"
and being staunchly opposed to subsidies, flat,taxers propose
to eliminate them. But is it really a "subsidy" to be allowed to
keep more of your own money? Only if we agree with the
curious implicit assumption of the flat,taxers that the govern,
ment, not us, really owns our earnings and our property, and
that therefore being allowed keep some of them is an arbi,
trary indulgence on its part.
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I submit, to the contrary, that there is a big and crucial
difference between the government's taxing Peter to pay
Paul, which is a "subsidy" to Paul, and the government's
allowing Paul to keep more of his own funds. That can only
be called a "subsidy" on the grotesque assumption that the
government really owns all of our property to begin with.
Before examining the "special interests" who will lose,
and often lose heavily, from the imposition of a flat tax, let
me say that, strictly for the sake of argument, I will begin by
granting, for the time being, the flat~taxers their insistent
point that the shift to their tax will be strictly "revenue~
neutral," that is, that total tax revenue will remain exactly
the same from the shift, and will not increase.
Let us now go down the list of heavy losers from the impo~
sition of the flat tax:

a. Receivers of "Imputed" Income
The flat taxers are nothing if not sophisticated economic
theorists, and they realize that we receive our incomes, not
only in money but also in other ways, by goods or services
"in kind," or in various psychic ways. They also realize that
much of the flowering of non~money incomes, to which they
"impute" monetary value, has come about precisely in order
to avoid some of the confiscations of the taxing system. Since
income taxes are levied on money income, people tend to
shift as much income as possible from monetary to non~
monetary forms.
And so, people pay and receive income in non~monetary
ways: if a carpenter goes to a physician for treatment, he may
meet his bill by fixing the doctor's house rather than by
money payment. Employees receive much of their income in
non~monetary "fringe benefits," which may accrue in money
only in the future. Salesmen and executives take some of
their salary, not in money income, but in blissfully tax~free
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"perks" such as expense accounts, and the much,cherished
business lunch.
But the flat,taxers, in their puritanical frenzy at seeing
anyone escape their allotted payment of taxes, are out to get
rid of all that. It is good,bye to the tax,free fringe benefit, the
expense account, the business lunch. And what will happen
to the restaurant business, the hotel business? The flat'
taxers, like all puritans, like all fanatics, care not; they are
ready to wreak unlimited havoc in the name of attaining
their ideal.
For one thing, there is the American homeowner. Every
homeowner is going to get it, but good, under the flat,tax
regime. The flat,taxers, for example, have figured out that
homeowners benefit, in a real though non,monetary way, by
not having to pay rent. And so the flat,taxers propose to tax
every homeowner on the "imputed rent" they are earning by
not having to pay rent to a landlord. If, for example, you
own your own home, and some officials figure out that you
would have been paying $1,200 a month if you had been
renting the home, then you will have to pay a proportional
tax on this imputed total.
Unfortunately, no one has yet figured out a way to pay
"imputed" taxes. The IRS insists on cold hard cash. And so it
is going to be very painful for many people to have to pay
taxes in money on income which is only psychic. As we will
see shortly, the flat,taxers are out to tax capital gains fully as
much as if they were earned income, as indeed they are. But if
they had their druthers, they would tax these gains, not when
we realize them in money form, but every year, as they accrue.
It is going to be very difficult for many people to pay
through the nose on capital gains from increases in the value
of their stocks or their homes, gains which they can only reap
when they come to sell their asset. In the regime of the flat'
taxers, there will be a great deal of painful forced-selling of
homes and other assets. And to think, all this in the sacred
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name of the twin watchwords of the flat,taxers: "Simplicity"
and "Fairness!"
It's a good thing that the flat,taxers haven't yet figured
out how to tax us on our leisure, although as good puritans
I'm sure they're working on it.

b. Payers of Interest
Interest payments are expenses that the government
allows us to deduct from taxable income. They will be
brought under the heel by the flat,taxers. But if interest pay'
ments are no longer deductible, this means that one of the
great economic advantages of owning a home, being able to
deduct mortgage interest payments from taxes, will disap,
pear. Notice that all of America's homeowners will be clob,
bered four ways by the ruthless ideologues of the flat,tax
movement. One, as we have seen, homeowners will lose by
being forced to pay taxes on their "imputed rent"; two, they
will no longer be able to deduct interest payments on mort,
gages; and three and four, the value of their homes, on which
they count when they wish to move, will be forced down be,
cause the after,tax return on the house will decline from the
two increased tax levies.
I fail to follow the logic on this one: I can see why those
who earn interest have to pay taxes on this income; but I fail
to see why those who pay interest have to shell out more as
well. In fact, this looks to me like double taxation on the
same income, and if the flat,taxers were not self,proclaimed
experts on "fairness," I would even go so far as to say that
double taxes on the same income are unfair.

c. Receivers of Capital Gains
The flat,taxers are also astute enough to realize that capi,
tal gains constitute income. But on the other hand, profits
add to capital gains, and since they propose to tax profits too,
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they are, once again, double,taxing the same income. At the
very least then, profits should no longer be taxed if capital
gains are as well. Relentless in pursuing any bit of untaxed in,
come, the flat,taxers note that capital gains have been taxed
much less in recent years than other income, and so they
propose to pile on higher taxes so as to bring about the
desired uniformity.
But higher capital gains taxation will strike hardest and
foremost at the new, young, venture capitalists going into
high,risk, progressive industries. Heavy capital gains taxation
will strike a deadly blow precisely at new, high,risk venture
capital. Do we really want to cripple these firms and ventures?
We have already pointed to the extra difficulties if flat'
taxers pursue their prey to the last ounce and insist on taxa,
tion of accrued, and not just realized, capital gains.
It is common knowledge that Great Britain's economy
since World War II has suffered grievously from very high
levels of income tax. One of the reasons that Britain has not
gone completely down the drain is that, fortunately, its gov,
ernment has levied no tax on capital gains, thus allowing
many capital ventures to flourish. Our implacable flat,tax
Jacobins would make sure to close that loophole.

d. Accelerated Depreciators and Investors
But let it not be thought that our flat,taxers are only out
to make life difficult for new venture capitalists. The old,line
smokestack industries, already in decline, will get theirs too.
One of the great problems of the older, heavily capitalized in,
dustries is that their profits have not been high enough to
permit them to maintain and modernize their capital to allow
them to compete with newer firms at home and abroad.
Two highly beneficial tax reforms of the first year of the
Reagan Administration were (1) allowing investment credit
on corporate and personal income tax for investing in capi,
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tal; and (2) permitting business firms to accelerate the depre,
ciation of their capital at virtually any speed. The investment
credit has allowed heavily capitalized firms to keep more of
their profits, and invest them in maintaining and expanding
their capital.
Now, under the thrall of the flat,tax ideologues, the Ad,
ministration proposes to get rid of its own salutary reforms.
Both of them are now derided as "subsidies." But, once
again, the investment credit allows people to keep more of
their money if used for investment. Neither can one call ac,
celerated depreciation a subsidy. There is no reason why a
business should not be able to depreciate its capital at any
pace it wants. Its total, long,run tax bill does not even de,
cline; what a business is permitted to do is, instead of extend,
ing a depreciation allowance over, say, the ten'year life of a
machine, to choose instead to take the entire allowance off
now, so as to be able to buy a new machine and pay the same
total tax bill out of the returns of the new machine over the
next nine years. Accelerated depreciation simply allows firms
to arrange the time,schedule of their payments in the most
convenient and efficient ways.

e. Owners of Natural Resources
Let it not be thought that owners of natural resources,
such as oil, natural gas, and metallic mines, will get off scot
free. On the contrary, they will be among the worst losers
from the tyranny of the flat,taxers. Economists in general, let
alone flat,taxers, have long denounced depletion allowances
of natural resource owners as an outrageous subsidy. Since oil
and natural gas companies, in the public's folk mythology,
are considered especially wicked, this part of the flat,tax
creed enjoys wide popularity. Yet, in actuality, apart from the
fact that the right to keep one's own money can hardly be
called a subsidy, there is another important fallacy in calling
depletion allowances a subsidy.
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An income tax, by its very name, is designed as a tax on
annual income, not on accumulated wealth. A tax on wealth
directly confiscates property and brings about a decline in
the structure of capital and hence of everyone's standard of
living. But then we must realize that if we make the grave
mistake of treating a using,up of capital as a firm's income,
and tax it accordingly, we will precipitate a decline in its capi,
tal structure and impose severe losses upon the firm.
Suppose, for example, that a crude oil company produces
and sells oil, and makes a net income from the sale of $100
million. But the oil in its reserves has now been diminished;
if we can determine, say, that the value of its underground oil
has gone down by $70 million, then the net income of the
company has only been $30 million. To tax it as if its income
has been $100 million will unwittingly impose crippling losses
upon the company. And yet, our flat,taxers, true to form,
propose to do precisely that. And the value of stock invest,
ments in oil and mineral resource companies will, of course,
decline as well.

f. Corporations
Lest we think that only the new venture firms and the
older smokestack industries will get the axe from our flat,
taxers, we should know that all corporations will suffer, for
the corporate income tax will increase substantially, to make
the tax on a par and uniform with the tax on the income of
individuals. Everything, again, looks neat and "fair," with all
individuals and organizations paying a uniform rate.
But if, in the famous Milton Friedman formula, TANS,
TAAFL (there ain't no such thing as a free lunch), then we
can also add the term TANSTAAC (there ain't no such
thing as a "corporation"). There is no existing entity called a
"corporation" that feels, works, thinks, earns income, and
then enjoys that income. A "corporation" is only a label for
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individuals who organize themselves, and hope to earn in,
come, in certain ways. There is no income,earning thing
called a "corporation" that exists and earns income above
and beyond the people, that is, the stockholder,owners, who
constitute that corporation. Therefore, a tax on corporate in,
come is an unjust and "unfair" (if I may use that term) double
tax on the same income, as well as a tax hitting at savings
and investment. Instead of raising income tax rates on cor,
porations, as the Treasury plan and the flat,taxers would do,
we should move in the other direction, end double taxation,
and cut the corporate tax to zero. Stockholders should be
taxed just once, on the income they individually earn from
the corporate form. Even President Reagan himself had been
known to voice such sentiments.

g. State and Local Taxpayers
And now we come to a category of losers from the flat tax
that I find particularly outrageous, since I live in New York
City, where I and millions of other hapless citizens are
mulcted into paying the highest state income tax in the na,
tion, the highest city income tax in the country, and the
highest sales tax.
After having been chastised for so many years with whips,
the flat,taxers now arrive on the scene to chastise us with
scorpions. It seems that being able to deduct our massive
state and local taxes from our federal taxable income has
only been a wicked "subsidy," and so now even that small
consolation will be snatched from us.
It goes without saying that flat,taxers are zealots in favor
of taxing the interest from municipal bonds-a long,standing
goal of liberals in order to aggrandize the power of the federal
government as against the states. If municipal bonds are taxed,
their value will of course plummet, as will the credit and the
power of state and local government to float bonds. More
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and more spending will then be centralized in the hands of a
super,powerful federal government.
Is that all we really want? I suppose there is no reason to
raise the point that federal taxing of municipal bonds is clearly
unconstitutional, as would be state taxation of Treasury
bonds, for since when has anyone worried about the provi,
sions of the Constitution of the United States?

h. The Charitable and the Non..Profitable
One important tax deduction to be swept away would be
gifts to charities or other non,profit organizations. Since
much charity is now done under the gun of the IRS, the
result of the flat,tax would be a drastic crippling of private
charitable and educational organizations. Why should giving
to charities, the arts, and educational institutions be hobbled
and penalized, in the name of "simplicity" and "fairness?"
The severe losses of many of these organizations, would lead
them to turn to the federal government to bail them out, in
effect nationalizing private charity and expanding and ag'
grandizing the federal welfare state. All universities and non,
profit institutions that depend on voluntary giving would be
victims of the zeal of our single,minded flat,taxers.

i. Victims of Fire, Sickness, and Accident
There are even more helpless victims who will fall under
the heel of the flat,taxers. Every man or woman who falls sick
and whose medical payments are not insured, will, in flat'
taxland, be unable to deduct these payments from his taxable
income. No victim of fire, uncovered by insurance, will any
longer be able to deduct his losses. And so life's unfortunates,
run over by accident or disease, will be run over a second
time, this time in the name of "equality" and "fairness."
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j. Entrepreneurial Losers

Some entrepreneurs make profits; others suffer losses.
That is the essence of entrepreneurship. While I don't believe
that losers should be bailed out or subsidized by the govern,
ment, it seems like excessive punishment for government to
kick them while they're down. But this is precisely what our
flat,taxers are planning to do. For while it is difficult to claim
that losses, like profits, somehow constitute net income, this
is precisely how flat,taxers regard them: as hidden income to
be ferreted out and taxed. We have heard for years about
those evil "tax shelters" which "they," the wicked rich, like to
indulge in. But mainly these "shelters" are losing proposi,
tions, the losses of which partially offset net income in other
areas. How can we call such shelters "income"?
I, for example, in addition to being a salaried professor,
am a self,employed author and lecturer. Some years, I make a
net income from this business, other years I suffer losses.
Who are the flat,taxers to come swooping down, and they or
the IRS to try to pry into my soul, and announce either that I
am a genuine but sometimes losing entrepreneur, or that in
my secret heart of hearts I rejoice in my losses because it
lowers my taxable income? Are the flat,taxers or the IRS truly
qualified to examine everyone's heart and soul and decide on
everyone's inner motives? And, in the last analysis, how dare
they anyhow?
Let everyone, then, realize that the "they," the "special in,
terests" who will be hurt, and perhaps hurt badly, from the flat
tax, are not just a few shadowy and malevolent millionaires.
While it is not really possible to average out pain or loss
among individuals and make it disappear, there is every rea'
son to believe that, on the average, upper'income groups will
probably benefit on net from the fall in tax rates under the
flat tax, whereas the middle class, as usual, will be hit and hit
hard. So what else is new?
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3. The Argument From Fairness
The major argument for the flat tax is not economic but
moral, namely that this is the only fair way to distribute taxa..
tion. The assumption is that, given an arbitrarily determined
total revenue to the government, that revenue should be dis..
tributed in a uniform, flat..tax manner.
But the flat..taxers do not really argue their point; they
simply assume it as self..evident to all people of good will.
Well, sorry, but I don't see it. I don't see why it is particularly
"fair" to clobber the sick, the sufferers from accidents, or the
homeowners, or why it is fair to impose monetary taxes on
earners of non..monetary income.
More specifically, I don't see why proportional taxation is
any "fairer" than many other possible patterns of distribu..
tion. Take, for example, Mr. A and Mr. B, each of whom
earns a net income of, say, $50,000 a year. But Mr. A is a
young man, just starting in life, with virtually zero assets. He
depends on personal savings to finance a future business.
Mr. B, on the other hand, is an older man who has
already built up or inherited millions of dollars in assets.
Why is it manifestly fair for him to pay the same tax as Mr.
A? Neither is it obvious to me that a sick person with heavy
medical bills should pay the same tax as a healthy man with
the same income. Note that I am not saying the opposite: I
am not advocating a tax on health or on wealth. I'm simply
saying that there seems to be no convincing argument for the
fairness of one pattern of taxation over another.
In fact, I will go even further, and say that fairness has lit..
tle or nothing to do with the matter, that, in fact, TANS..
TAAFT ("there ain't no such thing as a fair tax"). Can..
servative flat..taxers like to analogize to the free market, and
maintain that they are trying to achieve neutrality to the
market. But consider: what in the world is a "fair" price on
the market?
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Many medieval economists came to grief on this issue.
What is the "fair price," for example, of Wonder Bread? Who
knows? For my part, as a Wonder Bread consumer, I'd love to
see the price down to about a penny a loaf, and the Wonder
Bread Company would undoubtedly love to be able to
charge $100 a loaf. As it is, after the higgling and haggling of
the market, we all settle for about one dollar a loaf. There
seems to be no sense to the concept of fairness in price except
what is arrived at, from day to day, as the result of voluntary
transactions on the market.
But what of taxation? Unfortunately, we can't even apply
the voluntary transaction criterion here, because by its very
nature, taxation is coercive, and is not arrived at by the volun,
tary bargaining of individuals on the market. So what then is
a "fair" tax? I submit that the concept simply doesn't apply.
All I know is that, as a taxpayer, I would like my taxes to
be as low as possible. I suggest, then, that we cease the impos,
sible quest for fairness in taxation, and try to arrive at taxes
as low as possible. For whom? For everyone.
One of my favorite economists, the 19th,century French,
man, J. B. Say, after pointing out that taxation is a coercive
transfer from individuals and groups to the government,
crippling their ability to produce and consume, concluded:
"The best scheme of finance is to spend as little as possible;
and the best tax is always the lightest." In short, to para,
phrase Jefferson, "That government is best which spends and
taxes least."
Instead of worrying about distributing taxes "fairly," or
what is supposed to amount to the same thing, allocating tax
suffering equally, we should set about trying to minimize tax
suffering as much as we can down the line. And if we ap'
proach the problem that way, we should find it easier to gain
broad agreement. Rather than trying to figure out whether a
proportional, degressive, regressive, or progressive income
tax structure is "fairest," we may find we can agree on reduc,
ing the tax burden of everyone.
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Thus, let us compare two hypothetical tax systems. In sys~
tern A, there is a progressive income tax, ranging from one to
ten percent. In system B, everyone pays a flat, strictly propor~
tional income tax, of 20%. I have a hunch that, in choosing
between these systems, even the upper~income groups would
opt for the far more progressive, but much lower tax burden.
The central point is the lowness of each tax, rather than the
distribution of the burden.
People are, or should be, interested in lowering their own
tax burden rather than enviously trying to aggravate the bur~
dens of other people. And here is a genuine basis for solidarity
among taxpayers of all groups and sizes. The point, then, is
not that "they"-whoever "they" are-are paying too little
taxes and should be brought to heel. The point is that all of
us are paying too much. The flat~tax movement is part of a
process by which the government and its allies have been
able to split and deflect the tax protest movement from try~
ing to lower the taxes of everyone, into trying to force every~
one into paying some arbitrarily defined "fair share."

4. The Argument From Neutrality to the Market
An important argument of the flat~taxers, especially those
who claim devotion to the free market, is that their plan is
needed to restore the allocation of resources to what would
have been the pattern on the market: in short, that the flat
tax is uniquely neutral to the market.
The argument runs as follows: credits, deductions, loop~
holes distort resources relative to the free market because
more resources go into the loopholes than would otherwise.
Thus, an investment tax credit means that more resources
will go into investment than would a free market.
Suppose that there are only two industries in the econ~
omy, machine tools and wheat. If machine tools receive an
investment tax credit, more resources will be poured into
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machine tools relative to wheat than on the purely free mar,
keto Therefore, the tax credit distorts resources, and a flat
tax, by eliminating that credit, will correct the distortion and
restore genuine market conditions.
But this argument overlooks a crucial point: namely, that
even in our simple model, much less in the real world, there
is still another channel for the allocation of resources, namely
government. In our example, if resources did not go into
machine tools because of the special credit, they would have
gone not into wheat but into government, and government is
far less neutral to the market than any other allocation.
In other words, from the point of view of the free market,
any allocation of economic resources in the private sector,
whether machine tools, wheat, or whatever, is better, that is,
closer to the free market, than those resources going into the
maw of government. If neutrality to the free market is really
the consideration, then free,marketeers would rejoice with
the creation of one more loophole, one more nook and cranny
safe from the tax,man. The key point to focus on is private
resources vis,8.,vis government.
It has been completely overlooked that the Reagan Ad,
ministration, while submitting the Treasury flat,tax plan, has
at the same time called for further tax credits: for private
school tuition and for enterprise zones. Both are laudable,
but both are completely opposed to the flat,tax concept.
There is another important point about neutrality to the
market, one which also speaks to the fairness issue. The flat,
taxers have strongly implied that, in contrast to the progres,
sive tax, the uniform proportionate tax is neutral to the mar,
ket-for the market would pay in this way for the services of
government. But would it really? Where on the market is the
price of anything proportionate to the income of the cus,
tomer? I pay approximately one dollar a loaf for Wonder
Bread; if and when David Rockefeller goes to the market to
buy a loaf of Wonder Bread, is he forced to pay one million
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dollars a loaf-or whatever the proportion would be for our
respective annual incomes? One of the great things about the
market is that every good or service tends to be at one price:
regardless of the race, creed, personality, or income of the
customer.

5. The Argument From Simplicity
Perhaps the most seductive argument of the flat~taxers is
the argument from simplicity: that, in contrast to the mad~
dening complexity of today's tax code, a code that even the
IRS itself cannot fully understand, the flat tax would be
simplicity itself. Everyone, they promise, would be able to
make out their income tax "on a postcard."
But in the first place, it wouldn't be that simple. We would
still need a complex process to determine what our net, taxa,
ble income might be. Those of us who are self,employed
would still have to figure out our expenses and net incomes.
But let us set that aside. What the flat~taxers don't seem to re~
alize is that there are worse things in the world than com,
plexity. And one of them is paying higher taxes. In short,
they don't seem to understand some of the reasons for all the
tax complexity.
The reason is that many people are willing to wade
through a great deal of complexity in order to lower their tax
burden. So that, in a sense, given the tax system, much of the
complexity that everyone denounces is voluntary. In fact, if
we desire simplicity, we can achieve it right now, and without
the flat tax. Two,thirds of Americans do so now by filling out
the simple short form for their taxes. The one,third of us who
choose the wearying long,form route do it for one reason
alone: to lower our tax bills. Why in the name of simplicity,
are the f1at~taxers trying to take this choice away from us? Let
them keep their gift of simplicity to themselves, thank you.
One variant of the simplicity argument proved so alluring
to a friend of mine that he was almost persuaded by the flat'
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taxers: the promise that the flat tax would get rid of what are
apparently one of the most disliked groups in our society: tax
lawyers and accountants.
Apart from the fact that the flat tax would still require a
lot of cogitating over net income, let me be one of the few
Americans to put in a good word for this much vilified and
beleaguered group. Denouncing tax lawyers and accountants
is like blaming doctors for the existence of disease, or
attacking expenditures on guards, locks, and fences for pro,
tecting oneself against crime. Our complaint should not be
with tax lawyers and accountants, but with the system that
makes them necessary. So long as that system exists, we must
realize that they are our shield and our buckler, our defense
against the depredations of the tax system.

6. Revenue-Neutral?
It is now time for us to relax the original assumption that I
granted the flat,taxers: that their plan would be and remain
revenue,neutral. Even if the flat tax would not raise total rev,
enue immediately, who here is naive enough to believe that
the government will sit still for long for revenue,neutrality?
The government may be willing to lull us into a false sense
of security by promising no increase in total revenue. It
doesn't mind cutting tax rates a bit temporarily, for the sake
of bringing more revenue sources into its clutches. It is worth
a lot to bring previously sheltered hiding places into the
grasp of the federal government. I can make that point most
dramatically by pointing to the fact that eminent left,liberal
economists like Walter Heller champion the flat,tax plan. We
might almost point to a picture of Professor Heller, and ask:
why is this man smiling? He is smiling because, as he has
frankly written, the cut in present tax rates is worth the
broadening of the tax base, that is, the bringing of previously
exempt income under the grip of federal taxing power.
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7. The Terrible Simplifiers and the "General Interest"
If the flat tax is neither evidently fair not genuinely simple
nor neutral to the market, if it is merely a snare and a delu~
sion for more confiscatory taxation, it is easy to understand
why politicians and bureaucrats may love the idea. But why
the enthusiasm of the intellectuals-the alleged spokesmen
for the "public" interest? The answer is that the intellectuals
may well have a "special interest" of their own.
Jacob Burckhardt, the great 19th~century Swiss historian,
referred to many of the intellectuals of his day as "terrible
simplifiers." What he meant is that many intellectuals, right,
left, or center, are opposed to the messy individuality, the un~
tidy diversity of real life. It is an occupational disease of intel~
lectuals to simplify the reality of people, of other people that
is, in order to try to understand them. And so intellectuals
like to pigeonhole their subjects-other people-into neat,
orderly, and simple categories, and to classify and then deal
with them in neat and orderly ways. From that way of think~
ing is an easy step to classify and then treat people as mere
pawns to be pushed around.
To do so, the intellectual turns to the secular arm-that is
the enforcement power of government-to do the pushing.
Intellectuals, in short, are all too often terrible simplifiers,
willing and eager to impose massive and painful losses upon
other people for the sake of symmetry, uniformity, flatness, or
some other simple and abstract ideal. The nature of the
creed, the specific content of the ideal, is not nearly as impor~
tant as the eagerness to override and bulldoze out of exist~
ence the diverse and rumpled reality of individual life. We
have, alas, come to know in the twentieth century that totali~
tarianism can have many faces.
When the Regan plan toward a flat tax was announced
last fall, an anonymous White House aide attacked the pro~
posal as one "that looks like a tax system designed by a lot of
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academics." And a leading New York broker charged that
"those guys at Treasury are tax lawyers, assistant professors,
or statisticians. They have no understanding of what makes
an entrepreneur tick."
Indeed, the main designer of the Regan plan, a former
academic, proudly proclaimed his lack of realism. Admitting
that the plan was written "in an ivory tower," he declared
that "one nice thing you get from the ivory tower, is that you
get opinions that tend to be unbiased, that are not affected
by special interests, that have the public interest in mind." I
hope that we will now begin to treat such arrogant claims
with the skepticism they so richly deserve.

Is There Life After Reaganomics?
Murray N. Rothbard
come to bury Reaganomics, not to praise it-and there can
be no more fitting epitaph for Reaganomics than the
October massacre, especially Black Monday of October 19.
The stock market crash brought an end to the so,called
Reagan "miracle" not with a whimper but a bang. The crash
showed dramatically once again that every time-as in the
late 1920s-the financial and political establishment begins to
talk about a new era of permanent prosperity and perpetual
boom in the stock market, the time has come to head for the
hills. Before Monday, the largest stock collapse had occurred
in October 1929, when stock prices fell 12.8% in one day; this
Monday, stock prices fell almost twice as hard, by 22.6%.
That is a crash, not a "correction."
As usual, the crisis was met by deception and soft soap.
Day after day, as the crash continued, our political, eco,
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nomic, and financial leaders continued to assure us that
nothing was wrong, that stock prices are bargains and we
should all buy right now, that stocks could not drop further,
that 1929 could never happen again. At first, we were told
that the market crash was unimportant because trading vol,
ume was small, only to be greeted a few days later by un,
precedented and enormous trading volume, setting records
at over 600 million daily shares.
Leading the parade was President Reagan. Delivering a
bromide eerily reminiscent of Herbert Hoover, the president
assured us that the "economy is fundamentally sound." A
dubious consolation for those who lost one,half trillion dol,
lars in wealth on Black Monday, and one trillion dollars since
the stock market began its steep decline this August.
In his now traditional "press conferences" shouted over
the roar of helicopter motors, President Reagan followed up
his assurance by yelling that "there is nothing wrong with
the economy," and, besides, that "Congress is responsible for
the deficit." However, it was hardly reassuring for him to
shout that if a recession does come, the fault will be the
media's for alarming us, a classic case of the king reacting to
bad news on the front by shooting the messenger.
The crash came because several years of monetary expan,
sion finally resulted this year in the return of price inflation,
which accelerated from about one percent last year to about
five percent in 1987. But during the years of the Reagan "mir,
acle"-heavy monetary expansion, prosperity, but low price
inflation-real interest rates still remained high, a sign that
the public remembered the bad not,so,old days of double'
digit inflation. As inflation accelerated in 1987, interest rates
rose inexorably in response to the return of inflation, and in
anticipation of more to come. High interest rates put a
chronic damper on the stock market during the inflationary
boom of the 1970s, and only the fall in nominal interest rates
caused by the whopping recession of 1981,82 could generate
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the boom of the last few years in the stock market. Now that
inflation and higher interest rates reappeared, the stage was
set for the stock market crash.
The timing of the crash was insured by the Federal
Reserve. After pumping in more money into the economy at
the rate of over 10% a year for several years, the Fed became
worried at the rising inflation and interest rates this April
and stopped its policy of monetary inflation. From April on,
the money supply has been flat, an admirable policy, but one
that almost always triggers a recession. A recession is inevita,
ble once a credit boom has been launched. The stock market
is often an indicator of the near future of the economy, so it is
very likely that this crash presages an imminent recession,
one that is long overdue.
It is the view of the Austrian School of Economics that a
boom in bank credit will lead inevitably to a corrective reces,
sion, and that the sooner the boom is stopped, and the reces,
sion is allowed to liquidate the unsound investments of the
boom, the better. Having expanded credit and brought about
a return of inflation, the Reagan administration quickly
reacted to the crash by promising to protect us by virtually
unlimited doses of inflation in the future. Thus, our mone,
tary czar, Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan,
assured the banks and the financial markets of enough
liquidity (that is, new money) to bail everyone out. On Tues,
day Greenspan declared that "the Federal Reserve ... af,
firmed today its readiness to serve as a source of liquidity to
support the economic and financial system." Hence, the
"cure" for what ails us-monetary inflation-is to be a lot
more of the same. Consistent with this program, the Fed has
already pressured the banks to lower their prime interest
rates, and has already driven down the federal funds rate by
pumping in more bank reserves. On the international front,
Secretary of the Treasury Baker, who had been having trou'
ble with the West Germans trying to induce them to inflate
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and lower their interest rates, announced success in the wake
of U. S. pressure after the crash.
Unfortunately, the Fed and the administration are caught
in a trap of their own making-in what the British call a
"cleft stick." As the Fed expands credit and pushes interest
rates down, price inflation will accelerate, and this will inex,
orably raise interest rates via an inflation premium-precisely
what happened in the double,digit inflation of the late 1970s.
By frantically trying to stave off an inevitable recession, the
administration can only make it worse-and also make it in,
flationary, as in the 1970s. The administration is busily work,
ing to bring about its own worst fears: the so,called "night,
mare scenario" of a simultaneous inflation and recession, ac,
companied by a falling dollar and a collapsed stock marketall neatly in time for the presidential election year of 1988.
Let us now turn from the crash, for the moment, and
assess how well Reaganomics has done over the seven years
of its reign.
The first question to ask is: how well has Reaganomics
achieved its own goals? Perhaps the best way of discovering
those goals is to recall the heady days of Ronald Reagan's
first campaign for the presidency, especially before his
triumph at the Republican National Convention in 1980. In
general terms, Reagan pledged to return, or advance, to a free
market and to "get government off our backs." Specifically,
Reagan called for a massive cut in government spending, an
even more drastic cut in taxation (particularly the income
tax), a balanced budget by 1984 (that wild,spender, jimmy
Carter, you see, had raised the budget deficit to $74 billion a
year, and this had to be eliminated), and a return to the gold
standard, where money is supplied by the market rather than
by government. In addition to a call for free markets
domestically, Reagan affirmed his deep commitment to free'
dom of international trade. Not only did the upper echelons
of the administration sport Adam Smith ties, in honor of
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that moderate free,trader, but Reagan himself affirmed the
depth of the influence upon him of the mid, 19th century
laissez,faire economist, Frederic Bastiat, whose devastating
and satiric attacks on protectionism have been anthologized
in economics readings ever since.
The gold standard was the easiest pledge to dispose of.
President Reagan appointed an allegedly impartial gold com,
mission to study the problem-a commission overwhelm,
ingly packed with lifelong opponents of gold. The commis,
sion presented its predictable report, and gold was quickly in,
terred. Let's run down the other important areas:
Government Spending. How well did Reagan succeed in
cutting government spending, surely a critical ingredient in
any plan to reduce the role of government in everyone's life?
In 1980, the last year of free,spending Jimmy Carter, the fed,
eral government spent $591 billion. In 1986, the last recorded
year of the Reagan administration, the federal government
spent $990 billion, an increase of 68%. Whatever this is, it is
emphatically not reducing government expenditures.
Sophisticated economists say that these absolute numbers
are an unfair comparison, that we should compare federal
spending in these two years as percentage of gross national
product. But this strikes me as unfair in the opposite direc,
tion, because the greater the amount of inflation generated
by the federal government, the higher will be the GNP. We
might then be complimenting the government on a lower
percentage of spending achieved by the government's gener,
ating inflation by creating more money. But even taking
these percentages of GNP figures, we get federal spending as
percent of GNP in 1980 as 21.6%, and after six years of
Reagan, 24.3%. A better comparison would be percentage of
federal spending to net private product, that is, production of
the private sector. That percentage was 31.1 % in 1980, and a
shocking 34.3% in 1986. So even using percentages, the
Reagan administration has brought us a substantial increase
in government spending.
\
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Also, the excuse cannot be used that Congress massively
increased Reagan's budget proposals. On the contrary, there
was never much difference between Reagan's and Congress's
budgets, and despite propaganda to the contrary, Reagan
never proposed a cut in the total budget.
Deficits. The next, and admittedly the most embarrassing,
failure of Reaganomic goals is the deficit. Jimmy Carter
habitually ran deficits of $40,50 billion and, by the end, up to
$74 billion; but by 1984, when Reagan had promised to
achieve a balanced budget, the deficit had settled down com,
fortably to about $200 billion, a level that seems to be perma,
nent, despite desperate attempts to cook the figures in one,
shot reductions.
This is by far the largest budget deficit in American his,
tory. It is true that the $50 billion deficits in World War II
were a much higher percentage of the GNP; but the point is
that that was a temporary, one,shot situation, the product of
war finance. But the war was over in a few years; and the cur,
rent federal deficits now seem to be a recent, but still perma,
nent part of the American heritage.
One of the most curious, and least edifying, sights in the
Reagan era was to see the Reaganites completely change their
tune of a lifetime. At the very beginning of the Reagan ad,
ministration, the conservative Republicans in the House of
Representatives, convinced that deficits would disappear im,
mediately, received a terrific shock when they were asked by
the Reagan administration to vote for the usual annual in,
crease in the statutory debt limit. These Republicans, some
literally with tears in their eyes, protested that never in their
lives had they voted for an increase in the national debt
limit, but they were doing it just this one time because they
"trusted Ronald Reagan" to balance the budget from then
on. The rest, alas, is history, and the conservative Repub,
licans never saw fit to cry again. Instead, they found them,
selves adjusting rather easily to the new era of huge perma,
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nent deficits. The Gramm~Rudmanlaw, allegedly designed to
eradicate deficits in a few years, has now unsurprisingly bogged
down in enduring confusion.
Even less edifying is the spectre of Reaganomists who had
inveighed against deficits-that legacy of Keynesianism-for
decades. Soon Reaganite economists, especially those staffing
economic posts in the executive and legislative branches,
found that deficits really weren't so bad after all. Ingenious
models were devised claiming to prove that there really isn't
any deficit. Bill Niskanen, of the Reagan Council of Eco~
nomic Advisors, came up with perhaps the most ingenious
discovery: that there is no reason to worry about govern~
ment deficits, since they are balanced by the growth in value
of government assets. Well, hooray, but it is rather strange to
see economists whose alleged goal is a drastic reduction in the
role of government cheering for ever greater growth in gov~
ernment assets. Moreover, the size of government assets is
really beside the point. It would only be of interest if the fed~
eral government were just another private business firm,
about to go into liquidation, and whose debtors could then
be satisfied by a parceling out of its hefty assets. The federal
government is not about to be liquidated; there is no chance,
for example, of an institution ever going into bankruptcy or
liquidation that has the legal right to print whatever money
it needs to get itself-and anyone else it favors-out of any fi~
nancial hole.
There has also been a fervent revival of the old left~
Keynesian idea that "deficits don't matter, anyway." Deficits
are stimulating, we can "grow ourselves out of deficits," etc.
The most interesting, though predictable, twist was that of
the supply~siders, who, led by Professor Arthur Laffer and his
famous "curve," had promised that if income tax rates were
cut, investment and production would be so stimulated that
a fall in tax rates would increase tax revenue and balance the
budget. When the budget was most emphatically not bal~
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anced, and deficits instead got worse, the supply~siders threw
Laffer overboard as the scapegoat, claiming that Laffer was an
extremist, and the only propounder of his famous curve. The
supply~siders then retreated to their current, fall~back posi~
tion, which is quite frankly Keynesian; namely deficits don't
matter anyway, so let's have cheap money and deficits; relax
and enjoy them. About the only Keynesian phrase we have
not heard yet from Reaganomists is that the national debt
"doesn't matter because we owe it to ourselves," and I am wait~
ing for some supply~sider to adopt this famous 1930s phrase of
Abba Lerner without, of course, bothering about attribution.
One way in which Ronald Reagan has tried to seize the
moral high road on the deficit question is to divorce his rhetoric
from reality even more sharply than usual. Thus, the proposer
of the biggest deficits in American history has been calling
vehemently for a Constitutional amendment to require a bal~
anced budget. In that way, Reagan can lead the way toward
permanent $200 billion deficits, while basking in the virtue of
proposing a balanced budget amendment, and trying to
make Congress the fall guy for our deficit economy.
Even in the unlikely event that the balanced budget
amendment should ever pass, it would be ludicrous in its lack
of effect. In the first place, Congress can override the amend~
ment at any time by three~fifths vote. Secondly, Congress is
not required to actually balance any budget; that is, its actual
expenditures in any given year are not limited to the reve~
nues taken in. Instead, Congress is only required to prepare
an estimate of a balanced budget for a future year; and of
course, government estimates, even of its own income or
spending, are notoriously unreliable. And third, there is no
enforcement clause; suppose Congress did violate even the re~
quirement for an estimated balanced budget: What is going to
happen to the legislators? Is the Supreme Court going to sum~
mon marshals and put the entire U.S. Congress in jail? And
yet, not only has Reagan been pushing for such an absurd
amendment, but so too have many helpful Reaganomists.
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Tax Cuts. One of the few areas where Reaganomists claim
success without embarrassment is taxation. Didn't the
Reagan administration, after all, slash income taxes in 1981,
and provide both tax cuts and "fairness" in its highly touted
tax reform law of 1986? Hasn't Ronald Reagan, in the teeth of
opposition, heroically held the line against all tax increases?
The answer, unfortunately, is no. In the first place, the fa,
mous "tax cut" of 1981 did not cut taxes at all. It's true that
tax rates for higher,income brackets were cut; but for the
average person, taxes rose, rather than declined. The reason is
that, on the whole, the cut in income tax rates was more than
offset by two forms of tax increase. One was "bracket creep," a
term for inflation quietly but effectively raising one into higher
tax brackets, so that you pay more and proportionately higher
taxes even though the tax rate schedule has officially remained
the same. The second source of higher taxes was Social
Security taxation, which kept increasing, and which helped
taxes go up overall. Not only that, but soon thereafter, when
the Social Security System was generally perceived as on the
brink of bankruptcy, President Reagan brought in Alan
Greenspan, a leading Reaganomist and now Chairman of
the Federal Reserve, to save Social Security as head of a bi,
partisan commission. The "saving," of course, meant still
higher Social Security taxes then and forevermore.
Since the tax cut of 1981 that was not really a cut, fur,
thermore, taxes have gone up every single year since, with
the approval of the Reagan administration. But to save the
president's rhetorical sensibilities, they weren't called tax in,
creases. Instead, ingenious labels were attached to them; rais,
ing of "fees," "plugging loopholes" (and surely everyone
wants loopholes plugged), "tightening IRS enforcement," and
even revenue enhancements." I am sure that all good
Reaganomists slept soundly at night knowing that even
though government revenue was being "enhanced," the pres,
ident had held the line against tax increases.
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The highly ballyhooed Tax "Reform" Act of 1986 was
supposed to be economically healthy as well as "fair"; sup~
posedly "revenue neutral," it was to bring us (a) simplicity,
helping the public while making the lives of tax accountants
and lawyers miserable; and (b) income tax cuts, especially in
the higher income brackets and in everyone's marginal tax
rates (that is, income tax rates on additional money you may
earn); and offset only by plugging those infamous loopholes.
The reality, of course, was very different. In the first place,
the administration has succeeded in making the tax laws so
complicated that even the IRS admittedly doesn't understand
it, and tax accountants and lawyers will be kept puzzled and
happy for years to come.
Secondly, while indeed income tax rates were cut in the
higher brackets, many of the loophole plugs meant huge tax
increases for people in the upper as well as middle income
brackets. The point of the income tax, and particularly the
marginal rate cuts, was the supply~sider objective of lowering
taxes to stimulate savings and investment. But a National
Bureau study by Hausman and Poterba on the Tax Reform
Act shows that over 40% of the nation's taxpayers suffered a
marginal tax increase (or, at best, the same rate as before) and,
of the majority that did enjoy marginal tax cuts, only 11 % got
reductions of 10% or more. In short, most of the tax reduc~
tions were negligible. Not only that; the Tax Reform Act,
these authors reckoned, would lower savings and investment
overall because of the huge increases in taxes on business and
on capital gains. Moreover, savings were also hurt by the tax
law's removal of tax deductibility on contributions to IRAs.
Not only were taxes increased, but business costs were
greatly raised by making business expense meals only 80%
deductible, which means a great expenditure of business time
and energy keeping and shuffling records. And not only were
taxes raised by eliminating tax shelters in real estate, but the
law's claims to "fairness" were made grotesque by the retroac~
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tive nature of many of the tax increases. Thus, the abolition
of tax shelter deductibility was made retroactive, imposing
huge penalties after the fact. This is ex post facto legislation
outlawed by the Constitution, which prohibits making ac,
tions retroactively criminal for a time period when they were
perfectly legal. A friend of mine, for example, sold his busi,
ness about eight years ago; to avoid capital gains taxes, he in,
corporated his business in the American Virgin Islands,
which the federal government had made exempt from capital
gains taxes in order to stimulate Virgin Islands development.
Now, eight years later, this tax exemption for the Virgin
Islands has been removed (a "loophole" plugged!) but the IRS
now expects my friend to pay full retroactive capital gains
taxes plus interest on this eight,year old sale. Let's hear it for
the "fairness" of the tax reform law!
But the bottom line on the tax question: is what hap,
pened in the Reagan era to government tax revenues overall?
Did the amount of taxes extracted from the American people
by the federal government go up or down during the Reagan
years? The facts are that federal tax receipts were $517 billion
in the last Carter year of 1980. In 1986, revenues totaled $769
billion, an increase of 49%. Whatever that is, that doesn't
look like a tax cut. But how about taxes as a percentage of the
national product? There, we can concede that on a percent,
age criterion, overall taxes fell very slightly, remaining about
even with the last year of Carter. Taxes fell from 18.9% of the
GNP to 18.3%, or for a better gauge, taxes as percentage of
net private product fell from 27.2% to 26.6%. A large abso,
lute increase in taxes, coupled with keeping taxes as a per,
centage of national product about even, is scarcely cause for
tossing one's hat in the air about a whopping reduction in
taxes during the Reagan years.
In recent months, moreover, the Reagan administration
has been more receptive to loophole plugging, fees, and reve,
nues than ever before. To quote from the Tax Watch column
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in the New York Times (October 13, 1987): "President Reagan
has repeatedly warned Congress of his opposition to any new
taxes, but some White House aides have been trying to figure
out a way of endorsing a tax bill that could be called some~
thing else."
In addition to closing loopholes, the White House is
nudging Congress to expand the usual definition of a "user
fee," not a tax because it is supposed to be a fee for those who
use a government service, say national parks or waterways.
But apparently the Reagan administration is now expanding
the definition of "user fee" to include excise taxes, on the as~
sumption, apparently, that every time we purchase a product
or service we must pay government for its permission. Thus,
the Reagan administration has proposed not, of course, as a
tax increase, but as an alleged "user fee," a higher excise tax
on every international airline or ship ticket, a tax on all coal
producers, and a tax on gasoline and on highway charges for
buses. The administration is also willing to support, as an
alleged user fee rather than a tax, a requirement that employ~
ers, such as restaurants, start paying the Social Security tax
on tips received by waiters and other service personnel.
In the wake of the stock market crash, President Reagan is
now willing to give us a post~crash present of: higher taxes
that will openly be called higher taxes. On Tuesday morning,
the White House declared: "We're going to hold to our guns.
The president has given us marching orders: no tax
increase." By Tuesday afternoon, however, the marching or~
ders had apparently evaporated, and the president said that
he was "willing to look at" tax~increase proposals. To greet a
looming recession with a tax increase is a wonderful way to
bring that recession into reality. Once again, President
Reagan is following the path blazed by Herbert Hoover in the
Great Depression of raising taxes to try to combat a deficit.
Deregulation. Another crucial aspect of freeing the market
and getting government off our backs is deregulation, and
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the administration and its Reaganomists have been very proud
of its deregulation record. However, a look at the record re,
veals a very different picture. In the first place, the most con,
spicuous examples of deregulation; the ending of oil and gaso,
line price controls and rationing, the deregulation of trucks
and airlines, were all launched by the Carter administration,
and completed just in time for the Reagan administration to
claim the credit. Meanwhile, there were other, promised
deregulations that never took place; for example, abolition of
natural gas controls and of the Department of Energy.
Overall, in fact, there has probably been not deregulation,
but an increase in regulation. Thus, Christopher De Muth,
head of the American Enterprise Institute and a former top
official of Reagan's Office of Management and the Budget,
concludes that "the President has not mounted a broad offen,
sive against regulation. There hasn't been much total change
since 1981. There has been more balanced administration of
regulatory agencies than we had become used to in the 1970s,
but many regulatory rules have been strengthened."
In particular, there has been a fervent drive, especially in
the past year, to intensify regulation of Wall Street. A savage
and almost hysterical attack was launched late last year by
the Securities and Exchange Commission and by the Depart'
ment of Justice on the high crime of "insider trading." Dis,
tinguished investment bankers were literally hauled out of
their offices in manacles, and the most conspicuous inside
trader received as a punishment (1) a fine of $100 million; (2)
a lifetime ban on any further security trading, and (3) a jail
term of one year, suspended for community service. And this
is the light sentence, in return for allowing himself to be
wired and turn informer on his insider trading colleagues.
[Editor's note: Ivan Boesky has since been sentenced to three
years in prison.]
All this was part of a drive by the administration to pro,
tect inefficient corporate managers from the dread threat of
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takeover bids, by which means stockholders are able to dis,
pose easily of ineffective management and turn to new man,
agers. Can we really say that this frenzied assault on Wall
Street by the Reagan administration had no impact on the
stock market crash?
And yet the Reagan administration has reacted to the
crash not by letting up, but by intensifying, regulation of the
stock market. The head of the SEC strongly considered clos,
ing down the market on October 19, and some markets were
temporarily shut down-a case, once again, of solving prob-lems by shooting the market-the messenger of bad news.
October 20, the Reagan administration collaborated in an,
nouncing early closing of the market for the next several
days. The SEC has already moved, in conjunction with the
New York Stock Exchange, to close down computer program
trading on the market, a trade related to stock index futures.
But blaming computer program trading for the crash is a
Luddite reaction; trying to solve problems by taking a crow'
bar and wrecking machines. There were no computers, after
all, in 1929. Once again, the instincts of the administration,
particularly in relation to Wall Street, is to regulate. Regulate,
and inflate, seem to be the Reaganite answers to our eco,
nomic ills.
Agricultural policy, for its part, has been a total disaster.
Instead of ending farm price supports and controls and
returning to a free market in agriculture, the administration
has greatly increased price supports, controls and subsidies.
Furthermore, it has brought a calamitous innovation to the
farm program; the PIK program ["Payments In Kind"] in
which the government gets the farmers to agree to drastic
cuts in acreage, in return for which the government pays
back the wheat or cotton surpluses previously held off the
market. The result of all this has been to push farm prices far
higher than the world market, depress farm exports, and
throw many farmers into bankruptcy. All the administration
can offer, however, is more of the same disastrous policy.
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Foreign Economic Policy. If the Reagan administration has
botched the domestic economy, even in terms of its own
goals, how has it done in foreign economic affairs? As we
might expect, its foreign economic policy has been the exact
opposite of its proclaimed devotion to free trade and free
markets. In the first place, Adam Smith ties and Bastiat to
the contrary notwithstanding, the Reagan administration
has been the most belligerent and nationalistic since Herbert
Hoover. Tariffs and import quotas have been repeatedly raised,
and Japan has been treated as a leper and repeatedly de,
nounced for the crime of selling high quality products at low
prices to the delighted American consumer.
In all matters of complex and tangled international eco,
nomics, the only way out of the thicket is to keep our eye on
one overriding question: Is it good, or bad, for the American
consumer? What the American consumer wants is good qual,
ity products at low prices, and so the Japanese should be wel,
comed and admired instead of condemned. As for the alleged
crime of "dumping," if the Japanese are really foolish enough
to waste money and resources by dumping-that is selling
goods to us below costs-then we should welcome such a pol,
icy with open arms; anytime the Japanese are willing to sell me
Sony TV sets for a dollar, I am more than happy to take the
sets off their hands.
Not only foreign producers are hurt by protectionism, but
even more so are American consumers. Every time the
administration slaps a tariff or quota on motorcycles or on
textiles or semiconductors or clothespins-as it did to bail
out one inefficient clothespin plant in Maine-every time it
does that, it injures the American consumer.
It is no wonder then, that even the Reaganomist Bill
Niskanen recently admitted that "international trade is more
regulated than it was 10 years ago." Or, as Secretary of Treas,
ury James Baker declared proudly last month: "President
Reagan has .granted more import relief to U.S. industry than
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any of his predecessors in more than half a century." Pretty
good for a Bastiat follower.
Another original aim of the Reagan administration,
under the influence of the monetarists, or Friedmanites, was
to keep the government's hand completely off exchange
rates, and to allow these rates to fluctuate freely on the mar,
ket, without interference by the Federal Reserve or the Treas,
ury. A leading monetarist, Dr. Beryl W. Sprinkel, was made
Undersecretary of the Treasury for Monetary Policy in 1981
to carry out that policy. But this non,intervention is long
gone, and Secretary Baker, aided by the Fed, has been busily
engaged in trying to persuade other countries to intervene to
help coordinate and fix exchange rates. After being removed
from the Treasury after several years, Sprinkel was sent to
Siberia and ordered to keep quiet, as head of the Council of
Economic Advisors; and Sprinkel has recently announced
that he will leave the government altogether. [Editor's note:
Sprinkel has recently been rehabilitated, and given Cabinet
status, in return for his agreement to take part in the disas,
trous Baker dollar policy.]
Moreover, the policy of foreign aid and foreign lending
conducted or encouraged by the government has proceeded
more intensely than even under previous administrations.
Reagan has bailed out the despotic government of Poland
with massive loans, so that Poland could repay its Western
creditors. A similar policy has been conducted in relation to
many shaky or bankrupt third world governments. The spec'
tre of bank collapse from foreign loans has been averted by
bailouts and promises of bailout from the Federal Reserve,
the nation's only manufacturer of dollars, which it can pro'
duce at will.
Wherever we look, then, on the budget, in the domestic
economy, or in foreign trade or international monetary rela'
tions, we see government even more on our backs than ever.
The burden and the scope of government intervention under
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Reagan has increased, not decreased. Reagan's rhetoric has been
calling for reductions of government; his actions have been
precisely the reverse. Yet both sides of the political fence have
bought the rhetoric and claim that it has been put into effect.
Reaganites and Reaganomists, for obvious reasons, are
trying desperately to maintain that Reagan has indeed ful~
filled his glorious promises; while his opponents, intent on
attacking the bogey of Reaganomics, are also, and for oppo~
site reasons, anxious to claim that Reagan has really put his
free~market program into operation. So we have the curious,
and surely not healthy, situation where a mass of politically
interested people are totally misinterpreting and even misrep~
resenting the Reagan record; focusing, like Reagan himself,
on his rhetoric instead of on the reality.
What of the Future? Is there life after Reaganomics? To
assess coming events, we first have to realize that Reagan~
omics has never been a monolith. It has had several faces;
Reaganomics has been an uneasy and shifting coalition of
several clashing schools of economic thought. In particular,
the leading schools have been the conservative Keynesians,
the Milton Friedman monetarists, and the supply~siders. The
monetarists, devoted to a money rule of a fixed percentage
increase of money growth engineered by the Federal Reserve,
have come a cropper. Fervently believing that science is noth~
ing else but prediction, the monetarists have self~destructed
by making a string of self~confident but disastrous predic~
tions in the last several years. Their fate illustrates the fact
that he who lives by prediction shall die by it. Apart from
their views on money, the monetarists generally believe in
free markets, and so their demise has left Reaganomics in the
hands of the other two schools, neither of whom are particul~
arly interested in free markets or cutting government.
The conservative Keynesians-the folks who brought us
the economics of the Nixon and Ford administrations-saw
Keynesianism lose its dominance among economists with the
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inflationary recession of 1973,74, an event which Keynesians
stoutly believed could never possibly happen. But while
Keynesians have lost their old eclat, they remain with two
preoccupations: (1) a devotion to the New Deal,Fair Deal,
Great Society,Nixon,Ford,Carter,status quo, and (2) a zeal
for tax increases to moderate the current deficit. As for gov,
ernment spending, never has the thought of actually cutting
expenditures crossed their minds. The supply,siders, who are
weak in academia but strong in the press and in exerting
enormous political leverage per capita, have also no interest
in cutting government spending. To the contrary, both con,
servative Keynesians and supply,siders are prepared to call
for an increasing stream of goodies from government.
Both groups have also long been keen on monetary infla,
tion. The supply,siders have pretty much given up the idea of
tax cuts; their stance is now to accept the deficit and oppose
any tax increase. On foreign monetary matters, the conserva,
tive Keynesians and the supply,siders have formed a coali,
tion; both groups embrace Secretary of Treasury Baker's
Keynesian program of fixed exchange rates and an interna,
tionally coordinated policy of cheap money.
Politically, the Republican presidential candidates can be
assessed on their various preferred visions of Reaganomics.
Vice,President Bush is, of course, a conservative Keynesian
and a veteran arch,enemy of supply,side doctrine, which he
famously denounced in 1980 as "voodoo economics." Secre,
tary of Treasury James Baker is a former Bush campaign aide.
White House Chief of Staff Howard Baker is also in the con,
servative Keynesian camp, as was Paul Volcker, and is Alan
Greenspan. Since former White House Chief of Staff Donald
Regan was a fellow,traveller of the supply,siders, his replace'
ment by Howard Baker as a result of Iranscam was a triumph
of conservative Keynesians over the supply,siders. This year,
in fact, our troika of Economic Rulers, Greenspan and the
two Bakers, has all been squarely in the conservative Keynes,
ian camp.
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Senator Robert Dole, the other Republican front,runner
for president, is also a conservative Keynesian. In fact, Bob
Dole carried on the fight for higher taxes even when it was
relatively unfashionable inside the administration. So de,
voted to higher taxes is Bob Dole, in fact, that he is reputed
to be the favorite presidential candidate of the Internal
Revenue Service. So if you like the IRS, you'll love Bob Dole.
Congressman Jack Kemp, on the other hand, has been the
political champion of the supply,siders ever since supply,side
was invented in the late 1970s. Kemp's call for higher govern,
ment spending, and approval of deficits, monetary inflation,
and fixed exchange rates, all attest to his supply,side devotion.
Jack Kemp, however, has for some reason not struck fire
among the public, so Mrs. Jeanne Kirkpatrick stands ready in
the wings to take up the cause if Kemp should fail to rally. I
confess I have not been able to figure out the economic views
of the Reverend Pat Robertson, although I have a hunch
they do not loom very large in his world outlook.
Although there are a lot of Democratic candidates out
there, it is hard at thIs point to distinguish one from another,
on economic policy or indeed on anything else. As Joe Klein
recently wrote in a perceptive article in New York magazine,
the Republicans are engaged in an interesting clash of differ,
ent ideas, while the Democrats are all muddily groping to,
ward the center. To make the confusion still greater, Klein
points out that Republicans are busily talking about "com,
passion," while the Democrats are all stressing "efficiency."
One thing is fairly clear; Congressman Gephardt is an all,
out protectionist, thoroughly jettisoning the old Democratic
commitment to free trade, and is the most ardent statist in
agricultural policy.
On monetary and fiscal policy, the Democrats are the
classic party of liberal Keynesianism, in contrast to the Re,
publican policy of conservative Keynesianism. The problem is
that, in the last decade or two, it has become increasingly dif,
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ficult to tell the difference. Apart from supply,sider Kemp, we

can expect the president of either party to be a middle..of..the..
road liberal/conservative Keynesian. And so we can expect
the next administration's economic policies to be roughly the
same as they are now. Except that the rhetoric will be differ,
ent. So we can, therefore, expect diverse perceptions and
responses to a similar reality by the public and by the market.
Thus, if Jack Kemp becomes president, the public will wrongly
consider him a champion of hard money, budget cutting, and
the free market. The public will therefore underestimate the
wildly inflationist reality of a Kemp administration. On the
other hand, the public probably perceives the Democrats to
be wilder spenders relative to the Republicans than they
really are. So should the Democrats win in 1988, we can ex,
pect the market to overestimate the inflationary measure of a
Democratic administration.
All of this, along with the universal misperception of
Reaganomics, illustrates once more the wisdom of those in,
cisive political philosophers, Gilbert and Sullivan: "Things are
not always what they seem; skim milk masquerades as cream."

Ronald Reagan: Protectionist
Sheldon L. Richman
ark Shields, a columnist for the Washington Post, re,
cently wrote of President Reagan's "blind devotion to
the doctrine of free trade." If President Reagan has a devo,
tion to free trade, it must be blind because he has been way
off the mark. In fact, he has been the most protectionist pres,
ident since Herbert Hoover.
Admittedly, his rhetoric has been confusing. In 1986
Reagan said, "Our trade policy rests firmly on the foundation
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of free and open markets. I recognize ... the inescapable
conclusion that all of history has taught: the freer the flow of
world trade, the stronger the tides of human progress and
peace among nations."
But he advocated protectionism early in his 1980 cam,
paign, saying to the U.S. auto industry: "Japan is part of the
problem. This is where government can be legitimately in,
volved. That is, to convince the Japanese in one way or
another that, in their own interests, that deluge of cars must
be slowed while our industry gets back on its feet.... "
When he imposed a 100% tariff on selected Japanese elec,
tronic products for allegedly "dumping" computer memory
chips, he said he did it "to enforce the principles of free and
fair trade." And Treasury Secretary James A. Baker has
boasted about the protectionist record: Reagan "has granted
more import relief to U.S. industry than any of his prede,
cessors in more than half a century."
It's true that the administration has fought with protec,
tionists in Congress, but only over who should have the
power to restrict trade. As Reagan put it, "It's better policy to
allow for presidents-me or my successors-to have options
for dealing with trade problems."
Defenders of the Reagan policies will say that he has
engaged in protectionism to open foreign markets. But they
cannot deny that one,quarter of all imports are today
restricted, a 100% increase over 1980.
Nor are foreign markets more open. The Reagan adminis,
tration talks about exporting free enterprise, but in fact it has
exported economic intervention to Japan, South Korea, and
other nations. When the United States imposes import
quotas or pressures a foreign government to do so, a compul,
sory cartel must arise in the exporting country, since its gov,
ernment will assign the quotas among private firms and
administer the system. Ronald Reagan has forced nations
that export textiles, apparel, sugar, steel, and other products
to cartelize these industries.
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Can trade restrictions open foreign markets? The use of
government power to regulate trade is more likely to produce
conflict of which American consumers and exporters become
the victims. It is also naive, because it ignores the political
pressure to maintain existing restrictions. The United States,
for example, could impose new limits on Japanese autos to
force Japan to accept beef exports from Iowa. But, as syn~
dicated columnist Stephen Chapman asks, "Does anyone be~
lieve that when Japan starts buying Iowa beef, Ford and
Chrysler will stop trying to keep out Japanese cars?"
Considering our own intricate web of trade restrictions, it
is sanctimonious for the U. S. government to lecture others
about opening their markets. It might be in a better position
to make demands if it first stripped our economy of those re~
strictions. But wouldn't we be giving up bargaining chips?
Yes. But the objective is not to negotiate; it is to enjoy the
benefits of productivity and the international division of
labor. The bonanza of unconditional free trade would be so
great for the United States that it would set a good example
for the rest of the world.
The value of free trade does not depend on open markets
abroad. It is good for the nation that practices it, regardless
of what others do. The purpose of an economic system is not
to produce jobs or sell products abroad. Those are means.
The end is satisfaction of our material wants. Free trade is
good because our standard of living depends on how easily
we can get the products and services we want.
One is led to ask: with free~traders like this, who needs
protectionists? The administration has thus far:
• Forced Japan to accept restraints on auto exports;
• Tightened considerably the quotas on imported sugar;
• Negotiated to increase the restrictiveness of the Multi,
fiber Arrangement governing trade in textiles and apparel;
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• Required 18 countries, including Brazil, Spain, South
Korea, japan, Mexico, South Africa, Finland, Australia,
and the European Community, to accept "voluntary restraint agreements" that reduce their steel imports to the
United States;
• Imposed a 45% duty on japanese motorcycles for the benefit of Harley Davidson, which admitted that superior
japanese management was the cause of its problems;
• Raised tariffs on Canadian lumber and cedar shingles;
• Forced the japanese into an agreement to control the
price of computer memory chips;
• Removed third-world countries on several occasions from
the duty-free import program for developing nations;
• Pressed japan to force its automakers to buy more American-made parts;
• Demanded that Taiwan, West Germany, japan, and
Switzerland restrain their exports of machine tools;
• Accused the japanese of dumping roller bearings on
grounds that the price did not rise to cover a fall in the
value of the yen;
• Accused the japanese of dumping forklift trucks and color
picture tubes;
• Extended quotas on imported clothes pins;
• Failed to ask Congress to end the ban on the export of
Alaskan oil and timber cut from federal lands;
• Redefined dumping so domestic firms can more easily
charge foreign competitors with unfair trade practices;
• Beefed-up the Export-Import Bank, an institution
dedicated to distorting the American economy at the expense of the American people in order to artificially promote exports of eight large corporations.

The World Bank estimates that import restrictions in 1984
had the same effect as a 66% income tax surcharge on America's poorest citizens. Less obvious is the harm to American
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producers, who lose exports and pay more for capital goods
because of protectionism. For example, everyone, including
the beleaguered American auto industry, has to pay more for
steel because of the Reagan administration's restrictions on
imports. Even the steel industry is hurt because artificially
high prices stimulate the search for alternative materials.
President Reagan missed a unique opportunity to begin
freeing the American economy from the shackles of trade re~
strictions. He need not have given the American people a
technical lesson in economics. He could have said that free
trade requires no more justification than domestic economic
freedom; indeed, it requires no more justification than the
traditional American values of a humane and open society.

The Sad Legacy of Ronald Reagan
Sheldon L. Richman
n August 2,1988, President Ronald Reagan announced
that he had changed his mind about the pro~union
plant~closing bill. He had vetoed it three months earlier, but
now let it become law without his signature after intense
pressure from presidential nominee George Bush and former
Treasury Secretary James Baker, now Bush's campaign chair~
man. Reagan claimed that only this action would enable him
to sign a Congressional trade bill almost unequaled in its
anti~consumer protectionism.
Ronald Reagan's faithful followers claim he has used his
skills as the Great Communicator to reverse the growth of
Leviathan and inaugurate a new era of liberty and free mar~
kets. Reagan himself said, "It is time to check and reverse the
growth of government."
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Yet after nearly eight years of Reaganism, the clamor for
more government intervention in the economy was so for..
midable that Reagan abandoned the free..market position
and acquiesced in further crippling of the economy and our
liberties. In fact, the number of free..market achievements by
the administration are so few that they can be counted on
one hand-with fingers left over.
Let's look at the record:

Spending
In 1980, Jimmy Carter's last year as president, the federal gov..
ernment spent a whopping 27.9% of "national income" (an ob..
noxious term for the private wealth produced by the American
people). Reagan assaulted the free..spending Carter adrninistra..
tion throughout his campaign in 1980. So how did the Reagan
administration do? At the end of the first quarter of 1988, fed..
eral spending accounted for 28.7% of "national income."
Even Ford and Carter did a better job at cutting govern..
ment. Their combined presidential terms account for an increase
of 1.4%-compared with Reagan's 3%-in the government's
take of "national income." And in nominal terms, there has
been a 60% increase in government spending, thanks mainly
to Reagan's requested budgets, which were only marginally
smaller than the spending Congress voted.
The budget for the Department of Education, which can..
didate Reagan promised to abolish along with the Depart..
ment of Energy, has more than doubled to $22.7 billion.
Social Security spending has risen from $179 billion in 1981
to $269 billion in 1986. The price of farm programs went
from $21.4 billion in 1981 to $51.4 billion in 1987, a 140% in..
crease. And this doesn't count the recently signed $4 billion
"drought..relief" measure. Medicare spending in 1981 was
$43.5 billion; in 1987 it hit $80 billion. Federal entitlements
cost $197.1 billion in 1981-and $477 billion in 1987.
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Foreign aid has also risen, from $10 billion to $22 billion.
Every year, Reagan asked for more foreign,aid money than
the Congress was willing to spend. He also pushed through
Congress an $8.4 billion increase in the U.S. "contribution"
to the International Monetary Fund.
His budget cuts were actually cuts in projected spending,
not absolute cuts in current spending levels. As Reagan put
it, "We're not attempting to cut either spending or taxing
levels below that which we presently have."
The result has been unprecedented government debt.
Reagan has tripled the Gross Federal Debt, from $900 billion
to $2.7 trillion. Ford and Carter in their combined terms
could only double it. It took 31 years to accomplish the first
postwar debt tripling, yet Reagan did it in eight.

Taxes
Before looking at taxation under Reagan, we must note
that spending is the better indicator of the size of the govern,
ment. If government cuts taxes, but not spending, it still gets
the money from somewhere-either by borrowing or inflating.
Either method robs the productive sector. Although spending
is the better indicator, it is not complete, because it ignores
other ways in which the government deprives producers of
wealth. For instance, it conceals regulation and trade restric,
tions, which may require little government outlay.
If we look at government revenues as a percentage of "national
income," we find little change from the Carter days, despite
heralded "tax cuts." In 1980, revenues were 25.1 % of "na'
tional income." In the first quarter of 1988 they were 24.7%.
Reagan came into office proposing to cut personal income
and business taxes. The Economic Recovery Act was sup'
posed to reduce revenues by $749 billion over five years. But
this was quickly reversed with the Tax Equity and Fiscal Re,
sponsibility Act of 1982. TEFRA-the largest tax increase in
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American history-was designed to raise $214.1 billion over
five years, and took back many of the business tax savings
enacted the year before. It also imposed withholding on in,
terest and dividends, a provision later repealed over the pres,
ident's objection.
But this was just the beginning. In 1982 Reagan supported
a five,cent,per,gallon gasoline tax and higher taxes on the
trucking industry. Total increase: $5.5 billion a year. In 1983,
on the recommendation of his Social Security Commissionchaired by the man he later made Fed chairman, Alan Green,
span-Reagan called for, and received, Social Security tax in,
creases of $165 billion over seven years. A year later came
Reagan's Deficit Reduction Act to raise $50 billion.
Even the heralded Tax Reform Act of 1986 is more decep,
tion than substance. It shifted $120 billion over five years from
visible personal income taxes to hidden business taxes. It low,
ered the rates, but it also repealed or reduced many deductions.
According to the Treasury Department, the 1981 tax cut
will have reduced revenues by $1.48 trillion by the end of
fiscal 1989. But tax increases since 1982 will equal $1.5 trillion
by 1989. The increases include not only the formal legislation
mentioned above but also bracket creep (which ended in
1985 when tax indexing took effect-a provision of the 1981
act despite Reagan's objection), $30 billion in various tax
changes, and other increases. Taxes by the end of the Reagan
era will be as large a chunk of GNP as when he took office, if
not larger: 19.4%, by ultra,conservative estimate of the
Reagan Office of Management and Budget. The so,called his'
toric average is 18.3%.

Regulation
For all the administration's talk about deregulation (for
example, from the know,nothing commission which George
Bush headed), it has done little. Much of what has been done
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began under Carter, such as abolition of the Civil Aero,
nautics Board and deregulation of oil prices. Carter created
the momentum and Reagan halted it. In fact, the economic
costs of regulation have grown under Reagan.
Some deregulation has occurred for banks, intercity
buses, ocean shipping, and energy. But nothing good has
happened in health, safety, and environmental regulations,
which cost Americans billions of dollars, ignore property
rights, and are based on the spurious notion of "freedom
from risk." But the Reagan administration has supported
state seat,belt and federal air,bag requirements. This concern
for safety, however, was never extended to the Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) rules, which, by imposing
fuel,efficiency standards, promote the production of small
cars. The shift to small cars will cause an estimated 10,000 to
20,000 highway deaths over the next ten years.

Bureaucracy
By now it should not be surprising that the size of the bu'
reaucracy has also grown. Today, there are 230,000 more
civilian government workers than in 1980, bringing the total
to almost three million. Reagan even promoted the creation
of a new federal Department of Veterans' Affairs to join the
Departments of Education and Energy, which his administra,
tion was supposed to eliminate.
Trade
The Reagan administration has been the most protec,
tionist since Herbert Hoover's. The portion of imports under
restriction has doubled since 1980. Quotas and so,called vol,
untary restraints have been imposed on a host of products,
from computer chips to automobiles. Ominously, Reagan has
adopted the bogus fair,trade/free,trade dichotomy, and he
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was eager to sign the big trade bill, which tilts the trade laws
even further toward protectionism.

Results
Reagan's fans argue that he has changed the terms of public~
policy debate, that no one today dares propose big spending
programs. I contend that the alleged spending~shyness of
politicians is not the result of an ideological sea~change, but
rather of their constituents' fiscal fright brought about by
$250 billion Reagan budget deficits. If the deficit ever
shrinks, the demand for spending will resume.
This is the Reagan legacy. He was to be the man who
would turn things around. But he didn't even try. As he so
dramatically illustrated when he accepted the plant~closing
bill, there has been no sea~change in thinking about the role
of government.
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